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Interested in
recruiting from
Cranfield?
Recruiting from Cranfield offers you a broad range of benefits as well as the
opportunity to appoint the best graduates from Cranfield’s specialist programmes.
We provide a bespoke talent management service
designed to support your long-term business
objectives and as a purely postgraduate university
that invests heavily in career development, our
graduates are more experienced and ready to hit
the ground running.
Our postgraduate talent are available for recruitment
globally. We offer support and guidance on visa
requirements if it’s an international hire you seek, and
recruiters can benefit from the lifelong development
partnership that all of our students embark on when
they join Cranfield.
Our career development staff and facilities make
recruiting a Cranfield student easy and stress-free.
Our team of talent management experts, career
development managers and associate coaches
enable us to offer both one-to-one interviews
and assessment centres.

We offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talent management.
Free job advertising.
On-campus interviewing.
Assessment centres.
Scholarship schemes.
Projects and internships.
Careers fairs and recruitment events.
Virtual events.

Symplicity
Symplicity is our free, online career and recruitment
platform where recruiters can log on and post job
opportunities directly to our students. You can use it
to advertise roles, choose which Cranfield students
you wish to engage with, manage applications and
arrange interviews all for free.
To create your free account today, please join at:

www.cranfield-csm.symplicity.com/employers

Contact us

If you are interested in recruiting from Cranfield and wish to discuss any of these services, a member of our
team will be happy to explore your options with you. Or if you would like some guidance on joining or using
Symplicity, please drop us a line and we can talk through the process with you.
E: cranfieldcareers@cranfield.ac.uk T: +44 (0)1234 758190

www.cranfield.ac.uk

Cranfield University
Creating leaders in technology and management. We unlock the
potential of people and organisations by partnering with business
and governments to deliver transformational research, postgraduate
education and professional development.
We are a specialist postgraduate university. Our close collaboration with
industry means we offer relevant, practical teaching that is firmly based
on our transformational research.

Winner of six prestigious Queen’s
Anniversary Prizes for Higher
and Further Education
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A professional network of

67,000+ alumni

57%

in the UK

UK
Top 5

Over half (57%) of all
aerospace engineering
master's students in the
UK study at Cranfield
each year.

HESA 2018/19

5,000+
learners
Over half:

Come from outside the
UK representing 110 +
countries

For Mechanical,
Aeronautical and
Manufacturing
Engineering,
World QS Rankings
by subject, 2020

Study part-time while
in employment

30+

Are over 30 years of age

We work with businesses and

1500+

81%
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governments
around the world
of our research is
world-leading or
internationally
excellent

UK

Top 10

For commercial
research, consultancy
and professional
development
HESA 2018/19

Automotive courses
Cranfield University has more than 60 years

Vehicle Engineering (Automotive) master’s

of automotive engineering pedigree, built on

courses develop highly-skilled and motivated

decades of close collaboration with a wide

engineers with the expertise to create the

range of industry partners–and we remain

solutions to today’s and tomorrow’s challenges.

at the forefront of automotive and motorsport
research and development to this day.

Our graduates have the technical qualities,
transferable skills and independent learning

Students are taught by leading academics

ability to make them instantly effective and

as well as industrial practitioners, and work

productive in organisations that design and

alongside a strong research team.

develop automotive products.

Both the Automotive Engineering, Automotive
Mechatronics and Connected and Autonomous

Some of the organisations we work with:
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Course information
During the year students carry out research into a current automotive challenge, participate in
a group design project and complete a research thesis project.

Automotive Engineering MSc
This course equips students with a broad range

physical systems with electronic digital controls,

of skills and expertise across the automotive

a field responsible for many exciting recent

spectrum, including engine design, hybrid and

advances in the sector.

electric vehicles, chassis and braking operations.
This course attracts students with an
Directed by an industry advisory panel of senior

engineering, mathematics or applied science

automotive engineers, it is suitable for graduates

undergraduate degree with the capabilities

in engineering, physics or mathematics, seeking

to develop a skill set combining electrical,

careers designing and developing the automotive

mechanical, control systems and physical

systems, technologies and components of the

system modelling.

future.
Taught modules for Automotive Engineering
should be Vehicle Design Powertrain
Performance, Automotive Control and
Simulation, Vehicle Electrification and
Hybridisation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing and Engine
Design and Performance.

Automotive Mechatronics MSc
This course is responding to increasing
industry demand for engineers with the skills
to deliver multidisciplinary integration of

Connected and Autonomous Vehicle
Engineering (Automotive) MSc
The course helps to develop students technical
and transferable skills in autonomous navigation,
sensing and perception, systems integration,
human factors, and ethical/legal frameworks,
to prepare individuals for a career within the
automotive sector.
This course is suitable for engineering, science,
mathematics and computing graduates
alongside experienced engineers who are
interested in a career in the automotive or
intelligent mobility sectors.

Group projects
The projects which you will see presented today are a culmination of work which prepares
students for an industry working environment. They will show how to market the product,
demonstrate the technical expertise and showcase the group communication skills they
have honed over the past few months.
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Contents page:
Automotive Engineering MSc
• Team one
• Team two
• Team three
• Team four

Automotive Mechatronic MSc
• Team one
• Team two

Connected and Autonomous Vehicle
Engineering (Automotive) MSc
• Group design
• Group verification and validation
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Automotive Engineering
Through the University's master's degree in Automotive Engineering,
students are not only exposed to high-class teaching, but also to industry
practitioners who are at the cutting edge of vehicle technology.
This, combined with Cranfield’s facilities, prepares students for roles within the industry where they can
make a real difference from day one.
The group design project (GDP) enables students to showcase their skills following the taught modules.
The GDP is a substantial piece of work that essentially is a whole vehicle design and this year, it involves
groups of typically 12 students who are carefully selected to provide a range of skill sets within each
group.
Enclosed are the CV’s of the individual group members, please take time to browse them. As I believe they
are an exceptional cohort this year. You can find their contact details within their CV.
Thank you for your continued support.

Dr Glen Sherwood,
Course Director MSc in Automotive Engineering
T: +44 (0)1234 758056
E: g.sherwood@cranfield.ac.uk
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Automotive Engineering and
Mechatronics
Group design project 2020-21
The Cranfield Motor Corporation (CMC) is start up company that has been tasked by investors to design
and produce vehicles in the segments (C, J & S), medium-sized family car, SUV and sports car or a
“specialist vehicle of your choice”.
As a group, students will provide a concept for two of the segments above which will be presented to the
CMC board of directors where approval for one of the concepts will be given before proceeding with the
final design. Each concept must have a different unique technical aspect which will set it apart from its
marketplace competitors. For the design concepts the teams must consider the UK legislation for 2030
as the cut off for the sale of gasoline and diesel fuelled vehicles. Certain hybrid vehicles are allowed.
The concept presentations should include:
•

CMC Corporate Identity (a readily identifiable corporate shape or feature),

•

Likely powertrain and powertrain architecture layout,

•

Projection of likely performance (should be in-line with segment),

•

Innovative/novel concept,

•

A high proportion of recyclability. (End of life directive),

•

High-level total vehicle carbon and energy footprint and mitigation.

Following a presentation of the two concepts the CMC board decided which concept the groups would take
forward to final design.
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Team one
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Automotive Engineering

Antoine Bordas

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Ankith Gokul Govind

Aravind Madathil

Alexandre Arthaud Parnaland

Virgile Pouillas

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Xujian Zhang

Junyan Zhu

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc
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Mangesh Sudhir Dhuri

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Marc-Antoine Geffray

Automotive Engineering MSc

Himmat Natkar

Automotive Engineering MSc

Jiadong Qu

Automotive Engineering MSc

Antoine Bordas
+33 7 81 63 32 22 antoine.p.bordas@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
Passionate about all areas of automotive engineering. Creative, innovative and capable of taking on a project from concept
to completion. Possesses natural leadership qualities and is an effective relationship builder with teammates of a project
and workers on a production line. Previous academic and work experience has enabled the development of
communication skills with fluency in French and English, good knowledge in Italian and Spanish.

EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK - Dual degree (October 2020 - September 2021)
•

Modules: Vehicle design Powertrain Performance, Automotive Control and simulation, vehicle electrification
and hybridisation, vehicle dynamics, vehicle structures, vehicle manufacturing, engine design and performance.

ECAM-EPMI Graduate School of Engineering awarding a master’s degree, Cergy France - Dual degree
(September 2018 - June 2020)
•
•

Modules: Industrial Quality, Financial Management, Numerical analysis, electrical machines, probability and
statistics, signalling, power electronics, Object-Oriented Programming, systems and networks, java
programming, digital electronics, Microprocessors, Entrepreneurship.
Optional module: Technologies to help mentally handicapped persons

Preparatory classes: Two-year intensive program preparing for national competitive entrance exam to
engineering schools, MPSI and PSI* (September 2016 – July 2018)
•
•

Subjects: Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering Sciences, English, French literature
Research and experimentation work: Frontal impact and vehicle deformation during crash tests

Baccalauréat (French National High School Diploma) in science, major in Physics, with first class honours
(2013-2016)
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CAREER HISTORY
Grands Chais de France, Landiras France, Interim worker (Summer 2020)
Les Grands Chais de France is the number 1 private-owned winemaker in France. Landiras is the centre in Gironde
for bottling and packaging.
•

Worked in production lines of bottling and packaging

Chassis Brakes International: Angers, France - Internship Manufacturing quality (October 2019 – February 2020)
Established in 1972, The Angers plant produce braking systems: callipers, drum brakes and automated parking brakes
mainly for the PSA Group, but also for Renault, Honda, Toyota or Jaguar Land Rover. Firstly, Bosch braking systems
before being acquired by KPS Capital Partners and become Chassis Brakes International, the group is one of the three
bigger brakes manufacturer.
•
•
•
•

Supported the coordinators on assembly lines by taking charge of different quality follow-ups
Solved quality incidents.
Monitored production in term of quality, statistics analysis with capability calculation to determine which launch
tests can be reduced
Managed the team of visual inspection workers

Labo Demeter – summer job (Summer 2017)
Labo Demeter is a small Spanish company that produces and sells natural veterinary products.
•
•

Performed Ordering, invoicing and registration of new customers.
Completed Labelling, inventory maintenance, order preparation and shipment

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
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Languages: Fluent English, and French, good understanding and speaking Italian and Spanish
IT Skills: Confident IT user. Experienced with Matlab Simulink, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint, and
knowledge in Autodesk Inventor, Python, SQL, HTML, CSS, C Language, Java
Individual Interests: Running, fitness (regular practice), Football (regular practice, member of ECAM-EPMI’s
football club), DIY
Self-educated: Arduino, 3D printing, automobile mechanics),
Karting: Passionate about motorsport, Formula 1 and endurance, new technologies, History and geopolitics.

Mangesh Dhuri

Mangesh Dhuri

+44 7502075902 m.dhuri@cranfield.ac.uk
+44 7502075902
Cranfieldm.dhuri@cranfield.ac.uk
University
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT

PERSONAL STATEMENT

A budding engineer, passionate about bringing new technological evolution into the Automotive Industry. Takes a ‘never
A budding
engineer,
passionate
abouttobringing
new technological
evolution
intoa the
Automotive
Industry. engineering
Takes a ‘never
give up’
approach
and possesses
a drive
learn approach,
at present
pursuing
master’s
in automotive
from
give up’ approach and possesses a drive to learn approach, at present pursuing a master’s in automotive engineering from
Cranfield University. Eager to contribute to real-life fast evolving auto technology landscape. Internship experience has
Cranfield University. Eager to contribute to real-life fast evolving auto technology landscape. Internship experience has
constructed
CAD Solidworks skills. Great leadership and teamwork quality evidenced by role as a treasurer, publicity head,
constructed CAD Solidworks skills. Great leadership and teamwork quality evidenced by role as a treasurer, publicity head,
leaderleader
of project
group.
Position
of responsibility
in in
student
communicationand
and
organization
of project
group.
Position
of responsibility
studentsociety
societyhas
hasdevised
devised confidant
confidant communication
organization
abilities.
Enthusiastically
looking
forward
to
promising
avenues
as
journey
unfolds.
abilities. Enthusiastically looking forward to promising avenues as journey unfolds.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Awarded
3rd Prize
group
at Vidyavardhini’sCollege
CollegeofofEngineering
Engineering and
Level
Project
• Awarded
3rd Prize
andand
led led
group
at Vidyavardhini’s
and Technology
TechnologyNational
National
Level
Project
Showcase
for In-house
made
laboratory
experimentby
byNational
National Board
Board of
Also
acquired
Showcase
20192019
for In-house
made
laboratory
experiment
of Accreditation,
Accreditation,India.
India.
Also
acquired
3rd Prize
at VIVA
College’s
project
competition
2019
3rd Prize
at VIVA
College’s
project
competition
2019
•
Achieved
1st
place
in
the
Maharashtra
State
Board
TechnicalEducation
Education Approved
Competition
• Achieved 1st place in the Maharashtra State Board ofofTechnical
ApprovedState
StateLevel
LevelQuiz
Quiz
Competition
(TECHKNOWENT-2016)
(TECHKNOWENT-2016)
• Certified
for being
runner
in All
India
Councilfor
forTechnical
Technical Education
Education (AICTE)
Quiz
• Certified
for being
runner
up up
in All
India
Council
(AICTE) approved
approvedState
StateLevel
Level
Quiz
Competition (TECHNOCRATZ-2015)
Competition (TECHNOCRATZ-2015)
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)

• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control and

• Modules:
Vehicle
Design
Powertrain
andStructures
Performance,
Engine Design
and Performance,
Automotive
Control and
Simulation,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Vehicle
and Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Electrification and
Hybridization
• Group Vehicle
Design Dynamics,
Project: Design
of Electric
Family
VehicleVehicle
for Cranfield
Motor Corporation.
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures
andPassenger
Manufacturing,
Electrification
and Hybridization
• Individual
Project:ofTopic
TBCFamily Passenger Vehicle for Cranfield Motor Corporation.
• Group
Design Research
Project: Design
Electric
• Individual Research Project: Topic TBC

BE Mechanical Engineering: Mumbai University, Vasai-Virar, Maharashtra (July 2016 - August 2019)

BE Mechanical
Engineering:
Mumbai
University,
Vasai-Virar,
(JulyDesign,
2016 -Design
August
2019)
• Modules:
Automobile
Engineering,
Internal
CombustionMaharashtra
Engines, Machine
of Mechanical
System,
Computer Aided Machine Drawing, Thermodynamics, Industrial Engineering and Management, Mechatronics,

• Modules: Automobile Engineering, Internal Combustion Engines, Machine Design, Design of Mechanical System,
Finite Element analysis, Industrial Electronics, Energy Management
Computer Aided Machine Drawing, Thermodynamics, Industrial Engineering and Management, Mechatronics,
• Group Design Project: 'Design and Development of Apparatus to Measurement Thermal Conductivity of Liquid
FinitebyElement
analysis,
Transient
Hot WireIndustrial
method' Electronics, Energy Management
• Group
Design
Project:
'Design
Development
of Apparatus
Measurement
Liquid
The Apparatus uses a 0.5mm and
diameter
Platinum wire
placed in atotest
cell of 50mmThermal
diameter Conductivity
holding up to of
550ml
by Transient
Wire method'
of liquid Hot
experimental
were performed on anhydrous glycerol, distilled water, castor oil, mineral oil, petrol and
The Apparatus
uses a 0.5mm
wire
placed inlimits
a test
cell of
50mm
diameter holding up to 550ml
results are tabulated.
resultsdiameter
obtainedPlatinum
were within
acceptable
of 10%
error
difference
of •liquid
experimental
on anhydrous
glycerol, distilled water, castor oil, mineral oil, petrol and
Cumulative
Gradewere
Pointperformed
Average: 7.32
Pointer
results are tabulated. results obtained were within acceptable limits of 10% error difference
Diploma
in Mechanical
Engineering:
Maharashtra
State Board of Technical Education, Mumbai, Maharashtra (July
• Cumulative
Grade Point
Average:
7.32 Pointer
2013 - June 2016)

Diploma in Mechanical Engineering: Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education, Mumbai, Maharashtra (July
• Modules: Automobile Engineering, Power Engineering, Advance Manufacturing Process, Production Engineering
2013 - June 2016)
and Robotics, Electrical Engineering, Thermal Engineering, Engineering Mechanics, Entrepreneurship

Development
• Modules:
Automobile Engineering, Power Engineering, Advance Manufacturing Process, Production Engineering
• Group Design Project: 'Portable Induction Hardening Plant'
and Robotics, Electrical Engineering, Thermal Engineering, Engineering Mechanics, Entrepreneurship
• First class with Distinction awarded for Diploma with 82.88 Aggregate Marks
Development
• Group Design Project: 'Portable Induction Hardening Plant'
• First class with Distinction awarded for Diploma with 82.88 Aggregate Marks
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CAREER HISTORY
Grands Chais de France, Landiras France, Interim worker (Summer 2020)
Les Grands Chais de France is the number 1 private-owned winemaker in France. Landiras is the centre in Gironde
for bottling and packaging.
•

Worked in production lines of bottling and packaging

Chassis Brakes International: Angers, France - Internship Manufacturing quality (October 2019 – February 2020)
Established in 1972, The Angers plant produce braking systems: callipers, drum brakes and automated parking brakes
mainly for the PSA Group, but also for Renault, Honda, Toyota or Jaguar Land Rover. Firstly, Bosch braking systems
before being acquired by KPS Capital Partners and become Chassis Brakes International, the group is one of the three
bigger brakes manufacturer.
•
•
•
•

Supported the coordinators on assembly lines by taking charge of different quality follow-ups
Solved quality incidents.
Monitored production in term of quality, statistics analysis with capability calculation to determine which launch
tests can be reduced
Managed the team of visual inspection workers

Labo Demeter – summer job (Summer 2017)
Labo Demeter is a small Spanish company that produces and sells natural veterinary products.
•
•

Performed Ordering, invoicing and registration of new customers.
Completed Labelling, inventory maintenance, order preparation and shipment

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
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Languages: Fluent English, and French, good understanding and speaking Italian and Spanish
IT Skills: Confident IT user. Experienced with Matlab Simulink, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint, and
knowledge in Autodesk Inventor, Python, SQL, HTML, CSS, C Language, Java
Individual Interests: Running, fitness (regular practice), Football (regular practice, member of ECAM-EPMI’s
football club), DIY
Self-educated: Arduino, 3D printing, automobile mechanics),
Karting: Passionate about motorsport, Formula 1 and endurance, new technologies, History and geopolitics.

Marc-Antoine Geffray
Marc-Antoine Geffray

+33 6465 20122 marc-antoine.y.geffray@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+33 6465 20122 marc-antoine.y.geffray@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
An MSc automotive
engineering student aspiring to create a simple, sustainable mobility for all. Very curious about
strategic developments in the transport sector. Aware of climate issues and the importance of energy and mobility.
AnSpecialized
MSc automotive
student aspiring
to create
simple,
sustainable
mobility
for all. Very
about
in andengineering
focused on electrification
solutions
for alight
transport
and battery
technologies
forcurious
vehicles
of the
strategic
developments
in theand
transport
sector. Aware
of climate
issuesmanagement.
and the importance
of energy
and mobility.
future. Previous
academic
work experience
in project
and crisis
Possesses
teamwork
combined
Specialized
in and focused
electrification
solutions
for light transport
and battery technologies
for vehicles
of the
with collaboration,
active on
listening,
creativity,
and flexibility.
Area of predilection
is around power
electronics
and
future.
Previous
academic
and work in
experience
project and
crisis management.
Possesses
teamwork combined
concepts
of control
and simulation
MATLAB in
integrating
a mechanical
engineering
background.
with collaboration, active listening, creativity, and flexibility. Area of predilection is around power electronics and
concepts
of control and simulation in MATLAB integrating a mechanical engineering background.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Directed financial management of student association at Arts-et-Métiers Paristech engineering school with
an annual budget of £350,000. Led relationships with external partners and banks during Covid-19
• Directed
financial management of student association at Arts-et-Métiers Paristech engineering school with
pandemic.
annual
budget ofa conference
£350,000. Led
relationships
with external
banksand
during
Covid-19
• anLed
and organized
for students
from Angers,
France partners
on themeand
of energy
climate
change,
pandemic.
and presented by specialist Jean-Marc Jancovici. Attracted 1,100 people.
• • Led
and organized
a conference
for students
from Angers,
on -theme
of in
energy
climate sponsors
change,
Initiated
and achieved
participation
in a humanitarian
rallyFrance
called 4L
Trophy
2019.and
Negotiated
and
presented
by(£5,000
specialist
Jean-Marc
Jancovici.
Attracted 1,100
people.
project
funding
collected).
Positive
reinforcement
and collaboration
in this long-term group project.
• • Initiated
achieved
participation
in a humanitarian
rally
4L -inTrophy
in 2019. Negotiated
sponsors
Sharedand
personal
experience
of gymnast
as a volunteer
forcalled
10 years
sport association
called “Les
Jongleurs
project
funding
(£5,000for
collected).
Positive
reinforcement
and collaboration in this long-term group project.
GYM”.
Responsible
production
of communication
posters.
• Shared personal experience of gymnast as a volunteer for 10 years in sport association called “Les Jongleurs
GYM”. Responsible for production of communication posters.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield, UK
(October
2020 - September
2021)
• Modules:
Vehicle design
powertrain
and performance,
control
and simulation,
vehicle dynamics,
vehicle
structure, vehicle manufacturing, electrification and hybridization, engine design & performance.
• • Modules:
VehicleProject:
design Cranfield
powertrain
and Company:
performance,
control
and simulation,
vehicleC-segment
dynamics,family
vehicle
Group Design
Motor
involves
designing
a 100% electric
car,
structure,
vehicle manufacturing,
electrification
and hybridization,
engine 50
design
& performance.
making vehicle's
lifespan and life
cycle assessment
central elements:
gCO2eq/km
targeted. Convincing
• Group
Design
Project:feedbacks
Cranfield Motor
Company:
involves
designing a 100% electric C-segment family car,
members,
accepting
from team
workers
(11 members).
vehicle's
lifespan
life cycle
assessment
50 gCO2eq/km
Convincing
• making
Individual
Thesis:
Theand
choice
has not
yet been central
decidedelements:
but electric
powertrains targeted.
is an interesting
topic.
members,
accepting
feedbacks
from
team
workers
(11
members).
Entrepreneurial spirit, personal work but also project management, proposals made to supervisor (Individual
• Individual
Thesis:over
The4choice
has
not
yetfinal
been
decided
electric powertrains is an interesting topic.
research project
months,
with
one
report
and abut
presentation).
Entrepreneurial spirit, personal work but also project management, proposals made to supervisor (Individual
research project
over 4Arts-et-Métiers
months, with one
final report
and a presentation).
B.Sc Engineering
School:
ParisTech,
Angers,
France (August 2018 - June 2020)
B.Sc Engineering
France
(August
2018 - June
2020)work in foundry
• Modules:School:
PropertyArts-et-Métiers
and resistance ParisTech,
of materials,Angers,
mechanics,
numerical
simulation,
practical
and machining, industrialization, manufacturing, power electronics, fluid mechanics, management,
• Modules:
Property
and resistance
of business,
materials, german.
mechanics, numerical simulation, practical work in foundry
accounting
and finance,
english for
machining,
industrialization,
manufacturing,
fluid (construction
mechanics, ofmanagement,
• and
Other
experiences:
Preparation of
5 key events power
in year electronics,
such as 2 galas
a multitude of
accounting
and
finance,
english
for
business,
german.
decoration, paintings, one fountain). For each it was collective work with at least 5 other students. Gala’s
• Other
experiences:
Preparation
of 5 key events in year such as 2 galas (construction of a multitude of
budget:
£150,000 and
3,000 guests.
decoration, paintings, one fountain). For each it was collective work with at least 5 other students. Gala’s
budget: £150,000 and 3,000 guests.
Preparatory classes (undergraduate intensive course in Mathematics and Physics): Lycée Chateaubriand,
Rennes, France (September 2015 - July 2018)
Preparatory classes (undergraduate intensive course in Mathematics and Physics): Lycée Chateaubriand,
Rennes,
(September
- July 2018)
• France
Modules:
Algebra, 2015
Probability,
Logic, Computational techniques, Thermodynamics, point mechanics,
Electric circuits, Electromagnetism, Chemistry, Industrial system, Control and Simulation, Synthesis of
• Modules:
Algebra,
Probability,
Logic,
Computational techniques, Thermodynamics, point mechanics,
documents
in English.
Weekly oral
exams.
Electric circuits, Electromagnetism, Chemistry, Industrial system, Control and Simulation, Synthesis of
documents in English. Weekly oral exams.
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CAREER HISTORY
PORSCHE FRANCE SA: PARIS, FRANCE - PORSCHE SALES ADVISOR FIXED TERM CONTRACT CLASSIC CAR SHOW (January 2020 - February 2020)
Porsche is a world-famous car manufacturer known for its sports cars and in particular the 911. For several years,
the brand has been making the transition to electric cars. The production of Taycan was the first 100% sports 4 door
car from Porsche.
•
•
•
•
•

Led presentation of Taycan to customers and enthusiasts for one week at Rétromobile car show: 122,000
visitors.
Added value to team as an engineer by bringing technical knowledge. Coupled with interest in brand and
electric cars, skills were used to better explain Taycan importance in Porsche line-up.
Adapted to high presentation demands required by Porsche marketing team.
Collected opinions from customers on Taycan unveiled for the first time (3rd February 2020) on French market
(around 30 reviews per day).
Stimulated team spirit and stand communication.

CLAAS KGAA MBH: LE MANS, FRANCE - INTERNSHIP - CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT ON THE
PRODUCTION LINE (December 2019 - January 2020)
Founded in 1913, Class is a global agricultural machinery manufacturer based in Harsewinkel, Germany. CLAAS
is a family business and one of the market and technology leaders in harvesting technology.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved productivity and working conditions of employees on assembly line (battery pack station):
implemented revised procedures.
Through positive dialogues and creating relationships with operators (group and relationship work): listened
to expectations and needs: 7 minutes per day of working time saved per employee.
Supervised employees’ movements and positions to establish a diagnosis. Goal: Reduce possible causes
of musculoskeletal disorders.
Redesigned workspace and spare parts storage racks to utilize space and ensure optimum productivity for
workers.
Generated 1890 additional profit through getting better quality product, less scrapping.
Presented results obtained to a board of directors of Le Mans factory.

FUNYO RACING: ÉTRELLES, FRANCE - INTERNSHIP (June 2019 - July 2019)
Assembling hand prototypes based on tubular chassis and Peugeot engines is done every day at Funyo Racing. The
brand also has its own championship which customers can participate in. The DNA of Funyo is its simplicity and low
costs, producing a complete race car for €50,000.
•
•

Consolidated knowledge in automotive manufacturing and small series production (12 cars per year, and
spare parts to add for 20 races spread over 5 weekends).
Developed capabilities using 10 specific production machines (Sander, circular saw, pillar drill).

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•

Languages: Fluent English and French, basic knowledge of German.
IT Skills: IT user. Experienced with MATLAB Simulink (100 hours), CATIA V5, Python (120 hours), Microsoft
Word, Excel and PowerPoint, and knowledge of data bases.
Individual Interests: Interested in road cycling and low-carbon mobility. Enjoys participating in cultural
events such as concerts or sports competitions.
Volunteering: Les Jongleurs Gym. Participation in numerous gymnastics shows for schools, retirement
homes or fundraising events to fight against and raise awareness of rare diseases (6 shows in total).
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Ankith Gokul Govind
Ankith Gokul
Govind
+44 07443723263
a.gokul-govind@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
University
+44 07443723263
a.gokul-govind@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A practical and proactive candidate with interests in the automotive industry. Mechanical graduate currently pursuing a
masters
in Automotive
Engineering.
Portrays
strong
organisation
and
communication
skills
throughcurrently
previouspursuing
projects aand
A practical
and proactive
candidate with
interests
in the
automotive
industry.
Mechanical
graduate
work
experience.
Goal Engineering.
driven and persistent
completing
tasks to
perfection.
Passionate
solving
challenges
masters
in Automotive
Portraysin
strong
organisation
and
communication
skillsabout
through
previous
projectstoand
drive
forward the automotive
Enthusiastic
about working
a team oriented
multi-cultural
environment.
Worked
work experience.
Goal drivenindustry.
and persistent
in completing
tasks toinperfection.
Passionate
about solving
challenges
to
in
Data
Acquisition
team of Pravega
Racing
gainingabout
insight
into motorsport
Fluency inenvironment.
English and Worked
drive
forward
the automotive
industry.
Enthusiastic
working
in a teamenvironment.
oriented multi-cultural
Malayalam
attainedteam
through
educational
experience.
in Data Acquisition
of Pravega
Racing
gaining insight into motorsport environment. Fluency in English and
Malayalam attained through educational experience.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Published 'Study of One Dimensional Conduction Heat Transfer for Constant Thermal Conductivity Through
Plane of
Slab
and
in CylinderConduction
at Steady State
in Constant
the International
of Mechanical
• Composite
Published 'Study
One
Dimensional
HeatCondition'
Transfer for
ThermalJournal
Conductivity
Through
Engineering
and
Technology
(IJMET),
Volume
8,
Issue
11,
November
2017,
pp.
456-465
Composite Plane Slab and in Cylinder at Steady State Condition' in the International Journal of Mechanical
• Led
a team of
10 Technology
in the role of(IJMET),
Event Manager
Fest
2014,
an inter-school
event hosted by Loyola
Engineering
and
Volume at
8, LA
Issue
11,
November
2017, pp.cultural
456-465
• School
Led a team of 10 in the role of Event Manager at LA Fest 2014, an inter-school cultural event hosted by Loyola
• Handled
School the finances of a batch of over 200 students for Thanima 2017 and 2018, a cultural event celebrating
Onamthe
festival,
in Vellore
Institute
of Technology
• the
Handled
finances
of a batch
of over
200 students for Thanima 2017 and 2018, a cultural event celebrating
the Onam festival, in Vellore Institute of Technology
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Vehicle Electrification
• and
Modules:
Vehicle
Design
Powertrain
and Performance,
Engine
Design
and Performance,
Automotiveand
Control
Hybridisation
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
• Group
Design Project: ‘Design and Development of a C-Segment Concept Car’
Hybridisation
• Individual
Thesis:
Topic‘Design
to be confirmed
Group Design
Project:
and Development of a C-Segment Concept Car’
• Individual Thesis: Topic to be confirmed
Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering: Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore, Tamil Nadu (July
2015
- June
Bachelor
of 2019)
Technology in Mechanical Engineering: Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore, Tamil Nadu (July
2015 - June 2019)
• Relevant course work: Applications of Differential and Difference Equations, Thermal Engineering Systems,
Transfer,
Machine
Internal
Combustion
Industrial
Engineering
Management
• Heat
Relevant
course
work: Drawing,
Applications
of Differential
andEngines,
Difference
Equations,
Thermal and
Engineering
Systems,
• Thesis:
'Numerical
Simulation
of
Direct
Methanol
Fuel
Cells
for
Optimisation
of
Flow
Fields'
Heat Transfer, Machine Drawing, Internal Combustion Engines, Industrial Engineering and Management
• GPA:
7.84
/ 10.0 Simulation of Direct Methanol Fuel Cells for Optimisation of Flow Fields'
Thesis:
'Numerical
• GPA: 7.84 / 10.0
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Vellore Institute of Technology Thesis: Vellore, Tamil Nadu - Project Lead (December 2018 - June 2019)
Conducted
a study
'Numerical Thesis:
Simulation
of Direct
Methanol
CellsLead
for Optimisation
Flow- June
Fields'2019)
Vellore Institute
ofon
Technology
Vellore,
Tamil
Nadu -Fuel
Project
(Decemberof
2018
Conducted a study on 'Numerical Simulation of Direct Methanol Fuel Cells for Optimisation of Flow Fields'
• Led a team of 3 members to completion of objectives set out. Oversaw functioning of team by conducting weekly
with
team
members
and supervisor
• meetings
Led a team
of 3
members
to completion
of objectives set out. Oversaw functioning of team by conducting weekly
• Studied
of methanol
and software to tackle project. Simulated simple models referring to data
meetingsworking
with team
membersfuel
andcells
supervisor
byworking
softwareofpackage
• given
Studied
methanol fuel cells and software to tackle project. Simulated simple models referring to data
• Contacted
and communicated
with industry representatives and visited academics at different institutions.
given by software
package
Gained
thorough
understanding
andindustry
insight representatives
leading to betterand
implementation
of theoretical
concepts
• Contacted and communicated with
visited academics
at different
institutions.
• Conducted
analysis
in COMSOLand
Multiphysics
to obtain
optimised
results of flow
fields in fuel
cell. Simulations
Gained thorough
understanding
insight leading
to better
implementation
of theoretical
concepts
done toanalysis
study influence
of various
input parameters
• also
Conducted
in COMSOL
Multiphysics
to obtain optimised results of flow fields in fuel cell. Simulations
also done to study influence of various input parameters
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HLL Lifecare Limited: Trivandrum, Kerala - Intern (June 2018 - June 2018)
HLL Lifecare Limited, founded in 1966, is an Indian healthcare product manufacturing company and is the country’s
largest producer of contraceptives and women’s healthcare products. HLL Lifecare Limited’s revenue is around the figure
of US $35 million.
• Learned about the various manufacturing processes followed by the company for various medical products
• Developed process flow chart for the production of medical blood bags to provide following interns with an in
depth understanding of the process and improve the internship experience
• Discussed production workflow with officials in the department to understand processes and identify areas to
improve efficiency
• Performed preliminary quality checks of blood bags, looking for errors caused during machining process and
improving overall quality of product
Pravega Racing: Vellore, Tamil Nadu - Data Acquisition Team (October 2016 - February 2017)
Formula Student team of Vellore Institute of Technology. The team participates in Formula Student events in India and
Europe and was crowned champions in Formula Bharat 2017.
• Learned to work in a team environment and managing resources. Oversaw procurement of necessary materials
and components
• Developed inventory list to ensure smooth running of vehicle testing. Accounted for availability of equipment
necessary for testing and spare parts
• Handled collection of test data and conveying relevant information to drivers. Communicated with drivers to
show areas of improvement
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical: CATIA, MATLAB, SolidWorks, COMSOL Multiphysics, AVL Boost, Microsoft Office Suite
Languages: English, Malayalam (Native), French (Basic), German (Basic)
Computing: Java, Python
Volunteering: Set up collection of essentials to distribute to flood affected areas in Kerala in 2018
Memberships: Society of Automotive Engineers-VIT, Pravega Racing Team
Interests: Passionate about cricket, Formula 1 and photography. Enjoy reading books
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Aravind Girish Madathil
Aravind Girish Madathil

+447553014255 Aravind-Girish.Madathil@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+447553014255 Aravind-Girish.Madathil@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
Versatile Mechanical
Engineering graduate with professional experience as a Service Engineer. Passionate about
creating sustainable solutions to practical engineering challenges. Team-driven, ingenious, progressive, and eager to
Versatile Mechanical Engineering graduate with professional experience as a Service Engineer. Passionate about
take on demanding projects requiring superior performance. Experiences enhanced through education, internships, and
creating sustainable solutions to practical engineering challenges. Team-driven, ingenious, progressive, and eager to
extracurricular activity. Proven strengths include strong work ethic, problem solving skills and ability to deliver results
take on demanding projects requiring superior performance. Experiences enhanced through education, internships, and
under pressure. Professional competency in English developed through both academic achievements and work
extracurricular activity. Proven strengths include strong work ethic, problem solving skills and ability to deliver results
experience. Experience in AutoCAD, Solid Edge, MATLAB/Simulink
under pressure. Professional competency in English developed through both academic achievements and work
experience. Experience in AutoCAD, Solid Edge, MATLAB/Simulink
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Organized Alleppey Motor Show (2017-2019) an annual auto show event held in Alleppy district in Kerala
showcasing custom built and modified vehicles.
 Organized Alleppey Motor Show (2017-2019) an annual auto show event held in Alleppy district in Kerala
 Achieved 2nd place in Kerala Technological University Mechanical Engineering semester examinations, 2016.
showcasing custom built and modified vehicles.
 Presented a paper about reducing the drag of a torpedo underwater titled 'Drag Reduction of a Rapid Vehicle in
 Achieved 2nd place in Kerala Technological University Mechanical Engineering semester examinations, 2016.
Supercavitating Flow' as part of individual course work. It was selected as the best Mechanical Engineering
 Presented a paper about reducing the drag of a torpedo underwater titled 'Drag Reduction of a Rapid Vehicle in
paper out of 63 students.
Supercavitating Flow' as part of individual course work. It was selected as the best Mechanical Engineering
 Ranked 1st in Mechanical Engineering and 2nd in college out of 226 students.
paper out of 63 students.
 Presided as the Student Coordinator for the Mechanical Engineering Association in college and was Head of the
 Ranked 1st in Mechanical Engineering and 2nd in college out of 226 students.
Editorial and Marketing department of annual technical fest 'Atharva'
 Presided as the Student Coordinator for the Mechanical Engineering Association in college and was Head of the
Editorial and Marketing department of annual technical fest 'Atharva'
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - October 2021)
MSc Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield, UK
(September
2020
- October 2021)
 Modules:
Vehicle Design
Powertrain
and Performance,
Engine
Design and
Performance,
Automotive Control
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures and crash worthiness, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
Electrification and Hybridization.
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures and crash worthiness, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
Electrification and Hybridization.
B.Tech Mechanical Engineering: Kerala Technological University, Kerala (August 2015 - July 2019)
B.Tech Mechanical
Engineering:
Kerala
Technological
University,Advanced
Kerala (August
2015 -ofJuly
2019)Mechanics and
Core Modules:
Mechanics
of Fluids,
Thermodynamics,
Mechanics
Solids,
Dynamics of Machinery, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Mechatronics, Compressible Fluid Flow, Automotive
 Core Modules: Mechanics of Fluids, Thermodynamics, Advanced Mechanics of Solids, Mechanics and
Engineering, Design of Machine Elements, Metallurgy And Materials Engineering.
Dynamics of Machinery, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Mechatronics, Compressible Fluid Flow, Automotive
 Core Modules with Workshops: Machine Tools & Digital Manufacturing, Fluid Machinery, Thermal
Engineering, Design of Machine Elements, Metallurgy And Materials Engineering.
Engineering, Computer Aided Design and Analysis, Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Electrical Drives and
 Core Modules with Workshops: Machine Tools & Digital Manufacturing, Fluid Machinery, Thermal
Control for Automation, Material Testing Lab, Manufacturing Technology, Heat and Mass Transfer.
Engineering, Computer Aided Design and Analysis, Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Electrical Drives and
 Group Design Project: 'Design Fabrication and Simulation of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle'. Collaborated
Control for Automation, Material Testing Lab, Manufacturing Technology, Heat and Mass Transfer.
within a team of 5 students to develop an automatic underwater vehicle capable of transmitting video under water
 Group Design Project: 'Design Fabrication and Simulation of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle'. Collaborated
using an onboard camera.
within a team of 5 students to develop an automatic underwater vehicle capable of transmitting video under water
 CGPA: Completed the course with CGPA of 8.6 out of 10.
using an onboard camera.
 CGPA: Completed the course with CGPA of 8.6 out of 10.
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
SABI ELECTRICAL & ENGINEERING WORKS: Calicut - Service Engineer Trainee (September 2019 - June 2020)
SabiELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL &
& ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING WORKS,
Calicut, Kerala,
India
is the (September
authorized service
wellSABI
WORKS: located
Calicutat
- Service
Engineer
Trainee
2019 -centre
June for
2020)
known
electrical
engineering
companies
like
Siemens,
Abb,
Leroy
Somer,
Crompton
Greaves,
Mecc
Alte,
Hindustan
Sabi ELECTRICAL & ENGINEERING WORKS, located at Calicut, Kerala, India is the authorized service centre for wellElectric
Motors and
pump manufacturing
company
Kirloskar
Brothers
Limited.
known
electrical
engineering
companies like
Siemens,
Abb, Leroy
Somer,
Crompton Greaves, Mecc Alte, Hindustan
Electric Motors
and pump
manufacturing
Kirloskar
Brothers
Limited.
Conducted
general
service andcompany
maintenance
of mainly
0.5Hp
and 1Hp pumps, repaired faulty pumps majority
under company warranty. Carried out minor repairs and replaced parts to resolve problem.
 Conducted general service and maintenance of mainly 0.5Hp and 1Hp pumps, repaired faulty pumps majority
under company warranty. Carried out minor repairs and replaced parts to resolve problem.
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 Performed On site installation and commissioning of about 21 pumps to ensure proper operation. Diagnosed
and assessed problems of various Kirloskar Pump sets on site.
 Aided 2-3 Senior technicians with any major repairs on various pump sets arriving at the centre for any issue.
 Communicated with hundreds of customers regarding complaints and Installation requests.
POPULAR MEGA MOTORS: Feroke, Calicut - Student Intern (June 2016 - June 2016)
Popular Mega Motors (India) Pvt Ltd are the authorized dealers for Tata Commercial Vehicles across parts of Kerala.
Popular is the largest Tata truck dealer in Kerala. The company sells and leases commercial vehicles such as trucks,
buses, and tippers, as well as offers vehicle accessories, loan, insurance, and other promotional services.
 Assisted Senior Engineer in repairs of Tata buses belonging to Kerala Transport Corporation mainly Tata
Marcopolo and 1510 models.
 Changed common rail of Tata LP 712 EX Starbus along with 3 other internees.
 Prepared the vehicle needed to be delivered each day, conducted waxing, and polishing of about 3 vehicles per
day.
 Dismantled gearbox and front cabin of Tata Super Ace 2013 model and Tata Ace Zip 2011 model.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Accomplished speaker in English and Malayalam (Native).
 IT Skills: Experienced with Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, AutoCAD, Solid Edge, MATLAB/Simulink.
 Individual Interests: Performed all forms of sports and physical activity in particular martial arts, requiring both
physical and mental disciplines. Trained in Kungfu for 5 years. Other activities include travelling, photography
and attending vehicle related events.
 Volunteering: Operated under Kerala State Electricity Board for the project Mission Reconnect Alleppey in
checking flood affected houses and public buildings. Assigned with a task of cleaning and changing sockets and
wiring of almost 20 houses in Kuttanad region of Alleppy district, Kerala.
 Memberships: Managed to be a part of Society of Automotive Engineers India, Collegiate Club College of
Engineering and Management Punnapra.
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Himmat Natkar
Natkar field.ac.uk
+44 7587048683Himmat
himmat-ganpatrao.natkar@cran

field University
+44 7587048683 Cran
himmat-ganpatrao.natkar@cran
field.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Practical and forward thinking person aspiring to develop mobility industry with experience in vehicle design and
Practical
and
forward
thinking
person aspiring
to develop
mobility
industry
experience work
in vehicle
design and
packaging
with
global
leading
multinational
company.
Possess
adaptive
skillswith
to challenging
by working
in
packaging
with global environment.
leading multinational
Possess
adaptive
skills to environment
challenging work
by working
in
diverse
and cross-cultural
Lookingcompany.
to prosper
in global
competitive
to enhance
research
diverse
and cross-cultural
Looking
to prosper
globalleveraging
competitiveknowledge
environment
enhance
orts along with
personal
growthin while
andtoskills
to beresearch
more
and skills
through
dedicated effenvironment.
ff
orts
along
with
personal
growth
while
leveraging
knowledge
and
skills
to
be
more
and
skills
through
dedicated
e
dynamic and resourceful to organisation and community.
dynamic and resourceful to organisation and community.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

•
•
•
•
•
•

6 years of experience in Global Leading Engineering Services company, Tata Consultancy Services Limited India
• 6 years of experience in Global Leading Engineering Services company, Tata Consultancy Services Limited India
For 2 years worked at Mitsubishi Motors Corporation at Okazaki Design and Development Centre, Japan
• For 2 years worked at Mitsubishi Motors Corporation at Okazaki Design and Development Centre, Japan
Automotive
design knowledge in Body-in-white (BIW) and Vehicle Integration and Packaging
• Automotive design knowledge in Body-in-white (BIW) and Vehicle Integration and Packaging
in
Computer
Aided
Design
(CAD)
tooltool
CATIA
V5V5
Pro•ficient
in Computer
Aided
Design
(CAD)
CATIA
Proficient
cation
- MATLAB
Onramp
andand
Simulink
Onramp
Certi
fication
Certi
fication
- MATLAB
Onramp
Simulink
Onramp
Certi
ficationbyby'Mathworks
'MathworksTraining
Training Services'
Services'
• fiCerti
fi
cation
MATLAB
Simulink
Certi
fi
cation
by
Udemy
Certi
• Certification - MATLAB Simulink Certification by Udemy

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
field
University,
Cran
field,
UK
MSc in
Automotive
Engineering:
Cran
field
University,
Cran
field,
UK(September
(September2020
2020-- Present)
Present)
MSc
in Automotive
Engineering:
Cran

• Modules:
Vehicle
Design
Powertrain
Performance,
EngineDesign
Designand
andPerformance,
Performance, Automotive
Automotive Control
• Modules:
Vehicle
Design
Powertrain
andand
Performance,
Engine
Control
and
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Vehicle
Electri
fi
cation
and
and
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrifi
Hybridisation
Hybridisation
Bachelor
of Technology
in Mechanical
Engineering:
WalchandCollege
CollegeofofEngineering,
Engineering, Sangli,
Sangli, Maharashtra,
Bachelor
of Technology
in Mechanical
Engineering:
Walchand
Maharashtra,
India
(June
2010
May
2014)
India (June 2010 - May 2014)

• Modules:
Machine
Drawing
CAD,
Engineering
Mathematicsand
andStatistics,
Statistics,Environmental
Environmental Science,
• Modules:
Machine
Drawing
andand
CAD,
Engineering
Mathematics
Science,
Manufacturing Processes and Machine Tools, Theory of Machines, Programming and Computational
Manufacturing Processes and Machine Tools, Theory of Machines, Programming and Computational
Methods, Engineering Economics, Operations Research, Machine design, Fundamentals of Machining and
Methods, Engineering Economics, Operations Research, Machine design, Fundamentals of Machining and
Tool Engineering, Internal Combustion Engines, Mechanical Measurement and Automatic Control,
Tool Engineering, Internal Combustion Engines, Mechanical Measurement and Automatic Control,
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning, Mechanical Vibrations, Precision Engineering, Industrial Engineering and
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning, Mechanical Vibrations, Precision Engineering, Industrial Engineering and
Management, Automobile Engineering
Management,
Automobile
Engineering
• Group Project:
Experimental
Set-up of Vibration Absorber - As a bachelors degree group project, designed and
• Group
Project:
Experimental
of undamped
Vibration Absorber
- As a bachelors
degree single
groupdegree
project,
designed and
developed an experimental Set-up
set-up of
vibration absorber
to demonstrate
undamped
developed
an
experimental
set-up
of
undamped
vibration
absorber
to
demonstrate
single
degree
undamped
forced vibration, resonance phenomenon and performance of undamped vibration absorber
forced vibration, resonance phenomenon and performance of undamped vibration absorber
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Tata Consultancy Services Limited: Pune, India - IT Analyst (September 2014 - September 2020)
Tata AConsultancy
Pune,
Indiaconsulting
- IT Analyst
(September
2014
2020)
global leaderServices
in IT andLimited:
Engineering
services,
& business
solutions
with- September
a large network
of innovation &
delivery
centres.
A global
leader
in IT and Engineering services, consulting & business solutions with a large network of innovation &
delivery centres.
• Developed sheet metal and die casting parts for Conventional and Lightweight Body-in-White sports utility
vehicle sheet
(SUV),metal
compact
pick-up
truck
• Developed
andSUV
die and
casting
parts
for Conventional and Lightweight Body-in-White sports utility
•
Created
hood
and
fender
assembly
rod
for
continuous
iterative styling process for pedestrian safety,
vehicle (SUV), compact SUV and pick-up truck
ergonomics,
external
projections
and
wheel
arch
regulation
• Created hood and fender assembly rod for continuous iterative styling process for pedestrian safety,
• Packagedexternal
NOx sensor
and air-bag
sensorarch
mounting
on front end structure for Euro-6 standards and frontal
ergonomics,
projections
and wheel
regulation
o
ff
set
crash
of
pick-up
truck
• Packaged NOx sensor and air-bag sensor mounting on front end structure for Euro-6 standards and frontal
• Integrated 26 cross car beam parts to create a single magnesium die cast cross car beam with mounting and
offset crash of pick-up truck
assembly strategies to reduce weight by 46 percent
• Integrated 26 cross car beam parts to create a single magnesium die cast cross car beam with mounting and
assembly strategies to reduce weight by 46 percent
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• Combined 6 front suspension tower sheet metal parts to a single aluminium suspension tower for same structural
strength as before to reduce weight by 43 percent
• Collaborated with NVH team to decrease torsional stiffness of the vehicle by 20 percent from previous model with
magnesium cross car beam and aluminium suspension tower
• Benchmarked and designed plastic fender for weight reduction from evolving styling profiles of a compact SUV
• Optimized cargo space of a compact SUV by placing Verband der Automobilindutrie (VDA) block to measure boot
space
• Positioned an adult female 5 percentile dummy (AF5-ile) in CAD software as per EuroNCAP and company
standards for frontal offset crash test to validate the results with physical vehicle testing
• Drawing layout of conventional pick-up vehicle to hybrid electric vehicle for electric component like chassis,
exhaust, suspension, battery, motors, onboard charging, etc.
• Generated layout of dummy for Seating Reference Point (SgRP) and Eye Reference Point (ERP) to check for
visibility, ergonomics, reach and gear shift lever and knob operation requirements
State Bank of India: Kolhapur, India - Intern (May 2013 - July 2013)
State Bank of India is an Indian multinational, public sector banking and financial services statutory body headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra.
• Survey report on auto ancillary industry in Kolhapur district, India across five industrial zones to study spread of
manufacturing companies for various sectors
Mahabal Auto Ancillaries Private Limited: Miraj, India - Industrial Trainee (June 2013 - June 2013) The
Mahabal Group of Industries are primarily involved in manufacturing and supplying high quality auto-mobile
components and fully finished products to auto-mobile giants like Volkswagen, Ford, Fiat, Hyundai, John Deere,
Cummins, Tata, etc.
• Training for manufacturing process such as machining, heat treatment, grinding of auto components and
suspension assembly of three wheeler vehicles
Deccan Precision Technologies Private Limited: Aurangabad, India - Industrial Trainee (December 2012 December 2012)
Deccan Precision Technologies Private Limited is a Private incorporated involved in Manufacture of special purpose
machinery.
• Training for manufacturing process such as machining, CNC lathe, VMC and grinding
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Fluent in English, Hindi and Marathi
• IT Skills: Confident IT user. Microsoft Office Suite - Powerpoint, Word, Excel, Outlook, Teams
• Computer Aided Design tools (CAD): CATIA V5, MATLAB Simulink
• Individual Interests: Automobiles, travelling, sight-seeing, cricket
• Memberships: International Association of Engineers (IAENG)
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AlexandreArthaud
ArthaudParnaland
Parnaland
Alexandre
+33 (0)6 62 67 41 62, a.arthaud-parnaland@cranfield.ac.uk

+33 (0)6 62 67 41 62, a.arthaud-parnaland@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
An automotive postgraduate eager to take on challenging projects in all areas of vehicle design. Creative,
An automotive postgraduate eager to take on challenging projects in all areas of vehicle design. Creative,
ingenious and capable of committing himself in the success of any project, from its definition to its conclusion with
ingenious and capable of committing himself in the success of any project, from its definition to its conclusion with
the delivery of significant and rigorous results, with the desire to push limits. Can adapt himself in every working
the delivery of significant and rigorous results, with the desire to push limits. Can adapt himself in every working
environment, and show initiative when autonomy is offered. Its curiosity and willingness to understand every
environment, and show initiative when autonomy is offered. Its curiosity and willingness to understand every
aspects of a project and exceed expectations proved to be guaranties of his capacity of finding needed information,
aspects of a project and exceed expectations proved to be guaranties of his capacity of finding needed information,
solutions and of communicating and working with all employees likely to provide him the desired answers or
solutions and of communicating and working with all employees likely to provide him the desired answers or
knowledge, without negative pride. Previous academic experience through student group projects has enabled the
knowledge, without negative pride. Previous academic experience through student group projects has enabled the
development of problem solving and work organization skills with fluency in French and English. In summary,
development of problem solving and work organization skills with fluency in French and English. In summary,
proven strong work and the ability to perform with stakeholders to deliver results.
proven strong work and the ability to perform with stakeholders to deliver results.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Commended for designing parts for an ICE engine meeting expectation of project team.
 Commended for designing parts for an ICE engine meeting expectation of project team.
 Completed an academic intensive post-secondary school in advanced mathematics and science (2014 –
 Completed an academic intensive post-secondary school in advanced mathematics and science (2014 –
2017) for competitive entrance examinations to graduate engineering schools, proving self-sacrifice and
2017) for competitive entrance examinations to graduate engineering schools, proving self-sacrifice and
hard-working, ranked high enough to enter a renowned school meeting expectations and interests.
hard-working, ranked high enough to enter a renowned school meeting expectations and interests.
 Ranked in competitors first half in Shell Eco Marathon (2018), with a team competing in prototype electric
 Ranked in competitors first half in Shell Eco Marathon (2018), with a team competing in prototype electric
category for its first time, thanks to obstinacy and team building.
category for its first time, thanks to obstinacy and team building.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 – September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 – September 2021)
Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, Engine design and performance, Automotive
Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, Engine design and performance, Automotive
control and simulation, Vehicle structures, Vehicle manufacturing, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle electrification
control and simulation, Vehicle structures, Vehicle manufacturing, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle electrification
and hybridisation.
and hybridisation.
 Group Design Project: Design of a sustainable electric C-segment car within 2030 UK legislation: involves
 Group Design Project: Design of a sustainable electric C-segment car within 2030 UK legislation: involves
areas such as chassis, powertrain, battery, driving assist, manufacturing, recyclability. My focus lies in
areas such as chassis, powertrain, battery, driving assist, manufacturing, recyclability. My focus lies in
monocoque design, structure sizing using FEA, architecture. Took part in 11 members activities
monocoque design, structure sizing using FEA, architecture. Took part in 11 members activities
organisation and group discussions animation.
organisation and group discussions animation.
 Individual Thesis: conduct a project on an active suspension control development using a novel actuator
 Individual Thesis: conduct a project on an active suspension control development using a novel actuator
design, with involvement of the company Domin. Develop a control strategy and incorporate high-fidelity
design, with involvement of the company Domin. Develop a control strategy and incorporate high-fidelity
simulation, modelling of actuator and vehicle dynamics. Results validation expected on a quarter-car rig.
simulation, modelling of actuator and vehicle dynamics. Results validation expected on a quarter-car rig.




Engineering diploma in Mechanics, Vehicle design: ENSTA Bretagne engineering school, France (August
Engineering diploma in Mechanics, Vehicle design: ENSTA Bretagne engineering school, France (August
2017 – September 2021)
2017 – September 2021)
Modules: Vehicle design, Continuum mechanics, Rigid body and deformable solid mechanics, CAD,
Modules: Vehicle design, Continuum mechanics, Rigid body and deformable solid mechanics, CAD,
Beam/Shell/plate structure and vibration, Materials and composites, FEA, Mechanical transmission of
Beam/Shell/plate structure and vibration, Materials and composites, FEA, Mechanical transmission of
power Incompressible fluid mechanics, Thermal and thermodynamics, Applied mathematics.
power Incompressible fluid mechanics, Thermal and thermodynamics, Applied mathematics.
 Group Design Project: Design of a mechanical handling system for a company factory (on Catia V5), pre Group Design Project: Design of a mechanical handling system for a company factory (on Catia V5), presizing calculations, went beyond conventional expectations in terms of tasks realised, took part in
sizing calculations, went beyond conventional expectations in terms of tasks realised, took part in
coordination of four members work, volunteer management of a pair, report writing and oral presentations.
coordination of four members work, volunteer management of a pair, report writing and oral presentations.
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CAREER HISTORY
GTT-Powertrain – Renault Trucks – Volvo Group: Lyon, France – Designer internship (February 2020 –
September 2020)
Volvo Group is one of the leaders in trucks industry all over the world, grouping several brands like Renault Trucks,
Volvo Trucks, Volvo Penta, Mack, Volvo CE Volvo Buses, Arquus. GTT (Group Trucks Technology) is its R&D
division working for all its brand.




Took part of a team for a project aiming at a diesel engine conversion into a hydrogen ICE. Devised coils
and sparks implementation in cylinder head and valve-cover part (on Creo Parametric) thanks to creative
problem-solving. Took part of group discussions, and in regular interaction with CFD team members.
Designed oil pan of an engine customised for military use for a new Arquus vehicle (on Creo Parametric),
part intended to be sand casted, in autonomy while being in close consultation with team designer.

Cranfield University: Cranfield, UK – Research internship (July 2019 – December 2019)
Cranfield University is renowned for its research in the field of automotive, often in partnership with companies.
This research internship took place as part of a collaboration with a start-up: Shuruat, which has the willingness to
develop electric motorbikes for city mobility.



Conducted, by himself, research on technologies and benchmarks for three-wheeled motorbikes, in
preparation for a new product development.
Launched a project of design of a concept electric motorbike for city mobility. Focused on design of
chassis, steering and tilting systems of a three-wheeled vehicle front suspension (on Catia V5), showing
initiative, in constant discussion with Shuruat director.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES








Languages: Fluent English and French, notions in German.
IT Skills: Confident IT user. Experienced with Catia V5, Creo Parametric (Pro Engineering), Microsoft
pack, Python, Matlab, and knowledge of Simulink, Abaqus and Hypermesh.
Individual Interests: Practice actively sports, regular running and 12 years of handball playing in a team.
Enjoys seeing theatre and music representations. Likes reading, History documentaries and to travel to
visit new places.
Volunteering in Society: Treasurer of ENSTA Bretagne Sports Society (2018 – 2019) in a board team of
5, responsible of €70,000 budget allocations for competitions trips, trainers’ salaries and materials
purchases, made decisions and compromise.
Society and Competitions: President of ENSTA Bretagne Shell Eco Marathon club team (2017 – 2019)
competing in prototype electric category (aiming at developing vehicles as energy efficient as possible).
Communication and task allocation were part of the activities.
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Virgile Pouillas

+33675119627 virgile.pouillas@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Virgile Pouillas

PERSONAL STATEMENT

+33675119627 virgile.pouillas@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A future engineer in the automotive sector, passionate about motorcycle and automotive, interested and
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
aware of the
new challenges the environmental issues bring. Keen to work further on electrification solutions
for light transport vehicles. Curious, rigorous and capable of working in a big team until a project is completely
A future engineer in the automotive sector, passionate about motorcycle and automotive, interested and
finished. Previous academic and work experience has enabled the development of great communication skills
aware of the new challenges the environmental issues bring. Keen to work further on electrification solutions
with fluency in French and English, teamwork during various projects and flexibility.
for light transport vehicles. Curious, rigorous and capable of working in a big team until a project is completely
finished.
Previous academic and work experience has enabled the development of great communication skills
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
with fluency in French and English, teamwork during various projects and flexibility.
 Achieved participation and developed the Formula Student at ESTACA engineering school with an annual
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
budget of 40,000€. Organised travel and administrative papers for a competition in Varano, Italy and joined a
competition in Silverstone, United Kingdom
 Achieved participation and developed the Formula Student at ESTACA engineering school with an annual
 Went for two back-to-back Erasmus semesters in Sweden and Czech Republic and for a Postgraduate degree
budget of 40,000€. Organised travel and administrative papers for a competition in Varano, Italy and joined a
in the United Kingdom. Specialised in Automotive and Management courses, developed language skills and
competition in Silverstone, United Kingdom
open-mindedness while working with people coming from almost everywhere in the world
 Went for two back-to-back Erasmus semesters in Sweden and Czech Republic and for a Postgraduate degree
in the United Kingdom. Specialised in Automotive and Management courses, developed language skills and
EDUCATION
open-mindedness while working with people coming from almost everywhere in the world
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, control and simulation, vehicle dynamics, vehicle
MSc Automotive
Cranfieldelectrification
University, Cranfield,
UK (October
- September
2021)
structure, Engineering:
vehicle manufacturing,
and hybridisation,
engine2020
design
& performance.
 Group Design Project: Cranfield Motor Company: involves designing a 100% electric C-segment family car,
 Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, control and simulation, vehicle dynamics, vehicle
making vehicle's lifespan and life cycle assessment central elements: 50 gCO2eq/km targeted. Convincing
structure, vehicle manufacturing, electrification and hybridisation, engine design & performance.
members, accepting feedbacks from team workers (11 members).
 Group Design Project: Cranfield Motor Company: involves designing a 100% electric C-segment family car,
 Individual Thesis: The choice has not been decided yet but batteries for Electric Vehicles is definitely an
making vehicle's lifespan and life cycle assessment central elements: 50 gCO2eq/km targeted. Convincing
interesting topic. Autonomy, personal work but also project management, proposals made to supervisor are key
members, accepting feedbacks from team workers (11 members).
factors (Individual research project over 4 months, with one final report and a presentation).
 Individual Thesis: The choice has not been decided yet but batteries for Electric Vehicles is definitely an
interesting topic.
Autonomy,
personal
but (August
also project
management,
MSc Engineering
School:
ESTACA,
Laval,work
France
2015
- Septemberproposals
2020) made to supervisor are key
factors (Individual research project over 4 months, with one final report and a presentation).
 Major in Automotive Engineering
MSc Engineering
Laval, France
(August
2015 Physical
- September
2020) Electromagnetism, Fluid
 Modules: School:
Algebra, ESTACA,
Analysis, Chemistry,
Electrical
circuits,
mechanics,
mechanics, Systems mechanics, Thermodynamics, Algorithms and Programming, Materials, Control and
 Major in Automotive Engineering
Simulation, Power Electronics, Management, Automotive Modules (Engines, Suspension, Architecture Vehicle,
 Modules: Algebra, Analysis, Chemistry, Electrical circuits, Physical mechanics, Electromagnetism, Fluid
Powertrain), English, Spanish.
mechanics, Systems mechanics, Thermodynamics, Algorithms and Programming, Materials, Control and
Simulation,
Power
Electronics,
Management,
Modules
(Engines,
Suspension,
Vehicle,
Erasmus
Semester:
Czech
Technical
University, Automotive
Prague, Czech
Republic
(September
2019Architecture
- January 2020)
Powertrain), English, Spanish.
 Modules: Mechanics of Composite Materials, Electrical Circuits and Electronics, Computational Fluid
ErasmusDynamics,
Semester: Czech Technical University, Prague, Czech Republic (September 2019 - January 2020)
Mechanical and Hydraulic Transmissions, Management Economics and Finance, Environmental Engineering
 Modules: Mechanics of Composite Materials, Electrical Circuits and Electronics, Computational Fluid
Dynamics,
Erasmus
Semester: Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden (January 2019 - June 2019)
Mechanical and Hydraulic Transmissions, Management Economics and Finance, Environmental Engineering
 Modules: Road Vehicle Aerodynamics, Electric and Hybrid Vehicles, Risk and Safety Management, Vehicle
ErasmusDynamics
Semester:
Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden (January 2019 - June 2019)
(Advanced)
 Modules: Road Vehicle Aerodynamics, Electric and Hybrid Vehicles, Risk and Safety Management, Vehicle

Dynamics (Advanced)
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CAREER HISTORY
EstaCars: Laval, France - Student project and Internship (September 2017 - August 2019)
EstaCars is a Formula Student team of around 20 people. The project consists of designing, manufacturing,
assembling and testing an electric single-seater car in order to participate in engineering competition with other
Universities in the world.
 Studied components with dynamic vehicle's team . Redesigned rockers from previous year to lightweight it by

30% and stiffen it by 20%. Redesigned pedal box to comply with all the rules

 Decided manufacturing process and manufacturers for designed parts to stay within annual budg et of

40,000€
 Trained new recruits for two years in a row in EstaCars to teach all necessary fundamentals and transmit all

possible knowledge including rules, processes and know-how

 Presented work done (business plan, vehicle design, cost) and led team during two competitions in two

summers in Varano, Italy and Silverstone, United Kingdom

 Assembled and tested EstaCars' Formula Student car including suspension, powertrain, electronics and braking

before the two competitions

GT Passion Garage: Angers, France - Internship - Car Mechanic (July 2017 - August 2017)
Founded in 1999, GT Passion is a garage/workshop specialised in the classic and sports car. A showroom with
more
than 50 exceptional vehicles as well as a workshop repairing and restoring customers' cars compose GT
Passion.
 Renovated a rare Lancia Appia Zagato (400 produced) so it could participate in an Automotive Elegance Contest

in La Baule, France at the end of summer 2017

 Dismantled different parts on two wrecked cars to get a complete one includ ing pedals, lights, engine

parts

 Found mounting solutions for different problems since only a few technical documents were available.

Understood different systems such as accelerator pedal functioning or valve clearances values in order to
include those systems
 Conducted repairs on a dozen of classic and sport cars (Porsche 911 Targa, Austin Healey 3000, MG B, Triumph
TR6...) while team-working with apprentice
Airbus: Nantes, France - Internship - Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Machines Operator (July 2016 August 2016)
Airbus is a European and International leader in the aerospace industry. The factory of Nantes produces mainly the
central spar box, the radome, the ailerons and the air inlets. All these metal parts need some CNC machining at the
beginning of their manufacturing: this is the workshop where I worked.
 Supplied and maintained CNC machines (calibration, launching the CNC machines, quality control of every part,

cleaning of workspace)

 Supported workers in five workshops on Nantes' Airbus site (RTM Composite manufacturing, surface finish,

assembly, forming and air inlets)

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Fluent in English and French (Mother tongue), bases in Spanish
 IT Skills: IT user. Experienced with Matlab/Simulink (150 hours), CATIA V5 (200 hours), Microsoft Word, Excel

and PowerPoint. Knowledge in LaTeX, HyperView, Ansys CFD

 Individual Interests: Interested in automotive (low-carbon emissions vehicles), motorcycles and Formula 1.

Enjoys travelling abroad and discovering new cultures
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Jiadong Qu
Jiadong
Qu
+44 0770 9211715
Jiadong.Qu@cranfield.ac.uk
+44 0770 9211715
Jiadong.Qu@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
University
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Graduated from a Chinese 211 university in Mechanical Engineering. Learned Matlab, Solidworks, and applied
Graduated
fromgraduation
a Chinese 211
university
in Mechanical
Learned Currently
Matlab, Solidworks,
anda applied
ANSYS
fluid from
project
work (an
injector of aEngineering.
3D print machine).
undertaking
postgraduate
ANSYS fluid from graduation project work (an injector of a 3D print machine). Currently undertaking a postgraduate
study in Automotive Engineering at Cranfield University. Software skills, including Catia's further improved; also
study in Automotive Engineering at Cranfield University. Software skills, including Catia's further improved; also
studying Simulink and Hyper-mesh. Interests are in optimizing and programming (C++ and Python), so exploring
studying Simulink and Hyper-mesh. Interests are in optimizing and programming (C++ and Python), so exploring
machine learning is the current target. Experienced working in multicultural teams. Communication skills developed
machine learning is the current target. Experienced working in multicultural teams. Communication skills developed
through linguistic ability and extracurricular activity.
through linguistic ability and extracurricular activity.
KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
• Third
Prize
Scholarship
(2016)
• Third
Prize
Scholarship
(2016)
• Third
Prize
of of
Jiangsu
Province
for College
CollegeStudents
Students(2016)
(2016)(Including
(Including
• Third
Prize
Jiangsu
ProvinceininMathematics
MathematicsCompetition
Competition for
Advanced
Mathematics,
Linear
Advanced
Mathematics,
LinearAlgebra,
Algebra,Probability
Probability and
and Statistics)
Statistics)
• Third
Prize
of of
Jiangsu
Province
College Students
Students(2017)
(2017)
• Third
Prize
Jiangsu
ProvinceininMathematics
MathematicsCompetition
Competition for College
• Intellectual
Property
Summer
(Writing aasurvey
surveyofofthe
theproblem
problemofof
• Intellectual
Property
SummerVacation
VacationPractice
PracticeAward
Award (2017)
(2017) (Writing
relationship
betweenheadquarters
headquartersand
andwholesaler
wholesaler in
in Lighting
Lighting Sales)
thethe
relationship
between
Sales)
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc
in Automotive
Engineering:Cranfield
CranfieldUniversity,
University, Cranfield,
Cranfield, UK
MSc
in Automotive
Engineering:
UK (October
(October2020
2020- -Present)
Present)
• Modules:
Automotive
ControlSystem,
System,Vehicle
VehicleDesign
Design Powertrain
Powertrain and
• Modules:
Automotive
Control
and Performance,
Performance,Vehicle
VehicleElectrification
Electrification
and
Hybridisation,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Engine
and Hybridisation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, EngineDesign
Designand
and
Performance
Performance
• Group Project: 'Automotive Engineering Design Project'. The project is to design a family electric vehicle.
• Group Project: 'Automotive Engineering Design Project'. The project is to design a family electric vehicle.
Taking charge in suspension and steering part.
Taking charge in suspension and steering part.
• Individual Research Project: 'Fusion of V2X Perception Data'. The project is to develop a framework for
• Individual Research Project: 'Fusion of V2X Perception Data'. The project is to develop a framework for
optimal fusion of perception data shared from multiple sensors, considering temporal misalignment (data
optimal fusion of perception data shared from multiple sensors, considering temporal misalignment (data
received late, which could still improve current estimate), probability of false positive and false negative,
received
late, and
which
could still improve current estimate), probability of false positive and false negative,
occlusions
field-of-view.
occlusions and field-of-view.
BSc in Mechanical Engineering: NJUST(NanJing University of Science and Technology),
BSc
in Mechanical
Engineering:
Nanjing
China (September
2015NJUST(NanJing
- August 2019) University of Science and Technology),
Nanjing China (September 2015 - August 2019)
• Modules: Engineering Graphites, Introduction to Computers, College Physic, Experiment of College Physics,
• Modules:
Engineering
Graphites,
Introduction
Computers,
Physic,Engineering,
Experiment Production
of College Physics,
Theoretical
Mechanics,
Metalworking
Training,toIntroduction
to College
the Mechanical
of
Theoretical
Mechanics,
Metalworking
Training,
Introduction
to
the
Mechanical
Engineering,
Production
of
Electronic Products, Digital Design and Production Experience, Mechanics of Materials, Engineering
Materials
Electronic
Products,
Digital
Design Technology,
and Production
Experience,
of Materials,
and Material
Forming
Processing
Fundamentals
of Mechanics
Machine Design,
AnalogyEngineering
and Digital Materials
Fundamentals
of Thermodynamics
andDesign,
Heat, Fundamentals
of Control
andElectronic
Material Circuits,
FormingElectrotechnics,
Processing Technology,
Fundamentals
of Machine
Analogy and Digital
Engineering,
Fundamentals
of
Machine
Manufacturing
Technology,
Fundamentals
of
Engineering
Electronic Circuits, Electrotechnics, Fundamentals of Thermodynamics and Heat, Fundamentals Fluid
of Control
Mechanics,Fundamentals
TransformationofofMachine
HydraulicManufacturing
Powered and Air
Powered, Interchangeability
Technological
Engineering,
Technology,
Fundamentals of and
Engineering
Fluid
Measurement,
Experimentof
ofHydraulic
Engineering
Mechanics,
Engineering
Chemistry, Comprehensive
Mechanics,
Transformation
Powered
and Air
Powered,College
Interchangeability
and Technological
Experiment of
Analogy and
Electronic
Circuits, Mechanical
Course Design
for Mechanical
Measurement,
Experiment
of Digital
Engineering
Mechanics,
EngineeringVibration,
College Chemistry,
Comprehensive
Design,
Principle
of
Microcomputer
and
Application,
Basic
Course
Design
of
Mechanical
Manufacturing,
Experiment of Analogy and Digital Electronic Circuits, Mechanical Vibration, Course Design for Mechanical
Numerical
technology,
Testing technology,
Machinery
Manufacturing
Equipment,
Fundamentals
of
Design,
Principle
of Microcomputer
and Application,
Basic
Course Design
of Mechanical
Manufacturing,
Electromechanical Drive Control
Numerical technology, Testing technology, Machinery Manufacturing Equipment, Fundamentals of
• Individual Thesis: 'Energetic material 3D printing injector design'. The thesis aims to design a 3D printing
Electromechanical Drive Control
injector for energetic material which is a kind of material with high energy. The difficulty is to manage
• Individual Thesis: 'Energetic material 3D printing injector design'. The thesis aims to design a 3D printing
temperature and pressure in a low value while maintaining printing speed. Each member in the thesis
injector for energetic material which is a kind of material with high energy. The difficulty is to manage
group took different parameters.
temperature and pressure in a low value while maintaining printing speed. Each member in the thesis
group took different parameters.
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BSc (Hons) in Intellectual Property: NJUST (NanJing University of Science and Technology),
Nanjing China (September 2015 - June 2019)
• Modules: General Law, Criminal Law, Civil Law, Constitution and Administrative Law, Introduction to the
Intellectual Property Law, Procedure Law, Commercial Law, Contract Law, Economic Law, Patent Law,
Copyright Law, Comprehensive training of intellectual property practical skills, Enterprise Intellectual Property
Management, International Law, Patent document writing, Patent Literature Search and Utilization
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Native Chinese (Mandarin) speaker, English
• Relevant IT: CATIA, Matlab/Simulink, HyperMesh, AVL Boost
• Other IT: Microsoft Office, C++, Python
• Individual Interest: Soccer, Tennis, Chinese chess
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Xujian Zhang
Xujian Zhang

+44 (0) 7545148304 xujian.zhang@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
University
+44 (0) 7545148304
xujian.zhang@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT

A professional engineer with research experience focused in the areas of engineering analysis, automotive
hybridisation
and
numerical
An effective
learner
and of
a tutor
capableanalysis,
of delivering
complex
A professional
engineer
withparameterisation.
research experience
focused in
the areas
engineering
automotive
content
in simple
possesses
critical thinking
and alearner
strategic
Team of
driven,
ingenious
and eager
hybridisation
and manner,
numerical
parameterisation.
An effective
andapproach.
a tutor capable
delivering
complex
to
take
on
challenging
projects.
Ability
to
resource,
manage
and
build
relationship
between
colleagues
developed
content in simple manner, possesses critical thinking and a strategic approach. Team driven, ingenious and eager
and
enhanced.
Proficient
competency
in resource,
English and
conversational
in Spanish
developed
through
work and
to take
on challenging
projects.
Ability to
manage
and buildskills
relationship
between
colleagues
developed
educational
experience.
and enhanced.
Proficient competency in English and conversational skills in Spanish developed through work and
educational experience.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
••
•

Presented with trophy for best teamwork Chongqing Jiaotong University Spring short film festival Evening
2018.
Presented with trophy for best teamwork Chongqing Jiaotong University Spring short film festival Evening
Bestowed
Society Committee Member of Chongqing Jiaotong University society at year award 2017.
2018.
Awarded
placing
top 5% inMember
International
college atJiaotong
Chongqing
Jiaotong
University.
Bestowedfor
Society
Committee
of Chongqing
University
society
at year award 2017.
Awarded for placing top 5% in International college at Chongqing Jiaotong University.

EDUCATION
EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)
•
Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive
andVehicle
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Vehicle
• Control
Modules:
Design
Powertrain
and Performance,
Engine Design
and Dynamics,
Performance,
Automotive
Electrification
and Hybridisation.
Control and Simulation,
Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
•
Group
Design:
Segment
C family car design
Electrification
and
Hybridisation.
•• Individual
Thesis:
Topic TBC
Group Design:
Segment
C family car design
• Individual Thesis: Topic TBC
BEng Mechanical Engineering (1st): Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK (September 2018 June
BEng2020)
Mechanical Engineering (1st): Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK (September 2018 June 2020)
•
Modules: Sustainable Energy Systems, Advanced Structural Systems, Advanced Manufacturing Systems,
Design & Analysis,
Engineering
Management
& Economics,
Mechanical
and Structural
• Mechanical
Modules: Sustainable
Energy Systems,
Advanced
Structural
Systems, Advanced
Manufacturing
Systems,
Systems
I & Design
II, Energy
systems,Engineering
Fluid Systems,
Manufacturing
Technology.
Mechanical
& Analysis,
Management
& Economics,
Mechanical and Structural
•
Individual
Thesis:
‘Novel
Trailing
Edge
Lift – Genetic
Algorithm
Optimization’, The aim of thesis was to
Systems I &
II, Energy
systems,
Fluid
Systems,
Manufacturing
Technology.
liftThesis:
capacity‘Novel
using Trailing
numerical
methodology
andAlgorithm
create a Optimization’,
MATLAB codeThe
to discover
and select
• optimise
Individual
Edge
Lift – Genetic
aim of thesis
was tobest
performing
automatically.
optimise liftflap
capacity
using numerical methodology and create a MATLAB code to discover and select best
performing flap automatically.
BEng Mechanical Engineering: Chongqing Jiaotong University, Chongqing, Mainland China (September
2016
June 2018) Engineering: Chongqing Jiaotong University, Chongqing, Mainland China (September
BEng- Mechanical
2016 - June 2018)
•
Double degree with Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne.
•• Modules:
Advanced
MathematicsUniversity,
B (I) & (II),Newcastle
Introductory
Mechanics,
Energy and Environment,
Double degree
with Northumbria
upon
Tyne.
and Material,
HydraulicBTransmission,
Electrical
and Electronics,
Manufacturing
• Mechanics
Modules: Advanced
Mathematics
(I) & (II), Introductory
Mechanics,
EnergyAutomotive
and Environment,
Technology.
Mechanics and Material, Hydraulic Transmission, Electrical and Electronics, Automotive Manufacturing
Technology.

CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY

Northumbria University: Newcastle upon Tyne, UK - Student consultant (October 2019 - May 2020)
The
panel members
play aNewcastle
key role in upon
supporting
students
in needs
academically
at Northumbria
Northumbria
University:
Tyne,and
UKtutoring
- Student
consultant
(October
2019 - May
2020)
University.
The panel members play a key role in supporting and tutoring students in needs academically at Northumbria
University.
•
Managed a dedicated group organising extracurricular seminars and private sessions for students to
studies
subjectsextracurricular
better. Supervised
and conveyed
experiments
• understand
Managed a current
dedicated
groupand
organising
seminars
and privateengineering
sessions forrelated
students
to
and
assignments.
understand
current studies and subjects better. Supervised and conveyed engineering related experiments
•
Volunteered
to help students orientated in several fields of studies. Delivered personal tutoring on MATLAB
and assignments.
mathematics
related
subjects
for small
groupsfields
of students
at a Delivered
time, helping
to enlighten
inspire
• and
Volunteered
to help
students
orientated
in several
of studies.
personal
tutoringand
on MATLAB
future
mechanicalrelated
engineers.
and mathematics
subjects for small groups of students at a time, helping to enlighten and inspire
future mechanical engineers.
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•

Planned and customised mechanical engineering training programmes for undergraduate group of seven
participants remotely. Programmes enhanced participants’ abilities in problem solving and critical thinking.
All participants acquired at least 2:1 degree for mechanical engineering.

Chongqing Jiaotong University: Chongqing, China - CNC apprenticeship (June 2018 - August 2018)
Automotive training centre is an innovative practical centre for CNC and lathe training that encourage students
innovating in given tasks. The factory is also linked with car manufactures around campus.
•
•
•
•

Acknowledged current metallic technology theory and practical use. Trained to operate lathe, electric
wielding and milling machine and practice producing simple gadgets.
Identified different manufacturing technologies and improved proficiency in material determination and
technical decision making on manufacturing processes.
Worked within a five-member elected project team. Translated technical drawing into G code, handed over
and benefited manufacturing process in error check and risk assessment. Incorporated designing and
manufacturing team.
Assigned with a task from DFSK designing and manufacturing part of suspension system under
supervision of project manager. Carried out planned goals a week prior to anticipated finishing date.

Chongqing Jiaotong University: Chongqing, China - Society activity organiser (September 2016 - June
2018)

The dance society and Foreign language society have a population of over 500 students. They are
responsible for school cultural activities. Both societies have been awarded students favourite society.
•
•
•
•
•

Led Hip-hop dance team in Chongqing Jiaotong University with more than 30 members. Ensured
consistent delivery of practical sessions for both dancing and music editing. Received positive recognition
from members and customers taking part in commercial sessions.
Organised fresher’s welcoming showcase and cooperated in showcase management. Contributed ideas on
stage setting, publicity and risk assessment. Handled rehearsal running and created emergency plan for
potential failure during activity.
Developed promotional video of Chongqing Jiaotong University representing dance society with a team of
8 members. Suggested in formation, video filming and theme. Coordinated and analysed availability of
each section. Established producing process and agenda.
Supported organising English corner on campus. Contacted English teachers and prepared weekly theme
and topic. Facilitated in building a bridge between students including non-English major students and
native English language speakers.
Provided a multicultural atmosphere and encouraged future elites in a bilingual way.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Languages: Native Mandarin Speaker, fluent English and conversational Spanish.
IT Skills: Proficient IT user. Experienced Microsoft Word, Excel, Visio and PowerPoint. Knowledge of
Abaqus, ANSYS-Fluent, python and MATLAB/Simulink.
Individual interests: Linguistics, photography and cooking.
Memberships: Associate member of Institution of Mechanical Engineers (AMIMechE).
Volunteering: Top-king annual showcase volunteer (2016), Teaching primary school kids in disconnected
countryside (2017).
Professional/Technical training: Computational numerical control course, machinery design and analysis
course.
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Junyan Zhu

+44 7410922378 Junyan.Zhu@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT

Junyan Zhu

+44 7410922378 Junyan.Zhu@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Completed an undergraduate degree and now working on a Master's degree. During free time undertaking an internship
in a new energy vehicle company., Developed a deeper understanding of the knowledge required in the automotive
industry
during the
period of Master's studies. Carried out structural optimisation, engine tuning, control modelling using
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
MATLAB, battery simulation and mastered the use of a range of software: CATIA, ANSYS, AVL and Altair.
Completed an undergraduate degree and now working on a Master's degree. During free time undertaking an internship
in a new energy vehicle company., Developed a deeper understanding of the knowledge required in the automotive
during the period of Master's studies. Carried out structural optimisation, engine tuning, control modelling using
KEYindustry
ACHIEVEMENTS
MATLAB, battery simulation and mastered the use of a range of software: CATIA, ANSYS, AVL and Altair.
• Term Scholar, 2 times School Term Scholarship Recipient (winter and summer 2020)
• Moldex3D Primary Engineer Certification
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Chemistry Competition in Jiangsu Province: Provincial Second Prize (summer 2014)
• Term Scholar, 2 times School Term Scholarship Recipient (winter and summer 2020)
• Moldex3D Primary Engineer Certification
EDUCATION
• Chemistry Competition in Jiangsu Province: Provincial Second Prize (summer 2014)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 – October 2021)
EDUCATION
Bachelors of Engineering in Automotive
MSc
Automotive
Engineering:
University,
UK (October
– October
2021)
• Relevant
course
work: NX Cranfield
UG, CATIA,
ANSYS, Cranfield,
Engine disassembly
and2020
assembly,
Metallurgical
internships
• Collaborated with a team of 8 members to optimise the design of a diesel engine based on AVL Boost
Bachelors of Engineering in Automotive
• Relevant course work: NX UG, CATIA, ANSYS, Engine disassembly and assembly, Metallurgical internships
Collaborated with a team of 8 members to optimise the design of a diesel engine based on AVL Boost
CAREER •HISTORY
Jiangsu Duke New Energy Vehicle Co.: Jiangsu, China - Design Engineer (January 2019 - February 2019)
CAREER
HISTORY
Focus
on the design
of new energy vehicle batteries, chassis, etc.
Jiangsu Duke New Energy Vehicle Co.: Jiangsu, China - Design Engineer (January 2019 - February 2019)
• Modelling several components based on CATIA, Participation in chassis installation practice
Focus on the design of new energy vehicle batteries, chassis, etc.

SKILLS, INTERESTS
EXTRACURRICULAR
• Modelling &
several
components basedACTIVITIES
on CATIA, Participation in chassis installation practice
• Languages:
Chinese
(Native), English (Good),
Japanese (Basic)
SKILLS,
INTERESTS
& EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

• Technical: MATLAB experience, Microsoft Office Suite (Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), CATIA, ANSYS,
Moldex3D,
Altair Chinese
Hypermesh
and AVL
Boost
• Languages:
(Native),
English
(Good), Japanese (Basic)
• Hobbies:
Tourism
and
Photography
• Technical: MATLAB experience, Microsoft Office Suite (Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), CATIA, ANSYS,
Moldex3D, Altair Hypermesh and AVL Boost
• Hobbies: Tourism and Photography
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Automotive Engineering

Michel Azar

Automotive engineering MSc

Automotive engineering MSc

Oliver Le Marquant Brown

Maxime Chauveau

Cheng-Yen Lee

Varun Nair

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Hélène Rouchy

Automotive Engineering MSc
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Florian Bidaud

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Sanjoy Sen

Automotive Engineering MSc

Adrian Perez Briones

Automotive engineering MSc

Muhammad Irshad

Automotive Engineering MSc

Aditya Pawar

Automotive Engineering MSc

Stavros Syntosis

Automotive Engineering MSc

Michel
MichelAzar
Azar

+44+44
7311
895760
7311
895760michel.azar@cranfield.ac.uk
michel.azar@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
CranfieldUniversity
University
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
Automotive
Engineering
student
at Cranfield
University,and
andaamechanical
mechanical engineering
thethe
Automotive
Engineering
MScMSc
student
at Cranfield
University,
engineeringgraduate
graduatefrom
from
American
University
of Beirut
(AUB),
leading
universityininthe
theMiddle
Middle East.
East. Developed
interest
American
University
of Beirut
(AUB),
thethe
leading
university
Developedan
anever-growing
ever-growing
interest
and passion
in design
functionality
of machineryininallallitsitsforms
formsand
and levels
levels of
with
anan
and passion
in design
andand
functionality
of machinery
of complexity.
complexity.AAhard
hardworker
worker
with
analytical
a good
sense
of responsibility,
passionateabout
aboutlearning
learning new
new things
Has
a a
analytical
mind,mind,
a good
sense
of responsibility,
passionate
things ininnew
newenvironments.
environments.
Has
diverse,
international
academic
exposure
and
internshipsininrenowned
renowned institutions
institutions in
thethe
Middle
diverse,
international
academic
exposure
and
internships
in the
theUS,
US,Europe,
Europe,and
and
Middle
East
coupled
with
a
multilingual
background.
Looking
for
a
job
that
will
allow
a
successful
launch
of
a
career
in
East coupled with a multilingual background. Looking for a job that will allow a successful launch of a career in
automotive engineering.
automotive
engineering.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

• Led and managed a group seven fellow Master’s students to model and optimize a 3-cylinder

• Led and
a group
seven
fellow
Master’s students to model and optimize a 3-cylinder
0.7L managed
turbocharged
engine
on AVL
Boost.
0.7L
turbocharged
engine
on AVL Boost.
• Led
and managed
the American
University of Beirut's (AUB) 2019 SAE Super-mileage Engine Configuration
• Led and Powertrain
managed the
American team
University
of Beirut's
(AUB)
2019 aSAE
Super-mileage
Management
in a yearlong
project
to create
lighter,
more efficientEngine
engine Configuration
inside a
well-designed,
accessible engine
and Powertrain
Management
team inbay.
a yearlong project to create a lighter, more efficient engine inside a
• Graduated accessible
with Honours
from the
American University of Beirut, the leading university in the Middle East.
well-designed,
engine
bay.
• Graduated with Honours from the American University of Beirut, the leading university in the Middle East.
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)

MSc Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
UK (September
2020and
- September
2021)
• Taught
modules: Vehicle
Design
PowertrainCranfield,
and Performance,
Engine Design
Performance,

Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle

• Taught
modules:and
Vehicle
Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance,
Electrification
Hybridization.
Automotive
Control
and
Simulation,
• Course Focus: Vehicle Dynamics.Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
Electrification and Hybridization.
• Course
Focus: Vehicle
Dynamics.
Major
in Mechanical
engineering
and a minor in Economics: American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon
(September 2015 - June 2020)

Major in Mechanical engineering and a minor in Economics: American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon
• 2015
GPA:-3.5/4.0
(September
June 2020)
• SAE Super-mileage (equivalent to shell eco-marathon). Participated in AUB’s Team for 2 years between

and 2019 which entailed extensive research, use of shop machinery, CNC machines and resin curing
• GPA:2018
3.5/4.0
• SAEovens.
Super-mileage (equivalent to shell eco-marathon). Participated in AUB’s Team for 2 years between
2019:which
Led the
Engineextensive
Management
and Powertrain
Team
to enhance
the overall
efficiency
and curing
2018 ando2019
entailed
research,
use of shop
machinery,
CNC
machines
and resin
accessibility of the car by reducing engine and powertrain weight, remapping engine, and rebuilding
ovens.
the support structure.
o 2019:
Led the Engine Management and Powertrain Team to enhance the overall efficiency and
o 2018: Developed and built composite structures including a composite monocoque chassis, driving
accessibility
the
car using
by reducing
andglass,
powertrain
weight,
remapping
engine,steering
and rebuilding
seat, andof
top
cover
carbon engine
fiber, fiber
and foam.
Designed
an Ackerman
the support
structure.
mechanism.
o 2018: Developed
built composite
structures
including
a composite
monocoque
chassis,
driving
• Technical
Electives: and
Advanced
CAD/CAM/CAM
with Creo,
Smart
Structures, Design
of Thermal
Systems.
seat, and top cover using carbon fiber, fiber glass, and foam. Designed an Ackerman steering
Car Design:mechanism.
Istituto Europeo di Design (IED), Torino, Italy (August 2018 – September 2018)
• Technical Electives: Advanced CAD/CAM/CAM with Creo, Smart Structures, Design of Thermal Systems.
• A course about car design as well as an insight into the automotive industry in Italy.

Car Design: Istituto Europeo di Design (IED), Torino, Italy (August 2018 – September 2018)

International Baccalaureate: International College, Beirut, Lebanon (September 2013 - June 2015)

• A course about car design as well as an insight into the automotive industry in Italy.
• With Distinction, Official Grade 37/45.

International Baccalaureate: International College, Beirut, Lebanon (September 2013 - June 2015)
CAREER HISTORY

• With Distinction, Official Grade 37/45.

Motortune Racing: Beirut, Lebanon - Part Time Race Mechanic (October 2019 - June 2020)
An international racing team and garage with team and customer drivers working with Group R and N rally cars as
CAREER
HISTORY
well as
Performance Vehicles. Motortune Racing is a yearly participant in the World Rally Championship, Middle East
Rally Championship, and numerous local and regional rally championships.

Motortune Racing: Beirut, Lebanon - Part Time Race Mechanic (October 2019 - June 2020)
35
An
international racing team and garage with team and customer drivers working with Group R and N rally cars as
well as Performance Vehicles. Motortune Racing is a yearly participant in the World Rally Championship, Middle East

• Maintained, upgraded, repaired, and set-up six cars alongside mechanics and engineers including a
Skoda Fabia R5, a Ford Fiesta R5, and a Mitsubishi EVO X NR4.
• Changed and managed tires, and helped set-up the cars at racing and testing events.
Center for Collision Safety and Analysis (CCSA): Fairfax VA, United States - Vehicle and Roadside
Safety Engineering Intern and Test Technician (June 2019 - August 2019) CCSA is associated with
George Mason University's College of Science as well as the National Center for Manufacturing Science.
CCSA is responsible for creating advanced simulation models for transport vehicles and road side
structures to understand and mitigate collisions and improve safety.
• Built on a 3D model of 2013 VW Passat using 3D scanning, Geomagic, and Altair Hypermesh to be put
through crash simulation.
• Set up crash test of a 2015 Ram Truck to test new W-Beam road barrier with an integrated tensioned
steel wire for use at road-bridge intersections.
• Held discussions with Insurance Health and Safety Institute (IIHS) about possible actions and mitigation
methods to improve overall safety.
Sustainable Environmental Solutions: Beirut, Lebanon - Environmental Auditing and Consulting Intern (June
2018 - August 2018)
An environmental & energy development company, committed to provide sustainable solutions & technologies to
tackle regional challenges.
• Applied relevant International IFC, World Bank, and Lebanese Guidelines to local project to improve
overall safety and environmental impact of two local projects: a wind farm in the north of Lebanon and a
plastic recycling plant.
Mercedes-Benz T. Gargour & Fils s.a.l.: Bouar, Lebanon - Industrial Truck Technician (December 2016 January 2017)
A Mercedes industrial truck and car dealership as well as a service, maintenance and repair garage for all Mercedes
industrial trucks in Lebanon.
• Serviced trucks daily through changes in fluids, filters, timing belts and chains.
• Rebuilt a seized OM502 is a V8 engine from a 2015 Mercedes Actros truck alongside head mechanic.
GA Consult: Beirut Lebanon - Feasibility Studies and Financial and Investment Modelling Intern (May 2017 July 2017)
A specialized economic and corporate financial consulting firm regional and international markets including the GCC,
MENA, North America, Asia Pacific, and West Africa.
• Constructed business and financial models for regional businesses notably in the industrial sector.
• Assessed the economic viability of a local wind farm project, Hawa Akkar.
• Undertook research on the market values of listed real-estate companies.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: native English, French and Arabic speaker with a B2 Italian level and an A1 level in German.
Places great value on languages and cultures and continues to put effort into spoken languages and
learning new ones.
• Planning and Organization: takes leading roles in planning, organization, and allocation of tasks for
team projects.
• IT and Technical Skills: Microsoft Office, Excel, MATLAB and C++ programming, AutoCAD, Creo,
Solidworks, Ansys, Altair Hypermesh, AVL Boost, and Geomagic.
• Composites: familiar with making composite materials using carbon fiber, fiber glass, and foam.
• Shop Machinery: familiar with numerous shop machines such as the lathe, drill press, saws, grinding
machines, and CNC machines.
• Sports: 5km and 10km competitive running with AUB Track and Field team, and Blue Stars Track and
Field Club, half and full marathon runner, road cycling, swimming, and cross-fit.
• Oil Painting: adopted cubism and developed personal style during both IGCSE and IB advanced art
courses and continues to do so.
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Florian Bidaud
+33 6 52 15 68 09 florian.n.bidaud@cranfield.ac.uk
Florian
Bidaud
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT

+33 6 52 15 68 09 florian.n.bidaud@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Engineering
graduate and Automotive Engineering Master student with different experiences in automotive industry.
PERSONALMaster
STATEMENT
Intern experiences have included working at Renault for 5 months in underbody architecture department, and at LHEEA
(Laboratory
hydrodynamics,
energetics
andEngineering
atmosphericMaster
environment
modelling
a hybrid
vehicle in industry.
order to
EngineeringofMaster
graduate and
Automotive
studentresearch),
with different
experiences
in automotive
reduce
consumptionhave
and optimize
strategies.
1.5foryear
of industrial
experience
thanks to adepartment,
gap year and
internships.
Intern experiences
included driving
working
at Renault
5 months
in underbody
architecture
and
at LHEEA
Proficient
onofsimulation
software
and languages
such as MATLAB,
Amesim,
GT Power,
AVL aBoost,
Star
CCM+,
(Laboratory
hydrodynamics,
energetics
and atmospheric
environment
research),
modelling
hybridCatia,
vehicle
in order
to
Hypermesh,
VBA, different
programming
languages.
efficient,
and attentive.
Passionate
cars and
reduce consumption
and optimize
driving strategies.
1.5Adaptable,
year of industrial
experience
thanks to
a gap yearabout
and internships.
motorsport,
want
to be part
of the transition
of the automotive
industry.Amesim, GT Power, AVL Boost, Catia, Star CCM+,
Proficient on
simulation
software
and languages
such as MATLAB,
Hypermesh, VBA, different programming languages. Adaptable, efficient, and attentive. Passionate about cars and
motorsport, want to be part of the transition of the automotive industry.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Awarded 2016 Ecole Centrale de Lille Engineering School Jury congratulations, with a 3.8 GPA out of 4.0
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Certified in Advanced Mooc of Project Management by Dr Rémi Bachelet (1st Mooc in France)
Awarded 2016
Ecole
Centralewith
de Lille
Engineering
School
•• Engineering
Master
Graduate
a 3.64
GPA out of
4.0 Jury congratulations, with a 3.8 GPA out of 4.0
• Certified in Advanced Mooc of Project Management by Dr Rémi Bachelet (1st Mooc in France)
• Engineering Master Graduate with a 3.64 GPA out of 4.0
EDUCATION
MSc
Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)
EDUCATION
• Modules: Engineering:
Vehicle dynamics,
Hybridization
andCranfield,
Electrification,
Manufacturing,
design 2021)
and performance,
MSc Automotive
Cranfield
University,
UK (September
2020Engine
- September
Vehicle powertrain design, Vehicle structures
•• Group
design
project:
Autonomous
container
design
Modules:
Vehicle
dynamics,
Hybridization
andtruck
Electrification,
Manufacturing, Engine design and performance,
Vehicle powertrain
design,
Vehicle
• Individual
Research
project:
TBC structures
• Group design project: Autonomous container truck design
• Individual
project:
TBC de Lille, Lille, FR (September 2016 - September 2020)
Engineering
MasterResearch
Degree: Ecole
Centrale
• 3rd year
specialization:
Propulsion
and
Engineering
Master
Degree: Ecole
Centrale
deTransport
Lille, Lille, FR (September 2016 - September 2020)
• Modules: Thermic, Electric and Hybrid motors, Aerodynamics, Thermal management, Turbochargers, Pollution
(Particle Filters,
Catalyst,
Trap...), Learnings of software: Amesim, GT Power, Star CCM+,
• management
3rd year specialization:
Propulsion
andNox
Transport
Maritime
propulsion,
Spatialmotors,
propulsion,
Rail Transport
• Aeronautics,
Modules: Thermic,
Electric
and Hybrid
Aerodynamics,
Thermal management, Turbochargers, Pollution
• 1st
and 2nd year:
General
Engineering
3.64)
management
(Particle
Filters,
Catalyst,(GPA
Nox Trap...),
Learnings of software: Amesim, GT Power, Star CCM+,
Aeronautics,
Maritime
propulsion,
Spatial
propulsion,
Rail Transport
• Modules:
Sizing
automotive
parts,
Electric
and Hybrid
engines, Aerodynamics for transport, Team project
Electronics,
Automatics, (GPA
Material
Resistance, Energy transfers, Programming, Optimization,
• management,
1st and 2nd year:
General Engineering
3.64)
Economy,
Management,
• Probability,
Modules: Sizing
automotive
parts, Law
Electric and Hybrid engines, Aerodynamics for transport, Team project
• Group
Design project:
valued
heat energy
produced
by a farm biogas
management,
Electronics,
Automatics,
Material
Resistance,
Energy transfers, Programming, Optimization,
Probability, Economy, Management, Law
• Group Design project: valued heat energy produced by a farm biogas
Preparatory Class: Lycée Clemenceau, Nantes, FR (September 2014 - September 2016)
• Fundamental
physics,
Advanced Mathematics,
Engineering 2014
Science
Preparatory
Class: Lycée
Clemenceau,
Nantes, FR (September
- September 2016)
• Fundamental physics, Advanced Mathematics, Engineering Science
CAREER HISTORY
LHEEA:
FR - Hybrid Vehicle Design Internship (June 2020 - September 2020)
CAREERNantes,
HISTORY
Laboratory of Hydrodynamics, Energetics and Atmospheric Environment Research
LHEEA: Nantes, FR - Hybrid Vehicle Design Internship (June 2020 - September 2020)
• Modelling
of Toyota Prius
hybrid powertrain
and dynamics
on Siemens
Amesim software
Laboratory
of Hydrodynamics,
Energetics
and Atmospheric
Environment
Research
• Defined strategies for reducing consumption and emissions optimisation on driving cycles (NEDC, WLTC) and
drivingofconditions
(between
and 30% and
reduction
possible)
• real
Modelling
Toyota Prius
hybrid15
powertrain
dynamics
on Siemens Amesim software
• Defined strategies for reducing consumption and emissions optimisation on driving cycles (NEDC, WLTC) and
real driving conditions (between 15 and 30% reduction possible)
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Renault: Guyancourt, FR - Underbody Architecture Internship (March 2019 - July 2019)
French Car maker
• Studied and provided benchmarking on canisters for future Euro7 emissions and pollution regulations on A2Mac1
software to make a database of about 150 vehicles and help future Renault projects by showing different solutions
in competition
• Studied critical patterns and confined areas on existing Renault vehicles using Catia V6
• Analysed Ground Clearance Renault and Nissan rules for convergence, testing Tesla Model 3 on track for ground
clearance performances
Heineken France: Mons-en-Barœul , FR - Logistics Mission Head (April 2018 - December 2018)
1st Brewing Company in France, Top 3 Worldwide Brewing Company
• Managed daily logistic operations on SAP Warehouse Management System and Materials Management
• Reorganized and improved stocks and security in a 300 000€ lean manufacturing team project. Created and
provided training schemes, 5S, managing providers and works
Ecole Centrale de Lille: Lille, FR - Project Management Group Member (September 2016 - January 2018)
Engineering School
• Found ways to value heat energy produced by a farm biogas plant in north of France (1 000 000€ project cost)
• Learned and applied project management tools to work as a team and develop group project competencies such
as communication, meetings, Agile method or reports and presentations
Sercel: Nantes, FR - Operator Internship (January 2017 - February 2017)
Floor seismic analysis for petrol research
• Operated and solved problems on an automatic production line of seismic research systems on land
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: French (Native), English (Fluent), Spanish (Basic)
• Technical software: MATLAB, Amesim, GT Power, AVL Boost, Catia, Star CCM+, Hypermesh, Microsoft Office
Suite, VBA, Different programming languages
• Individual interest: Motorsport fan: Formula 1, Nascar, WRC and more, Marathon runner, Workout, Craft Beer
Amateur
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Adrian Perez Briones
(+44) 07780 554154 a.perez-briones@cranfield.ac.uk
Adrian
Perez
Briones
Cranfield
University
PERSONAL STATEMENT

(+44) 07780 554154 a.perez-briones@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Data-driven
Mechanical
Engineer with 4 years of experience in Project Development and optimization of materials and
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
processes. Motivated to improve and to develop innovative programs, with expertise on leading and influencing external
and
internal teams
to exceed
expectations
and toofachieve
outstanding
Practical
experience
on competitive
Data-driven
Mechanical
Engineer
with 4 years
experience
in Projectresults.
Development
and
optimization
of materials teams
and
such
as national
motorsport
team and
Mini innovative
Baja SAE student
series.
Driven by on
passion.
interest inexternal
R&D,
processes.
Motivated
to improve
andformer
to develop
programs,
with expertise
leadingStrong
and influencing
Lean
Product
Development.
andManufacturing
internal teams and
to exceed
expectations
and to achieve outstanding results. Practical experience on competitive teams
such as national motorsport team and former Mini Baja SAE student series. Driven by passion. Strong interest in R&D,
Lean Manufacturing and Product Development.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Delivered savings of more than 35 million USD by optimization of materials and processes at Procter & Gamble
KEY• ACHIEVEMENTS
• Awarded £20,000 scholarship to study at Cranfield University in 2020/2021 by the Mexican National Council of
andsavings
Technology
(CONACyT)
•Science
Delivered
of more
than 35 million USD by optimization of materials and processes at Procter & Gamble
• •First
generation
to design
and launch
theatMini
Baja vehicle
to compete
in theby
national
SAE series,
in the
history
Awarded
£20,000
scholarship
to study
Cranfield
University
in 2020/2021
the Mexican
National
Council
of
of Science
Universidad
de Guanajuato
and Technology
(CONACyT)
• •Recognized
by P&G
for launching
one SKU
fromBaja
concept
to execution
80% ofSAE
plastic
consumption
and
First generation
to design
and launch
the Mini
vehicle
to competereducing
in the national
series,
in the history
saved
$900,000 USD.
After saving 8 million USD promoted and assigned to start a new department from scratch
of Universidad
de Guanajuato
• Recognized by P&G for launching one SKU from concept to execution reducing 80% of plastic consumption and
saved $900,000 USD. After saving 8 million USD promoted and assigned to start a new department from scratch
EDUCATION
MSc
in Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
EDUCATION
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control and
MSc in Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
•Hybridisation
Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control and
• Group
Project:Vehicle
Conceptualization
of a novel
hydrogen powered
vehicle
Simulation,
Structures, Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Vehiclespecialist
Dynamics,
Vehicle Electrification and
• Individual
Thesis: Topic TBC
Hybridisation
• Group Project: Conceptualization of a novel hydrogen powered specialist vehicle
BSc in Mechanical
Engineering:
Universidad de Guanajuato, Salamanca, Mexico (October 2010 - April 2016)
• Individual Thesis:
Topic TBC
• Modules: Heat Transfer, Mechanical Vibrations, Dynamics of Rigid Bodies, Manufacturing Process, Mechanical
BSc in Mechanical Engineering: Universidad de Guanajuato, Salamanca, Mexico (October 2010 - April 2016)
Design, Mechanics of Materials, Control Systems Engineering, Fluid Mechanics, Machine Design
• •Memberships:
Society
of Automotive
Modules: Heat
Transfer,
MechanicalEngineers
Vibrations,(SAE)
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies, Manufacturing Process, Mechanical
Design, Mechanics of Materials, Control Systems Engineering, Fluid Mechanics, Machine Design
• Memberships: Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
CAREER HISTORY
Procter
& Gamble:
Irapuato, Mexico - Quality Assurance Department Manager (April 2020 - September 2020)
CAREER
HISTORY
P&G is an American Consumer Packaged Goods company, global leader with operations in nearly 70 countries and of
& Gamble:
Irapuato,
Mexico
- Quality
Assurance
Department
(April
2020 - September 2020)
theProcter
most strongest
portfolio
of quality
brands
used by
nearly 5 billion
people Manager
around the
world.
P&G is an American Consumer Packaged Goods company, global leader with operations in nearly 70 countries and of
• Directed QA department for Packaging Centre of Gillette, accountable of all SKUs released from site to
the most strongest portfolio of quality brands used by nearly 5 billion people around the world.
worldwide supply. Leading an organization of 40 staff members
• •Executed
manufacturing
to study
staff of
capacity
redesigned
to enable
a productivity
Directedlean
QA department
for tools
Packaging
Centre
Gillette,and
accountable
of processes
all SKUs released
from
site to
reduction
of 18
full time
employees,
reducingofalmost
50%
headcount of department
worldwide
supply.
Leading
an organization
40 staff
members
• •Guided
negotiations
with 3 external
re-assign
to avoidprocesses
impacts fortoproductivity
reduction
Executed
lean manufacturing
toolsdepartments
to study stafftocapacity
androles
redesigned
enable a productivity
• Supervised
payrolls,
vacations,
workload,
department
objectives
and career
development for 25 staff members
reduction of
18 full time
employees,
reducing
almost 50%
headcount
of department
• Guided negotiations with 3 external departments to re-assign roles to avoid impacts for productivity reduction
Procter •& Supervised
Gamble: Mexico
- Materials,
Processes
and Packaging
Development
(May
- April
2020)
payrolls,
vacations, workload,
department
objectives
and career Manager
development
for2016
25 staff
members
As brand of P&G, Gillette is a shaving brand leader in its segment, since its foundation around 100 years ago.
Procter & Gamble: Mexico - Materials, Processes and Packaging Development Manager (May 2016 - April 2020)
• Created one award winning department of 6 engineers, task-oriented on gaining more savings and bringing more
As brand of P&G, Gillette is a shaving brand leader in its segment, since its foundation around 100 years ago.
innovative solutions to consumer needs and fulfilling marketing requirements working as one team
• Created one award winning department of 6 engineers, task-oriented on gaining more savings and bringing more
innovative solutions to consumer needs and fulfilling marketing requirements working as one team
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• Liaised with new suppliers to provide materials 70% cheaper, better logistics and less lead time for deliveries and
matching or even improving current performance
• Created and approved around 900 technical standards per year (including final artwork) for materials and SKUs,
plus standards and protocols to keep improving the organization
• Managed 20 Packaging Projects per year and led the launch of 36 brand new SKUs for Promotional and Special
Packs for North America, Latin America and Asia, benchmarked for upcoming years and regions
Marquardt GmbH: Irapuato, Mexico - Quality Trainee (September 2015 - April 2016)
German company that is one of the world's leading manufacturers of electromechanical and electronic switches and
switching systems, with more than 11,000 employees across 20 countries.
• Implemented Melt Flow Index equipment on QA lab and updated more than 250 inspection sheets, covering
100% of the SKUs
• Trained as QA Engineer and Process Engineer Trainee for two BMW X6 Gearbox's assembly lines
Universidad de Guanajuato-LLNL: Guanajuato, Mexico - Research Assistant (July 2014 - April 2016)
UG and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory collaborated between 2014 and 2016 for joint research. LLNL
(California, USA) serves to the Department of Energy of USA and develops and applies world-class science and
technology to confront energy shortages and climate change that threaten global stability.
• Tutored by Dr. Salvador Aceves, conducted the study of cryogenic pressurized hydrogen storage for vehicle
purposes, analysing the conversion of quantum states of hydrogen and its impact on the storage
Motorsport team VPGarage: Mexico City, Mexico - Engineering Assistant (January 2013 - July 2015)
Private racing team competing in international events homologated by the FIA, Mexican Rally Champions in2012
• Learned skills on logistics, networking, fundamentals of racing cars, management of stress in highly critical
situations, attention to the detail and cultural knowledge by travelling across the whole country
Universidad de Guanajuato - Mini SAE: Guanajuato, Mexico - Team Leader (January 2011 - December 2013)
First generation of my university to compete in the off-road version of Formula SAE, the Mini Baja SAE series.
• Directed the braking system for the Mini Baja Vehicle, in 11 months and tight budget, managed to finish the
vehicle and finish the first race. Platform delivered for the upcoming generations
• Controlled finances and logistics in the team, also accountable for seeking sponsorships in either cash or
equipment for the workshop or vehicle parts, improving budget by 70%
The University of Arizona: Tucson, USA - Undergraduate Research Intern (June 2012 - August 2012)
The University of Arizona is one of the top public universities in USA, and a leading research institution with $687 million
in annual research expenditures.
• Analysed a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell Powered Vehicle obtaining the maximum grade for the
research course
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Fluent English, Spanish and French, basics of German
• IT Skills: Advanced handling of SolidWorks, MATLAB, Autodesk Inventor, Agile PLM, AutoCAD, Enovia, CSS,
MS Office Suite, Siemens LOGO! (PLC software). GAMBIT, FLUENT, CATIA, NX, ANSYS, C++ and MINITAB
• Interests: Problem solving, motorsports, travelling, basketball, visual arts and live music
• Professional/Technical Training: Lean Manufacturing Tools (GE), Leader Development School (P&G), Center
for Dynamic Leadership (P&G), Positive Power & Influence (P&G), Situational Leadership (P&G)
• Extracurricular Activities: Co-Founder of IRIURTAR SA DE CV, company for construction's projects with
lightweight materials. Played basketball in high school and university varsity team
• Volunteering: Staff "Runner" for the Mexican rounds of FIA events such as F1, Formula E and WEC and as
office support at FIA XVII American Congress and FIA Sport Conference 2015
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Oliver Le Marquand-Brown

07503968003 o.j.le-marquand-brown@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Oliver Le Marquand-Brown

PERSONAL STATEMENT

07503968003 o.j.le-marquand-brown@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A postgraduate passionate about driving innovation within the automotive industry. A strong leader who thrives working in
aPERSONAL
group environment.
Exhibits determination required to accomplish first class results on a consistent basis, supported by
STATEMENT
academic results. Eager to take on projects forcing change within industry regarding sustainability and formation of a
circular
economy.passionate
Proven problem
solver with
a strong
workthe
ethic.
A postgraduate
about driving
innovation
within
automotive industry. A strong leader who thrives working in
a group environment. Exhibits determination required to accomplish first class results on a consistent basis, supported by
academic results. Eager to take on projects forcing change within industry regarding sustainability and formation of a
KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
circular
economy. Proven problem solver with a strong work ethic.
 BEng: First Class Honours in Automotive engineering with an average of 81%.
 Awarded IMechE student of the year certificate for achievements throughout final year of BEng studies.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Headed development of a hot compression moulding process for thermoplastic matrix recycled CFRPs, followed
a comprehensive
testing process
to determine
material
for non-structural
applications. Authored
 by
BEng:
First Class Honours
in Automotive
engineering
withviability
an average
of 81%.
outlining
thatstudent
the rheology
thermoplastic
matrix
is fundamental
to the final
material
 paper
Awarded
IMechE
of the of
year
certificate for
achievements
throughout
yearproperties.
of BEng studies.
 Managed
a team of 5 through
of a prototype
suspension
system
for a Mars
exploration
vehicle.
Analysed
Headed development
of a hotdesign
compression
moulding
process for
thermoplastic
matrix
recycled
CFRPs,
followed
suspension
wishbone testing
load cases
to achieve
a robust
and lightweight
Pitched to
an academic
panel and
by a comprehensive
process
to determine
material
viability fordesign.
non-structural
applications.
Authored
won
award
for best
82% overall.
paper
outlining
thatpresentation.
the rheology Awarded
of thermoplastic
matrix is fundamental to the material properties.
 Managed a team of 5 through design of a prototype suspension system for a Mars exploration vehicle. Analysed
suspension wishbone load cases to achieve a robust and lightweight design. Pitched to an academic panel and
EDUCATION
won award for best presentation. Awarded 82% overall.
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle Design, Powertrain and Performance; Automotive Control and Simulation; Vehicle
Electrification and Hybridisation; Vehicle Dynamics; Vehicle Structures; Vehicle Manufacturing; and Engine
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
Design and Performance.
 Group
Project:
Design
of an
innovativeand
vehicle
conforming
to 2030 UK
regulations.
Modules:
Vehicle
Design,
Powertrain
Performance;
Automotive
Control
and Simulation; Vehicle
 Individual
Thesis:
To be confirmed.
Electrification
and Hybridisation;
Vehicle Dynamics; Vehicle Structures; Vehicle Manufacturing; and Engine
Design and
Performance.
 Current
Average
Mark: 78%.
 Group Project: Design of an innovative vehicle conforming to 2030 UK regulations.
BEng (Hons)
Automotive
Engineering:
Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK (September 2017 - May 2020)
 Individual
Thesis:
To be confirmed.
 Current Average Mark: 78%.
 Modules: Engineering Design and Practice; Introduction to Statics and Dynamics; Thermo-Fluids;
Materials Engineering; Stress Analysis and Dynamics; Management, Ethics, Energy and Sustainability;
BEng (Hons) Automotive Engineering: Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK (September 2017 - May 2020)
Advanced Dynamics and NVH; Vehicle Crash Design; Automotive Engines; and Vehicle Dynamics.
 Individual
Design
of a and
hot compression
mouldingtoprocess
Matrix Recycled Carbon
Modules: Project:
Engineering
Design
Practice; Introduction
Statics for
andThermoplastic
Dynamics; Thermo-Fluids;
– achieved
the end of
the project. Ethics, Energy and Sustainability;
Fibre
Reinforced
Polymers
Materials
Engineering;
Stress
Analysis77%
and at
Dynamics;
Management,
 Average
Mark:
81%. and NVH; Vehicle Crash Design; Automotive Engines; and Vehicle Dynamics.
Advanced
Dynamics
 Individual Project: Design of a hot compression moulding process for Thermoplastic Matrix Recycled Carbon
Fibre Reinforced Polymers – achieved 77% at the end of the project.
CAREER
HISTORYMark: 81%.
 Average
Oxford Brookes Racing (OBR) Formula Student Team: Oxford, UK - High Voltage Engineer (September 2018 August
2019)
CAREER
HISTORY
OBR have competed in Formula Student since its inception in 1999 and were the top UK team in 2018 and 2019. OBR
Oxford
Brookes
Racing
Formula
- High
Voltage
Engineer
won
the best
business
plan(OBR)
presentation
in Student
both the Team:
UK andOxford,
Austria UK
in 2019,
whilst
coming
second(September
place overall2018
at the
August
2019)
UK event.
OBR have competed in Formula Student since its inception in 1999 and were the top UK team in 2018 and 2019. OBR
 Analysed
regulations
to determineincomponent
packaging
restrictions
one
other student.
won the
best business
plan presentation
both the UK
and Austria
in 2019, with
whilst
coming
second place overall at the

Established
a
project
action
register
in
order
to
distribute
workload
and
track
project
progress. Productivity was
UK event.
increased by 50%.
 Ascertained
feasibility of
batterycomponent
cells for use
in the battery
pack based
on pack
Analysed regulations
to 15+
determine
packaging
restrictions
with one
otherdimensions
student. and mass,
pouch cells
forregister
use in the
vehicle.
 recommending
Established a project
action
in order
to distribute workload and track project progress. Productivity was
increased by 50%.
 Ascertained feasibility of 15+ battery cells for use in the battery pack based on pack dimensions and mass,
recommending pouch cells for use in the vehicle.
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 Collaborated with 3 other students to develop a battery clamping device for chosen pouch battery tabs to permit
effective fastening when in use as well as a simplified method of battery extraction.
Tordoff Engineering: Wellingborough, UK - Junior CNC Engineer (January 2017 - December 2019)
Formed in 1971 Tordoff is a precision engineering firm that specialises in both manual and CNC machining of various
materials, from plastics to stainless steels and titanium.
 Produced pressure sensing tubes on Haas CNC vertical machining centre, whilst maintaining health and safety.
 Evaluated engineering drawings daily to ensure produced components were within acceptable tolerance values.
 Liaised with customers, identified and recorded any issues with production. Additionally responsible for passing
issues onto correct team member.
Huxlow Science College: Irthlingborough, UK - Volunteer (October 2016 - June 2017)
Huxlow Science College is a secondary school established in 1962.
 Volunteered in science department to assist the teaching of physics and chemistry to students aged 11 to 16.
 Organised practical sessions for year 7 students, demonstrating how to calculate the resistance of a
wire experimentally.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES





42

Software: Solidworks, MATLAB, Simulink, ADAMS and HyperMesh.
Interests: Formula One - Avid watcher of races. Attended British GP every year between 2014 and 2019.
Societies: Member of motorsport society. Organised events for Grand Prix weekends.
Sports: captained a five-a-side football team whilst an undergraduate.
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Maxime Chauveau

07832 950025 maxime.p.chauveau@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Maxime Chauveau

PERSONAL STATEMENT

07832 950025 maxime.p.chauveau@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Highly curious person who likes to discover new technologies. Currently studying an MSc in Automotive Engineering at
Cranfield University.
Analytical skills and management skills with an ability to work under high pressure developed
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
during project management for an automotive manufacturer. Communication skills matured through reorganizing
Highly
curious
likes to discover
new technologies.
Currently
studying
an MSc
in Automotive
Engineering
project
for anperson
aircraftwho
manufacturer.
Particularly
interested in fields
related
to energy
management
for hybrid
vehiclesator
Cranfield
University.
Analytical
skills
and
management
skills
with
an
ability
to
work
under
high
pressure
developed
vehicle modelling and simulation.
during project management for an automotive manufacturer. Communication skills matured through reorganizing
project for an aircraft manufacturer. Particularly interested in fields related to energy management for hybrid vehicles or
vehicle
modelling and simulation.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Management a team of 11 post-graduate students for creation of an innovative vehicle as part of MSc group
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
design project
 Ranked 160th out of 3500 students across the whole of France after completion of Bachelor's degree
 Management
a team of 11
post-graduate
for creation
of an innovative
vehicle asintern
part of MSc group
Created 5S standards
among
assembly students
lines to optimize
production
time as production
design
project
 Conducted a team for the creation of a working area for 4 maintenance teams that previously had nothing,
 Ranked
160th
out of 3500 by
students
the whole
of France
after completion
Bachelor's
degree
identifying
requirements
liaisingacross
with relevant
teams.
Implemented
within theof2-week
deadline
as assistant
 Created
5S standards among assembly lines to optimize production time as production intern
engineer
 Conducted
team machine
for the creation
of Formula
a working1 area
forto
4 test
maintenance
teams
thatusing
previously
had
Created aaBatak
(used by
drivers
their reaction
time)
Arduino
fornothing,
identifying
requirements
by
liaising
with
relevant
teams.
Implemented
within
the
2-week
deadline
as assistant
entertainment in a school gala for 4000 people
engineer
 Created a Batak machine (used by Formula 1 drivers to test their reaction time) using Arduino for
entertainment in a school gala for 4000 people
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
and Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle Manufacturing,
Dynamics
and Vehicle2021)
Electrification and
MSc Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield, UK Vehicle
(October
2020 - September
Hybridisation
 Modules:
VehicleProject:
Design Powertrain
and
Performance,
Engine Design
andFCEV
Performance,
Automotive Control
Group Design
Designing an
innovative
autonomous
Hydrogen
truck
and
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Dynamics
and
Vehicle
Electrification and
 Master Thesis: Yet to be defined - plan to work in energy management systems
Hybridisation
 Group
Design
Project:
Designing
an innovative
FCEV
truck
Master's
degree:
Ecole
Nationale
Supérieure
des Artsautonomous
et Métiers, Hydrogen
Lille, France
(September
2018 - August 2021)
 Master Thesis: Yet to be defined - plan to work in energy management systems
 Modules: Industrial, Mechanical and Energy Engineering master's degree : Materials sciences, Fluid
mechanics,
Thermal
energy,
Electronics,
sciences,
Data
analysis,
Metrology,
Mechanical
Master's degree:
Ecole
Nationale
Supérieure
desComputer
Arts et Métiers,
Lille,
France
(September
2018
- Augustconcept,
2021)
Machining, Lean manufacturing, Management, Foundry, Composite materials
 Modules:
Industrial,
Mechanical and
Engineering
degreerobots
: Materials
sciences,with
Fluid
Group Project:
Implementation
of aEnergy
scheduling
algorithmmaster's
for conveyors
in partnership
C-Log (using
mechanics,
Python). Thermal energy, Electronics, Computer sciences, Data analysis, Metrology, Mechanical concept,
Lean manufacturing,
Management,
Foundry, robotic
Composite
materials
Machining,
Group Project:
Preliminary creation
of a collaborative
cell for
product reprocessing in partnership with
 Group
Project:
Implementation
of
a
scheduling
algorithm
for
conveyors
robots in partnership with C-Log (using
Procter & Gamble utilizing VREP and CATIA V6
Python).
Group Project: Design of a car water pump by developing and dimensioning of pump plans and CAD operating
 Group
Preliminary creation of a collaborative robotic cell for product reprocessing in partnership with
CATIAProject:
V6
Procter & Gamble utilizing VREP and CATIA V6
 Group
Project:
Design
of aWallon,
car water
pump
by developing
dimensioning
Bachelor's
degree:
Lycée
Henri
Lille,
France
(August and
2015
- July 2018)of pump plans and CAD operating
CATIA V6
 3 years of intensive and highly competitive preparation in Mathematics, Physics and Industrial Sciences to enrol
a FrenchLycée
Engineering
School Lille, France (August 2015 - July 2018)
Bachelor'sindegree:
Henri Wallon,
 3 years of intensive and highly competitive preparation in Mathematics, Physics and Industrial Sciences to enrol
in a French Engineering School
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CAREER HISTORY
PSA Group: Hordain, France - Maintenance Project Manager Intern (June 2020 - August 2020)
French multinational manufacturer of automotive and motorcycles sold under the Peugeot, Citroën, DS, Opel and
Vauxhall brands. Currently the third automotive manufacturer in Europe
 Developed Total Productive Maintenance Standards on all 11 assembly lines by collecting information from
production and maintenance teams to understand daily operations and common errors. Standards
implemented to detect problems before they occur and drastically reduce numbers of production failures.
 Led a team to create a working area for approximately 40 employees. Communicated with appropriate
managers to identify requirements for their department. Used 5S methodology to implement space including
workbenches, desks and storage units.
 Delivered project within a tight 2-week schedule, responding to change as required to deliver the space and
adapting to crisis without impacting on day-to-day operations.
 Certificated the electrical installation by an external company (DEKRA). Required to understand the work
done by the electricians to explain it to the certifier.
 Design of a new area for the Kaizen team (approximately 40 employees) respecting the 5S methodology.
Utilized feedback from team to adapt solution to needs
SAFRAN ELECTRONICS AND DEFENSE: Mantes-la-Ville, France - Optimizing Production Intern (June 2019 August 2019)
French company specializing in optronics, avionics and electronic systems, as well as software for civil and military
applications in the naval, aeronautical and space sectors
 Reorganized assembly benches to optimize production according to the 5S method of more than 10
production lines after identified technicians, operators and engineers needs
 Built dynamic Excel tables and tutorials for referencing of working benches and ease the continuation of the
project
 Understood and worked quickly on industrial process by developing a strong autonomy
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Fluent English and French
 IT Skills: Confident IT user. Experienced with Microsoft Excel/Word/PowerPoint, Python, MATLAB/Simulink
and CATIA. Knowledge of Abaqus, VREP and Star-CCM+
 Teaching: Gave lessons to a student for the last year of their Bachelor's and other levels
 Individual interest: Astrophysics, Chess, Motorsports, Science magazine, Arduino
 Sports: Ice hockey (team captain) 10 years of practice, Rugby (3 years of practice)
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MUHAMMAD MOHSIN IRSHAD
+44 7494912216 m.irshad@cranfield.ac.uk

Cranfield
University
MUHAMMAD
MOHSIN
IRSHAD
SUMMARY

+44 7494912216 m.irshad@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

• My aim is to obtain a position in the field of Mechanical Engineering that will exploit my perception, leadership
SUMMARY
and interpersonal skills that will allow me to continue to develop my knowledge and potential.
My aim is to obtain a position in the field of Mechanical Engineering that will exploit my perception, leadership
SKILLSand interpersonal skills that will allow me to continue to develop my knowledge and potential.
•

• CAD: Design projects during undergraduate years and placement Year at Delphi enabled me to gain knowledge
SKILLS and experience in Creo Parametric and Solid works.
MATLAB: Having learnt MATLAB for 4 years have aided me in building application codes and applications to
CAD:
projects
during
undergraduate
years and placement Year at Delphi enabled me to gain knowledge
assist Design
me in my
complex
Mathematical
computations.
and experience in Creo Parametric and Solid works.
• Programming: Since my A-levels I have been practicing programming languages like C and C++, which have
• MATLAB:
Having
MATLAB
for 4 years have aided me in building application codes and applications to
assisted me
in my learnt
numerous
projects.
assist me in my complex Mathematical computations.
• Manufacturing Techniques: Achieved satisfying knowledge about Process improvement, lean manufacturing,
• Programming: Since my A-levels I have been practicing programming languages like C and C++, which have
kitting, Logistics and supplier integration methods during the placement at Delphi Technologies.
assisted me in my numerous projects.
• IT Skills: Writing technical project reports, lab reports, assignment reports at Brunel and Delphi has enabled me
• Manufacturing Techniques: Achieved satisfying knowledge about Process improvement, lean manufacturing,
to develop a great degree of written communication skills as well proficiency in the use of Microsoft Office
kitting, Logistics and supplier integration methods during the placement at Delphi Technologies.
software such as Word, Excel and PowerPoint.
• IT Skills: Writing technical project reports, lab reports, assignment reports at Brunel and Delphi has enabled me
• Teamwork: Working as part of a team in several group projects during my studies at Brunel University and
to develop a great degree of written communication skills as well proficiency in the use of Microsoft Office
liaising with team members, academics and technicians enabled me to develop my leadership, teamwork and
software such as Word, Excel and PowerPoint.
communication.
• Teamwork: Working as part of a team in several group projects during my studies at Brunel University and
• Problem Solving: It is a gauge of my critical thinking skills; I often find myself immersed in working through the
liaising with team members, academics and technicians enabled me to develop my leadership, teamwork and
details of a problem to reach a solution. Ultimately, I end in full comprehension and knowledge of the problem.
communication.
• Problem Solving: It is a gauge of my critical thinking skills; I often find myself immersed in working through the
details of a problem to reach a solution. Ultimately, I end in full comprehension and knowledge of the problem.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•

• Crown Cork Packaging Prize for Excellence in Design Group Project
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Brunel Engineering Excellence Scholarship

• High Achiever award 2016, Roots School System, Flagship Campus, Faisalabad
• Crown Cork Packaging Prize for Excellence in Design Group Project
• High Achiever award 2015, Roots School System, Flagship Campus, Faisalabad
• Brunel Engineering Excellence Scholarship
• High Achiever award 2016, Roots School System, Flagship Campus, Faisalabad
• High Achiever award 2015, Roots School System, Flagship Campus, Faisalabad
EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - October 2021)
EDUCATION
• Automotive Engineering Induction, Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and
MSc Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
(OctoberVehicle
2020 -Manufacturing,
October 2021)Vehicle Dynamics,
Performance,
Automotive
Control and
Simulation,
VehicleUK
Structures,
Vehicle Electrification and Hybridization, Group Design Project.
• Automotive Engineering Induction, Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and
Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics,
BEng Mechanical Engineering: Brunel University London, London, UK (September 2016 - July 2020)
Vehicle Electrification and Hybridization, Group Design Project.
• Major Individual Project (BEng), Professional Engineering Practice, FEA, CFD and Design of Engineering
BEng Mechanical
Engineering: Mechatronics
Brunel University
London,
London, UK
(September 2016 - July 2020)
Systems, Sustainability,
and Internal
Combustion
Engines.
• Major Individual Project (BEng), Professional Engineering Practice, FEA, CFD and Design of Engineering
A-Levels: Roots IVY International, Faisalabad, PAK (August 2014 - August 2016)
Systems, Sustainability, Mechatronics and Internal Combustion Engines.
• A, A, B
A-Levels: Roots IVY International, Faisalabad, PAK (August 2014 - August 2016)
O-Levels: The City School Chenab Campus, Faisalabad, PAK (August 2000 - July 2014)
• A, A, B
• A*, A, 6Bs
O-Levels: The City School Chenab Campus, Faisalabad, PAK (August 2000 - July 2014)
• A*, A, 6Bs
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CAREER HISTORY
(September 2018 - September 2019)
• Preparation and execution of simulation models, Preparation of CAD models & prototype engineering drawings,
Development of test equipment and instrumentation, Interpretation of test data, synthesis of results & Reporting,
Input and evaluation of design improvements, Contribution to project reviews, Protection of Intellectual property
(patent proposal), Competitor analysis.
PRINCE CHEMCIALS CO. LTD (June 2015 - August 2015)
• It aided me in understanding various manufacturing processes of an industry and their importance. I worked
there as an intern, assisting quality engineers in managing kitting process and writing deliverable reports which
ultimately increased my flare for the manufacturing techniques
ENGINEERING PROJECTS
•

SIX AXIS FORCE AND TORQUE SENSOR, (APRIL 2020)
Effectively used the sensing range of the optoelectronic sensor to achieve large voltage variations through use of
a reflector (mirror). Designed a 3D printing of a flexible sensor model that incorporated optoelectronic sensors
and reflectors into its design. Derived the mathematical model of the sensors mechanical flexure to carry out
finite element analysis. Development of an application using python or C++, which obtains and process the
measured output voltage of the optoelectronic sensor. Preliminary testing was carried out to confirm whether the
proposed sensor can measure 6-axis force/torque components ((Fx, Fy, Fz Mx, My, Mz).

•

INTERNAL PIPE CLIMBING DEVICE, (MARCH 2018)
Year-2 group project, which focused on designing, building and testing a device to go through multiple phases of
climbing a pipe. I modelled the device on SOLIDWORKS and carried out assembly simulation and weight
estimation. The technical drawings produced in SOLIDWORKS were used to manufacture the components. We
assembled and tested the device and eventually came out with a solution satisfying all specifications

•

LAND ROVER CHASSIS, (FEBRUARY 2017)
I worked in a team of five to design, build and test a structure made of balsa wood based on Jaguar scale model
chassis. The model was built and tested to compare with the predicted load capacity of the chassis. We did all
the acute arithmetic to predict the failing load for the model and ended up with an innovative prototype leading us
to the 1st prize of the competition.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Institutions: Student Member of Institute of Mechanical Engineers
• University Societies: Member of Engineering societies EQ8 and Engineers without borders
• Reading: I enjoy reading on topics such as philosophy, science, engineering and history to expand my
knowledge
• Sports: I partake in several sporting activities such as Cricket, squash, airsoft and golf
References will be available upon request
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Cheng Yen Lee

Cheng Yen Lee

07762730420 benson.lee@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

07762730420 benson.lee@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL and
STATEMENT
An imaginative
enthusiastic student with great interest in automotive engineering and advanced
technology.
Exhibits
strong
analytical
and organisational
abilities
reinforced
by academic
Fluent
An imaginative and
enthusiastic
student
with great interest
in automotive
engineering
and expereiences.
advanced
in English
at intermediate
levelanalytical
through an
educational.
Determined
to concentrate
on automotive
technology.
Exhibits strong
andinternational
organisational
abilities reinforced
by academic
expereiences.
Fluent
industry
for
a
lifetime.
in English at intermediate level through an international educational. Determined to concentrate on automotive
industry for a lifetime.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Honours: Won First place of Graduation Special Study Competition held by Feng Chia university.Were 30
• Honours:
groups
in it Won First place of Graduation Special Study Competition held by Feng Chia university.Were 30
groups
it of 100 score in Heat Transfer course in undergraduate degree
• Gained 99 in
out
• Gained 99 out of 100 score in Heat Transfer course in undergraduate degree

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle
Electrification and Hybridisation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Engine
Electrification and Hybridisation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Engine
Design and Performance
Design and Performance
• Group
Design
Project:
HGV
Specialist
truck
• Group
Design
Project:
HGV
Specialist
truckDesign
Design

BSc BSc
Mechanical
& Computer
edit
Engineering:
Feng
Taiwan (September
(September2014
2014- Mechanical
& Computer
edit
Engineering:
FengChia
ChiaUniversity,
University, Taichung,
Taichung, Taiwan
January
2019)
January 2019)
• Modules:
Engineering
Mathematics,
of Materials,
Materials, Thermodynamics,
Thermodynamics,
• Modules:
Engineering
Mathematics,Engineering
Engineering Graphics,
Graphics, Mechanics
Mechanics of
Electrical
Engineering,
Mechanism,
ComputerAided
AidedSolid
Solid
Electrical
Engineering,
Mechanism,Engineering
EngineeringMaterials,
Materials, Computer
Computer Programming,
Programming, Computer
Drawing,
Fluid
Mechanics,
Heat
Transfer,
Control
Drawing,
Fluid
Mechanics,
Heat
Transfer,
ControlSystems,
Systems,Manufacturing
Manufacturing Process
Process
• Graduation
Special
Study:
Studyofofthe
theEffect
EffectProcess
Process Parameters
Parameters on Screw
• Graduation
Special
Study:
Study
Screw Performance
Performanceand
andPart
Part
weight
weight
CAREER
HISTORY
CAREER
HISTORY
PX Mart
Taichung
Taiwan
- The
Cashier(Part-TimeJob)
Job)(September
(September 2017
2017 -- February
PX Mart
Co.,Co.,
Ltd:Ltd:
Taichung
Taiwan
- The
Cashier(Part-Time
February2019)
2019)
PX
Mart
Co.,
Ltd
,
founded
in
1998,
is
mainly
engaged
in
the
groceries
and
retail
industry,
PX Mart Co., Ltd , founded in 1998, is mainly engaged in the groceries and retail industry, aiming
aimingtotobecome
becomethe
theNo.1
No.1
supermarket in Taiwan.Company is committed to "the best price", "the best quality", "the most attentive" and "the best
supermarket in Taiwan.Company is committed to "the best price", "the best quality", "the most attentive" and "the best
service".From 66 dry goods stores to beauty and fresh food, now over 700 stores across Taiwan, making it the largest
service".From 66 dry goods stores to beauty and fresh food, now over 700 stores across Taiwan, making it the largest
supermarket chain in Taiwan.
supermarket chain in Taiwan.

• Provided checkout service for customers as a cashier, meeting different needs of customers. Checked turnover
• Provided
checkout
service for customers as a cashier, meeting different needs of customers. Checked turnover
with cashier
manager
with
cashier in
manager
• Worked
partnership with colleagues as a sales assistant to guide customers to find products needed
• Worked in partnership with colleagues as a sales assistant to guide customers to find products needed

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

• Languages: English and Chinese. Strong willing to learn Japanese
• Languages:
and
Chinese. Strong
willing
to learnOffice.
Japanese
• IT Skills: English
Proficient
in Solidworks,
AutoCAD,
Microsoft
Experienced with MATLAB/Simulink, AVL
Boost Proficient in Solidworks, AutoCAD, Microsoft Office. Experienced with MATLAB/Simulink, AVL
• IT Skills:
• Individual Interests: Travel, Computer hardware, RC car model, Vehicle modification
Boost
• Individual Interests: Travel, Computer hardware, RC car model, Vehicle modification
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Varun Nair

(+44) 7587039896 varun.nair@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
(+44) 7587039896 varun.nair@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Varun Nair

PERSONAL STATEMENT

An automotive engineer having 3+ years of experience in mechanical and automotive sector. Self-driven with proven
PERSONAL STATEMENT
leadership and decision-making skills. Detail oriented. Skilled at identifying, preventing and solving problems. Capable to
work
well in high
pressure
situations.
Streamlined,
resourceful
and responsible.
Outstanding
with
An
automotive
engineer
having
3+ years
of experience
in mechanical
and automotive
sector. communication
Self-driven with skills
proven
fluency
in
English
and
Hindi.
Professional
hard-working
individual
with
a
serious
passion
in
automotive
field
and
would
leadership and decision-making skills. Detail oriented. Skilled at identifying, preventing and solving problems. Capable to
love well
to work
in a pressure
challenging
environment
to gain further
knowledge
and skills. Outstanding communication skills with
work
in high
situations.
Streamlined,
resourceful
and responsible.
fluency in English and Hindi. Professional hard-working individual with a serious passion in automotive field and would
KEYtoACHIEVEMENTS
love
work in a challenging environment to gain further knowledge and skills.
 Awarded 'Best team player' while working with Avians innovations technology Pvt Ltd in the year 2018 and
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Awarded 'Employee of the year' at Thanusar enterprises in the year 2019

Team manufacturing
head while
duringworking
Mega ATV
Championship
arranged
by Autosport's
(2017)
 Awarded
'Best team player'
with Avians
innovations
technology
Pvt Ltd inIndia
the year
2018 and
 Awarded
Team manufacturing
head
for
go-kart
design
challenge
arranged
by
Indian
Society
of
New
Era
Engineers and
'Employee of the year' at Thanusar enterprises in the year 2019
secured
2nd position head
for quality
and
design
(2015)
 Team
manufacturing
during
Mega
ATV
Championship arranged by Autosport's India (2017)
Built amanufacturing
RC rover and head
led infor
competitions
(Technova
2014
and Zion
2014)
 Team
go-kart design
challenge
arranged
byRobo-race
Indian Society
of New Era Engineers and
secured 2nd position for quality and design (2015)
EDUCATION
 Built a RC rover and led in competitions (Technova 2014 and Zion Robo-race 2014)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - October 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, Engine design and performance, Automotive control and
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - October 2021)
stimulation, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle structures, Vehicle manufacturing, Vehicle electrification and hybridization
Group design
project:
autonomous
truckdesign and performance, Automotive control and
 Modules:
Vehicle
design Hydrogen
powertrainpowered
and performance,
Engine
 stimulation,
Individual research
project: To
be confirmed
Vehicle dynamics,
Vehicle
structures, Vehicle manufacturing, Vehicle electrification and hybridization
 Group design project: Hydrogen powered autonomous truck
Bachelor in Automobile Engineering: Pune University, Pune, India (July 2013 - March 2017)
 Individual research project: To be confirmed
 Modules: Automobile aerodynamics and body engineering, Machine and vehicle dynamics, Design of engine and
Bachelor in Automobile Engineering: Pune University, Pune, India (July 2013 - March 2017)
transmission, Automotive chassis and systems, Automotive hydraulics and pneumatics, Vehicle maintenance and
testing, are
some of modules
 Modules:
Automobile
aerodynamics and body engineering, Machine and vehicle dynamics, Design of engine and
 transmission,
Final year project:
Teslachassis
turbine and
powered
hybrid
vehicle. (Design
implementation
of tesla
turbine
in automobile)
Automotive
systems,
Automotive
hydraulics
and pneumatics,
Vehicle
maintenance
and
 testing,
Other projects:
and manufacturing of ATV for Mega ATV championship 2017, Design and manufacturing
are some Design
of modules
of go-kart
Go-kart
design
challenge
2015,
Construction
of an RC
rover
 Final
year for
project:
Tesla
turbine
powered
hybrid
vehicle. (Design
implementation
of tesla turbine in automobile)
Team projects:
manufacturing
for ATV and go-kart
Mentoring
of juniors2017,
regarding
manufacturing
 Other
Designhead
and manufacturing
of ATV projects:
for Mega ATV
championship
Design
and manufacturing
techniques,
team
to completion
the projectsofand
of
go-kart for Leaded
Go-kart the
design
challenge
2015, of
Construction
an achieved
RC rover 2nd position for quality and design by
ISNEEmanufacturing
2015
 Team
head for ATV and go-kart projects: Mentoring of juniors regarding manufacturing
techniques, Leaded the team to completion of the projects and achieved 2nd position for quality and design by
CAREER
HISTORY
ISNEE
2015
Thanusar Enterprises: Pune, India - Production Supervisor (December 2018 - August 2020)
CAREER HISTORY
Manufacturers and suppliers of an array of plastic hand moulding, injection moulding products and Raw materials.
Thanusar Enterprises: Pune, India - Production Supervisor (December 2018 - August 2020)
 Managing production team and ensuring safe operations of daily shift in line with quality and EHS standards
Manufacturers and suppliers of an array of plastic hand moulding, injection moulding products and Raw materials.
 Ensuring daily production target has been met and planning to achieve it
Analysing production
inventory and
ensuring
100% availability
of raw of
material
before
initialization
of project
 Managing
team
and ensuring
safe operations
daily shift
in line
with quality
and EHS standards
Mentoring
andproduction
training 100%
of has
the production
team
to maintain
qualityitstandards
 Ensuring
daily
target
been met and
planning
to achieve
 Analysing inventory and ensuring 100% availability of raw material before initialization of project
Avians Innovations Technology Pvt Ltd: Pune, India - Quality Assurance Executive (July 2017 - December 2018)
 Mentoring and training 100% of the production team to maintain quality standards
Pioneer manufacturers and solution provider of high-end automated doors, fire-rated and loading bay solutions.
Avians Innovations Technology Pvt Ltd: Pune, India - Quality Assurance Executive (July 2017 - December 2018)
 Creating Quality Assurance Plan's and getting client approval
Pioneer manufacturers and solution provider of high-end automated doors, fire-rated and loading bay solutions.
 Checking fit-ups of components and interpretation of welding joints
 Creating Quality Assurance Plan's and getting client approval
 Checking fit-ups of components and interpretation of welding joints
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 Executing welding inspections i.e. Before, during, after welding activities
 Supervising raw material inspection and Test certificate review
 Ensuring calibration of machines and measuring equipments are upto date
 Carrying out inspection after sand blasting, painting and powder Coating
 Supervising 60% of pre-dispatch inspection and managing all of sub-contractor job inspections at site
 Arranged health and safety workshops for improving morale of co-workers
Aga Industries: Pune, India - Intern (December 2016 - December 2016)
Aga industries is a third-party transport contractor which provides transport facility to company workers and also servicing
and maintenance of the buses used for transport purpose. The company has more than 100 employees, 150 buses. They
are presently in a contract with Tata Motors, Mercedes Benz, Land Rover and Cognizant.
 Performing maintenance and repair of buses based on survey
 Setting up of engine, transmission,braking and auxiliary systems
 Conducting post process testing of buses and confirming drive systems are functional
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: English, German, Hindi, Marathi, Malayalam, Tamil, Sanskrit
 Engineering softwares: MATLAB, Hypermesh, Catia, AVL boost
 Communication skills: Strong verbal and written skills constructed through working as a member of student
activity centre in Pune university and from experience at giving presentations to large audience
 Organizational / managerial skills: Leadership skills- devised while working with a team of 20 on designing and
manufacturing of go-kart and ATV, Co-ordination skills developed working closely with shop floor members to plan,
execute and sustain systems, Team management- developed by conducting shift staffing on a daily basis
 Job-related skills: Investigating mechanical failure in automobile's, Familiar with manufacturing process and
mechanism involved in automobile manufacturing, Good understanding of basic analytical techniques, Competent
with MS Office program suite
 Extracurricular activities: Participated in Go-Kart design challenge 2015 organized by Indian Society of New Era
Engineers, Mega ATV Championship 2017 organized by Autosport's India, Roborace Zion 2014 and Technova
2014, Engaged in 2-day National level workshop on "Advances in energy and exergy management"
 Volunteering: Volunteered in cleaning of Mula-Mutha river India, Volunteered for organization of tech-events in
Pune university
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Aditya Pawar
0 7586412372 a.p.pawar@cranfield.ac.uk
Aditya
Pawar
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT

0 7586412372 a.p.pawar@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

An Automotive postgraduate, believe in sustainable growth and inspired by a vision for a cleaner tomorrow. Always driven
PERSONAL STATEMENT
by opportunities for innovative solutions in untouched sectors as a research intern at renewable energy application-based
company.
Tenacious
and possess
strong
leadershipgrowth
skills whilst
an effective
communicator
fromtomorrow.
the experience
of being
An
Automotive
postgraduate,
believe
in sustainable
and inspired
by a vision
for a cleaner
Always
drivena
race
team leader.
ready in
to untouched
initiate projects
through
teamwork.
Optimistic
approach
with problem-solving
by
opportunities
forRisk-taker
innovativeand
solutions
sectors
as a research
intern
at renewable
energy
application-based
and prepared
to giveand
in best
in contributing
towards conglomerate
systematic
development.
company.
Tenacious
possess
strong leadership
skills whilst anfor
effective
communicator
from the experience of being a
race team leader. Risk-taker and ready to initiate projects through teamwork. Optimistic approach with problem-solving
and prepared to give in best in contributing towards conglomerate for systematic development.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Presented a research paper on Vertical Wind Turbine in 'First International Conference on Advances in Physical
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Sciences and Materials' (ICAPSM 2020) held at Coimbatore, India during August 2020. Proceedings published
by the Institute
of Physics,
Kingdom
IOP: Journal
of International
Physics Conference
Series
 Presented
a research
paperUnited
on Vertical
WindinTurbine
in 'First
Conference
on (JPCS)
Advances in Physical
 Sciences
Rewarded
forMaterials'
designing(ICAPSM
Universal2020)
Brackets
Engineering
company,
Feb 2020
and
heldatatExcellence
Coimbatore,
India during
August 2020.
Proceedings published
 by
Achieved
an overall
8th rank
in IKC-3
(Indian
Karting
Championship
3) in Feb
2019,
Kolhapur, India as
the Institute
of Physics,
United
Kingdom
in IOP:
Journal
of Physicsedition
Conference
Series
(JPCS)
team captain
and secured
7th rankBrackets
in virtualatround
in SeptEngineering
2018, India company, Feb 2020
 Rewarded
for designing
Universal
Excellence
 Achieved an overall 8th rank in IKC-3 (Indian Karting Championship edition 3) in Feb 2019, Kolhapur, India as
team captain and secured 7th rank in virtual round in Sept 2018, India
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
Hybridization
 Modules:
Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
 and
Group
Design Vehicle
Project:Structures,
Topic TBCVehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
Simulation,
 Hybridization
Individual Thesis: Topic TBC
 Group Design Project: Topic TBC
B. Tech
Mechanical
Engineering:
Symbiosis Institute of Technology, Pune, India (July 2015 - May 2019)
 Individual
Thesis:
Topic TBC
 Modules: Engineering Mathematics, Measurement and Metrology, Strength of Material, Theory of Machines,
B. Tech Mechanical Engineering: Symbiosis Institute of Technology, Pune, India (July 2015 - May 2019)
Design of Machine Elements, Mechanical System Design, Project Management, Total Quality Management, Fluid
MechanicsEngineering
and Machinery,
Heat Transfer,
Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning,
Industrial
Automation
 Modules:
Mathematics,
Measurement
and Metrology,
Strength ofTribology,
Material, Theory
of Machines,
and Robotics
Design
of Machine Elements, Mechanical System Design, Project Management, Total Quality Management, Fluid
 Mechanics
B Tech Thesis:
NumericalHeat
Investigation
vertical axis and
c-shaped
Savinous wind
turbine-Achieved
main aim of
and Machinery,
Transfer,ofRefrigeration
Air Conditioning,
Tribology,
Industrial Automation
advancing
design of wind turbine by evaluating best suitable aerofoil according to the regional-geographic
and
Robotics
 Bconditions
Tech Thesis: Numerical Investigation of vertical axis c-shaped Savinous wind turbine-Achieved main aim of
 advancing
Universitydesign
Sponsored
Go-Kart
design
and
manufacturing
vehicle competition
at national level
of windActivity:
turbine by
evaluating
best
suitable
aerofoil according
to the regional-geographic
conditions
 University Sponsored Activity: Go-Kart design and manufacturing vehicle competition at national level
CAREER HISTORY
Excellence
Engineering: Pune, India - Design and Development Engineer (December 2019 - May 2020)
CAREER
HISTORY
Founded In 2011, professionally managed organization specialized in Design, Manufacturing and Assembly-aluminium roof
Excellence
Pune, India
- Design of
and
Development
Engineer
(December
2019
- May 2020)
rail and footEngineering:
step, SPM Machines,
manufacturer
high
precision Dies,
Tools, and
Automotive
components.
Founded In 2011, professionally managed organization specialized in Design, Manufacturing and Assembly-aluminium roof
 Assigned as process planning engineer to list operation order of 14 company bracket designs for production on a
rail and foot step, SPM Machines, manufacturer of high precision Dies, Tools, and Automotive components.
mass level. The approved process plan list eased inventory task on final stage along with optimizing production
Built new as
fixture
for aluminium
extrudedto
joblistcutting
operation
production
Thedesigns
prototype
was on a
 Assigned
process
planning engineer
operation
order for
of 14
companylevel.
bracket
forsetup
production
accepted
and
implemented.
Minimized
production
batch
time
by
16
seconds
in
production
of
aluminium
extruded
mass level. The approved process plan list eased inventory task on final stage along with optimizing production
job new fixture for aluminium extruded job cutting operation for production level. The prototype setup was
 Built
 accepted
Analysedand
CAD
models of footstep
andproduction
footstep bracket
as aby
simulation
engineer.
These of
reports
were extruded
utilized in
implemented.
Minimized
batch time
16 seconds
in production
aluminium
ISO audit for validation purposes
job
Conducted
inspection
100 newly
produced
jobs pressed
by hydraulic
press. These
Used performance
 Analysed
CAD
models of
offirst
footstep
and footstep
bracket
as a simulation
engineer.
reports weredata
utilized in
provided
control
team to rectify critical springback identified in trial and refine die
ISO
audit by
for quality
validation
purposes
 Conducted inspection of first 100 newly produced jobs pressed by hydraulic press. Used performance data
provided by quality control team to rectify critical springback identified in trial and refine die
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 Rewarded for universal bracket geometry design as it saved measuring time by 50%. The new brackets also
saved considerate amount of issues faced by data extraction team
Monter Technologies Pvt. Ltd.: Pune India - Neophyte R&D Intern (January 2018 - June 2018)
Monter Technologies Private Limited is a private research and development firm in education, automotive and clean
energy sector. Company is developing on projects like: Liberate - student centric educational platform facilitator and
Entour - a vehicle powered by green energy which never needs to be charged or fuelled.
 Studied and researched various advance application based electric motors. Proposed 2 concepts about
hybridizing BLDC and AFPM motor construction and principle to team
 Appreciated for 1.5kw hub motor design concept, received financial approval for prototype. It was an attempt to
utilize novel material to minimize current losses and hysteresis
 Modelled and simulated electric motor design for validation and investor presentation purposes using
SOLIDWORKS and ANSYS packages. Got a thorough understanding of motor component manufacturing and
construction in process
 Gained experience and understanding of teamwork. Worked with product designers as technical department
contributed 50% towards product aesthetics as an important parameter.
Wrench Wielders Racing, Symbiosis Institute of Technology: Pune - Member, Captain (March 2017 - May 2019)
Wrench Wielders Racing Go Kart was formed in 2016 and is University funded body run by automotive enthusiast
students. The team participates in National competition to compete with over a hundred teams across India. Team
members are recruited based on technical knowledge and other fundamentals of engineering.
 Managed steering department for initial year. Gained deep understanding of geometry and manufacturing.
Improvized manufacturing technique and design thereby decreasing steering effort by 130 newtons of force
 Acquired captain position in final year with an opportunity to lead dedicated team members. Communicated and
discussed ideas in meetings with administration and faculty for team growth
 Controlled various technical and non-technical departments such as media, accounts, recruitments, design,
modeling and simulation, manufacturing, testing for one year
 Competed and participated in various events across India. Participated in various workshops and events related
to designing and simulation. Ranked third in acceleration test at FIA approved Mohite Racing Academy circuit
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Fluent English
 IT Skills: Proficient at MS Office tools. Experienced Solidworks, Ansys Workbench, CATIA V5R21, AutoCAD,
Creo, Matlab/Simulink user
 Research Papers: 'Numerical investigation of vertical axis c-shaped Savonius wind turbine' ICAPSM 2020,
'Design and Analysis Report of a Professional Go-Kart' IRJET, 'Design and Analysis of a Professional Go Kart
Steering System' IJSRD
 Interests: Sports and fitness activities such as Football, Hiking, Parkour, Swimming, Dance, Weight Training
Calisthenics etc. Other interests such as cooking
 Professional Technical Training: Diploma in EV Battery Design, AutoCAD Mechanical by Cadd Centre
 Volunteering: Part of 'Mechkronos 2k17' team for organizing Tech-Fest
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+33 (0)6 47 10 66 63 h.rouchy@cranfield.ac.uk
Helene
Rouchy
Cranfield University

+33 (0)6 47 10 66 63 h.rouchy@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT

PERSONAL
STATEMENT
An automotive
engineer, with a maker and can-do spirit. Raised on a French farm with values promoting adaptation,
common-sense, and problem solving. Interested in rural transportation, heavy vehicles, off-road driving, design for a
An
automotive
engineer,
a project
maker and
can-do spirit.
on aasFrench
with values
promoting
adaptation,
circular
economy.
At easewith
with
management
and Raised
teamwork
well asfarm
numerical
simulation
with Matlab
and
common-sense,
and
problem
solving.
Interested
in
rural
transportation,
heavy
vehicles,
off-road
driving,
design for
a
CAD design thanks to various student projects, internships, and summer jobs. Open to international cooperation
and
circular
economy.
At
ease
with
project
management
and
teamwork
as
well
as
numerical
simulation
with
Matlab
and
speaking 5 languages at various levels.
CAD design thanks to various student projects, internships, and summer jobs. Open to international cooperation and
speaking
5 languages at various levels.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Received Jury's Congratulation (highest recognition) for achieving 18.9 out of 20 at French equivalent of A-level
 Ranked 123/5000+ and 678/4000 on national entrance exams in engineering school and joined a French Top 20
 Received
Jury's
Congratulation (highest recognition) for achieving 18.9 out of 20 at French equivalent of A-level
engineering
school
 Ranked
123/5000+
andparts
678/4000
on nationalheavy
entrance
exams
engineering school
and joinedasa part
French
20
Designed structural
of a hydrogen
vehicle
for inlong-distance
transportation
of Top
academic
engineering
school
group project
 Assisted
Designedtwo
structural
partstransitioning
of a hydrogen
heavya vehicle
for long-distance
transportationapproach
as part of academic
companies
toward
PLM (Product
Lifecycle Management)
group
project
 Leader of several student projects including 300+ people barbecue, open-mike nights, sexual harassment prevention
 Assisted
two
companies
transitioning
toward a PLM
(Product
Lifecycle
Management)
approach
campaign,
several
interventions
for disadvantaged
high-school
students
to promote
diversity
in engineering
 Leader
of
several
student
projects
including
300+
people
barbecue,
open-mike
nights,
sexual
harassment prevention
Awarded 1st prize in a short-novel writing competition
campaign,
several
interventions
for
disadvantaged
high-school
students
to
promote
diversity
in
engineering
 Speaker of several languages including Mandarin Chinese and German self-learner
 Awarded 1st prize in a short-novel writing competition
 Speaker of several languages including Mandarin Chinese and German self-learner
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc in Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
 Automotive
Modules: Vehicle
Design Powertrain
and Performance,
Engine
and2020
Performance,
Automotive Control
MSc in
Engineering:
Cranfield University,
Cranfield,
UK Design
(October
- Present)
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
 Modules:
Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
Hybridisation.
and
Simulation,
Vehicle hydrogen
Manufacturing,
Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
 Group Project:Vehicle
DesignStructures,
of a long-distance
heavy-vehicle.
Hybridisation.
 Individual Thesis: To be determined
 Group Project: Design of a long-distance hydrogen heavy-vehicle.
Master
degree, general
engineering:
Mines de Saint-Etienne, Saint-Etienne,FRANCE (January 2018 - Present)
 Individual
Thesis:
To be determined
 Engineering
modules:
Informatics,
data
operational
research, numerical calculus,
thermodynamics
and fluid
Master
degree, general
engineering:
Mines
de science,
Saint-Etienne,
Saint-Etienne,FRANCE
(January
2018 - Present)
mechanics.
 Engineering
Informatics, data
science,inter-cultural,
operational research,
numerical
calculus,
thermodynamics
andand
fluid
Transversal modules:
modules: Management
(corporate,
information
systems),
business
accounting, social
mechanics.
company law, industrial property, sustainable development, corporate social responsibility, marketing, macro and micro Transversal
modules: Management (corporate, inter-cultural, information systems), business accounting, social and
economy.
company
law,
industrial
property,
sustainable
development,
corporate
social responsibility,
macro and
micro Projects: Project
and team
management
through
social action
with associations,
businessmarketing,
plan and strategic
analysis
for
economy.
an industrial company, creation of a MATLAB program for extraction of experimental parameters.
 Projects:
Project and
team Mechanics,
managementsustainable
through social
action with
associations,
plan and strategic analysis for
Specialization:
Material
conception,
finite
element business
simulation.
an industrial company, creation of a MATLAB program for extraction of experimental parameters.
Intensive
undergraduate
science
program
(Classe Préparatoire):
Blaise
Pascal
High school, Clermont-Ferrand,
 Specialization:
Material
Mechanics,
sustainable
conception, finite
element
simulation.
France (September 2016 - July 2018)
Intensive undergraduate science program (Classe Préparatoire): Blaise Pascal High school, Clermont-Ferrand,
 (September
Studied maths,2016
physics,
chemistry,
France
- July
2018) automation and mechanics.
 Studied
maths, physics, chemistry, automation and mechanics.
CAREER
HISTORY
CAREER
HISTORY
Cranfield
University: Cranfield, UK - Group Design Project (January 2021 - April 2021)
Design of a long-distance hydrogen-power truck
Cranfield University: Cranfield, UK - Group Design Project (January 2021 - April 2021)
several structural
parts using
Design ofCreated
a long-distance
hydrogen-power
truck CAD and CAE software: chassis, steering, suspension
 Conducted a Lifecycle Assessment of entire vehicle and promoted CO2 emission reduction strategies
 Created several structural parts using CAD and CAE software: chassis, steering, suspension
 Conducted a Lifecycle Assessment of entire vehicle and promoted CO2 emission reduction strategies
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 Benchmarked existing structures for heavy vehicle suspension and strategies to increased comfort, safety and NVH
(Noise, Vibration, Harshness)
 Created vehicle brand image and market orientation including name, logo and marketing positioning
 Managed team meetings, progress reports, project planning and knowledge base and conflict solving in collaboration
with 4 other students
Claas Tractor, CSP: Le Mans, FRANCE - Assistant Engineer Intern (June 2020 - August 2020)
Agricultural machinery manufacturer
 Designed and implemented a protocol for monitoring evolutions of product nomenclatures to integrate these
changes into spare parts catalogues, allowing 70% of these changes to be detected and implement ed
 Programmed and tested a software optimised and adapted to team usage with Access and VBA
Associflard: Saint-Etienne - Vice-President (May 2019 - May 2020)
Student Association providing local-sourced friendly meals to students
 Organised and managed supply chain of fresh products (meat, vegetables) dealing with 3 local producers
 Prepared between 50 and 300 traditional meals in one afternoon. Span ish, German and French recipes
 Designed, prototyped and upgraded a barbecue for 200 people with a minimum charcoal consumption. The barbecue was
made of upcycled materials
Maroquinerie des Orgues: Bort-les-Orgues, FRANCE - Bill of Material Operator (July 2019 - August 2019)
Luxury leather goods factory
 Checked and corrected 100+ nomenclatures during a change of information system using the PLM approach
 Utilised LEAN manufacturing to create 20 bill of materials currently used for fixing non-quality issues inside
company
Chemviron: Riom-es-montagnes, FRANCE - Operator Intern (January 2019 - January 2019)
Chemical industry plant: Filtering agents for the food industry
 Reorganised a production laboratory plant unused for 5+ years. Sorted and cleaned chemical tools
 Analysed maintenance and production services by leading 20 interviews and provided guidance for better efficiency and
cooperation
Familial Farm: Riom-es-montagnes, FRANCE - Assistant Farmer (January 2012 - September 2018)
Cattle Production





Provided assistance with quarter accounting, sorting out bills and proof of payment
Managed online traceability of 100+ animals including birth declaration of 70 calf per year
Maintained 60 hectares farm: repaired fencing, sorted minor plumbing and insulation issue s
Participated in haying 20 hectares meadows driving telescopic handlers and tractor with a trailer

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: French (Native), English (TOEFL : 101/120), Spanish (B1), Mandarin Chinese (HSK3/B1-), German
(basic)
 Analysing, Simulating and Optimisation: Finite elements, Control, Border elements
 CAD: Inventor, Fusion 360, Catia V5
 Programing: Matlab, VBA, Latex, C, Python
 CAE: Hypermesh
 Projet management: Waterfall project, agile methods, SCRUM, Kamban, Merise
 Office (Advanced): Excel, Access, Sharepoint, Outlook
 Sport: Member of feminine rugby team at Mines Saint Etienne (2018 -2020), university level championship
 Extra-Curricular: Treasurer of Women’s gender equality association at Mines Saint Etienne (2019-2020). VicePresident of a society selling hand-made traditional food on campus
 Societies: Active member of several student societies including student arts office (BDA), student residence
management, international society, handicap society, LGBT club
 Certified Handimanager: able to work with people with disabilities
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PERSONAL
PERSONALSTATEMENT
STATEMENT
A highly versatile engineer with over twenty years’ experience. Extensive track record in the energy sector, most
A highly versatile engineer with over twenty years’ experience. Extensive track record in the energy sector, most
recently in the green transition, offering a wide range of perspectives. Currently undertaking MSc in Automotive
recently in the
transition, offering
a wide range
of perspectives.
undertaking MSc
in Automotive
Engineering.
Ledgreen
and participated
in multi-disciplinary
teams
in a range of Currently
projects. Co-ordinated
collaborative
Engineering.
Led
and
participated
in
multi-disciplinary
teams
in
a
range
of
projects.
Co-ordinated
collaborative
ventures to unlock value. Experienced in project management (including budget setting), techno-economic analysis,
ventures
to
unlock
value.
Experienced
in
project
management
(including
budget
setting),
techno-economic
analysis,
concept definition, detailed engineering and troubleshooting. Enjoys lateral thinking and working with clients and
conceptstakeholders
definition, detailed
engineering
troubleshooting.
Enjoys lateral
thinking
and working
clients and
internal
to drive innovation
andand
to solve
intractable problems.
Comfortable
in working
under with
pressure
internal
to drive
to solve intractable
Comfortable
in working
under
pressure
and
with stakeholders
minimal definition.
Has innovation
outstanding and
communication
skills, bothproblems.
spoken and
as a frequently
published
writer.

and with minimal definition. Has outstanding communication skills, both spoken and as a frequently published writer.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•

•

•
••

•

Authored bid winning £1 million of government funding to explore opportunities for North Sea oil & gas sector
toAuthored
support the
energy
transition.
bidgreen
winning
£1 million
of government funding to explore opportunities for North Sea oil & gas sector
Regularly
published
author:
energy
and automotive topics accessible via www.sanjoy-sen.com
to support the green energy transition.
Provided
operations
support
to
troubleshoot
production problems
at short notice.
Designed condition-based
Regularly published author: energy and automotive
topics accessible
via www.sanjoy-sen.com
monitoring
system,
saving
millions
of
pounds
in
reduced
downtime.
Provided operations support to troubleshoot production problems at short notice. Designed condition-based

monitoring system, saving millions of pounds in reduced downtime.

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering (in progress): Cranfield University, UK (2021)
• Individual Project: sustainable re-use of manufacturing facility via electric/hydrogen vehicle conversion
MSc Automotive
(in progress):
University,
UK (2021)
and energyEngineering
integration. Obtained
buy-inCranfield
from industry
stakeholders
to develop, economic ‘real world’
• solutions.
Individual Project: sustainable re-use of manufacturing facility via electric/hydrogen vehicle conversion
and energy
integration.
Obtained
buy-in
from HGV.
industry
stakeholders
develop, economic
• Group
Project:
autonomous,
hydrogen
fuel-cell
Provided
industrytoexperience
to student ‘real
co- world’
solutions.
ordination team, established key parameters for design (e.g. emissions legislation, end-user requirements),
hydrogen storage
and autonomous
‘platooning’.
• designed
Group Project:
autonomous,
hydrogencapability
fuel-cell including
HGV. Provided
industry experience to student co• Modules:
Control and
Engine
Design(e.g.
andemissions
Performance,
Vehicle Design
Powertrain
ordinationAutomotive
team, established
keySimulation,
parameters
for design
legislation,
end-user
requirements),
and
Performance,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Vehicle Electrification
and Hybridisation,
designed
hydrogen
storage
and autonomous
capability including
‘platooning’.Vehicle Manufacturing,
Structures
• Vehicle
Modules:
Automotive Control and Simulation, Engine Design and Performance, Vehicle Design Powertrain

and Performance, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation, Vehicle Manufacturing,

LLM Oil &Vehicle
Gas Law
(Distinction): University of Aberdeen, UK (2014)
Structures
• Dissertation: “A devolved Scottish oil & gas sector: regulatory lessons from the relationship between
& Labrador and the federal government of Canada”. Output from this dissertation formed the
LLM OilNewfoundland
& Gas Law (Distinction):
University of Aberdeen, UK (2014)
basis of magazine articles and lectures which gained considerable media interest (including the BBC) ahead
• ofDissertation:
“A
devolved
Scottish oil & gas sector: regulatory lessons from the relationship between
the 2014 Scottish independence referendum.

Newfoundland & Labrador and the federal government of Canada”. Output from this dissertation formed the

basis ofEngineering:
magazine articles
lectures
whichEdinburgh
gained considerable
MSc Petroleum
Heriotand
Watt
University,
UK (2012) media interest (including the BBC) ahead
of
the
2014
Scottish
independence
referendum.
• Individual Project: “What are the implications of the 2014 independence referendum on the Scottish oil &
gas sector?”
MSc Petroleum Engineering: Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh UK (2012)

Individual
MBA:•University
of Project:
Durham “What
(2007) are the implications of the 2014 independence referendum on the Scottish oil &
gas sector?”“What are the factors that influence decisions in the energy sector of the Republic of Ireland?”
• Dissertation:
MBA: University
of Durham &
(2007)
B.Eng.
Chemical Engineering
Fuel Technology (1st Class Honours): University of Sheffield (1996)
Dissertation:
“What are
the factors
that
influence
decisions
the energy sector of the Republic of Ireland?”
•• Prizes:
BCRA (results
& design
project),
Vacation
Work
(British in
Steel)
CAREER
HISTORYEngineering & Fuel Technology (1st Class Honours): University of Sheffield (1996)
B.Eng. Chemical

•

Prizes: BCRA (results & design project), Vacation Work (British Steel)

Oil & Gas Authority: London, UK – Senior Development Engineer (June 2015 - October 2019)
The Oil and Gas Authority is a ‘stand-alone’ industry regulator whose role is to maximise the economic recovery
CAREER HISTORY
of the UK’s oil and gas resources, whilst also supporting the move to net zero carbon by 2050.
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Oil &• Gas
Authority:
London,
UK –
Senior
Development
Engineer
(June
2015
- October
2019)
Energy
Transition
Technical
Lead:
generated
successful
bid for £1
million
of UK
government
funding
The Oil and
Gas
Authority
is
a
‘stand-alone’
industry
regulator
whose
role
is
to
maximise
the
economic
recovery
(BEIS Regulators’ Pioneer Fund). Managed techno-economic assessment and industry engagement for
of the UK’s
oil
and
gas
resources,
whilst
also
supporting
the
move
to
net
zero
carbon
by
2050.
offshore oil & gas integration with renewable energy and hydrogen.
•

Energy Transition Technical Lead: generated successful bid for £1 million of UK government funding

•
•

Operations Field Team: co-ordinated multi-company collaborative developments to develop marginallyeconomic gas fields.
Operations Field Team: optimised key infrastructure to reduce area operating costs for late-life operation.

KPO BV (Contractor): Milan, Italy - Lead Process Engineer (September 2014 - May 2015)
The Karachaganak field, discovered in 1979 in Kazakhstan, is one of the world’s largest gas and condensate
fields. It is operated via the KPO joint venture comprising five major oil & gas companies: ENI (29.25%), Royal
Dutch Shell plc (previously BG, 29.25%), Chevron (18%), Lukoil (13.5%) and KazMunaiGas (10%).
•
•

BG client Representative: oversaw FEED activities on $500 million project, co-ordinating responses and
differing viewpoints from participating company technical representatives.
Independent HAZOP Process Engineer: participated in Hazard Studies in Kazakhstan, highlighting key
requirements for change.

Self-Employed Contractor: UK and abroad (February 2002 to September 2014)
Provided engineering consulting services to contractors and consultancies including AMEC, Atkins, Petrofac and
Xodus. Major end-clients included BG, BP, ConocoPhillips, Shell, Maersk Oil, Talisman Energy.
•

Development Engineering (examples): Led multi-disciplinary project team to evaluate options for a
complex, offshore development. Undertook and supervised concept definition, cost & man-hour
estimation and provided stakeholder liaison. Designed safety system, liaised with government regulator
and generated Decision Support Package for senior management.

•

Operations Support (examples): Visited offshore platforms to troubleshoot high-value production
problems. Reviewed key data, liaised with operational teams and developed short-term ‘fixes’ and longterm solutions. Designed condition-based monitoring system, saving millions in annual downtime. Startedup new gas fields: developed technical analysis, provided commercial advice, on-site support. Provided
response at short notice to incidents.

•

Business Development (Brazil market entry): market review, client meetings, marketing material
generation (multi-lingual), initial recruitment and office selection activities.

•

Stakeholder Management (international offshore project): advised senior management, liaised with
government regulator, recommended technical changes and re-wrote website in response to significant
public and media interest.

•

Project Engineer (major North Sea oil field): supported in Asset Project Engineer in setting annual budget.

•

Process Engineering: engineering activities including calculations, generation of key documentation and
marking-up of drawings for FEED and detailed design project phases.

Ingen: Aberdeen, UK – System Engineer (October 2000 to February 2002)
Ingen is an upstream oil & gas engineering consultancy specialising in field development.
• Project focal point: co-ordinated consortium (via UK government initiative) to for marginal oil field
development. Produced techno-economic evaluation.
• Operations support: generated complex instructions for new gas field start-up
ICI plc: Teesside, UK – Process Engineer (October 1996 to October 2000)
ICI was a major British chemical company producing plastics, paints, and speciality products.
• Licensing project (major Far Eastern client): as the sole junior process engineer, contributed to the design
of all major components and produced key documentation for management and client stakeholders.
Became familiar with working across cultures via regular international visits.
• Technical sales: generated proposals (technical & commercial), provided on-site support including
troubleshooting, provided sales support at major international conference
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
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Languages: French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Bengali
Memberships: Fellow of the Institution of Chemical Engineers (CEng FIChemE)
Volunteering: student mentoring (including sponsoring prize), vice-chair of IChemE steering group
Writing: regular writer in various outlets, see www.sanjoy-sen.com
Quizzes: Quiz League of London member, TV shows (Mastermind semi-final, Only Connect quarter-final)

Stavros Syntosis
Stavros Syntosis

PERSONAL STATEMENT

+40 7709210508 stavros.syntosis@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+40 7709210508 stavros.syntosis@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A postgraduate
with research experience in Motorsport Aerodynamics Development. Ingenious, progressive, and eager
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
to take on challenging projects requiring superior performance. Disciplined after the completion of the military service in
APresidential
postgraduate
withofresearch
in Motorsport
Aerodynamics
Ingenious,
progressive,
and eager
Guard
Greece experience
as an Evzone.
A native Greek
and fluentDevelopment.
English speaker
who is very
career-minded
and
to
take
on
challenging
projects
requiring
superior
performance.
Disciplined
after
the
completion
of
the
military
results driven as confirmed by life achievements thus far. Volunteering in Samaritans, Rescuers and Lifeguardsservice
Sector in
of
Presidential
Guard
Greece
as an Evzone.
A native
and fluent
Englishsituations
speaker and
who be
is very
career-minded
and
Hellenic Red
Crossof has
developed
the ability
to dealGreek
with highly
pressured
adaptable.
Persistent
in
results
driven
as confirmed
life passion
achievements
thus within
far. Volunteering
in Samaritans, Rescuers
and Lifeguards
delivering
highest
standardsbywith
to succeed
the global Motorsport/Automotive
business
arena. Sector of
Hellenic Red Cross has developed the ability to deal with highly pressured situations and be adaptable. Persistent in
delivering highest standards with passion to succeed within the global Motorsport/Automotive business arena.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Established and spearheaded the University's Formula Student Project for 4 years during the BSc Degree with 2
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
International Competition participations.
 Established
and spearheaded
the University'syoung
Formula
StudenttoProject
years during
the BSc
Degree with
2
Selected among
the best 60 most-promising
engineers
attendfor
the4Automotive
Vertical
Innovation
Camp
International
Competition
participations.
developing solution
for automotive
industry problems (2018).
 Selected
among
theService
best 60 as
most-promising
engineers
to attend
the Automotive
Innovation
Completed
Military
Evzone of theyoung
Presidential
Guard
- Honorably
promotedVertical
to Lance
Corporal Camp
(OR-3
developing
solution for automotive industry problems (2018).
NATO ranking).
 Completed
Military Service
as Evzone
Presidential
Guard
Honorably
to Lance(CFD
Corporal
(OR-3&
Acquired Training
Certification
to preof&the
post
processing
with -ANSA
and promoted
META softwares
Analysis
NATO
ranking).
composites).
 Acquired
Certification
to preTrack
& post
with ANSA(High
and META
softwares (CFD
AchievedTraining
8th Place
at the National
andprocessing
Field Championship
Jump) organized
by theAnalysis
Ministry &
of
composites).
Education in Athens, Greece (2014).
 Achieved
8th Place
at Cross
the National
Track and Field Championship (High Jump) organized by the Ministry of
Awarded Hellenic
Red
BLS Certification.
Education in Athens, Greece (2014).
 Awarded Hellenic Red Cross BLS Certification.
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - October 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules:Engineering:
Vehicle Dynamics,
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle
Control and Simulation,
MSc Automotive
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
UKManufacturing,
(October 2020Automotive
- October 2021)
Vehicle Electrification and Hybridization, Engine Design and Performance, Vehicle Design Powertrain and
Performance.
 Modules:
Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Automotive Control and Simulation,
and(GDP):
Hybridization,
Engineof Design
and Performance,
Vehicle Design
Powertrain
and
 Vehicle
Group Electrification
Design Project
Development
a Hydrogen
powered-Autonomous
cargo vehicle.
Modular
Performance.
designed based on the skateboard body shape and following the Train concept (wagons movement).
 Group
Design
Project
(GDP):
Development
Individual
Research
Project
(IRP):
Topic TBC of a Hydrogen powered-Autonomous cargo vehicle. Modular
designed based on the skateboard body shape and following the Train concept (wagons movement).
 Individual
Research
Project (IRP):
Topic TBC(2:1): Democritus University, Xanthi, GR (October 2014 - July
BSc (Hons)
Production
Engineering
& Management
2019)
BSc (Hons) Production Engineering & Management (2:1): Democritus University, Xanthi, GR (October 2014 - July
2019)  Achieved Grade: 7.71/10 (GPA Equivalent: 3.42/4).
 Modules: Mechanics I-III, Computer-Aided Design/Manufacturing (CAD/CAM), Applied Thermodynamics, Fluid
 Achieved
Grade:
7.71/10Drawings,
(GPA Equivalent:
3.42/4).
Mechanics,
Engineering
Heat Transfer,
Structured Programming with C, Quality Control, Production
Systems. Mechanics I-III, Computer-Aided Design/Manufacturing (CAD/CAM), Applied Thermodynamics, Fluid
 Modules:
Engineering
Drawings,
Heat Transfer,
Structured
Programming
with C, Quality
Control,
 Mechanics,
Individual Thesis:
'Project
Management
in Formula
Student: The
Case of Democritus
Racing
Team Production
- DRT'. The
Systems.
thesis aimed to present and analyze the management technics and methods been used for the end to end
development
of the'Project
RacecarManagement
during 2018-2019
season.
 Individual
Thesis:
in Formula
Student: The Case of Democritus Racing Team - DRT'. The
thesis aimed to present and analyze the management technics and methods been used for the end to end
development of the Racecar during 2018-2019 season.
CAREER HISTORY
Democritus
Racing Team / Formula Student: Xanthi, GR - Aerodynamicist (October 2015 - July 2019)
CAREER
HISTORY
 LedRacing
the Aerodynamics'
teamStudent:
through the
end-to-end
development for(October
the Aerodynamic
package
Democritus
Team / Formula
Xanthi,
GR - Aerodynamicist
2015 - July
2019) of the team's
1st racecar.
 Led
the Aerodynamics'
teamdevices
through
the SOLIDWORKS
end-to-end development
forFront
the Aerodynamic
package
of the team's
Designed
the aerodynamic
using
(Bodywork,
and Rear Wings,
Undertray).
1st racecar.
 Designed the aerodynamic devices using SOLIDWORKS (Bodywork, Front and Rear Wings, Undertray).
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Performed CFD Simulations using ANSYS Fluent for geometry optimization.
Manufactured the full aerodynamic package of the racecar with composite materials.
Co-developed team's strategy and defined yearly targets.
Planned and managed the team's first participation in the Global Formula Student Racing Series in Italy (July
2019). Team won 2nd place in efficiency.

TÜV NORD: Athens, GR - Internship (June 2018 - August 2018)
TÜV Nord Group is a technical service provider with worldwide activities that that work to validate the safety of products
and services of all kinds to protect humans, material assets and the environment against hazards.
 Re-designed with MS Excel Spreadsheets and made interactive the main database of the Persons Certification
department.
 Performed as part of a special trained team, quality checks on the workshop tooling and services in numerous
Mercedes-Benz Car Agencies under the Mercedes-Benz Evaluation Scheme.
Metron Engineering Consultants S.A.: Ioannina, GR - Student Placement (September 2013 - June 2014)
METRON Engineering & Consultants S.A. is acting in the area of programming, Planning, Management & Implementation
of Major Public & Private Projects.
 Performed part of the cost analysis for the biggest Greek motorway construction project (Egnatia Motorway).
 Worked on AutoCAD software to design parts of "as built" drawings for the Egnatia Motorway project.
 Organized and stored hardcopy drawings of completed civil projects.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Greek (native), English (fluent)
 IT Skills: Experienced in MATLAB (including Simulink). Proficient with MS Office Suite. Management Softwares:
MS Project. CAD/CAE softwares: SolidWorks (including SolidCam), Altair HyperWorks, Ansys (Fluent) AVL
BOOST.
 Volunteering: Samaritan in Hellenic Red Cross-Samaritans, Rescuers and Lifeguards Sector. Directed a highlytrained team to facilitate refugee reception and integration in Greek refugee camps.
 Memberships: Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE), Technical Chamber of Greece (TCG)
 Professional/Technical training: IRCA - ISO 9001:2015 Certificated Auditor/Lead Auditor, BETA CAE Systems
- Pre & post processing with ANSA and META Software (CFD)
 Individual Interests: Formula 1 Fan. Active member of a Track & Field Club (High Jumper) and keen
Snowboarder. Drummer in a local band and love cooking. Enjoy travelling for leisure or/and work.
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Automotive Engineering

Alex De La Mora Carles

Abhishek Dasika

Yufeng Fei

Nikhil Gitay

Thomas Ongley

Merzak Ouldali

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Alexandre Séveno

Automotive Engineering MSc

Natansh Tiwari

Automotive Engineering MSc
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Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Julien Stirpe

Automotive Engineering MSc

Paschalis Vardakis

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Akshay Hochihally Sudarshan
Automotive Engineering MSc

Alex de la Mora Carles
+34 648509080
alex.de-la-mora-carles@cranfield.ac.uk
Alex de
la Mora Carles

Cranfield University
+34 648509080 alex.de-la-mora-carles@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT

PERSONAL
STATEMENT
An innovative
and forward-thinking postgraduate student enthused by automotive developments and engineering
challenges. Effective relationship builder, decisive, and capable of taking on a project from concept to completion.
An
innovative
and forward-thinking
student enthused
by automotive
developments
and engineering
Interested
in innovative
automobilepostgraduate
and ground transport
technologies
with particular
focus in powertrain
and new
challenges.
Effective
relationship
builder,
decisive,
and
capable
of
taking
on
a
project
from
concept
to completion.
propulsion and hybrid systems. Exhibits strong work ethic, problem solving skills and a team-oriented
personality.
Interested
in innovative
and ground
transport
technologies
with particular
focus in powertrain
newin
Previous academic
andautomobile
work experience
has enabled
developing
outstanding
communication
skills with and
fluency
propulsion
and
hybridPersistent
systems. in
Exhibits
strong
workstandards.
ethic, problem solving skills and a team-oriented personality.
English and
Italian.
delivering
highest
Previous academic and work experience has enabled developing outstanding communication skills with fluency in
English and Italian. Persistent in delivering highest standards.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Awarded with highest mark on high school research project for an "acoustic traffic light" prototype design
powered by an Arduino board responsible for giving real time feedback on noisiness inside an elementary class.
•• Awarded
withfor
highest
mark
on highlanguage
school research
project for
an "acoustic
trafficfrom
light"Cambridge
prototype design
Recognised
fluency
in English
with Certificate
in Advanced
English
English
powered
by
an
Arduino
board
responsible
for
giving
real
time
feedback
on
noisiness
inside
an elementary class.
Qualifications
•• Recognised
fluency programme
in English language
in Advanced
from Cambridge
Selected forfor
Erasmus
as one ofwith
onlyCertificate
four students
to attend English
Polytechnical
University English
of Milan, Italy
Qualifications
• Selected for Erasmus programme as one of only four students to attend Polytechnical University of Milan, Italy
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, UK (October 2020 - October 2021)
MSc Automotive
Cranfield
University,
UK (October
2020
- October
2021)
• Modules:Engineering:
Vehicle Design
Powertrain
and Performance,
Engine
Design
and Performance,
Automotive Control
and Simulation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and
• Modules:
Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive Control
Hybridisation
and
Simulation,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Electrification and
• Group Design Vehicle
Project:Structures,
Development
of a hybrid
sports carVehicle
within Dynamics,
UK 2030 fuel
legislation
Hybridisation
• Individual Thesis: Topic TBC
• Group Design Project: Development of a hybrid sports car within UK 2030 fuel legislation
• Individual Thesis: Topic TBC
BSc Industrial Engineering: Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC), Spain (September 2015 - February 2020)
BSc Industrial
Engineering:
Polytechnic
University
Catalonia (UPC),
Spain
(September
2015Informatics,
- February 2020)
• Modules:
Calculus, Chemistry,
Linear
Algebra,ofEngineering
Drawing,
Differential
Equations,
Mechanics, Numerical Methods, Electromagnetism, System Dynamics, Economics, Mechanism Theory,
• Modules:
Calculus,
Chemistry,
Linear Algebra,
Engineering
Drawing,Statistical
Differential
Equations, Thermodynamics
Informatics,
Continuum
Mechanics,
Electrotechnics,
Environmental
Technology,
Techniques,
Mechanics,
Numerical
Methods,
Electromagnetism,
System
Dynamics,
Economics,
Mechanism
Theory,
• Projects: Designed an innovative solution for improving automobile tyre grip on snow. Aerodynamic
study and
Continuum
Mechanics,
Electrotechnics,
Environmental
Technology,
Statistical
Techniques,
Thermodynamics
improvement on a Lada 2101 with ANSYS - Fluent. Designed an ingenious head-up display (HUD) for motorbike
• Projects:
innovative
helmets toDesigned
improve an
safety
and ridesolution
comfortfor improving automobile tyre grip on snow. Aerodynamic study and
improvement
on
a
Lada
2101
with
ANSYS
- Fluent. Designed an ingenious head-up display (HUD) for motorbike
• Honours in Informatics
helmets to improve safety and ride comfort
• Honours in Informatics
Erasmus: Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy (September 2019 - February 2020)
Erasmus:
Politecnico
di Milano,
Milan,
Italy (September
2019
- February 2020)
• Modules:
Advanced
physics,
Process
for energy and
environment
• Individual Thesis: Modelling & sizing of a hybrid powertrain for an industrial robot powered by a hydrogen fuel
• Modules:
Advanced physics, Process for energy and environment
cell
• Individual Thesis: Modelling & sizing of a hybrid powertrain for an industrial robot powered by a hydrogen fuel
cell
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER
HISTORY Spain - Junior Business Consultant (March 2020 - July 2020)
Ágora: Barcelona,
Established in 2010, Ágora serves around 60 clients in the food, beverage, distribution, and logistics sectors, which seeks
Ágora: Barcelona, Spain - Junior Business Consultant (March 2020 - July 2020)
to help optimize processes throughout the supply chain, from demand planning to stock management and transportation.
Established in 2010, Ágora serves around 60 clients in the food, beverage, distribution, and logistics sectors, which seeks
to help•optimize
throughout the
supply
chain,software
from demand
planning
to stock
management
andand
transportation.
Createdprocesses
a virtual environment
on Blue
Yonder
specific
for a client,
importing
truck fleet
transportation data through SQL programming as a first step for a transportation optimization
•• Created
a virtual
environment
on Blue Yonder
softwarecompanies,
specific for implementing
a client, importing
fleet
and chain
Performed
transport
logistic optimizations
for multiple
Bluetruck
Yonder
supply
transportation
data
through
SQL
programming
as
a
first
step
for
a
transportation
optimization
software expediting expenses up to 20%
• Performed transport logistic optimizations for multiple companies, implementing Blue Yonder supply chain
software expediting expenses up to 20%
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Polytechnical University of Milan: Milan, Italy - Personal thesis (September 2019 - February 2020)
Modelling & sizing of a hybrid powertrain for an industrial robot powered by a hydrogen fuel cell. This study aims to
compare performance and cost savings when using a battery or a supercapacitor or both elements as an energy storage
system.
• Modelled using Simulink a simulation of a hybrid energy storage system composed of a battery and/or a
supercapacitor as an assistance for a fuel cell propulsion system undertaking a specific drive cycle
• Analysed performance and costs of three proposed case scenarios for the best fit for vehicle requirements
• Reviewed sizing of all three powertrain components carrying out Dynamic Programming using Matrix operations
(dpm) methodology on MATLAB to select the best configuration according to robot specifications
Private tutor: Barcelona, Spain - Science tutor (September 2015 - June 2019)
Helping and giving support to a variety of students from different backgrounds to achieve their desired goals and pass
exams with excellent grades establishing basic concepts and expanding knowledge.
• Guided and taught mainly math and physics, among other subjects, as a private tutor to 10+ students taking
admission university exam with a 100% success rate
• Provided information using a tailored approach, adapting to individual or group scenario to ensure the best
learning outcomes
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Native Spanish and Catalan speaker, fluent in English and Italian
• IT skills: Knowledge of MATLAB/Simulink, Microsoft Office Suite (Word, PowerPoint, and Excel), ANSYS and
ANSYS-Fluent, HyperMesh, SolidWorks, SQL and Python
• Individual interests: Enjoy all forms of sport and physical activity, in particular fitness and keen skier. Delight in
going for a motorbike ride and car enthusiast
• Volunteering: Led team of volunteers at Christmas food collection gathering produce donations from
supermarkets to be taken to a shelter. Provided community service collecting money for breast cancer campaign
• Memberships: Member of Cranfield Autonomous vehicle society
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Abhishek Dasika
Abhishek Dasika

+44 7717063969 Abhishek.Dasika@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+44 7717063969 Abhishek.Dasika@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
A qualified mechanical
engineer passionate about automobiles, pursuing a master's degree in Automotive Engineering
and eager to build a career in the sector. As an Undergraduate Student gained immense exposure and insights on
Amechanical
qualified mechanical
engineer
about automobiles,
pursuing
a master's
degree
in Automotive
Engineering
and automotive
fieldspassionate
through participation
in student
societies,
design, and
engineering
competitions.
As a
and
eager
to
build
a
career
in
the
sector.
As
an
Undergraduate
Student
gained
immense
exposure
and
insights
on
true believer of practical learning, attended various internships and workshops to enhance hands on exposure.
A fast
mechanical
automotive
fields
through
participationskills
in student
societies,
and engineering
competitions.
As a
learner withand
good
written and
verbal
communication
and strong
teamdesign,
collaboration
skills to achieve
engineering
true
believer of practical learning, attended various internships and workshops to enhance hands on exposure. A fast
goals.
learner with good written and verbal communication skills and strong team collaboration skills to achieve engineering
goals.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Key member to establish and launch an exclusive Automotive club (Automophiles) at Undergraduate University
and took up initiative to organize science fairs and workshops.
 Key member to establish and launch an exclusive Automotive club (Automophiles) at Undergraduate University
 Among top 10 teams in country (QUADTORC 2017)- Competition for Designing and manufacturing a Quadbike.
and took up initiative to organize science fairs and workshops.
 Reached till finals of Robozest event- involved making of an autonomous robotic mover controlled by an
 Among
top 10 teams in country (QUADTORC 2017)- Competition for Designing and manufacturing a Quadbike.
accelerometer.
 Reached
till an
finals
of Robozest
eventinvolved
making of club
an autonomous
robotic
mover
controlledactivities
by an
Certified as
Amateur
Astronomer
from
Space Astronomy
following various
space
observation
accelerometer.
involving planets and constellations spotting and development of a miniature comet.
 Certified
as inanvarious
Amateur
Astronomer
from Space
Astronomy
club belt
following
various space
observation activities
Performed
levels
of karate events
and Reached
till blue
in BUDOKAN
KARATE.
involving planets and constellations spotting and development of a miniature comet.
 Performed in various levels of karate events and Reached till blue belt in BUDOKAN KARATE.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
MSc Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
UK (October
2020 - Present)
 Modules:
Automotive control
systems,
VehicleCranfield,
electrification
and Hybridization,
Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, vehicle design powertrain and performance.
 Modules: Automotive control systems, Vehicle electrification and Hybridization, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
 Group Design Project: Design and development of a Hybrid sports car concept for Cranfield Motor corporation
Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, vehicle design powertrain and performance.
(CMC).
 Group
Design
Project:
Individual
Thesis:
TBCDesign and development of a Hybrid sports car concept for Cranfield Motor corporation
(CMC).
 Individual
Thesis:
TBC
B. Tech
Mechanical
Engineering:
Gandhi Institute Of Technology And Management, Hyderabad, India (April 2015

- April 2019)
B. Tech Mechanical Engineering: Gandhi Institute Of Technology And Management, Hyderabad, India (April 2015
- April 2019)
 Modules: Applied thermodynamics, Industrial Engineering, Fluid mechanics and Hydraulic Systems, Automobile
Engineering, Heating Ventilation and Air conditioning, Mechanics of Solids, Manufacturing Technologies,
 Modules:
Applied thermodynamics, Industrial Engineering, Fluid mechanics and Hydraulic Systems, Automobile
Machine Design.
Engineering,
HeatingToVentilation
and Air conditioning,
Mechanicswith
of aSolids,
Technologies,
 Academic Project:
develop alluminium-6063
based composite
weight Manufacturing
percentage of Silicon
Carbide
Machine
Design.
using casting route and perform machining of formed composite.
 Academic Project: To develop alluminium-6063 based composite with a weight percentage of Silicon Carbide
using casting route and perform machining of formed composite.
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER
TBR SAEHISTORY
BAJA: Hyd, India - Vice-Captain (July 2018 - March 2019)
Thunderbolt racing was a team of 25 members formed for the most prestigious M-Baja event hosted by SAE and
TBR SAE BAJA: Hyd, India - Vice-Captain (July 2018 - March 2019)
Mahindra, the team had to design and fabricate an All-terrain vehicle.
Thunderbolt racing was a team of 25 members formed for the most prestigious M-Baja event hosted by SAE and
Mahindra,
the team all
hadday-to-day
to design and
fabricate anoperations
All-terrain of
vehicle.
 Managed
manufacturing
the ATV, played a key role in management of team, and
headed suspension department of team.
 Managed
day-to-day
manufacturing
operations
the ATV,
played
a key role
in management
team,
and
Delegatedallwork
to various
team members
in an of
efficient
manner
resulting
in positive
outcomesofand
tackled
headed
department
of team.
various suspension
issues related
to logistics,
finances etc.
 Delegated
work to various
team on
members
an efficient manner
resulting
in positive
tackled
Obtained immense
knowledge
various inmanufacturing
techniques
through
workingoutcomes
on TIG and
welding
and
various
issues
related
to
logistics,
finances
etc.
machining operations used in production of vehicle and also on dynamics of off-road vehicles.
 Obtained
knowledge
on various
manufacturing
techniques
on TIG welding
anda
Designed immense
and constructed
a double
wishbone
suspension at
both front through
and rearworking
for the All-terrain
vehicle as
machining
operations
used
in
production
of
vehicle
and
also
on
dynamics
of
off-road
vehicles.
team and hence acquired insights into suspension design and development.
 Designed and constructed a double wishbone suspension at both front and rear for the All-terrain vehicle as a
team and hence acquired insights into suspension design and development.
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 Final product was tested rigorously and participated in various rounds on National Automotive testing and
R&D infrastructure project (NATRiP), India.
Indian Institute of Sciences (IISC): Bangalore, India - Intern (November 2018 - December 2018)
The Indian Institute of Science is a public, deemed, research university for higher education and research in science,
engineering, design etc.
 Analyzed on Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) for separation of binary and multi-component mixtures and
assisted research fellows on various system runs of biomass gasifiers in institute's combustion, gasification, and
propulsions laboratory.
 Presented about PSA and its modern trends to Board of Academics and submitted a 100% research report on
mentioned topic.
 Picked up knowledge on basics of biomass gasification and various types, sizes of gasifiers installed in
laboratory.
Vizag Steel Plant: Vizag, India - Intern (April 2018 - May 2018)
Vizag Steel is a public steel producer based in Visakhapatnam, India.
 Interned at Technical Services Division of plant and gained immense exposure in machine maintenance
procedures and techniques such as preventive, corrective, and predictive maintenance and carried out
temperature checks and vibrations analysis on various machines.
 Observed production line of steel making and learnt about various techniques and secondary procedures
involved in it.
Quadtorc: Hyd, India - Member (January 2017 - December 2017)
Quadtorc is a national event held by the Indian society of new era engineers, wherein teams must develop and
manufacture a Quadbike.
 Designed and developed a Quad Bike as a team with a strict 100% adherence to rule book provided, got
involved into various manufacturing operations from beginning to end and was also a part of the Production
costing presentation team.
 Attained knowledge in designs and manufacturing of quad bikes and had a good time implementing theoretical
knowledge into practice.
 Scrutinized and tested product for various rounds namely acceleration, brake test etc. and achieved around 80%
success rate in all rounds.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Computer skills and software: MS Office, CAD Software (CATIA and HYPERMESH), MATLAB and Simulink.
 Professional/Technical training: automobile assembly and disassembly workshops by Prigma and Ezenith
services, ROBOZEST- Developed a prototype of autonomous robotic mover, operated using an accelerometer
and programmed with help of Arduino software.
 Languages: English, Telugu, Hindi, German-Beginner.
 Memberships: Member of society of automotive engineers (SAE).
 Individual Interests: Motorcycle Rides - Part of motorcycle clubs (organized bike rides), Passionate about
Driving cars and highly interested in defense technologies.
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Yufeng Fei
Yufeng Fei

07410501642 yufeng.fei@cranfield.ac.uk
07410501642
yufeng.fei@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
University
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Automotive engineering MSc student with many years of study experience in automotive-related fields. With a deep
Automotive
student
with many
of study
in hands-on
automotive-related
fields.
With a
deep
passion forengineering
the vehicle MSc
industry
and never
stopsyears
learning
new experience
things. Good
skills combine
theory
with
passion
for
the
vehicle
industry
and
never
stops
learning
new
things.
Good
hands-on
skills
combine
theory
with
practical projects and communicate well with team members during projects. Proficient in using various working
practical
projects
and communicate
with team
members
projects. Proficient in using various working
software.
Communication
skills withwell
fluency
in Mandarin
andduring
English.
software. Communication skills with fluency in Mandarin and English.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Participating in the Baja off-road vehicle fleet during bachelor, design and testing suspension components.
• • Participating
in the BajaCNC
off-road
vehicle
fleet during
design
and testing
suspension
components.
Participant Shanghai
milling
professional
skillsbachelor,
contest and
obtained
the national
advanced
certificate
• Participant
Shanghai
CNC
milling
professional
skills
contest
and
obtained
the
national
advanced
certificate
in CNC milling.
CNC milling.
• inAwarded
scholarship to the Shanghai Dianji university.
•
Awarded
EDUCATION scholarship to the Shanghai Dianji university.
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
Modules: Automotive programme, Engine design and performance, Vehicle design powertrain and
Modules:
Automotive
Engineelectrification
design and performance,
Vehicle
designmanufacturing,
powertrain andVehicle
performance,
Vehicleprogramme,
dynamics, Vehicle
and hybridisation,
Vehicle
performance,
Vehicle
dynamics,
Vehicle
electrification
and
hybridisation,
Vehicle
manufacturing,
Vehicle
structures, Automotive control and simulation
structures,
Automotive
control
and
simulation
• Group Design Project: Automotive Engineering Design Project: Design a sports car detailed in
• Group
Design Project:
Automotive
EngineeringRecyclability,
Design Project:
Design
a sports
car detailed in
Benchmarking,
Powertrain
Energy Harvesting,
Driving
Assist,
Well-to-Wheel-Lifetime-CO2
Benchmarking,
Powertrain
Energy
Harvesting,
Recyclability,
Driving
Assist,
Well-to-Wheel-Lifetime-CO2
Analysis, Likely Manufacturing/Production Costings.
Analysis, Likely Manufacturing/Production Costings.
•

•

Vehicle Engineering: Shanghai Dianji University, Shanghai, China (Sep. 2018-Jun. 2020)
Vehicle Engineering: Shanghai Dianji University, Shanghai, China (Sep. 2018-Jun. 2020)
Modules: Mechanical engineering materials, Fluid mechanics and hydraulic, Automatic control principle,
Modules:
Mechanical
materials,
Fluid mechanics
and hydraulic,
Automatic
control principle,
Automobile
electrical engineering
and electronic
control technology,
Automobile
CAD/CAE,
Safety technique,
Automobile
and electronic
control and
technology,
Automobile
CAD/CAE,
Safety
technique,
Automobileelectrical
theory, Automobile
assemble
disassemble
practice,
Automobile
design,
Fundamentals of
Automobile
theory, Automobile
assemble
and disassemble
practice,In-vehicle
Automobile
design, Fundamentals
of
vehicle embedded
system, Theory
of internal
combustion engine,
CAN-BUS
technology.
system,Vehicle
Theorydynamics
of internalcontrol
combustion
CAN-BUS
technology.
• vehicle
Groupembedded
Design Project:
systemengine,
designIn-vehicle
and simulation:
Performed
dynamic
• Group
Design
Vehicle
dynamics
designControlled
and simulation:
Performed
dynamic
simulation
of aProject:
four-wheel
steering
vehiclecontrol
basedsystem
on Simulink.
the input
of the rear
wheel
simulation
of a four-wheel
steering
vehicle based
on Simulink.
Controlled
the
input ofthe
thevehicle's
rear wheel
steering angle
through certain
information
while the
vehicle was
driving to
improve
handling
steering
angle through certain information while the vehicle was driving to improve the vehicle's handling
and stability.
stability.Thesis: Static Strength Analysis of Engine Crankshaft Based on Ansys: Selecting the object of
• and
Individual
• Individual
Static
Analysis
of Engine
Crankshaft
Based on
Ansys:according
Selecting to
thethe
object
of
study andThesis:
modelling
it in Strength
SolidWorks,
the model
is simulated
for working
stresses
working
study
and
modelling
it
in
SolidWorks,
the
model
is
simulated
for
working
stresses
according
to
the
working
conditions and then optimized according to the simulation results.
conditions and then optimized according to the simulation results.
•

•

Numerical Control Technology: Shanghai Dianji University, Shanghai, China (Sep. 2015-Jun. 2018)
Numerical Control Technology: Shanghai Dianji University, Shanghai, China (Sep. 2015-Jun. 2018)
Modules: Engineering-applied mathematics, Fundamentals of electrotechnics, Engineer materials and
Modules:
Engineering-applied
mathematics,
Fundamentals
of electrotechnics,
Engineer
materials
and
forming technology,
Mechanical
drawing, Mechanical
measurement
and mapping
technology,
Computer
forming
technology,
Mechanical
drawing,
Mechanical
measurement
and
mapping
technology,
Computer
aided design and manufacturing course design, Senior CNC training, Gas liquid electrical control
aided
design and manufacturing course design, Senior CNC training, Gas liquid electrical control
technology.
technology.
• Individual Thesis: Component design and manufacture: Design, manufacture, and assembly of a CNC
• Individual
Thesis:
Component design and manufacture: Design, manufacture, and assembly of a CNC
machine tool
Changer.
machine tool Changer.
•

•
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CAREER HISTORY
Co-Founder, Huzhou Geli Photovoltaic Technology Co. Ltd: Zhejiang, China (April 2017 - Present)
•
•
•

Researching and developing photovoltaic power generation technology.
Transferring technical consulting results, and engineering contracting.
Possessing 4 proprietary technology patents, developing the company into a technology-based SME in
Zhejiang Province.

Intern in Advertising Department, Dentsu Network: Shanghai, China (June - September 2019)
•
•

Participated in the pre-creation and production of commercial advertisements.
Customers included KFC, Honda Motors, etc.

Intern Brand Operator, Crown Group E-commerce Department: Shanghai, China (April - December 2017)
•

Proposed tailored marketing strategies for clients.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Languages: Fluent English and Mandarin.
IT Skills: Confident IT user. Experienced with CATIA, Solid works, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint,
and knowledge of Simulink (MATLAB), Hyper mesh and Fusion 360.
Individual Interests: Travel and Photography, Karting and Drawing.
Volunteering: Presented as a volunteer to participate in the planning of large-scale offline activities in
youth charity organizations.
Memberships: Member of National Photographers Association and youth charity organizations ‘Uniyep’.
Professional/Technical training: Advanced Certificate in CNC Milling and Advanced Certificate in CAD.
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Gitay
Nikhil Narendra

+44
n.n.gitay@cranfield.ac.uk
+44 7587
7587 039875
039875 n.n.gitay@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
University
Cranfield University
PERSONAL
PERSONAL STATEMENT
STATEMENT
An
candidate having
having the
the inclination
inclination to
to contribute
contributetowards
towards
An automotive
automotive enthusiast
enthusiast and
and highly
highly motivated
motivated postgraduate
postgraduate candidate
the
transforming
automotive
industry.
A
budding
technocrat
and
hard-working
candidate
looking
for
opportunities
the transforming automotive industry. A budding technocrat and hard-working candidate looking for opportunities
for
reducing reliance
reliance on
on depleting
depleting natural
natural resources.
resources. Developed
Developed
for taking
taking the
the EV
EV technologies
technologies all
all around
around the
the globe,
globe, reducing
outstanding
skills through
through previous
previous work
work experiences,
experiences, academics,
academics,and
and
outstanding communication
communication skills
skills and
and management
management skills
social
events.
social events.
KEY
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
••
••
••
••
••

Secured
Supra (Student
(Student Formula)
Formula) competition
competition
Secured All
All India
India Rank
Rank 31st
31st at
at the
the SAE
SAE INDIA
INDIA Supra
Published
a
paper
on
Precision
Agriculture
&
Robotics'
at
International
Journal
of Engineering
Engineering Research
Research&&
Published a paper on Precision Agriculture & Robotics' at International Journal of
Technology
(IJERT),
January
2020.
Technology (IJERT), January 2020.
Published
of an
an effective
effective steering
steering system
system for
for aa formula
formula student
studentcar'
car'at
at
Published aa paper
paper on
on Design
Design &
& manufacturing
manufacturing of
International
in Technology
Technology (IJIRT),
(IJIRT), January
January 2018
2018
International Journal
Journal of
of Innovative
Innovative Research
Research in
Won
event conducted
conducted by
by Sinhgad
Sinhgad Technical
Technical Education
Education Society,
Society, 2017
2017
Won People's
People's Choice
Choice Award
Award in
in Slope
Slope Box
Box event
Represented
the
college
with
the
academic
project
'Tilt
and
Turn
Cycle'
at
a
State
Level
Project
Represented the college with the academic project 'Tilt and Turn Cycle' at a State Level Project
Competition
State Board
Board of
of Technical
Technical Education,
Education, March
March 2015
2015
Competition organized
organized by
by The
The Maharashtra
Maharashtra State

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc
(September 2020
2020 -- Present)
Present)
MSc in
in Automotive
Automotive Engineering:
Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield (September
•• Modules:
Automotive Control
Control and
and Simulation,
Simulation, Vehicle
Vehicle
Modules: Vehicle
Vehicle Design,
Design, Powertrain and Performance, Automotive
Electrification
Structures, Vehicle
Vehicle Manufacturing,
Manufacturing, Engine
EngineDesign
Design
Electrification and
and Hybridization,
Hybridization, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures,
and
and Performance
Performance
•• Group
having aa unique
unique technical
technical aspect
aspect and
andpowertrain
powertrain
Group Design
Design Project:
Project: Design a concept hybrid sports car, having
architecture
UK legislation
legislation for
for 2030
2030 into
into consideration
considerationfor
for
architecture to
to set
set itit apart from market competitors, taking the UK
Cranfield
Cranfield Motor
Motor Corporation.
Corporation.
•• Thesis:
Thesis: TBC
TBC
Bachelor
University, Pune
Pune (August
(August 2015
2015 --June
June
Bachelor of
of Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering (First Class Distinction) Pune University,
2018)
2018)
•• Modules:
Mechanical System
System Design,
Design, Design
Designof
ofMachine
Machine
Modules: Automotive
Automotive Engineering, Finite Element Analysis, Mechanical
Elements,
Computer Aided
Aided Machine
Machine Drawing,
Drawing, Mechatronics,
Mechatronics,
Elements, Dynamics
Dynamics of Machinery, Manufacturing Process, Computer
Thermodynamics, Theory
Theory of Machines, Strength of Materials, Electronics
Thermodynamics,
Electronics and
and Electrical
Electrical Engineering,
Engineering,Heat
Heat
Transfer, Fluid
Fluid Mechanics,
Mechanics, Hydraulics and Pneumatics, Turbo Machines.
Transfer,
Machines.
Group Design
Design Project:
Project: To design a good responsive steering
•• Group
steering system
system for
for high
high as
as well
well as
as low-speed
low-speedcornering
cornering
and aa durable
durable wheel
wheel assembly for student's formula car for an event
and
event by
by SAE.
SAE. Project
Project also
also aims
aimsat
atretaining
retainingthe
the
low cost,
cost, manufacturability,
manufacturability, and low weight with taking into considerations
low
considerations human
human comfort
comfort and
andsafety.
safety.AAsafe
safe
design is
is developed
developed to ensure a proper response to high-speed
design
high-speed cornering
cornering and
and heavy
heavy braking.
braking.
During the
the project,
project, responsibilities
responsibilities were - Overall in charge of all
•• During
all the
the manufacturing
manufacturing activities
activities of
of the
theproject.
project.Also
Also
designed knuckle,
knuckle, hub
hub and tie rod of the front wheel assembly and
designed
and performed
performed manufacturing
manufacturing operations
operationssuch
suchas
as
welding, drilling,
drilling, grinding,
grinding, and machining on a lathe.
welding,
Diploma in
in Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering (First Class Distinction) Maharashtra
Diploma
Maharashtra State
State Board
Board of
of Technical
TechnicalEducation,
Education,
Mumbai, Maharashtra
Maharashtra (July
(July 2012 - June 2015)
Mumbai,
Modules: Automotive
Automotive Engineering, Design of Machine Elements,
•• Modules:
Elements, Basic
Basic Electronics
Electronics and
and Mechatronics,
Mechatronics,
Strength of
of Materials,
Materials, Theory of Machines, Industrial Fluid Power,
Strength
Power, Advanced
Advanced Manufacturing
Manufacturing Processes,
Processes,Power
Power
Engineering, Electrical
Electrical Engineering, Thermal engineering, Mechanical
Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Materials.
Materials.
Group Design
Design Project:
Project: Tilt
Tilt and
and Turn
Turn Cycle:
Cycle: To
•• Group
To design
design and
and fabricate
fabricate aa 3-wheeler
3-wheeler vehicle
vehicle can
can be
bedriven
drivenby
by
the physically
physically challenged
challenged people
people (Armless
(Armless People).
the
People).
Designed the
the whole
whole chassis
chassis along
along with
with the
the steering
•• Designed
steering mechanism.
mechanism. Improved
Improved the
the ergonomics
ergonomics and
andthe
theworking
working
of the
the vehicle
vehicle by
by implemented
implemented ideas
ideas such
such as
of
as seat's
seat's back
back supporting
supporting and
and thigh
thigh linkage.
linkage.
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CAREER HISTORY
Accista (Start-Up Project): Pune - Design Engineer (April 2020 - Present)
Accista is a Pune, India based start-up which focuses on reducing two-wheeler accident problems in a market like India
where two-wheelers are large in number. Accista is developing a safety anti-crash system for two-wheelers which can be
retrofitted to any existing motorcycle.
•
•
•
•

Implemented the idea of retracting cylinder resulting in about 35% smaller size of the total arm
Prepared the CAD model for entire system along with a reference chassis of a two wheeler
Short-listed materials for mechanism's retracting arm and castor wheel with goals of reduced weight and cost
Executed a research and selected a Splendor CD 100 motorcycle as it is widely used in Indian market. Selection
of hardpoint for motorcycle for the mounting of the system

Unik Engineering: Pune - Project Engineer (July 2018 - September 2020)
UNIK Engineering is project management (Greenfield and Brownfield projects including Technology transfer) and
program management consultancy firm which addresses services, “Right from company formation” to “start of production”
including all legal and statutory process as per client’s requirement in India.
•
•
•
•
•

Constructed a plant layout of a Greenfield project in Chakan, Maharashtra
Renovated an 800 sqm office of a consultancy firm in Pune
Evaluated and assessed more than 20 vendor's proposals
Conducted Site surveys and Site visits for land inspections for a Greenfield Project
Supervising & Managing Sites for effective and efficient operations

Tornado Motorsports: Pune – Powertrain Department and Driver (August 2016 - July 2017)
Tornado Motorsports is a formula students team representing RMD Sinhgad School of Engineering, Pune all around the
globe. Formula Student is an annual international event organized by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).
•
•
•
•

Designed air intake for a single cylinder 373cc engine
Manufactured engine mounting brackets and selected half shafts and differential for the vehicle
Designed sprockets along with final drive gear ratio
Performed manufacturing activities like welding, grinding and also worked on lathe machines

Kalyani Technoforge Limited: Kalyani, Pune - Intern (May 2014 - June 2014)
Kalyani Technoforge is a manufacturing partner for renowned brands in the auto and non-auto sector. Emerging as the
fastest growing leader in world-class forgings and machined components, sub-assemblies, and assemblies.
• Calculate machine idle time in the tool room department for die grinding, ejection pin corrections and blow hole
correction operations
• Setting up job schedules based on the machine idle time calculated resulting into 20% reduction in idle time
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: English, German and Hindi
• IT Skills: Experienced with CATIA V5, HyperWorks, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint and Knowledge of
Simulink (MATLAB) and AVL Boost
• Individual Interests: Enjoy playing Football, watching Football matches and Formula One races, Love road
trips to explore new places on Bike
• Seminars: Presented seminars on Cryogenic Cars- Liquid Nitrogen as a Non-Polluting Fuel and on MultiPoint Fuel Injection System, October 2014
• Membership: Volunteered for Community services under NSS (National Service Scheme) team for 2
Years under Pune University, 2016- 2018
• Events: SAE INDIA Supra 2017, Slope Box by, The Lone Survivor, Catia Master, Assemblix arranged by
Mind Spark at College of Engineering- Pune, Interstate Diploma Football competition, Organised 10 days local
recreational activities during an Indian festival for last 5 years
• Roles: Driver for SAE INDIA Supra, Head of building and manufacturing of Slope Box event by
Sinhgad Technical Education Society- Pune, Class Representative for 2nd and 3rd year in Diploma
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Cranfield
University
Cranfield University
PERSONALSTATEMENT
STATEMENT
PERSONAL
Anenthusiastic
enthusiasticand
andforward-thinking
forward-thinkingengineer
engineerwith
withcombined
combinedaerospace
aerospaceand
andautomotive
automotivebackground,
background,with
withstrong
strong
An
technicaland
andleadership
leadershipskills
skillswithin
withinand
andoutside
outsideofofengineering.
engineering.Experienced
Experiencedininworking
workinginindifferent
differentindustries
industries
technical
anddifferent
differentcountries.
countries.Fluent
FluentininEnglish
Englishand
andItalian,
Italian,a afast
fastlearner
learnerand
andquick
quickatatadapting.
adapting.Applies
Appliesa alogical
logicaland
and
and
structuredapproach
approachtotoproblems
problemsbut
butisisalways
alwayslooking
lookingtotooptimise
optimiseand
andfind
findalternative
alternativeapproaches.
approaches.
structured
KEYACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY
Completeda aself-defined
self-definedhonours
honoursthesis
thesison
onthe
thestudy
studyofofdrag
dragreduction
reductionthrough
throughthe
theuse
useofof
  Completed
corrugatedaerofoils
aerofoilsusing
usingCFD
CFDmethods
methodsand
andachieving
achievinga ahigh
highmark
markofof79%
79%
corrugated
Ledan
anaircraft
aircraftdesign
designgroup
groupatatuniversity
universityinincollaboration
collaborationwith
withthe
theAustralian
Australianarmy
armyinindesigning
designinga a
  Led
High-AltitudeLong-Endurance
Long-Enduranceaircraft
aircraft
High-Altitude
Aspresident
presidentofofthe
theUniversity
UniversityofofSydney
SydneySocial
SocialSoccer
Soccersociety
societyatatthe
theUniversity
UniversityofofSydney,
Sydney,designed
designed
  As
andmarketed
marketedclub
clubapparel
appareland
andorganised
organisedgames
gameswith
withother
otheruniversities
universitiesfor
forthe
thefirst
firsttime
timeininthe
the
and
society'shistory
history
society's
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MScAutomotive
AutomotiveEngineering:
Engineering:Cranfield
CranfieldUK:
UK:Cranfield
CranfieldUniversity,
University,Cranfield,
Cranfield,UK
UK(October
(October2020
2020- -Present)
Present)
MSc
Modules:Automotive
AutomotiveControl
Controland
andSimulation,
Simulation,Engine
EngineDesign
Designand
andPerformance,
Performance,Vehicle
VehicleDesign
Design
  Modules:
Powertrainand
andPerformance,
Performance,Vehicle
VehicleDynamics,
Dynamics,Vehicle
VehicleElectrification
Electrificationand
andHybridisation,
Hybridisation,Vehicle
Vehicle
Powertrain
Structuresand
andManufacturing
Manufacturing
Structures
GroupDesign
DesignProject:
Project:Designing
Designinga ahybrid
hybridsports
sportscar
cartotomeet
meetthe
the2030
2030emissions
emissionsstandards.
standards.Project
Project
  Group
Managerand
andVehicle
VehicleDynamics
Dynamics
Manager
IndividualThesis:
Thesis:Topic
TopicTBC
TBC
  Individual
Currentaverage
averagemark:
mark:83%
83%
  Current
BEng(Hons)
(Hons)Aeronautical
AeronauticalEngineering:
Engineering:University
UniversityofofSydney,
Sydney,Sydney,
Sydney,Australia
Australia(March
(March2013
2013- -March
March2019)
2019)
BEng
Modules:Aerospace
AerospaceDesign
Design(3(3Units),
Units),Flight
FlightDynamics
Dynamics(2(2Units),
Units),Aerodynamics
Aerodynamics(2(2Units),
Units),Aerospace
Aerospace
  Modules:
Structures(2(2Units),
Units),Aerospace
AerospacePropulsion,
Propulsion,Rotary-Wing
Rotary-WingAircraft
AircraftDesign
Design
Structures
IndividualThesis:
Thesis:'A'ANumerical
NumericalAnalysis
AnalysisofofDrag
DragReduction
ReductionThrough
ThroughCorrugating
CorrugatingTrailing
TrailingEdges'.
Edges'.The
Thethesis
thesis
  Individual
usesCFD
CFDmethods
methodstotoperform
performa aparametric
parametricstudy
studyon
onan
anaerofoil
aerofoilwith
witha acorrugated
corrugatedtrailing
trailingedge.
edge.AA13.2%
13.2%
uses
dragreduction
reductionisisachieved
achievedcompared
comparedwith
withthe
thenominal
nominalgeometry
geometry
drag
Memberships:Sydney
SydneyMotorsport
MotorsportFSAE,
FSAE,Italian
ItalianSociety,
Society,Soccer
SoccerSociety
Society(President)
(President)
  Memberships:
CAREERHISTORY
HISTORY
CAREER
LivingRooms
RoomsLTD:
LTD:London,
London,UK
UK- -Guest
GuestService
ServiceAgent
Agent(February
(February2020
2020- -March
March
Living
2020)Living
LivingRooms
RoomsLTD
LTDspecialises
specialisesininboutique
boutiquehotels
hotelsand
andluxury
luxuryapartments
apartmentsinincentral
central
2020)
London.
London.
Analysedcurrent
currentand
andfuture
futurebookings
bookingstotomaximise
maximiseroom
roomoccupancy
occupancyand
andrevenue
revenue
  Analysed
Learnedand
andapplied
appliedthe
thetools
toolsofofthe
theOpera
OperaProperty
PropertyManagement
ManagementSystem
Systemfor
forreception
receptionand
andbooking
bookingduties
duties
  Learned
Decidedon
onroom
roomrates,
rates,taking
takinginto
intoconsideration
considerationavailability
availabilitythroughout
throughoutsister
sisterhotels
hotelsand
andbybyliaising
liaisingwith
with
  Decided
thesales
salesteam
team
the
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Angela Mortimer: London, UK – Temporary Worker (December 2019 – February
2020) Angela Mortimer is a temporary worker agency for companies in London.
 Validated AI software results through research and collation of multiple datasets relating to UK
commercial addresses
 Managed inbound outbound mail and for Coty Inc, in addition to working as the receptionist for the offices
in Wimbledon
Liebherr Aerospace GmbH: Lindenberg, Germany - Technical Support and Training Intern (August
2016 - February 2017)
Established in 1960, Liebherr Aerospace is an OEM specializing in landing gear, flight control systems, and
air management systems. Liebherr systems are found on Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, and Embraer aircraft
 Performed technical training for Airbus and Embraer high lift device actuation systems and landing gear
 Updated and corrected manuals for landing gear and flight control systems used on Airbus,
Bombardier, and Embraer aircraft
 Collaborated with the design department to create presentations detailing and explaining functions of
Liebherr components to Airbus
 Created computer-based training games and dynamic system diagrams using CATIA and 3DVIA for
landing gear and high-lift systems found on customer aircraft, for use in training sessions
 Planned and proposed a promotional video for the training department, which would go on to win the
platinum award at the independent film and video festival “WorldFest”
Istituto Marangoni: London, UK - Analyst (February 2016 - March 2016)
The Istituto Marangoni is a tertiary-level school of fashion and design.
 Conducted student data analysis for 2016 Quality Assurance Agency review
 Organised school events such as the Chinese New Year party
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Native English and Italian speaker
 IT Skills: CATIA, SolidWorks, ANSYS Suite, MATLAB, Python, C++, JavaScript/HTML/CSS
 Individual Interests: Training for Private Pilot Licence (15 Hours), Guitar and Piano, Cycling, Cricket
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PERSONAL
STATEMENT
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Master's
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Cranfield University
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Master's
student
ininAutomotive
Universityasaspart
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a double
degree
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ENSAM
Arts
Métiers,a aFrench
FrenchMechanical
Mechanical and
and Industrial
Confident
in in
program
in partnership
withwith
ENSAM
Arts
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Métiers,
IndustrialEngineering
EngineeringSchool.
School.
Confident
the engineering
management
expertise
developedthroughout
throughout academic
academic career
Starting
the engineering
andand
management
expertise
developed
career and
andinternship
internshipininSAFRAN.
SAFRAN.
Starting
a young
developed
communication
andinterpersonal
interpersonalskills.
skills. Seeking
Seeking for
2021
workwork
at a at
young
ageage
developed
communication
and
for opportunities
opportunitiesstarting
startingSeptember
September
2021
to
provide
and
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analytical
skills,
creativity,
and
interest
for
Automotive
and
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engineering.
to provide and build upon analytical skills, creativity, and interest for Automotive and Motorsport engineering.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Laureate of a French excellence program "Les Cordées de la Réussite" aiming to promote students from every
• Laureate
a ethical
Frenchbackground
excellenceinto
program
"Lespreparatory
Cordées deschools
la Réussite" aiming to promote students from every
social of
and
prestigious
social
and
ethical
background
into
prestigious
preparatory
schools
• Mentored three young African refugees in humanitarian association "Les Gadz'Arts de Châlons" in partnership with
• Mentored
three young African
refugees home
in humanitarian association "Les Gadz'Arts de Châlons" in partnership with
’s childhood
Châlons-en-Champagne
Châlons-en-Champagne
’s childhoodLaureate
home for excellence in education achievements during High School and
• Awarded FRATELI Scholarship
• Awarded
FRATELI
Laureate for excellence in education achievements during High School and
inspiring
academicScholarship
career in 2015
inspiring
academic
career in
in Bachelor
2015
• Achieved
high ranking
studies (204th out of 1200 students) leading to academic partnership in MSc
with Cranfield
University
• Achieved
high ranking
in Bachelor studies (204th out of 1200 students) leading to academic partnership in MSc
with Cranfield University
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc in Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, United Kingdom (October 2020 – October 2021)

MSc in Automotive
Engineering:
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield, Automotive
United Kingdom
2020 – Vehicle
OctoberElectrification
2021)
• Modules:
Vehicle Design
Powertrain
and Performance,
Control(October
and Simulation,
and Hybridization, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Engine Design and Performance
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Electrification
• Group Design Project: Concept and design of a small hybrid sports vehicle – “coupé” style including body shape,
and components
Hybridization,
Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Engine Design and Performance
and powertrain architecture, energy harvesting, manufacturing and development strategy in the light
• Group
Design
Project:
Concept
and environmental
design of a small
hybrid sports vehicle – “coupé” style including body shape,
of UK 2030 Regulations
on vehicle
impact
components
and
powertrain
architecture,
energy
harvesting,
manufacturing and development strategy in the light
• IRP Master’s Thesis: To be defined
of UK 2030 Regulations on vehicle environmental impact
• IRP Degree
Master’s
Thesis:Engineering:
To be defined
Master's
in General
ENSAM Arts et Métiers, Paris, France (September 2018 - Present)
Modules:
Solid Engineering:
Mechanics, Electronics
and automation,
Fluid Dynamics,
Aeronautic2018
and automotive,
Master's •Degree
in General
ENSAM Arts
et Métiers, Paris,
France (September
- Present) Science of
Materials, Mathematics and algorithmic, Manufacturing engineering including finance, industrial organizing,
management
of risks and entrepreneurship
• Modules:
Solid Mechanics,
Electronics and automation, Fluid Dynamics, Aeronautic and automotive, Science of
• First year
project: Ledand
a team
of four students
tackling at engineering
the analysis and
optimization
of innovative
for
Materials,
Mathematics
algorithmic,
Manufacturing
including
finance,
industrialdesigns
organizing,
Hydrogen
Vehicle
Fuel
Tanks
management of risks and entrepreneurship
• Second
year innovation
project:
Design
and tackling
optimization
of vehicle
speakers
using piezoelectric
sensors.
• First
year project:
Led a team
of four
students
at the
analysis
and optimization
of innovative
designs for
•
Auxiliary
projects:
Plane
brakes
conception,
company
management
one-week
simulation,
design
of biomimicry
Hydrogen Vehicle Fuel Tanks
eco-friendly
homes using
containers
• Second
year innovation
project:
Design and optimization of vehicle speakers using piezoelectric sensors.
• Auxiliary projects: Plane brakes conception, company management one-week simulation, design of biomimicry
Preparatory school in Mathematics-Physics: Lycée Saint-Louis, Paris, France. (August 2015 - August 2018)
eco-friendly homes using containers
• Highly-selective 2-year program preparing students for nationwide Engineering schools competitive exams
Preparatory
in Mathematics-Physics:
Saint-Louis,
France.
(August
2015 - August 2018)
• school
Mathematics
modules: NumericalLycée
analysis,
probability,Paris,
algebra,
geometry
and informatics
• Physics modules: Mechanic, thermodynamic, electromagnetism, optic, chemistry, fluid dynamics and electronics
• Highly-selective 2-year program preparing students for nationwide Engineering schools competitive exams
• Mathematics modules: Numerical analysis, probability, algebra, geometry and informatics
• Physics modules: Mechanic, thermodynamic, electromagnetism, optic, chemistry, fluid dynamics and electronics
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CAREER HISTORY
Leroy Merlin: Montigny, France - Part-Time Customer Service Host (October 2019 - September 2020)
French home improvement, gardening and DIY retail company serving several countries worldwide.
• Operated as checkout host and in high-volume goods delivery : Ensuring fast delivery and service for customers,
providing solutions when facing delivery issues, managing rent of craft material and trucks
• Organized a one-month local musculoskeletal disorders awareness campaign including health specialists
presentations for vulnerable employees, raising awareness of importance of proper lifting techniques and reducing
back issues amongst staff
SAFRAN Aircraft Engines: Villaroche, France - Summer Training Assistant (August 2019 - September 2019)
SAFRAN Aircraft Engines is a subsidiary of the SAFRAN Group which provides innovative solutions, design, manufacturing
and maintenance of engines for commercial and military aircraft as well as rocket engines for launch vehicles and satellites.
SAFRAN Aircraft Engines has 35 production sites, offices, and MRO facilities worldwide.

•
•
•

Led and organized a technical archive digitization campaign by implementing a 5-people team logistic strategy
among three SAFRAN sites regarding transport of highly sensitive documents
Cooperated alongside with IT Teams members to manage facilitated access for the employees and safety of thirty
years volume confidential digitized data
Created guide for current employees to continue with the digitization process and met with the employees to explain
importance of using searchable database of information to Increase organization and productivity of the business

Ile-de-France Mobilités: Paris, France - Summer Training Assistant (June 2019 - July 2019)
Ile-de-France Mobilités, formerly STIF (Syndicat des Transports d'Île-de-France), is the organization authority that controls
and coordinates the different transport companies operating in the Paris-area public transport network and rest of Île-deFrance region. Created in 1959, it is, since 2005, a public establishment.

•
•
•

Created, among a team of engineers, fifty testing routes and scenarios for the digital-tickets Navigo application
Tested and reported issues regarding the use of three Smartphones and NFC technology as a replacement of
traditional bus and train tickets
Analyzed and provided alongside four colleagues innovative solutions to improve the Smartphone Navigo Pass
application

Bakery EL FATAH: Colombes, France - Part-Time Versatile Worker (June 2017 - June 2019)
Local bakery, pastry and snacking business.

•
•

Supervised large stock management, managed and mentored a team of 4 people including communication, order
picking and preparation
Worked quickly and efficiently during busy periods providing personal customer experience to increase business
rentability and reputation

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

•
•
•
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IT Skills: Python, Matlab, CATIA, SolidWorks, FEA Analysis (HyperMesh), AVL Boost, Arduino and Microsoft
Office
Language skills: French (mother tongue), English (fluent), Arabic (intermediate) and Spanish (intermediate)
Sports: Passionate about sport particularly Football and Formula One, played in football club for 8 years and
winner of the PARIS Ile-de-France regional cup in 2013

Alexandre Séveno
Séveno
Alexandre

+33603235724 a.seveno@cranfield.ac.uk
a.seveno@cranfield.ac.uk
+33603235724
Cranfield
University
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
STATEMENT
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team
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••
••
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the
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the
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through the
the creation
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for the
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EDUCATION
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University, Cranfield,
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Vehicle Design
Design Powertrain
Powertrain and
and Performance,
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Engine Design
Design and
and Performance,
Performance, Automotive
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and
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Group design
design project:
project: Design
Design of
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for the
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framework of
of the
the UK
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•• Group
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for
2030
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powertrains.
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Engineer Degree:
Degree: Ecole
Ecole Centrale
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de Nantes,
Nantes, Nantes,
Nantes, France
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Engineer
••
••
••
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French School
School of
of Engineering
Engineering conferring
conferring aa diploma
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to aa Master’s
Master’s Degree
Degree
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Second
year,
Propulsion
Systems
specialisation.
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Second year, Propulsion Systems specialisation. Modules: Combustion and Pollutants Emissions,
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Thermodynamics,
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Space
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Engine,
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year
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and
numerical
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Continuum
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Design
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Manufacturing,
Materials,
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Design and Manufacturing, Materials, Energy.
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Hoche, Versailles,
Versailles, France
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exams for
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French
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French Schools of Engineering (GPA: 3.92/4.0).
CAREER HISTORY
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• Completed a bibliographic study detailing the operation of a truck air conditioning system , enhancing
understanding of the system allowing for generation of the numerical model
Recup'eau Vietnam: Nantes / Lien Son 2, France and Vietnam - Volunteer (October 2018 September 2019)
Recup'eau Vietnam is a humanitarian association striving to improve the living conditions of the inhabitants of the
Vietnamese village Lien Son 2. The main actions are: building composting toilets, fixing damaged houses, teaching
English to the villagers’ children, designing a plastic recycling machine.
• Took part in various fundraising projects including food selling, ensuring security at the marathon of

Nantes and organizing a lottery, raising more than £10,000 for the village

• Led a partnership with a bakery to sell pastries twice a week to increase funds for the association
• Delivered English lessons to a class of around 30 children of Lien Son 2
• Built 1 composting toilet out of 5 with the help of Vietnamese workers and comrades

Nony: Paris, France - Intern (June 2019 - July 2019)
Nony is an intellectual property consultancy providing various services and a multidisciplinary expertise in all
intellectual property areas.
• Processed data of over 50 customers, sorting Excel databases, ensuring accuracy of information and

increasing ease of access to transfer the database to a new software

• Cooperated with the 2-person project team to optimize the data processing , identified a solution to

minimise the risk of error during data migration

• Analysed the compliance issues of a patent proposition declined by the French patent office, improving

understanding of stakes associated with patent submission

• Undertook a background study on a patent project to identify patents that potentially question the novelty

requirement, strengthening the patent application file

Nantes Métropole: Nantes, France - Group Project (February 2019 - June 2019)
Nantes Métropole is a public organism representing the city of Nantes and its suburb (24 cities in total), it is
responsible for various tasks such as energy management for the metropole.
• Led a team of 6 students through the creation of a dashboard of energy consumption for the city of Nantes;

defined KPI's for energy consumption, paving the way for a better energy consumption management

• Benchmarked 2 data processing softwares to provide the Métropole with a better tool for data analysis
• Handled the communication with Nantes Métropole; defined expectations and communicated results throughout

the project

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: French (Native), English (Fluent, TOEIC 970/990), Spanish (Intermediate)
• Technical: Experienced with Microsoft Office Suite, Solidworks, StarCCM+, AVL Boost, Amesim, Matlab and

Hyper Mesh. Knowledge of Python and C++ programming languages

• Sports: Table tennis - played for 8 years and involved in team competition at county scale in France .

Aikido - practiced for 5 years and achieved 4th kyu grade

• Individual Interests: Following automotive news, cooking, car spotting – attend car gatherings and enjoy

photographing rare and unique vehicles, motorcycle riding
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PERSONAL STATEMENT
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and fast-paced
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Active participant in voluntary work in 2018-2019 at 'Secours Populaire Français'. Provided educative and
cultural
Active
participant
in children
voluntarywith
work
in 2018-2019
at 'Secours Populaire Français'. Provided educative and
help
for young
learning
difficulties
cultural help
forDesign
young children
with learning
 Supporting
Group
Project during
MSc in difficulties
Automotive Engineering with the aim of designing a hybrid
sport
Supporting
Group Design Project during MSc in Automotive Engineering with the aim of designing a hybrid
car
sport
car
 Designed an autonomous vehicle from scratch to go from bottom to top of Lyon’s (France) Fourvière’s hill for
'Project
Designed
an autonomous
vehicle
from scratch
to go fromCAD
bottom
to top ofautomation
Lyon’s (France)
Fourvière’s hill for
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Project involving
mechanical
conception,
modelling,
and project
'Project Leonard’. Project involving mechanical conception, CAD modelling, automation and project
organisation
organisation
 Completed
design project of a winding machine, including mechanical conception and CAD modelling
 Completed design project of a winding machine, including mechanical conception and CAD modelling
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
 Double degree program between Cranfield University and ECAM Lyon School of Engineering
Double degree
between
Cranfield
University
and ECAM vehicle
Lyon School
of Engineering
 Modules:
Vehicle program
dynamics,
powertrain
design
and performance,
hybridization
and electrification,
engine
Modules:
Vehicle
dynamics,
powertrain
design
and
performance,
vehicle
hybridization
and electrification,
design, vehicle structure, manufacturing and control
engine
design,
vehicle
structure,
manufacturing
and
control
 Group Design Project: Design from scratch of a hybrid sport car. Project involving CAD conception, FEA
analysis,
Groupengine
Design
Project:
Design from
scratchmanagement
of a hybrid sport car. Project involving CAD conception, FEA
design,
simulations
and project
analysis,
engine
design,
simulations
and
project
management
 Individual thesis: Topic TBC
 Individual thesis: Topic TBC
Master's degree in General Engineering: ECAM Lyon School of Engineering, Lyon, France (September 2018 Master's 2021)
degree in General Engineering: ECAM Lyon School of Engineering, Lyon, France (September 2018 September
September 2021)
 Core subjects: Mechanical, Electronical and Industrial Engineering, Material Sciences, IT and
manufacturing
Core subjects: Mechanical, Electronical and Industrial Engineering, Material Sciences, IT and
manufacturing
 ‘Leonard
project’: Design of an autonomous vehicle to improve campus mobility. Project involving
mechanical
‘Leonardconception,
project’: Design
of an autonomous
vehicle
improve
campus mobility. Project involving
CAD modelling,
automation
and to
project
organisation
mechanical
conception,
CAD
modelling,
automation
and
project
organisation
 Expected graduation: November 2021
 Expected graduation: November 2021

Exchange program: Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China (September 2019 - January 2020)
Exchange program: Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China (September 2019 - January 2020)
 English taught courses in Mechanical, Electrical Engineering and Engineering Management
English
taughtand
courses
in Mechanical,
Electrical
Engineering
Engineering
Management
 Energy
system
design
project: Created
an innovative
wayand
to create
clean energy
 Energy system and design project: Created an innovative way to create clean energy
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Engineering School preparation: Lycée Saint-Aubin la Salle, Angers, France (September 2016 - June 2018)



Intensive studies dedicated to preparation of competitive entrance elimination for French engineering
schools
Core subjects: Mathematical, Physics, Engineering Sciences and IT

CAREER HISTORY
SAMSON REGULATION SA: Vaulx-en-Velin, France - Industrial Management Technician (July 2020 - August
2020)
Industrial company building smart fluid flow regulation devices



Introduced new products into company's internal software and implemented manufacturing processes to
allow the company to manufacture products previously bought
Controlled products orders and launched item's manufacturing process on time to match the best delivery
dates for costumers

SAMSON REGULATION SA: Vaulx-en-Velin, France - Industrial Management Intern (July 2019 - September
2019)
Industrial company building smart fluid flow regulation devices




Controlled important orders all over company's cycle by solving manufacturing and organizational issues in
order to respect predicted delivery date.
Created a new item sells prediction based on seasonality coefficients in order to anticipate the stock quantity
Controlled products orders and launched item's manufacturing process on time to match the best delivery
dates for costumers

Mathematical Tutor for High School Students: Angers, France - Mathematical-Physics Tutor (Spring 2018)
 Educative help for high school students with learning difficulties in mathematics or physics
Action Finance Recouvrement AFR: Chemillé, France - Summer job (Summer 2015-2016-2017)
Debt collecting company
 Created a new archiving process for better access to old files and to gain some storage room
 Responsible for negotiating with debtors to collect debt over e-mails and phone calls
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES


Languages: French: native, English: fluent, Spanish: basic knowledge, German: beginner, Italian: beginner



IT skills: MS Office, programming; Python / Java. CAD; Catia-V5 / SolidWorks / Creo. FEA analysis;



ANSYS / HyperMesh. Simulation: MATLAB / Simulink / AVL Boost
Personal interest: Automotive enthusiast, sports, cooking, music enthusiast, travel; China, USA, UK,
Mexico, UAE, Italy, Spain
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of the
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
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Distinction in
in Bachelor
Bachelor of
of Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering,
Engineering, from
from Visveswaraya
Visveswaraya Technological
Technological
•• Secured
University, India
India
University,
Main Presenter
Presenter for
for "Body
"Body Manufacturing
Manufacturing Stamping"
Stamping" at
at ESI
ESI Technical
Technical Forum
Forum 2019,
2019, Lisbon,
Lisbon, Portugal
Portugal
•• Main
Secured an
an overall
overall 3rd
3rd place
place in
in eBAJA-2017
eBAJA-2017 (Virtual
(Virtual Round),
Round), conducted
conducted as
as part
part of
of BAJA
BAJA SAE
SAE India,
India, in
in Pithampur,
Pithampur,
•• Secured
Madhya Pradesh,
Pradesh, India
India
Madhya
Recipient of
of "Scholarship
"Scholarship to
to Young
Young Artists
Artists in
in different
different cultural
cultural fields",
fields", an
an amount
amount of
of ₹120000
₹120000 from
from Ministry
Ministry of
of Culture,
Culture,
•• Recipient
Government of
of India,
India, in
in Carnatic
Carnatic Classical
Classical Music-Instrumental
Music-Instrumental (Violin)(Violin)- 2018-2019
2018-2019
Government
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive
Automotive Engineering:
Engineering: Cranfield
Cranfield University,
University, Cranfield,
Cranfield, UK
UK (October
(October 2020
2020 -- September
September 2021)
2021)
MSc
Modules: Vehicle
Vehicle Design
Design Powertrain
Powertrain and
and Performance,
Performance, Engine
Engine Design
Design and
and Performance,
Performance, Automotive
Automotive Control
Control and
and
•• Modules:
Simulation, Vehicle
Vehicle Structures,
Structures, Vehicle
Vehicle Manufacturing,
Manufacturing, Vehicle
Vehicle Dynamics,
Dynamics, Vehicle
Vehicle Electrification
Electrification and
and Hybridisation
Hybridisation
Simulation,
Group Project:
Project: ‘Design
‘Design and
and Development
Development of
of Hybrid
Hybrid Sports
Sports Car
Car concept’
concept’
•• Group
•
Individual
Thesis:
‘Optimal
Electric
Van
Architecture
and
Detailed
Design’ with
with Ricardo
Ricardo PLC
PLC
• Individual Thesis: ‘Optimal Electric Van Architecture and Detailed Design’
BEng Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering:
Engineering: BMS
BMS College
College of
of Engineering,
Engineering, Bangalore,
Bangalore, India
India (August
(August 2013
2013 -- May
May 2017)
2017)
BEng
••
••

••
••

CGPA: 8.37/10
8.37/10
CGPA:
Modules:
Engineering Mathematics,
Mathematics, Engineering
Engineering Mechanics,
Mechanics, Material
Material Science,
Science, Strength
Strength of
of Materials,
Materials,
Modules: Engineering
Manufacturing
Processes,
Thermodynamics,
Computer
Aided
Machine
Drawing,
Kinematics
and
Dynamics
of
Manufacturing Processes, Thermodynamics, Computer Aided Machine Drawing, Kinematics and Dynamics of
Machines, Design
Design of
of Machine
Machine Elements,
Elements, Fluid
Fluid Mechanics,
Mechanics, Turbomachines,
Turbomachines, IC
IC Engines,
Engines, Mechanical
Mechanical Measurements
Measurements
Machines,
& Metrology,
Metrology, Heat
Heat &
& Mass
Mass Transfer,
Transfer, Mechanical
Mechanical Vibrations,
Vibrations, Modelling
Modelling &
& Finite
Finite Element
Element Analysis,
Analysis, Hydraulics
Hydraulics &
&
&
Pneumatics,
Computational
Fluid
Dynamics,
Control
Engineering,
Operations
Research,
Financial
Management
Pneumatics, Computational Fluid Dynamics, Control Engineering, Operations Research, Financial Management
Major Group
Group Project:
Project: 'Synthesis
'Synthesis and
and testing
testing of
of Magnetorheological
Magnetorheological fluids
fluids for
for Damper
Damper Application'
Application'
Major
Minor
Group
Project:
'Silicon
Carbide
as
coating
material
using
High-Velocity
Oxygen
Fuel thermal
thermal spray
spray
Minor Group Project: 'Silicon Carbide as coating material using High-Velocity Oxygen Fuel
technique'
technique'

CAREER HISTORY
HISTORY
CAREER
ESI Software
Software India
India Pvt.
Pvt. Ltd.:
Ltd.: Bangalore,
Bangalore, India:
India: Quality
Quality Assurance
Assurance Engineer
Engineer (June
(June 2017
2017 -- April
April 2020)
2020)
ESI
Indian
subsidiary
of
the
Paris-based
ESI
Group,
a
Virtual
Prototyping
and
Computer
Aided
Engineering
Software firm.
firm.
Indian subsidiary of the Paris-based ESI Group, a Virtual Prototyping and Computer Aided Engineering Software
Created and
and executed
executed test
test plans
plans and
and scenarios
scenarios in
in accordance
accordance to
to user
user requirements,
requirements, following
following ISTQB
ISTQB standards
standards to
to
•• Created
ensure software
software quality
quality
ensure
Validated Pre-Processing
Pre-Processing features
features under
under Part
Part and
and Die-face
Die-face Preparation
Preparation and
and verified
verified the
the Post-Processing
Post-Processing results
results in
in
•• Validated
"Body
Manufacturing
Stamping",
a
part
of
"Visual
Environment",
versions
14.0
to
16.0
"Body Manufacturing Stamping", a part of "Visual Environment", versions 14.0 to 16.0
Performed testing
testing of
of several
several products
products within
within "Visual
"Visual Environment"
Environment" to
to ensure
ensure smooth
smooth migration
migration from
from 3rd
3rd party
party
•• Performed
development kits
kits to
to an
an in-house
in-house development
development kit
kit
development
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• Executed multiple scenarios to test and approve automatic Die Face generation component, "Diestarter" for
release, in products such as "Body Manufacturing Stamping" and "Visual Diemaker 13.0", by verifying accuracy of
results
• Accomplished role of Main Presenter for "Body Manufacturing Stamping" and led hands-on sessions to discuss
ease of use and collect feedback prior to release as part of "Visual Environment 16.0" at ESI Technical Forum2019
• Volunteered to prepare user documentation on a case-by-case basis for "Body Manufacturing Stamping", to
facilitate software acclimatization for new users
Bullz Racing, BMSCE: Bangalore, India - Head of Powertrain and Logistics (August 2015 - May 2017)
The racing team of BMS College of Engineering, participating in nation-wide events
• Led Powertrain department and took on the responsibilities of motor and battery sizing based on critical design
parameters for a battery-electric all-terrain vehicle, for participation at the all-electric division of BAJA SAE India2017
• Managed the logistics of the team by taking charge of procurement of components and materials, booking travel
and accommodation of team members at event sites in the years 2016 and 2017
• Accomplished duties as lead driver in Baja SAE India 2017, held in Pithampur, Madhya Pradesh, India, and
competed in the 2-hour endurance race
• Directed the presentation team for a technical seminar about the team's projects at General Motors Technical
Centre India
Volvo Construction Equipment: Bangalore, India - Mechanical Engineering Intern (July 2016 - August 2016)
A subsidiary of the Volvo Group which develops, manufactures and markets equipment for construction and related
industries.
• Studied various lifting operations carried out in three different assembly lines of large construction equipment such
as excavators, pavers, and compactors; Prepared large-scale reference chart of different components deployed
• Tracked and recorded rate of exhaustion of over twenty different consumables in welding shop; Proposed solutions
to maximise effective utilization of consumables
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: English, Kannada, Hindi, German (A1)
• IT Skills: Body Manufacturing Stamping, AVL Boost, Hypermesh, MATLAB, Simulink, CATIA, C++, MS Office
• Volunteering: 'Concerts for a cause' by Prathyarpana Foundation- organizing concerts by eminent artists and
donated the proceeds to orphanages and old age homes; 'Rally for Rivers' by Isha Foundation- An awareness drive
against the impact of deforestation on rivers in India and carrying out plans to plant over 2 billion trees along the
banks of rivers; 'Svanubhava', Bangalore, 2013- a multicultural event to raise awareness among schoolchildren
regarding various forms of performing arts; Member of the 'National Cadet Corps'- the youth wing of the Indian
Armed Forces, taking part in several public service activities. Acquired 2nd rank in the state in the A-Certificate
examinations
• Individual Interests: Qualified Indian Classical Violinist- Performed over 30 Carnatic Classical Music Concerts
across South India; Basketball- Represented Karnataka state in the National Level Tournament, 2008; Badminton,
Travel and Cooking
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NatanshTiwari
Tiwari
Natansh

07469264755natansh.tiwari@cranfield.ac.uk
natansh.tiwari@cranfield.ac.uk
07469264755
Cranfield
University
Cranfield University
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT

motivatedand
anddiligent
diligentMSc
MScstudent
studentininautomotive
automotiveengineering,
engineering,interested
interestedininadvanced
advancedtechnology.
technology.Experience
Experienceinin
A Amotivated
formula
racing
design
and
manufacturing
enhanced
during
Bachelor’s
studies
and
projects
with
involvement
formula
formula racing design and manufacturing enhanced during Bachelor’s studies and projects with involvement ininformula
student
team.
Knowledge
and
exposure
developed
in
part
design,
analysis
and
processing
by
working
in
different
student team. Knowledge and exposure developed in part design, analysis and processing by working in different
companiesininmultiple
multipleinternships.
internships.Excellent
Excellentleadership
leadershipabilities
abilitieswith
witha abackground
backgroundinindirecting
directinga adepartment
departmentasaswell
wellasas
companies
supervising
projects.
A
dedicated
and
driven
individual
demonstrated
through
sporting
achievements
at
a
national
and
supervising projects. A dedicated and driven individual demonstrated through sporting achievements at a national and
district
level.
Shows
great
adaptability
to
every
new
environment,
always
seeking
new
challenges
and
ways
of
district level. Shows great adaptability to every new environment, always seeking new challenges and ways of
improvement.
improvement.
KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS

Achieved'first-class
'first-classwith
withdistinction'
distinction'degree
degreeand
andamong
amongtop
top1010ininundergraduate
undergraduatestudy
study
 Achieved

Led
a
formula
student
tractor
team
to
its
first
tractor
design
competition
workshop
organizedbybySAEINDIA
SAEINDIA
 Led a formula student tractor team to its first tractor design competition workshop organized
southern
section
and
achieved
second
position
southern section and achieved second position
Electedasas'first-class
'first-classgraduation
graduationproject'
project'ininSRM
SRMUniversity
UniversityGraduation
Graduationforforproject
project"Development
"Developmentofofasbestos
asbestos
 Elected
free
aramid
fibre
based
friction
material
for
automotive
brakes"
free aramid fibre based friction material for automotive brakes"
Awarded'Elite-class'
'Elite-class'certificate
certificateforforcompleting
completingcourse
course"Advances
"AdvancesininWelding
Weldingand
andJoining
JoiningTechnologies"
Technologies"from
from
 Awarded
Indian
Institute
of
Technology,
Guwahati
Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati
Conferreda acertificate
certificateforforoutstanding
outstandingperformance
performanceinintechnical
technicalpresentation
presentationforforpersonality
personalitydevelopment
developmentcourse
course
 Conferred
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MScAutomotive
AutomotiveEngineering:
Engineering:Cranfield
CranfieldUniversity,
University,Cranfield,
Cranfield,UK
UK(October
(October2020
2020- Present)
- Present)
MSc

Modules:Vehicle
VehicleDesign
DesignPowertrain
Powertrainand
andPerformance,
Performance,Engine
EngineDesign
Designand
andPerformance,
Performance,Automotive
AutomotiveControl
Control
 Modules:
andSimulation,
Simulation,Vehicle
VehicleDynamics,
Dynamics,Vehicle
VehicleStructures,
Structures,Vehicle
VehicleManufacturing,
Manufacturing,Vehicle
VehicleElectrification
Electrificationand
and
and
Hybridisation
Hybridisation
GroupDesign
DesignProject:
Project:Design
Designa aconcept
conceptvehicle
vehiclehaving
havinga aunique
uniquetechnical
technicalaspect
aspecttotoset
setit itapart
apartfrom
frommarket
market
 Group
competitors,taking
takingthe
theUKUKlegislation
legislationforfor2030
2030into
intoconsideration
considerationforforCranfield
CranfieldMotor
MotorCorporation
Corporation(CMC)
(CMC)
competitors,
IndividualResearch
ResearchProject:
Project:Topic
TopicTBC
TBC
 Individual
B.techAutomobile
AutomobileEngineering:
Engineering:SRM
SRMUniversity,
University,Chennai,India
Chennai,India
(June2015
2015- June
- June2019)
2019)
B.tech
(June

Modules:Automotive
AutomotiveEngines,
Engines,Automotive
AutomotiveChassis,
Chassis,Automotive
AutomotiveTransmission,
Transmission,Vehicle
VehicleDynamics,
Dynamics,Automotive
Automotive
 Modules:
electrical
and
electronic
system,
CAD
analysis
for
Automotive
engineers,
Sensors-Actuators
and
Signal
electrical and electronic system, CAD analysis for Automotive engineers, Sensors-Actuators and Signal
Conditioners,Applied
AppliedThermal
ThermalEngineering
EngineeringforforAutomotive
AutomotiveEngineers,
Engineers,Machines
Machinesand
andMechanisms,
Mechanisms,Fluid
Fluid
Conditioners,
Mechanics,
Automotive
Control
Systems,
Advanced
Engine
Technology,
Motorsport
Technology,
Vehicle
Body
Mechanics, Automotive Control Systems, Advanced Engine Technology, Motorsport Technology, Vehicle Body
Engineering
and
Aerodynamics,
Vehicle
Maintenance
Engineering and Aerodynamics, Vehicle Maintenance
IndividualThesis:
Thesis:Development
Developmentofofasbestos
asbestosfree
freearamid
aramidfibre
fibrebased
basedfriction
frictionmaterial
materialforforautomotive
automotivebrakes.
brakes.
 Individual
Research
was
awarded
with
highest
grade
in
university
and
submitted
for
further
publication
in
SAEINDIA
Research was awarded with highest grade in university and submitted for further publication in SAEINDIA
TeamLeader:
Leader:Brake
BrakeHead
HeadEngineer
EngineerofofTractor
Tractorteam
teamofofuniversity.
university.Responsible
Responsibleforforfabrication
fabricationand
andassembling
assembling
 Team
of
efficient
brakes
in
tractor
of efficient brakes in tractor
CAREER
HISTORY
CAREER
HISTORY
SmartSea
Sea
Technologies
PvtLtd:
Ltd:
New
Delhi,India
India
- Project
Associate(July
(July
2019- July
- July
2020)
Smart
Technologies
Pvt
New
Delhi,
- Project
Associate
2019
2020)

Businessdevelopment
developmentcompany
companythat
thatsupports
supportsgrowing
growingbusinesses,
businesses,helping
helpingthem
themtotoexpand
expandororcreate
createnew
newexport
exportand
and
Business
import
opportunities.
The
company
develops
research
projects
to
provide
innovative
solutions
for
companies.
import opportunities. The company develops research projects to provide innovative solutions for companies.
 Ledproject
projectonon“Design
“DesignOptimization
Optimizationand
andAnalysis
AnalysisofofComposite
CompositeLeaf
LeafSpring
SpringforforLight
Lightweight
weightVehicles”.
Vehicles”.Used
Used
 Led
CAD
software
for
modelling
of
hub,
leaf
spring,
wheel
mounting
and
final
assembly
CAD software for modelling of hub, leaf spring, wheel mounting and final assembly
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 Conducted static structural analysis on leaf spring to examine total deformation and equivalent stress using
finite element analysis
 Interfaced with clients from automotive sector, coordinated shipments whilst reviewing all overdue deliveries
for receipt into depots. It turned around an underperforming metric by reducing number of late deliveries by
15%
 Co-Delivered a presentation about company's projects at 2019-20 annual Customers event to help company
secure more clients
Schneider International Pvt Ltd.: Noida, India - Quality Assurance Intern (June 2018 - July 2018) Schneider

International was founded in 1991 in Germany and is one of the first purely prototype producing companies in Europe
with some of the most modern Rapid Prototyping manufacturing processes. They have consistently remained amongst
the market leaders of the German prototyping industry by introducing new technologies and growing rapidly.
 Conducted quality assurance tests on over 500 sand casted products. Aluminium gear box casing was a major
sand-casted product
 Carried out 2 non-destructive testing methods- Liquid dye penetrant inspection and magnetic particle
inspection to inspect common casting defects and discontinuities
 Prepared detailed report of over 30 failed products and made suggestions to enhance safety and efficiency of
products

Schneider International Pvt Ltd.: Noida, India - Industrial Engineer Intern (June 2017 - July 2017)

 Performed and reviewed tests on over 60 moulds and machining devices to ensure authenticity prior to
production and moulding
 Monitored and inspected over 200 products during production and removed products and materials failing to
meet established guidelines. Recorded inspection results of failed products
Maruti Suzuki India: Manesar, India - Industrial Intern (December 2016 - January 2017)

Maruti Suzuki India Limited is an Indian automotive manufacturer and a subsidiary of Japanese automotive giant
Suzuki Motor Corporation.
 Investigated over 300 vehicles during road test and 250 vehicles after final inspection of conveyor belt where it
is again checked for overall appearance
 Prepared report on trouble shooting in operation and quality related problems in machine shop. Report
submitted to managers with recommendations for improvements
The TorQ-Tractor Team: Chennai, India - Brake Head Engineer (July 2017 - January 2019)

The TorQ-Tractor Team is the official team of SRM Institute of Science and Technology, participating in the SAE
Indian Southern Section-Tractor Design Competition.
 Managed team by recruiting more members and allocating roles for each member
 Designed disc brakes for tractor and modelled using CAD. Responsible for fabrication and assembling of
brakes
 Accomplished second position in first tractor design competition workshop organized by SAEINDIA southern
section
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

 Languages: Fluent English and Hindi, Intermediate German
 Software Skills: Experienced Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, CAD, Matlab, Simulink and AVL Boost
 Volunteering: Teaching underprivileged children for a NGO "Disha Vriddhi", Active blood donor for "Rotary Noida
Blood Bank"
 Professional/ Technical Training: Product Design and Development course from Indian Institute of Science and
Technology Roorkee (February-March 2017), Advances in Welding and Joining Technologies from Indian Institute of
Science and Technology Guwahati (January-March 2018)
 Individual Interests: Enjoys all kinds of sports (National level futsal player), (District level hockey player), Avid
reader of autobiographies
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Paschalis
Paschalis Vardakis
Vardakis

+44
p.vardakis@cranfield.ac.uk
+44 7842585015
7842585015 p.vardakis@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
Cranfield University
University
PERSONAL
PERSONAL STATEMENT
STATEMENT
A postgraduate
postgraduate with
with experience
experience in
in designing
designing machinery
machinery components
components with
with high
high assembly
assembly precision
precision with
with work
work experience
experience in
in
A
two
two of
of biggest
biggest maritime
maritime companies
companies and
and Robotic
Robotic CNC
CNC machines
machines in
in Greece.
Greece. Professional
Professional experience
experience is
is focused
focused in
in areas
areas of
of
design
design engineering,
engineering, construction,
construction, and
and machine's
machine's precision.
precision. Passionate
Passionate about
about creating
creating sustainable
sustainable solutions
solutions and
and
innovations
to
practical
engineering
challenges.
Team-driven,
ingenious,
progressive,
and
efficient
innovations to practical engineering challenges. Team-driven, ingenious, progressive, and efficient working
working in
in time
time
pressured
pressured environments.
environments. Effective
Effective communicator,
communicator, fluent
fluent in
in English,
English, French
French and
and Greek.
Greek.
KEY
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
 Designed
Designed first
first Greek
Greek 5-axis
5-axis bevel
bevel head
head for
for CNC
CNC plasma
plasma cutting
cutting machines
machines and
and presented
presented in
in Metal
Metal Machinery
Machinery
EXPO
2019
in
Athens
EXPO 2019 in Athens
 ROV
ROV piloting
piloting and
and co-piloting
co-piloting (underwater
(underwater remotely
remotely operated
operated vehicles)
vehicles)
 Autodesk
Autocad
2d
Certification
Autodesk Autocad 2d Certification
Autodesk Inventor
Inventor Certification
Certification
 Autodesk
 Solidworks
Solidworks Certification
Certification
 English
English language
language Proficiency
Proficiency certification
certification
 French
language
Delf
French language Delf 2
2 Certification
Certification
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc
MSc Automotive
Automotive Engineering:
Engineering: Cranfield
Cranfield University,
University, Cranfield,
Cranfield, UK
UK (September
(September 2020
2020 -- Present)
Present)
 Modules:
Vehicle Design
Design Powertrain,
Powertrain, Engine
Engine Design
Design and
and Performance,
Performance, Automotive
Automotive Control
Control and
and Simulation,
Simulation,
Modules: Vehicle
Vehicle
Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Vehicle
Electrification
and
Hybridisation
Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation
BSc
BSc Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering:
Engineering: Piraeus
Piraeus Technical
Technical University,
University, Athens,
Athens, Greece
Greece (October
(October 2007
2007 -- May
May 2014)
2014)
 Modules:
Cad-Cam design,
design, Thermodynamics,
Thermodynamics, Quality
Quality control
control and
and materials
materials technologies,
technologies, Internal
Internal combustion
combustion
Modules: Cad-Cam
engines,
Heat
transfer,
Fluid
mechanics,
Working
safety
Legislations,
Techno-economic
analysis,
engines, Heat transfer, Fluid mechanics, Working safety - Legislations, Techno-economic analysis, Business
Business
organization
organization and
and management
management
 Diploma
Hydraulic cutting
cutting machine,
machine, creation
creation of
of a
a manual
manual in
in two
two languages,
languages, registration
registration of
of all
all
Diploma thesis:
thesis: Hydraulic
components
and
parts,
industry
safety
legislations,
improvement
machines
safety
and
user's
safety
components and parts, industry safety legislations, improvement machines safety and user's safety
CAREER
CAREER HISTORY
HISTORY
IDA
Athens -- Mechanical/Design
Mechanical/Design Engineer
Engineer (June
(June 2017
2017 -- August
August 2020)
2020)
IDA Control
Control Automation-Robotics:
Automation-Robotics: Athens
Established
in
1985,
Ida
Control
is
one
of
the
leading
companies
in
Greece
which
construct
CNC
machines
Established in 1985, Ida Control is one of the leading companies in Greece which construct CNC machines and
and robotic
robotic
systems
specialized
in
a
wide
range
of
technologically
advanced
State-of-the-Art
automatic
Oxyfuel,
Plasma
systems specialized in a wide range of technologically advanced State-of-the-Art automatic Oxyfuel, Plasma and
and Laser
Laser
metal cutting
cutting systems.
systems.
metal







Led
Led construction
construction department,
department, responsible
responsible for
for constructions
constructions and
and installations
installations of
of 12
12 machines
machines in
in different
different industries
industries
Analysed
industry
area
for
dimensioning
and
installing
CNC
machines
as
well
as
setting
all
mechanical
Analysed industry area for dimensioning and installing CNC machines as well as setting all mechanical
parameters
parameters with
with high
high precision
precision
Led
design
department,
improving old
old systems,
systems, adding
adding new
new technologies
technologies or
or
Led design department, designing
designing new
new mechanical
mechanical parts
parts and
and improving
reducing cost
cost production
production
reducing
Collaborated with
with Research
Research and
and Development
Development department
department to
to design
design innovative
innovative technologies
technologies improving
improving machine's
Collaborated
machine's
precisions,
speed
process
and
machinist
usage
ability
precisions, speed process and machinist usage ability
Organised all
all machine's
clients’
Organised
machine's services,
services, collaborated
collaborated with
with other
other companies
companies to
to identify
identify solutions
solutions according
according to
to clients’
needs
needs
Partook in
in a
a project
project creating
creating first
first Greek
Greek Bevel
Bevel 5axis
5axis head
head for
for CNC
CNC multigraphs
multigraphs with
with low
low production
production cost,
cost, and
and
Partook
presented
in
Metal
Machinery
Expo
2019
presented in Metal Machinery Expo 2019
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Asso.Subsea Ltd: Elefsina, Athens - Mechanical Engineer (October 2013 - February 2017)
Asso.Subsea is the leading company in Greece which undertakes the most complex and largest offshore cable projects
in the world.
 Collaborated in hydraulic (high pressure) department, construction, and maintenance of hydraulic and automatic
systems
 Piloted and co-piloted ROV for underwater surveys, trenching and jetting underwater vehicles for underwater
energy cables and fiber optic cables globally
 Partook in a project of an extreme high pressure cable cutting technology increasing repairing process and
reducing cost process to 60%
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Technical: Experienced in Autodesk Inventor, Autocad, Solidworks, Microsoft Office Suite (Word, PowerPoint
and Excel), good knowledge in Matlab and Simulink
 Languages: Greek (native), English (fluent), French (basic)
 Sports: Engaged in a basketball team for 8 years, and Crossfit competitions for 3 years
 Interests: Studied piano for 15 years
 Music: Interested in music and worked in music industry for 8 years as a DJ, as well as music composition
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Automotive Engineering

Sean Appleton

Callum Gilfillan

Muralidharan Jayaram

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Jordi Jimeno Cuervas

Parmesh Koppala

Thibault Lambert

Xingyi Li

Tendai Kimberly Maswela

Vasdevan Ravi

Ronny Mathew Joe

Andrew William

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc
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Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Automotive Engineering MSc

Sean Appleton

07585470699
PERSONAL STATEMENT

sean.appleton@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Sean Appleton

07585470699

sean.appleton@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
A forward thinking and innovative graduate with a passion for the automotive and motorsport industries,
currently studying an Automotive Engineering MSc. Displays strong attention to detail, problem -solving and
PERSONAL STATEMENT
communication skills reinforced by an international, multicultural education and work experience. Works to
high standards
usinggraduate
a logicalwith
and amethodical
with experience
with software
A self-applied
forward thinking
and innovative
passion forapproach,
the automotive
and motorsport
industries,
packages
like MATLAB
and Solidworks.
Experience
and university
group projects
demonstrate
capability
currently
studying
an Automotive
Engineering
MSc. Displays
strong attention
to detail,
problem -solving
andto
take
a
project
from
concept
to
completion
while
working
independently
or
in
a
team.
Volunteer
for
the
communication skills reinforced by an international, multicultural education and work experience. Works to
British Motorsport
Marshals
Club.
self-applied
high standards
using
a logical and methodical approach, with experience with software

packages like MATLAB and Solidworks. Experience and university group projects demonstrate capability to
KEYa ACHIEVEMENTS
take
project from concept to completion while working independently or in a team. Volunteer for the
British Motorsport Marshals Club.
 Produced and tested a composite sample for dissertation, achieving a 1st class result. Worked around
issues regarding material order processing to complete testing, analysis and discussion in 4 weeks
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Pioneered in-house gearbox repair at Cloete's Sand & Stone, more than halving costs. Solved issues
regardingand
incorrect
during assembly
 Produced
testedparts
a composite
sample for dissertation, achieving a 1st class result. Worked around
 issues
Achieved
a
1st
class
BEng
(Hons)
in Mechanical
Engineering
with an average
of 78% from
the University
regarding material order
processing
to complete
testing, analysis
and discussion
in 4 weeks
of
Derby
 Pioneered in-house gearbox repair at Cloete's Sand & Stone, more than halving costs. Solved issues
 regarding
Undertook
Cambridge
Examinations (CIE) A-Levels as one of three students in class of 18,
incorrect
parts International
during assembly
sole student
takeBEng
more (Hons)
than 2 A-Level
subjects
averaging with
81%an average of 78% from the University
 Achieved
a 1sttoclass
in Mechanical
Engineering
of Derby
EDUCATION
 Undertook Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) A-Levels as one of three students in class of 18,
student toEngineering:
take more than
2 A-Level
subjects averaging
81%
MSc insole
Automotive
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
UK (September 2020-October 2021)

 Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, Engine design and performance, Automotive
EDUCATION
control and simulation, Vehicle structures, Vehicle manufacturing, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle electrification
MSc in Automotive
Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020-October 2021)
and hybridisation.
 Group project: Currently ongoing, design of a durable SUV for the African market in line with the
 Modules: Vehicle design powertrain and performance, Engine design and performance, Automotive
2035 UK legislation regarding electrification
control and simulation, Vehicle structures, Vehicle manufacturing, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle electrification
 Thesis: Yet to be started, areas of interest being electric vehicles, combustion engines or chassis design.
and hybridisation.
 Group project: Currently ongoing, design of a durable SUV for the African market in line with the
BEng 2035
(Hons)
inlegislation
Mechanical
Engineering
(1st): University of Derby, Derby, UK (January 2017 – February
UK
regarding
electrification
2020)
 Thesis: Yet to be started, areas of interest being electric vehicles, combustion engines or chassis design.
 Modules: Computer aided design, Materials and manufacturing processes, Engineering design and
BEng (Hons)
in Mechanical
Engineering
(1st):
University
of Derby,
Derby,
(January
2017 – February
workshop
technology,
Thermofluids,
Structural
analysis
Vibration
and UK
dynamics,
Advanced
mechanical
2020)
design and materials, Applied thermodynamics, Computational fluid dynamics.
Group work:
Led aaided
groupdesign,
of 5 students
in design
of a worm gearbox,
assigning
tasks and
arranging
  Modules:
Computer
Materials
and manufacturing
processes,
Engineering
design
and
meetings
to
ensure
deadlines
were
met.
Individual
input
involved
design
specifications,
finite
element
workshop technology, Thermofluids, Structural analysis Vibration and dynamics, Advanced mechanical
analysis
computer
aidedthermodynamics,
design of components.
Attained an
overall
71% grade.
design
andand
materials,
Applied
Computational
fluid
dynamics.

Dissertation:
Electrical
resistance
measurements
for
damage
detection
of composite
materials
embedded
 Group work: Led a group of 5 students in design of a worm gearbox, assigning
tasks and
arranging
with GnPs.
The project
aim was
tomet.
detect
crack propagation
induced
in specifications,
Graphene nano-platelets
meetings
to ensure
deadlines
were
Individual
input involved
design
finite element
embedded
a fibreaided
composite
its electricalAttained
conductivity.
analysis
and into
computer
designusing
of components.
an overall 71% grade.
 Dissertation: Electrical resistance measurements for damage detection of composite materials embedded
CAREER
withHISTORY
GnPs. The project aim was to detect crack propagation induced in Graphene nano-platelets
embedded
into a fibre
composite
using its electrical
conductivity.
United Parcel Service:
Derby,
United Kingdom
– Warehouse
Operative. (March 2020 – April 2020)

United Parcel Service is a multinational logistics company, with over 495 000 employees spanning 220
CAREER
HISTORY
countries
with a $13 billion revenue.

United Parcel
Service:
Derby, United
Kingdom
– Warehouse
Operative.
(March
2020 – April
2020)
Performed
movement
of parcels
from delivery
trucks, comprising
safe
and optimised
parcel
stacking.
United Parcel
Service
is a multinational
with over work
495 000
employees
spanning
220
Reliably
undertook
collaborative logistics
overtime company,
work demonstrating
under
pressure and
work ethic,
countries turnaround
with a $13 being
billionarevenue.
third of normal hours


Performed movement of parcels from delivery trucks, comprising safe and optimised parcel stacking.
Reliably undertook collaborative overtime work demonstrating work under pressure and work ethic,
turnaround being a third of normal hours
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Cloete’s Sand & Stone: Benoni, South Africa – Apprentice Mechanic (July 2019 – August 2019)
Cloete's is a small, family owned business which offered some work experience, specialising in logistics of
building material.
 Tackled refurbishment and long-term storage of company's old equipment including lawnmowers and

ground compactors. Repaired/replaced engine, carburettor, and components. These tasks were
accomplished on-time and stored adequately
 Initiated first in-house dump truck gearbox repair, offering substantial cost-savings. Worn components were
replaced collaboratively. Solved issue regarding incorrectly ordered parts. Task was delivered on-time,
more than halving costs
SKILLS, INTERESTS AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Activities: Automotive engineering course representative at Cranfield
 Languages: Fluent English and basic Afrikaans
 IT Skills: Confident IT user. Secondary education programming background. Software packages include

MS Office, Solidworks, Star CCM+ and MATLAB

 Memberships: British Motorsports Marshals Club (BMMC) gives me the opportunity to volunteer as a

marshal, Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) student member

 Individual Interests: Keen motorsport enthusiast with a desire to engage. Interest in robotics having used

and coded Arduino boards. Passion for automotive innovation and upcoming technologies
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Callum Richard Gilfillan
07733463421 c.gilfillan@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Callum Richard Gilfillan
PERSONAL STATEMENT

07733463421 c.gilfillan@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A driven
and flexible
postgraduate candidate with a passion for automotive production and enhancement. Strong interPERSONAL
STATEMENT
team communication and individual problem solving capability backed up by realistic experience enhanced with a solid
placement
year
Jaguar
Land Rover.
Enthusiastic
to workforwithin
a new,production
challenging
focusing
on vehicle
A driven
andwith
flexible
postgraduate
candidate
with a passion
automotive
andenvironment
enhancement.
Strong interteam communication
and individual
capability
backed studying
up by realistic
experience
enhanced
with acareer
solid
engineering
and manufacturing.
Fluentproblem
Englishsolving
speaker
and currently
Japanese
to assist
with future
placementand
year
with Jaguar
Land Rover.Team
Enthusiastic
to workskills
withinmatured
a new, challenging
environment
focusing on vehicle
opportunities
personal
development.
management
through consistent
extra-curricular
engineering and manufacturing. Fluent English speaker and currently studying Japanese to assist with future career
commitments.
opportunities and personal development. Team management skills matured through consistent extra-curricular
commitments.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY
• ACHIEVEMENTS
1st Class grade awarded to personal Masters thesis project titled 'Lithium Ion Prismatic Cell

Thermal
Measurement
and Assessment'
• 1st Class
grade awarded
to personal Masters thesis project titled 'Lithium Ion Prismatic Cell
• Elected
to Vice
President and
position
of the Queens University Table Tennis Club
Thermal
Measurement
Assessment'
• Selected
bytoQueens
University
Belfast
to attend
Beijing Institute
of Technology
China Summer
• Elected
Vice President
position
of the
QueensaUniversity
Table Tennis
Club
Exchange
Programme
• Selected
by Queens University Belfast to attend a Beijing Institute of Technology China Summer
Exchange Jaguar
Programme
• Represented
Land Rover at a Queens University Belfast careers fair
• Represented Jaguar Land Rover at a Queens University Belfast careers fair

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - September 2021)

• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive
Control
andand
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,
VehicleDynamics,
Dynamics,
Vehicle
Electrification
Control
Simulation,
Vehicle
Structures,Vehicle
Vehicle Manufacturing,
Manufacturing, Vehicle
Vehicle
Electrification
and and
Hybridisation.
Hybridisation.

MEng
Mechanical
Engineering
(2:1):
Queens
Belfast,UK
UK(September
(September
2015
- June
2020)
MEng
Mechanical
Engineering
(2:1):
QueensUniversity
University Belfast,
Belfast, Belfast,
2015
- June
2020)
• Modules:
Engineering
Dynamics,
CombustionEngines
Engines
and
Turbomachinery,
• Modules:
Engineering
Dynamics,Compressible
Compressible Flow,
Flow, Internal
Internal Combustion
and
Turbomachinery,
Manufacturing
Automation
and
Simulation,Advanced
Advanced Materials,
Materials, Manufacturing,
Transfer
andand
Manufacturing
Automation
and
Simulation,
Manufacturing,Heat
Heat
Transfer
Combustion,
Transportation
Powerand
andSystems,
Systems, Design
Design and
andand
Computing,
Combustion,
Transportation
Power
and Manufacturing,
Manufacturing,Mathematics
Mathematics
Computing,
Electrical
Engineering,
ComputerAided
AidedDesign,
Design,Engineering
Engineering Drawing.
Electrical
Engineering,
Computer
Drawing.
• Group
Project:
Producinga afolding
folding bicycle.
bicycle. Designed
Designed and
based
on on
set set
• Group
Project:
Producing
and produced
produceda afolding
foldingbicycle
bicycle
based
requirements
market
considerationfrom
fromconcept
concept sketches
sketches to
requirements
andand
market
consideration
tofinal
finalprototype.
prototype.
• Masters
Thesis:
Lithium
PrismaticCells
CellsThermal
Thermal Measurement
Measurement and
- sponsored
by Horiba
• Masters
Thesis:
Lithium
IonIon
Prismatic
andAssessment
Assessment
- sponsored
by Horiba
Mira. 71% grade. Identifies a process for internal instrumentation of a prismatic cell to give in-situ temperature
Mira. 71% grade. Identifies a process for internal instrumentation of a prismatic cell to give in-situ temperature
measurement with minimal cell damage.
measurement with minimal cell damage.
Beijing Institute of Technology Summer Exchange Programme: Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China

Beijing
Institute
of Technology
Summer Exchange Programme: Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China
(June
2018 - July
2018)
(June 2018 - July 2018)
• Selected by the University to spend one month studying electric vehicles and electrification at the

• Selected
the University
to spend
onetomonth
studying
electricforvehicles
and electrification at the
Beijingby
Institute
of Technology.
Travelled
China and
lived abroad
one month.
Beijing
Instituteabilities
of Technology.
to China
and lived
• Developed
to interactTravelled
with and work
alongside
other abroad
cultures.for one month.
• Studied abilities
conceptstoofinteract
various with
electric
Disassembled
and assisted with displaying various parts
• Developed
andpowertrains.
work alongside
other cultures.
withinconcepts
a Hyundai
to powertrains.
other group members.
Studiedand
electric
powertrains,
Chinese various
methodsparts
for
• Studied
of Elantra
variousengine
electric
Disassembled
assisted
with displaying
renewable
energies
and
a
small
amount
of
Mandarin.
within a Hyundai Elantra engine to other group members. Studied electric powertrains, Chinese methods for
• Visited energies
several manufacturing
plants, such
as Beijing Benz's factory and BAIC development labs. Held talks
renewable
and a small amount
of Mandarin.
with other Chinese students relevant to Formula Student design philosophy.
• Visited several manufacturing plants, such as Beijing Benz's factory and BAIC development labs. Held talks
• Presented a group project detailing a business case method of introducing more electric vehicle options into
with
other Chinese students relevant to Formula Student design philosophy.
the Chinese market to natives and Institute staff.
• Presented a group project detailing a business case method of introducing more electric vehicle options into
• Immersed and became involved with various language exchange opportunities and cultural visits,
the Chinese
natives and
staff. with local teams.
including market
regularlytoattending
tableInstitute
tennis training
• Immersed and became involved with various language exchange opportunities and cultural visits,
including regularly attending table tennis training with local teams.
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CAREER HISTORY
Jaguar Land Rover: Gaydon, UK - Undergraduate Manufacturing Engineer - Placement Year (June 2017 - June
2018)
Jaguar Land Rover are one of the largest car manufacturers in the UK, and specialise in the design and manufacture
of premium passenger cars for the global market.
• Travelled to live abroad for a full year, working within Advanced Programmes Planning
• Led a project based around process improvement and quality improvement allowing for deep understanding
of processes involved when manufacturing a vehicle. Led development of a complex Access based tool to
assist with new operator training
• Facilitated creation of complex, bespoke macro intensive Excel software estimated to save a minimum of
24 working hours per team engineer
• Demonstrated ability to overcome challenges, as well as flexibility when placed into an unfamiliar role at short
notice due to dynamic project constraints
• Communicated clearly through several presentations to senior management and small crowds, including
presenting work to third parties as a company representative
• Responsible for analysing new model interior fitments using CAD, submitted cost decks to compare current
manufacturing capability against future requirements while making recommendations for line future proofing
• Hand picked to represent JLR at University careers fairs, demonstrating clear ability to engage with those in
disciplines outside of engineering with effectiveness. Public relations skills gained
• Accompanied team members internationally to attend third party supply meetings, using IT skills to
streamline Excel documents for internal customer teams
• Bill of Process training completed with firm understanding of plant layout, applied learning by working on factory
lines
Somme Heritage Centre: Newtonards, N.I. - Voluntary Assistant (Spring 2014)
A tourist attraction and education centre, the Somme Heritage Centre has been involved with teaching the community of
Northern Ireland about the Island's involvement in the First World War with interactive exhibitions.
• Communicated clearly with public groups of various capabilities, tailored exhibition explanations to allow
understanding to all parties
• Researched and identified an unregistered bayonet by applying analytical and source finding skills
• Developed time management skills by working with a small team to ensure constant and smooth operation of
tour windows, ensuring no group was late to accommodate customer satisfaction
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Native English, beginner Japanese
• IT Skills: Fluent with Microsoft Excel and VBA coding, full competency with Word, Access, Powerpoint and
Publisher. Educated in Solidworks, learning CATIA in Cranfield University. Experience with Virtual Engines, AVL
BOOST, Hypermesh 2020, Delmia V5, Matlab/Simulink, and GSPAS. Personal interest use of MoTeC i2 Pro
• Individual Interests: Sports car racing, simulation racing, cooking and miniature wargaming. Vice President,
Club Secretary & Division 3 Team Captain for Queens University Belfast Table Tennis Club. Active member of
the QUB Table Tennis Club as both a developing player and organiser. Assessed and reported club member
concerns, implementing solutions to improve club equipment through fund-raising events. Extensively applied
inter-cultural communication skills to ensure smooth club operation with a number of students from abroad.
Committed member for seven years of schools rugby. Responsible in later years for writing match reports for
local newspapers.
• Volunteering: Several N.I Hospice Christmas Collections, previous World of Owls sanctuary volunteer
• Holds full clean UK driving license
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Muralidharan Jayaram

+44-7762311803 m.jayaram@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Muralidharan Jayaram

PERSONAL STATEMENT

+44-7762311803 m.jayaram@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A technology driven automotive enthusiast, currently developing deeper knowledge about the Automotive Industry through
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
MSc
in Automotive
Engineering and with 2 years industrial experience in planning production of high-volume low-variety
and low-volume high-variety Automobile and Defence components. Working in a fast paced and small developing company
A technology driven automotive enthusiast, currently developing deeper knowledge about the Automotive Industry through
environment brought exposure to managing cost, supply chain, employees, and customer relationships. Handled projects
MSc in Automotive Engineering and with 2 years industrial experience in planning production of high-volume low-variety
including forging, billets, and sheet metal. Highly confident user of CAD/CAM and CAE tools learnt practically while working
and low-volume high-variety Automobile and Defence components. Working in a fast paced and small developing company
in
SAE India brought
student Baja.
environment
exposure to managing cost, supply chain, employees, and customer relationships. Handled projects
including forging, billets, and sheet metal. Highly confident user of CAD/CAM and CAE tools learnt practically while working
in SAE India student Baja.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

 Selected as Board of Studies member in Department of Mechanical Engineering and Department of Physics in K.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Ramakrishnan college of Engineering
Initiated Society
of of
Automotive
Engineers
collegiate club
and encouraged
students
learn through
practice in K.
 Selected
as Board
Studies member
in Department
of Mechanical
Engineering
andtoDepartment
of Physics
 Ramakrishnan
Nominated as the
Best
outgoing
student
of
the
Mechanical
department
and
Institution
college of Engineering
AwardedSociety
Best Project
award inEngineers
Automotive
Engineering
workshop
conducted
by to
e-Zenith,
2015 and
Automotive
 Initiated
of Automotive
collegiate
club and
encouraged
students
learn through
practice
styling bootas
camp
conducted
by Experts
hub,
 Nominated
the Best
outgoing
student of
the2016
Mechanical department and Institution
 Awarded Best Project award in Automotive Engineering workshop conducted by e-Zenith, 2015 and Automotive
styling boot camp conducted by Experts hub, 2016
EDUCATION
MSc
Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and performance, Vehicle controls and Simulation, Engine Design and
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
performance, Vehicle Dynamics, Electrification and Hybridization, Vehicle Structures and Manufacturing
 Modules:
Group Design
Project:
TBC
Vehicle
Design
Powertrain and performance, Vehicle controls and Simulation, Engine Design and
 performance,
Individual Research
Project: TBC
Vehicle Dynamics,
Electrification and Hybridization, Vehicle Structures and Manufacturing
 Group Design Project: TBC
B.E Mechanical
Engineering:
Anna University,
India (July 2014 - April 2018)
 Individual
Research Project:
TBC
 Modules: Strength of Materials, Fluid Mechanics, Engineering Thermodynamics, Manufacturing Technology,
B.E Mechanical Engineering: Anna University, India (July 2014 - April 2018)
Kinematics of Machinery, Materials and Metallurgy, Thermal Engineering, Computer aided Design, Heat and
 Modules:
Strength
of of
Materials,
Mechanics,
Engineering
Thermodynamics,
Manufacturing
Technology,
Mass transfer,
Design
MachineFluid
elements,
Metrology
and Measurements,
Dynamics
and Machines,
Design of
Kinematics
of elements,
Machinery,Automobile
Materials and
Metallurgy,
Thermal
Engineering,
aided and
Design,
Heat and
Transmission
engineering,
Finite
element
analysis, Computer
Gas Dynamics
Jet propulsion,
Mass
Design of Machine
elements,Maintenance
Metrology and
Measurements,
Dynamics
and Machines,
Design
of
Powertransfer,
plant Engineering,
Mechatronics,
Engineering,
Production
Planning
and Control,
NonTransmission
elements,
Automobile
engineering,
Finite element
analysis,
Gas Dynamics
andplanning
Jet propulsion,
destructive testing
and materials,
Engineering
Economics,
Simulation
and Analysis,
Process
and cost
Power
plantTQM,
Engineering,
Mechatronics,
Maintenance
Engineering,
Production
Planning systems.
and Control, Nonestimation,
Unconventional
Machining
Process, Computer
integrated
manufacturing
testing and materials, Engineering Economics, Simulation and Analysis, Process planning and cost
 destructive
CGPA: 7.53/10
TQM,and
Unconventional
integratedofmanufacturing
systems.
 estimation,
Group Design
FabricationMachining
Project: Process,
DesigningComputer
and Fabricating
Mechanical Cruise
control for Twowheelers
using 3D printing
 CGPA:
7.53/10
 Group work:
Design
and
Fabrication
Project:
Designing and
Fabricating
Mechanical
control
TwoSAE
India
Baja, Mega
ATV Championship
- Designing
andofbuilding
a ATVCruise
to compete
in afor
race
3D Critical
printingAnalyzing and Optimizing output of a High-volume component, machined in a job shop.
 wheelers
Individualusing
Project:
 Group
work:
SAEfor
India
Baja, Engineering
Mega ATV Championship
(Industrial
Project
Prodigy
Enterprises) - Designing and building a ATV to compete in a race
 Individual Project: Critical Analyzing and Optimizing output of a High-volume component, machined in a job shop.
(Industrial Project for Prodigy Engineering Enterprises)
CAREER HISTORY
Prodigy
CAREEREngineering
HISTORY Enterprises: Tiruchirappalli, India - Engineer (May 2018 - August 2020)
Established in 2002, Prodigy Engineering Enterprises is a Tiruchirappalli based High Precision Manufacturing company
ProdigyAutomobile
Engineering
Tiruchirappalli,
Engineer
2018
- August
2020)with 15- 20 employees
serving
andEnterprises:
Defence OEMs
across India.India
It has- an
average(May
annual
turnover
of 100k
Established in 2002, Prodigy Engineering Enterprises is a Tiruchirappalli based High Precision Manufacturing company
Formulatedand
production
andacross
Controlled
components
through different
manufacturing
processes
serving Automobile
Defenceplan
OEMs
India.itItfor
hasvarious
an average
annual turnover
of 100k with
15- 20 employees
and achieved cost, quality, and time targets
 Formulated production plan and Controlled it for various components through different manufacturing processes
and achieved cost, quality, and time targets
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 Modelling and rebuilding parts from customer drawings in cad to establish new stage drawing and inspection
drawings using Solidworks
 Strategized and established production lines to complete a component with least process time and cost without
compromising quality
 Improvised use of operation and process specific tool for better performance and tool life, saving 30% of tool cost
and tool change time
 Refurbished underperforming assets and increased asset utilization to 80%
 Standardized spares on all machines and auxiliary fittings to reduce varieties in spares stock for different fitting for
Different Machines reducing inventory costs by 5%
 Presented and won pitches for new High volume and as well as High Variety product tenders from Different
customers across Automotive OEMs and Defence OEMs
 Restructured cost tracking system to establish a data driven decision making process in future for a better hold
over managing costs and produce accurate quotations to new enquires
Prodigy Engineering Enterprises: Tiruchirappalli, India - Intern (January 2018 - March 2018)
High Precision Manufacturing company serving Automobile and Defence OEMs across India
 Generated CNC codes for complex and low volume components components utilizing CAM reducing programming
and setting time using
 Rebuilt parts from customer drawings in cad to establish new stage drawing and inspection drawings using
Solidworks
TN45 Motorsports & TN45 ATV (SAE India Student BAJA): Tiruchirappalli, India - President & Team Captain (June
2015 - May 2018)
Team of students from K. Ramakrishnan College of Engineering participating in Automotive Design competitions like student
formula and Student Baja. Under the roof of TN45 Motorsports there are 5 teams participating in different competitions.
 Designed a Single seated ATV vehicle to participate in SAE India Student BAJA, top 100 teams
 Headed vehicle structures department and gained good knowledge on other systems as well
 Created and Optimized components for various systems such as Knuckles, wheel hubs, powertrain Gearbox, and
Steering gearbox using CAD CAM and CAE tools especially Solid Works, Ansys, Fusion 360
 Guided other teams participating in Quad Bike, Kart, E-Kart and UAV to achieve best possible outcome in races
and to win various prizes across various events
 Organized regular meetings for tracking progress across all teams and report to Institution head
Black Corp: Tiruchirappalli - Designer (April 2018 - August 2020)
Graphic and Website UI Designing organization working and delivering creative projects online.
 Created intuitive websites and media material for clients and increased customer engagement by 80%
 Delivered more than 100 graphic design projects for marketing campaigns
 Completed website designs including visitor mail reply automation and engagement mail automation
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Fluent English, Tamil (Native), Elementary fluency in German (A1 certified) and Hindi
 Software Knowledge: Microsoft office suite, Experienced with Solid Works, Fusion 360, Basics of LS Dyna and
Simulink (MATLAB), CATIA V5 and NX CAD
 Individual Interests: Graphics Design, Drawing, Travelling, Cooking, Gardening
 Sports: Played Soccer in High school 2010 - 2012, Swimming, Basketball
 Community Service: Training students on current technologies and Industrial work requirements, ECO club in
UG college, Business analysis for start-ups
 Position of Responsibility: Served as Student Chairperson of Society of Automotive engineer’s collegiate club,
Served as the President of TN45 Motorsports
 Memberships: Society of Automotive engineers' collegiate club KRCE, Indian Welding Society, TIDITSSIA
(Tiruchirappalli District Tiny and Small-Scale Industries association)
 Competitions: SAE India Virtual Baja 2017, Mega ATV championship, SAE India Baja 2018
 Professional/Technical training: Automotive engineering workshop, Unigraphics (NX) workshop, Advanced
Turbo charging workshop, Automotive styling boot camp, Automotive engineering
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Jordi Jimeno
Jimeno Cuervas
Cuervas
Jordi

+34667
66799
9910
1010
10 j.jimeno-cuervas@cranfield.ac.uk
j.jimeno-cuervas@cranfield.ac.uk
+34
Cranfield
University
Cranfield University
PERSONALSTATEMENT
STATEMENT
PERSONAL
postgraduatewith
withpassion
passionfor
forthe
theautomotive
automotiveworld.
world.Demonstrated
Demonstratedability
abilityto
towork
workininaateam
teamfollowing
followingparticipation
participationinin
AApostgraduate
competitivebasketball.
basketball.Previous
Previouswork
workexperience
experiencehas
hasdeveloped
developedability
abilityto
tomanage
managewith
withclients
clientsand
andbusinesses
businessesto
toget
getthe
the
competitive
desired
results
and
support
customer
satisfaction.
Good
capability
for
learning
new
tasks.
A
native
Spanish
and
Catalan
desired results and support customer satisfaction. Good capability for learning new tasks. A native Spanish and Catalan
speakerwith
withfluency
fluencyininEnglish
Englishand
andopen
opento
tolanguages.
languages.Dedicated
Dedicatedto
tolearn
learnand
andwork
workwithin
withinthe
theautomotive
automotivesector.
sector.
speaker
KEYACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY
••
••

PlayedBasketball
Basketballfrom
from2002
2002--2016,
2016,progressing
progressingfrom
fromschool
schoolteam
teamto
tocity
cityteam.
team.
Played
Volunteered
in
several
sport
events
for
the
city
during
one
year
Volunteered in several sport events for the city during one year

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MScin
inAutomotive
AutomotiveEngineering:
Engineering:Cranfield
CranfieldUniversity,
University, Cranfield,
Cranfield,UK
UK(October
(October2020
2020--Present)
Present)
MSc
Modules:Vehicle
VehicleDesign
DesignPowertrain
Powertrainand
andPerformance,
Performance,Engine
EngineDesign
Designand
andPerformance,
Performance, Automotive
AutomotiveControl
Control
•• Modules:
andSimulation,
Simulation,Vehicle
VehicleStructures,
Structures,Vehicle
VehicleManufacturing,
Manufacturing,Vehicle
VehicleDynamics,
Dynamics,Vehicle
VehicleElectrification
Electrificationand
and
and
Hybridisation
Hybridisation
•
GroupProject:
Project:Topic
TopicTBC
TBC
• Group
•
Individual
Thesis:
Topic
TBC
• Individual Thesis: Topic TBC
BScIndustrial
IndustrialEngineering:
Engineering:Universitat
Universitatde
deGirona,
Girona, Girona,
Girona,Spain
Spain(September
(September2015
2015--June
June2020)
2020)
BSc
CAREERHISTORY
HISTORY
CAREER
CarnisseriaJ.Lluis:
J.Lluis:Girona,
Girona,Spain
Spain-- Comercial
ComercialAssistant
Assistant(May
(May2016
2016--Present)
Present)
Carnisseria
Butcher
Shop
Butcher Shop
••
••

Managedthe
thestart
startof
ofthe
theonline
onlineshop
shopand
anddevelopment
developmentof
ofnew
newtechniques
techniques
Managed
Supported
with
the
implementation
of
a
new
online
shop.
Coordinated
andorganized
organizedthe
thenew
newsales
salesfrom
fromthe
the
Supported with the implementation of a new online shop. Coordinated and
online
clients,
collecting
relevant
details
to
fulfil
their
order.
Overall
sales
increased
online clients, collecting relevant details to fulfil their order. Overall sales increased

LampisteriaiiElectricitat
ElectricitatGirona
GironaS.L.:
S.L.:Girona,
Girona,Spain
Spain-- Office
OfficeEngineer
Engineer(July
(July2019
2019--September
September2020)
2020)
Lampisteria
Plumbers
and
Installation
Plumbers and Installation
••
••
••

Createdpublic
publicdocuments
documentsininorder
orderto
tolegalize
legalizebuildings
buildingsand
andinstallations
installations
Created
Managed
the
creation
of
the
as-Built
documents
in
order
to
present
tothe
theclient
client
Managed the creation of the as-Built documents in order to present to
Contacted
clients
and
dealers
in
order
to
achieve
the
result
that
was
asked
Contacted clients and dealers in order to achieve the result that was asked

SKILLS,INTERESTS
INTERESTS&&EXTRACURRICULAR
EXTRACURRICULARACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
SKILLS,
Basketball:Played
Playedininthe
theschool
schoolteam
team(2002-2012)
(2002-2012)and
andininthe
thecity
cityteam
team(2012-2016)
(2012-2016)
Basketball:
Languages:
Catalan
(Native),
Spanish
(Native),
English
(B2
High
Pass)
Languages: Catalan (Native), Spanish (Native), English (B2 - High Pass)
Volunteering:Volunteered
Volunteeredfor
forthe
thecity
cityfor
forone
oneyear
yearat
atvarious
varioussports
sportsevents.
events.Supported
Supportedorganization
organizationand
and
Volunteering:
delivery
of
events,
including
traffic
management
and
prize
giving
ceremonies.
delivery of events, including traffic management and prize giving ceremonies.
Technical:AutoCad
AutoCadexperience,
experience,Microsoft
MicrosoftOffice
OfficeSuite
Suite(Word,
(Word,PowerPoint,
PowerPoint,and
andExcel),
Excel),CATIA
CATIAexperience,
experience,
•• Technical:
AVLBoostexperience
experience
AVLBoost
••
••
••
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Parmesh Koppala
Parmesh Koppala

+44-7717063703 p.koppala@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+44-7717063703 p.koppala@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL
An EngineerSTATEMENT
passionate about all areas of Automotive production and sales challenges to perform exceptionally well
preferably in a progressive and competitive work culture in a technologically driven company. Innovative, responsible,
An Engineer passionate about all areas of Automotive production and sales challenges to perform exceptionally well
and competent in taking on a project from concept to product. Possesses natural leadership qualities and an effective
preferably in a progressive and competitive work culture in a technologically driven company. Innovative, responsible,
relationship creator. Enabled the development of outstanding team building abilities and communication skills through
and competent in taking on a project from concept to product. Possesses natural leadership qualities and an effective
past experiences like Internship in Mercedes Benz plant and Vizag steel plant, Captaining a team to SAE BAJA,
relationship creator. Enabled the development of outstanding team building abilities and communication skills through
Manufacturing an ATV and Quadbike.
past experiences like Internship in Mercedes Benz plant and Vizag steel plant, Captaining a team to SAE BAJA,
Manufacturing an ATV and Quadbike.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Captain of Thunderbolt racing team, overseeing design and manufacture of an All-terrain Vehicle, and rode ATV

in most difficult and extreme track conditions. Performance achieved within top 10 teams of the country.
Captain of Thunderbolt racing team, overseeing design and manufacture of an All-terrain Vehicle, and rode ATV
Selected and awarded ENABLE training, becoming one of a few candidates to be trained by corporate leaders.
in most difficult and extreme track conditions. Performance achieved within top 10 teams of the country.
Represented Hyderabad cricket team in state level tournaments and sponsored by coca cola company.
Selected and awarded ENABLE training, becoming one of a few candidates to be trained by corporate leaders.
Attended training workshop in Mercedes Benz plant in Chakan, Pune, developing production and assembly
Represented Hyderabad cricket team in state level tournaments and sponsored by coca cola company.
knowledge for their vehicles.
Attended training workshop in Mercedes Benz plant in Chakan, Pune, developing production and assembly
Awarded Undergraduate Research Grant (summer 2019) for development and research on suspension systems
knowledge for their vehicles.
for an All-Terrain Vehicle.
 Awarded Undergraduate Research Grant (summer 2019) for development and research on suspension systems
for an All-Terrain Vehicle.
EDUCATION










EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
MSc Automotive
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
UK (October
2020 - Present)
 Modules:Engineering:
Automotive control
systems,
Vehicle
electrification
and Hybridization,
Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, vehicle design powertrain and performance.
 Modules: Automotive control systems, Vehicle electrification and Hybridization, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle
 Group design project: To Design and Conceptualize an Electric sports utility vehicle.
Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, vehicle design powertrain and performance.
 Individual Thesis project: TBC
 Group design project: To Design and Conceptualize an Electric sports utility vehicle.
 Individual
Thesis project:
TBC Engineering: Gandhi Institute of Technology and Management (GITAM),
Bachelor
of Technology
in Mechanical
Hyderabad, Telangana, India (May 2019 - May 2019)
Bachelor of Technology in Mechanical Engineering: Gandhi Institute of Technology and Management (GITAM),
Hyderabad,
Telangana,
India
(May 2019 - May
2019)
 Modules:
Applied
Thermodynamics,
Fluid
mechanics and Hydraulic Systems, Automobile Engineering, Heating
Ventilation, and Air conditioning, Mechanics of Solids, Manufacturing Technologies, Machine Design.
 Modules: Applied Thermodynamics, Fluid mechanics and Hydraulic Systems, Automobile Engineering, Heating
 Academic project: Manufacturing and Mechanical testing of High Strength Aluminum Composites - The aim
Ventilation, and Air conditioning, Mechanics of Solids, Manufacturing Technologies, Machine Design.
of project is to test Aluminum composites with mechanical testing to obtain different densities under chemical
 Academic project: Manufacturing and Mechanical testing of High Strength Aluminum Composites - The aim
composites.
of project is to test Aluminum composites with mechanical testing to obtain different densities under chemical
composites.
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER
HISTORY
Amazon:
Milton Keynes, UK - Sortation associate (November 2020 - Present)
Amazon is an American Multinational technology company which focuses on e-commerce and artificial intelligence.
Amazon: Milton Keynes, UK - Sortation associate (November 2020 - Present)
Amazon
an American
Multinational
technology
companyfollowing
which focuses
on e-commerce
and artificial
intelligence.
 isCoordinate
receiving
and storing
goods efficiently
Amazon's
internal processes
and procedures.
 Sort customer orders ensuring a high level of quality and productivity.
 Coordinate receiving and storing goods efficiently following Amazon's internal processes and procedures.
 steel
Sort customer
orders
ensuring a high level
of quality
productivity.
Vizag
plant: Vizag,
Vishakhapatnam,
INDIA
- Internand
(April
2020 - May 2020)

Steel Production Company
Vizag steel plant: Vizag, Vishakhapatnam, INDIA - Intern (April 2020 - May 2020)
Steel Production
Company
Oversaw
production line in Vizag steel plant in manufacturing of steel rods and bars from a billet.
 Examined the Production line to maintain a timeline of the billet from the furnace to form a bar or a rod by
 Oversaw production line in Vizag steel plant in manufacturing of steel rods and bars from a billet.
reporting the time taken in each station of the production line.
 Examined the Production line to maintain a timeline of the billet from the furnace to form a bar or a rod by
 Analyzed the safety measures taken in the production line to enhance the safety of the employees by conducting
reporting the time taken in each station of the production line.
a survey throughout the plant with a questionnaire.
 Analyzed the safety measures taken in the production line to enhance the safety of the employees by conducting
a survey throughout the plant with a questionnaire.
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Executed tasks of technical and maintenance departments by ensuring testing of each motor and roller
throughout production line.
Completed timely maintenance of motor repairs and servicing by removing it and installing it back.

Thunderbolt Racing (SAE): BAJA - Captain and Driver (January 2018 - December 2019)
Team formed for MBAJA competition








Planned complete process of designing and manufacturing an All-terrain vehicle. Assigned tasks to everyone
of team for effective and efficient working.
Designed a chassis and roll bars using software like Catia and Hyper mesh for a vehicle to compete in SAE
BAJA, considering restrictions in the rulebook and designing it to protect driver and adhering to required
specifications.
Managed procurement of materials by analyzing key materials required and ordering items in a timely manner.
Fabricated and manufactured vehicle from scratch by using welding (TIG welding), Shaping and machining
parts to attain the required shape and cut by using bending and cutting machines, Using CNC machining for
fabricating parts like Hub and knuckle according to required specifications and requirements given by input
data from driver and team members.
Operated and drove vehicle in testing phase and in competition.

Mercedes Benz: BENZ, Pune, INDIA - Technical Trainee (November 2015 - December 2015)
Mercedes-Benz is a German global automotive maker and a division of Daimler AG






Examined production and assembly line in manufacturing and assembling vehicle.
Practiced assembly and disassembly of an engine to understand the time and requirement for an efficient way
with maintaining quality standards.
Assisted the Quality inspection procedures and standards maintained and achieved in the process.
Analyzed and reported assembling time of each component to parent frame in each individual station.
Achieved an idea of functioning and manufacturing of a vehicle in a production line.

All Terrain Rovers: Hyderabad - Off-Road Rider, All Terrain Rovers Team (January 2017 - December 2018)
Team formed for QUADTORQ competition; an all-terrain vehicle manufacturing competition conducted by Indian
Society of New Era Engineers (ISNEE)





Manufactured a frame for quadbike by Machining, bending and welding the metals parts together.
Assisted in procuring the required materials for manufacturing and accounting the costs to adhere to the defined
budget for the project.
Tested an all-terrain vehicle in challenging conditions of track built by ISNEE.
Formulated improvements to ride vehicle through some difficult conditions of track and provide necessary
alterations required to perform in competition.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES



Languages: Fluent English, Hindi, Beginner: German, Japanese, Telugu, Marathi, Bengali
Software Skills: Experienced with Catia V5, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint, and knowledge of

AUTOCAD, solid works, MATLAB, Simulink, Hyper mesh and ANSYS.





Membership: Member of society of automotive engineers, Member of Indian society of new era engineers,
Member of engineering without borders, Active member of a Hyderabad and Cranfield cricket club.
Volunteering: PRAMANA, GUSAC, Prigma, Sky rider AND KALAKRITI
Individual Interests: Cricket (part of school, college and university teams), Basketball (part of school team),
Badminton, Cycling, Cooking(Trying to cook different cuisines), Reading( Personal development and
Psychology/Spirituality books), Travelling(visited 4 countries and 10 states of India).
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Thibault Lambert
Thibault Lambert

+33 6 78 33 42 82 T.B.Lambert@cranfield.ac.uk
University
+33 6 78 33 42Cranfield
82 T.B.Lambert@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
French postgraduate student currently undertaking a double degree at Cranfield University specializing in Automotive
engineering.
Developed
communication
and linguistic
skills through
shaped byspecializing
experiencesinabroad
and
French postgraduate
student
currently undertaking
a double
degreeaatcurriculum
Cranfield University
Automotive
community
projects.
Versatile
and
technically
focused
ready
to
face
future
challenges
with
a
strong
background
in
engineering. Developed communication and linguistic skills through a curriculum shaped by experiences abroad and
mechanical
engineering:
structures
analysis, material
general
mechanics
calculations,
simulations,
andin
community projects.
Versatile
and technically
focusedsciences,
ready to face
future
challenges
with a strong
background
modelling.
Recognised
interpersonal
skills;
more
than
comfortable
with
project
management
and
computer
sciences
mechanical engineering: structures analysis, material sciences, general mechanics calculations, simulations, and
presenting
a versatile candidate.
modelling. Recognised
interpersonal skills; more than comfortable with project management and computer sciences
presenting a versatile candidate.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• IT project: development of a perceptron algorithm to recognize handwriting of people.
IT project:
development
of a perceptron
algorithm
to recognize
people.
•• Wrote
a research
paper about
the solar energy
potential
of BIT handwriting
University inofChina
to reduce the environmental
26,000 students
livingthe
onsolar
campus.
• impact
Wrote aofresearch
paper about
energy potential of BIT University in China to reduce the environmental
impact ofProject:
26,000 conception
students living
campus.of a funicular to provide University accessibility to disable people.
• Leonard
andon
modelling

Leonard Project:
conception
and modelling
of aGave
funicular
to provide
accessibility
to disable
people.
•• Voluntary
work: "Secours
Populaire
Francais",
educational
andUniversity
cultural help
for a 6-year-old
child
with
social
and
academic
difficulties.
Supported
family
to
integrate
into
community.
• Voluntary work: "Secours Populaire Francais", Gave educational and cultural help for a 6-year-old child with
social and academic difficulties. Supported family to integrate into community.

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - Present)
Double
degree program
1 year. Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - Present)
MSc Automotive
Engineering:

Double degree program 1 year.
• Core subjects: Vehicle Dynamics Powertrain and Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle
Vehicle
Electrification
and
Hybridisation,
Vehicle Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
EngineVehicle
design
• Dynamics,
Core subjects:
Vehicle
Dynamics
Powertrain
and Performance,
Automotive
Control
and Simulation,
and
Performance.
Dynamics,
Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation, Vehicle Structures, Vehicle Manufacturing, Engine design
and Performance.
• Group Project: Design of an electric SUV regarding the 2035 UK regulations.

• Group Project: Design of an electric SUV regarding the 2035 UK regulations.
• Thesis given by Porsche: “Sensor modelling, performance evaluation and perception in Carmaker”.
• Thesis given by Porsche: “Sensor modelling, performance evaluation and perception in Carmaker”.
Master's degree in General engineering: ECAM School of Engineering, Lyon, France (September 2018 - Present)
Master's
degree
in General
engineering:
ECAM
School Engineering,
of Engineering,
Lyon,Engineering,
France (September
- Present)
• Core
subjects:
Mechanical
Engineering,
Electronic
Industrial
Materials2018
Sciences
and
IT.
• Core subjects: Mechanical Engineering, Electronic Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Materials Sciences and
• Fest’innov
(University competition) worked a full 24 hours to develop solutions for Alstom company.
IT.

• Fest’innov (University competition) worked a full 24 hours to develop solutions for Alstom company.
Semester Abroad: Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China (September 2019 - February 2020)
Semester
Abroad:
Beijing
Institute
of Technology,
China electrical
(September
2019 - February 2020)
• Core
subjects:
Mechanical
engineering,
projectBeijing,
management,
engineering.
• Core subjects: Mechanical engineering, project management, electrical engineering.
Preparatory Class: Saint-Aubin la Salle, Angers, France (September 2016 - August 2018)

Preparatory
Class:
Saint-Aubin
Salle, Angers,
France
(September
2016elimination
- August 2018)
• 2-years
university
programladedicated
preparing
competitive
entrance
for French Graduate Schools.
•• Core
subjects:
Maths,
Physics
and
Engineering
Sciences.
2-years university program dedicated preparing competitive entrance elimination for French Graduate Schools.
• Core subjects: Maths, Physics and Engineering Sciences.
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CAREER HISTORY
Evolis: France, Beaucouzé - Internship (June 2019 - August 2019)
Company producing card printers
Solved problems as an Intern in the Research and Development (R&D).
Analyzed data for previous generations of products to compare performance to competitors.
Designed and created mechanisms to test the life duration of new generation products.
Rewrote test reports and protocols with technicians from R&D office by studying weaknesses in product
validation process.
• Wrote performance reports from analysis of numerous samples produced, for the purpose of future use.
•
•
•
•

QScience: France – Freelancer – part time role (January 2019 - July 2019)
Company selling care products.
• Created market value as an independent seller by promoting a product from a company (+4 000$ for team).
• Managed and mentored team of 5 to increase sales turnover.
• Set up and ran conferences to present products, company vision and objectives for future growth.
Independent: Angers, France - Math Tutor (June 2017 - August 2017)
Tutored high school students
• Educational support to students to pass exams. Helped two students, both had a progression from 8/20 to
13/20 and from 10/20 to 15,3/20 respectively.
Independent Farmer: France, Saumur - Employee (June 2015 - July 2015)
Harvest work for a farmer.
• Operated as an employee to cultivate and collect maize for one month.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•

Languages: Native French speaker with fluency in English and bases in German and Chinese.
IT skills: Confident IT user experiences with Office suite, Crystal ball, Gantt chart, Solidworks, CREO parametric,
ANSYS, MATLAB, CATIA V5, AVL Boost, Hypermesh, Python, Java, SQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP
Individual Interests: Automotive, programming, Baseball (pitcher), Tennis, Piano, Ukulele
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Xingyi Li
Xingyi Li

+44 (0) 7579945790 xingyi.li@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfieldxingyi.li@cranfield.ac.uk
University
+44 (0) 7579945790
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A candidate with great passion for machine and automotive. Has a well-founded ground in theoretical knowledge and
practical
skills
of great
automotive
engineering,
asand
wellautomotive.
as a solid grasp
mechanical engineering.
Eager toknowledge
delve deeper
A
candidate
with
passion
for machine
Has aofwell-founded
ground in theoretical
andinto
and pursue
a career
in automotive
sector.as well as a solid grasp of mechanical engineering. Eager to delve deeper into
practical
skills
of automotive
engineering,
and pursue a career in automotive sector.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Awarded The 3rd Prize Scholarship in 2017 at Jilin University
Led a project
A New
Life with in
Intelligent
Vehicles and took charge of demo making and graphic
 Awarded
The called
3rd Prize
Scholarship
2017 at Connected
Jilin University
design.
Proposed
some
new
modes
of shared Connected
and connected
vehicles,
to solve
users'making
pain points,
and
 Led
a project
called
A New
Life
with Intelligent
Vehicles
and aiming
took charge
of demo
and graphic
discovered
the commercial
of these
modes.
the 3rdvehicles,
prize in The
5thtoSAIC
Passenger
Vehicle
design.
Proposed
some newvalue
modes
of shared
andWon
connected
aiming
solveMotor
users'
pain points,
and
"Dream Creator"
Final
discovered
the commercial
value of these modes. Won the 3rd prize in The 5th SAIC Motor Passenger Vehicle
 "Dream
AwardedCreator"
The 1stFinal
Prize for Jilin Province Undergraduate Mathematical Contest in Modelling 2016
Outstanding
Volunteer
Award
of Palace Museum
of the Manchurian
Regime in
Jilin, China
 Awarded The 1st
Prize for Jilin
Province
Undergraduate
Mathematical
Contest in Modelling
2016
 Awarded The Outstanding Volunteer Award of Palace Museum of the Manchurian Regime in Jilin, China
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: , Cranfield,: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: , Cranfield,: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics,
Vehicle Electrification
and Powertrain
Hybridisation,
Structures,
Engine Control
Design and
Vehicle
 Modules:
Vehicle Design
andVehicle
Performance,
Automotive
and Performance,
Simulation, Vehicle
Dynamics,
Manufacturing
Vehicle
Electrification and Hybridisation, Vehicle Structures, Engine Design and Performance, Vehicle
 Manufacturing
Group Project: A SUV design considering the UK legislation for 2030
Individual
Thesis:
Topic
TBC considering the UK legislation for 2030
 Group
Project:
A SUV
design
 Individual Thesis: Topic TBC
Bachelor of Engineering Automobile Service Engineering: Jilin University, Changchun, China (September 2014 July 2018)of Engineering Automobile Service Engineering: Jilin University, Changchun, China (September 2014 Bachelor
July 2018)
 Core Modules: Automotive Operation Engineering, Automotive Fundamentals, Principles of Automotive Engine,
Mechanical
Engineering,
Fundamentals
of Manufacturing
Technology,
Engineering
Graphics,
TheoreticalEngine,
 Core
Modules:
Automotive
Operation Engineering,
Automotive
Fundamentals,
Principles
of Automotive
Mechanics, Engineering,
Mechanics ofFundamentals
Materials, Electrotechnics
Mechanical
of Manufacturing Technology, Engineering Graphics, Theoretical
Mechanics
of Materials,
 Mechanics,
Individual Thesis:
Design
of SharedElectrotechnics
Bikes Rotary Stereo Garage
 Individual Thesis: Design of Shared Bikes Rotary Stereo Garage
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
SAIC Motor Passenger VehicleCo., Ltd: - Marketing Department: Shanghai, China - Marketing Department Intern
SAIC
Ltd: - Marketing Department: Shanghai, China - Marketing Department Intern
(JuneMotor
2017 -Passenger
SeptemberVehicleCo.,
2017)
SAIC Motor
the largest auto
(June
2017 -isSeptember
2017)company listed on China's A-share market. It is striving to get ahead of the industry's
development
accelerate
innovation
andon
transformation,
andmarket.
grow from
traditional
manufacturing
SAIC
Motor istrends,
the largest
auto company
listed
China's A-share
It is astriving
to get
ahead of the enterprise
industry's into a
comprehensive
provider
of auto innovation
products and
services.and grow from a traditional manufacturing enterprise into a
development
trends,
accelerate
andmobility
transformation,
comprehensive provider of auto products and mobility services.
 Studied the process of developing new dealers systematically, received and evaluated 208 sets of materials,
communicated
directly
with representatives
of 3systematically,
dealers, helpedreceived
with their
financing
and208
opening,
received
 Studied
the process
of developing
new dealers
and
evaluated
sets ofand
materials,
appreciations from
the with
dealers
communicated
directly
representatives of 3 dealers, helped with their financing and opening, and received
from the dealers
 appreciations
Analysed the submission
process of dealers' materials, introduced a creative approach of material submission
evaluationthe
- Quantitative
produced
a material
completion
and submission
forsubmission
dealers
 Analysed
submission Evaluation
process of ,dealers'
materials,
introduced
a creative
approachguideline
of material
independently,
which is employed
highly appreciated
thesupervisor
evaluation
- Quantitative
Evaluationand
, produced
a material by
completion
and submission guideline for dealers
 independently,
Created a 4-minute
video
internship
publicity,
was played at the recruitment talk of SAIC Motor
whichadvertising
is employed
andfor
highly
appreciated
by which
thesupervisor
in fall 2018
and viewed
130 thousand
times
 Created
a 4-minute
advertising
video for
internship publicity, which was played at the recruitment talk of SAIC Motor
in fall 2018 and viewed 130 thousand times
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Jilin Alight Automotive Equipment Co., Ltd: Jilin, - Intern: China - Intern (August 2016 - September 2016) Jilin
Alight Automotive Equipment is a comprehensive production enterprise integrating production, design and development
 sales and service. It mainly produces automotive inspection lines and welding machines
 Received well-rounded training in automotive services in 9 aspects, such as mechanical and electrical

maintenance, sheet metal processing, spray painting and marketing methods

 Mastered the Quick Maintenance skills of automobiles

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES







Languages: IELTS: 6.5 (L: 6.0 R: 7.5 W: 6.5 S: 6.0) and native Chinese speaker
IT Skills: High proficiency in Microsoft PowerPoint, Keynote and software for video and audio clips
Professional Certificates: 2D & 3D CAD Engineer
Individual Interests: Piano, painting and graphic design
Leader of Students' Rights Protection Department: Jilin University (September 2016 - September 2017)
Extracurricular: Set up a bridge between students and university and handled more than 30 problems put
forward by students through focus groups and surveys. Organised various campus activities:
Transportation Safety Day, Auto Culture Festival, and Graduation Ceremony for School of Transportation,
etc .
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Tendai Kimberly Maswela

+44 078424 58310 tendai-kimberly.maswela@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+44 078424 58310 tendai-kimberly.maswela@cranfield.ac.uk
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Cranfield University

Tendai Kimberly Maswela

A motivated, focused, process driven academic currently pursuing an MSc in Automotive Engineering and looking
PERSONAL STATEMENT
forward to the prospect of a job in the Automotive Engineering sector. Having spent time in industry with hands on
working on
engines,
the academic
academic currently
continuously
embraces
opportunities,
supplementing
with
A experience
motivated, focused,
process
driven
pursuing
an MSc
in Automotive
Engineeringeducation
and looking
extracurricular
activities.
experience
working
both in a sector.
workshop
and spent
at thetime
reception,
contributing
to on
both
forward
to the prospect
of aHas
job in
the Automotive
Engineering
Having
in industry
with hands
interpersonal
and on
communication
skills while
working under
pressure
without compromising
attention
to with
detail.
experience
working
engines, the academic
continuously
embraces
opportunities,
supplementing
education
Academic skills
gainedHas
included
the ability
to use
MATLAB,
CATIA, and
ANSYS
andreception,
Star CCM+
software. to both
extracurricular
activities.
experience
working
both
in a workshop
at the
contributing
interpersonal and communication skills while working under pressure without compromising attention to detail.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Academic
skills gained included the ability to use MATLAB, CATIA, ANSYS and Star CCM+ software.
 Bachelor of Engineering with Upper Second Class in Automotive Engineering with Motorsport
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 University of Hertfordshire Go Herts Award (Gold), the highest award given to students who embrace the
extracurricular
activitieswith
provided,
to their
transferable
skills.
 Bachelor
of Engineering
Uppercontributing
Second Class
in Automotive
Engineering
with Motorsport

Member
of
University
of
Hertfordshire
Shell-Eco
Marathon
team
in
academic
year 2019-2020,
building
 University of Hertfordshire Go Herts Award (Gold), the highest awardthe
given
to students
who embrace
the
a car with theactivities
goal to travel
the furthest
on ato
gallon
fuel in the skills.
Shell-Eco Marathon challenge
extracurricular
provided,
contributing
their of
transferable
Zimbabwe
Class 1 Certificate
of Skilled
Worker Marathon
Qualification
in the
trade
Automotive
Machinist
  Member
of University
of Hertfordshire
Shell-Eco
team
in the
academic
year Precision
2019-2020,
building(to
include
Engine
competence
operate machinery
in engine component
a car
with Automotive
the goal to travel
theFitting),
furthestconfirming
on a gallon
of fuel in thetoShell-Eco
Marathon challenge
modification
processes.
 Zimbabwe
Class
1 Certificate of Skilled Worker Qualification in the trade Automotive Precision Machinist (to
 include
Zimbabwe
HEXCOEngine
National
Certificate
in Automotive
Precision
Machining,
having completed
a year as an
Automotive
Fitting),
confirming
competence
to operate
machinery
in engine component
apprentice
at
Harare
Polytechnic
College
modification processes.
 Zimbabwe HEXCO National Certificate in Automotive Precision Machining, having completed a year as an
EDUCATION
apprentice at Harare Polytechnic College

MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (Oct 2020 – Present)
EDUCATION
Modules:Engineering:
Vehicle Structures,
Vehicle
Manufacturing,
Electrification
and Hybridization, Vehicle
MScAutomotive
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,Vehicle
UK (Oct
2020 – Present)
Dynamics, Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Design and Performance, Automotive
Engineering
Design
Project Vehicle Manufacturing, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridization, Vehicle
 Modules:
Vehicle
Structures,
 Dynamics,
Group Project:
Designing
an electricand
off-road
SUV for the
African
market,
the challenges
Vehicle Design Powertrain
Performance,
Engine
Design
andaddressing
Performance,
Automotive in
availability Design
of electricity
and climate challenges.
Engineering
Project
 Group Project: Designing an electric off-road SUV for the African market, addressing the challenges in
BEng (Hons) Automotive Engineering with Motorsport: University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Hertfordshire
availability of electricity and climate challenges.
(Jan 2016 - Jul 2020)
BEng (Hons) Automotive Engineering with Motorsport: University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Hertfordshire
Modules:
Vehicle Structural Analysis and Manufacture, Vehicle Engineering Design, Computer Aided
(Jan2016
- Jul 2020)
Engineering, Dynamics, Engineering Science, Materials and Electrical Science, Mechanical Science,
Mechanics
and Properties
of Materials,
Motorsport Engineering,
Project Management
and Product
 Modules:
Vehicle
Structural Analysis
and Manufacture,
Vehicle Engineering
Design, Computer
Aided
Development,
Thermofluid
MechanicsScience, Materials and Electrical Science, Mechanical Science,
Engineering,
Dynamics,
Engineering
 Mechanics
Final Yearand
Project:
Engine of
Mapping
Test Set-Up
for the
Shell-Eco Marathon
on a GXH50
Properties
Materials,
Motorsport
Engineering,
Project Team
Management
and engine
Product
Development, Thermofluid Mechanics
Automotive Precision Machining (National Certificate): Harare Polytechnic College, Harare (Jan 2012 - Apr
 Final Year Project: Engine Mapping Test Set-Up for the Shell-Eco Marathon Team on a GXH50 engine
2015)
Automotive Precision Machining (National Certificate): Harare Polytechnic College, Harare (Jan 2012 - Apr
 Modules: Precision Machining Technology, Automotive Engineering Drawing, Workshop Practice and
2015)
Processes, Automotive Engineering Science and Mathematics, Automotive Engineering

Including Precision
1 year in industry
for On-the-job
training
in 2013 Engineering Drawing, Workshop Practice and
 Modules:
Machining
Technology,
Automotive
Processes, Automotive Engineering Science and Mathematics, Automotive Engineering
CAREER
HISTORY
 Including
1 year in industry for On-the-job training in 2013
AUTO RECONDITIONING
CENTRE: Harare, Zimbabwe - Precision Machinist (Jan 2015 - Dec 2015)
CAREER
HISTORY
Automotive Precision Machining Workshop
AUTO RECONDITIONING CENTRE: Harare, Zimbabwe - Precision Machinist (Jan 2015 - Dec 2015)
 Established a better waste management strategy than previously used by promoting the recycling of swarf
Automotive Precision Machining Workshop
collected during operations, reducing the company's environmental impact.
Implemented
the reduction
in customer strategy
dissatisfaction,
achieved used
through
organization
by applying
the
  Established
a better
waste management
than previously
by better
promoting
the recycling
of swarf
FIFO strategy
encouraging
transparency
whenenvironmental
jobs could notimpact.
be completed in time.
collected
during and
operations,
reducing
the company's
 Implemented the reduction in customer dissatisfaction, achieved through better organization by applying the
FIFO strategy and encouraging transparency when jobs could not be completed in time.
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CYLINDER HEAD CENTRE: Harare, Zimbabwe – (Jan 2012 - Dec 2014)
Automotive Precision Machining Workshop
Precision Machinist





Analyzed and modified engine components using machinery like the center lathe, block re -borer,
milling machine and surface grinding machine.
Assembled engines according to the torques needed as specified in the manufacturer's specification book,
ensuring delivery of high-quality goods.
Operated crankshaft grinding, setting the big-end stroke, and thereafter polishing it by reducing the rotation
speed and de-burring with polishing tape.
Collaborated with workshop staff in cylinder head overhaul, rotating according to sections with the
most demand.

Cashier/ Secretary Part time role





Applied basic accounting of cash received after each day, followed by a briefing and cash hand over with the
employer.
Oversaw the digitization of the company's booking, improving efficiency in finding customer job reference and
increasing storage space.
Executed the consignment of engine components for machining to and from companies of the same trade to
meet strict completion times during periods of high demand.
Oversaw consistent operation of business during the manager's annual leave or emergency calls, addressing
customer grievances and offering solutions.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Welwyn Garden City Adventist Community Church: Welwyn Garden City - Voluntary Assistant (Oct 2018 Mar 2020)
Seventh-Day Adventist Church


Took initiative and voluntarily assisted in setting up of church video and audio every sabbath, relieving the
load on the sole member in charge.

University of Hertfordshire: Hatfield, Hertfordshire - Secretary (Sep 2016 May 2017)
Seventh-Day Adventist Society


Led the planning of Society weekly budget and programs, ensuring all were conducted while meeting university
regulations health and safety.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES







IT Skills: Experience using MATLAB, CATIA, ANSYS, Star CCM+, Microsoft Office Suite (Word,
PowerPoint, and Excel)
Volunteering: Peer educator, Church Youth Listener (mental health first aider), Church Audio & Visual
system support
Languages: Shona (Native), English (Native), French (B1 listening and speaking)
Individual Interests: Enjoy knitting, sewing, and playing sudoku. Casually play the African Xylophone.
Membership: Member of Milton Keynes SDA youth walking and hiking club.
Professional/ Technical training: Automotive Precision Machinist
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CAREER HISTORY
Team Alishaa Racing: Chennai, India - Trackside Engineer Trainee (January 2019 - December 2019)
Alisha Abdullah is the first name that springs to mind when it comes to stars of Indian motorsports and racing. She
is India’s first female national racing champion, starting her own racing team and academy, and races in both Bike
and Car Racing Championships.




Responsible for getting the driver feedback from the car and communicating to the Team Mechanics to
improve the performance.
Assisted the Senior Engineer and the Team Mechanics to ensure a smoothly executed, successful race
weekend. Integral part of team and helped winning podiums in MRF LGB F1300 series.
Hosted the training program for the racing academy for the participants in Madras Motor Race track,
Chennai for Bike Racing. Conducted workshops on Racing and Performance Tuning and promoted
motorsports among the engineering students in Chennai.

FF Motorsports, Vel Tech Multi Tech Dr.RR & Dr.SR Engineering College, Chennai, India – POSITION
TITLE (October 2016 - April 2019)
FF Motorsports is the official Formula Student team of Vel Tech Multi Tech Dr.RR & Dr.SR Engineering College.
The team focuses on designing, manufacturing, developing and racing of a single seater Formula style vehicle for
National Formula Student Events.





Initiated and originated the Formula Student team and led for three consecutive years by revitalizing the
team to design and develop three different formula style race cars to participate in SAE Supra 2017,
Formula Bharat 2018 and ISIE Champions of Champions 2019, respectively.
Team Captain, First Driver and Chief Vehicle Dynamics Engineer of the team and carried out the
secondary tasks of CAD Modelling of the car using CATIA and Solidworks.
Developed drastically as an engineer and a leader from the experience of leading and managing a team
of 25 members and fabricating three Formula style cars from scratch within the deadlines and
participating successfully in the main events year after year.

Renault Nissan Automotive India Pvt. Ltd., Chennai, India – Intern (June 2018 – July 2018)
The first joint Renault-Nissan Alliance plant for global markets, the plant at Chennai in India has a production capacity
of 400,000 units. The plant represents an investment of 45 billion rupees ($990 million) and employs 1,500 people.



Collected traffic data and material movements inside the factor to support set up of the Automated
Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and laid the path for AGVs along the production line.
Enhanced knowledge regarding the various vehicle production stages and testing process.

Team JARVIS, Vel Tech Multi Tech Dr.RR & Dr.SR Engineering College, Chennai, India (July 2015 - April
2016)
Team Jarvis is the official Karting team of Vel Tech Multi Tech Dr.RR & Dr.SR Engineering College. The team
focuses on designing, manufacturing, developing and racing of the Go-Karts for National Karting Events.




Worked in the Chassis team as a Junior Design Engineer and participated in the National Kart Racing
Championship 2016 (NKRC Season 3) which held in Mohite Racing Circuit. Selected in the karting team
as the youngest participant.
Proactively carried out the assigned tasks throughout the project, forming reputable relationship with
Faculty Advisor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, and the college management.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES




Languages: Fluent English, and Tamil.
IT Skills: Confident IT user. Experienced with CATIA V5, Solidworks, Creo, Microsoft Word, Excel and
PowerPoint. Knowledge of Altair Hypermesh, Matlab and Simulink.
Individual Interests: Active follower of both the pinnacle of motorsports, F1 and Le Mans. Enjoys
occasional Karting and watching Premier League Football.
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Student currently pursuing MSc in Automotive Engineering, holding an undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Accomplished Hydraulic Engineering Course at Yuken India Limited Hydraulics School, Bangalore.
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first place
for theEngineering
event 200mCourse
race conducted
Drona
2K17,
the annual
sportsBangalore.
meet of Viswajyothi
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- ATV Design
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of Technology,
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Design
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and Technology,
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Performed in Mime
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third
place withatAMount
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in the CBSE
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Confederation of Kerala Sahodaya Complexes at Mount Seena Public School, Kerala.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - October 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 - October 2021)
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Project:
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B.Tech Mechanical Engineering: Kerala Technological University, Kerala (August 2015 - July 2019)
B.Tech Mechanical Engineering: Kerala Technological University, Kerala (August 2015 - July 2019)
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CAREER HISTORY
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Grace Honda: Thrissur, Kerala - Service Engineer Trainee (January 2020 - June 2020)
Grace Honda
Honda:isThrissur,
Kerala
- Service
Engineer
Trainee
(January
2020 - June
2020)
Grace
the authorised
service
centre
for Honda
Motorcycle
and Scooter.
Honda
Motorcycle and Scooter India,
Grace Honda
the authorised
service
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for Honda
Motorcycle
and
Scooter.
HondaLimited,
Motorcycle
andFounded
Scooter India,
Private
Limitedis(HMSI)
is the wholly
owned
Indian
subsidiary
of Honda
Motor
Company,
Japan.
in
Privateit Limited
(HMSI)
is the
wholly owned
Indian
subsidiary of Honda Motor Company, Limited, Japan. Founded in
1999,
is the fourth
Honda
automotive
venture
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1999, it is the fourth Honda automotive venture in India.
• Examined different motorcycle engines mainly 125 cc air cooled, OHC, four stroke, single-cylinder engines
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repairmotorcycle
works to be
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• having
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different
engines
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air cooled,
OHC,
four stroke, single-cylinder engines
having severe repair works to be rectified along with senior service engineers.
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• Carried out disassembling of 110 cc, 125 cc and 150 cc engines to find out root cause of trouble occurring while
operating.
• Performed different preventive maintenance on both motorcycles and scooters to avoid future failure of vehicle
such as replacement of engine and brake oil, chain tightening, brakes cleaning, replacement of oil seal and
washer.
• Conducted replacement of gasket oil seal to avoid oil leak, oil scrapper ring, compression ring, coil spring, wiper
ring, piston, gudgeon pin to eliminate trouble.
• Eliminated different trouble causing factors in clutch assembly, brakes, suspension, carburettor mainly on
scooters of 125 cc engine.
• Aided in installing different equipment and engine parts in a 2-wheeler together with senior service engineers.
• Interacted with customers to address the inquiries, concerns and request and was able to evaluate and
determine the solution to the problem the customer demands.
TVS Motor Company: Hosur, Tamil Nadu - Internship (June 2017 - July 2017)
TVS Motor Company is the third largest 2-wheeler company in India. TVS Motor is also the 2nd largest exporter in India
with exports to over 60 Countries. A member of the TVS Group, it is the largest company of the group in terms of size and
turnover.
• Obtained knowledge how a 2-wheeler is built from raw materials to a final working model, by what means it has
been tested and then packed for delivery.
• Examined how different parts and equipment of a 2-wheeler is manufactured.
• Analysed different engine parts of motorcycle and scooters and achieved an idea of what each part serves in the
operation of a 2-wheeler.
Tranvancore Mats and Matting: Cherthala, Kerala - Internship (June 2016 - July 2016)
A self-export house and was established in the year 1917 and has been engaged in the preparation of doormats in coir,
coir plus rubber, rubber and polypropylene.
• Attained awareness about how a doormat is produced from raw material to a final product.
• Analysed different machines developed for manufacturing a doormat and what each machine performs.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Fluent English, Malayalam, Hindi, Basic German.
• IT Skills: Microsoft Word, Powerpoint, Excel, C++, Auto CAD, Matlab and simulink (beginner).
• Individual Interests: Interested in all sports activities, in particular football, athletics and basketball. Love to
spend time reading news article, books and magazines about automotive industry. Listen to music to freshen up
mind.
• Volunteering: Supported charitable causes organised by SMYM and CMC charity organisation in India.
Organised National Level Technical Festival Bodhi held at Viswajyothi College of Engineering and Technology.
• Memberships: Member of Indian Society for Technical Education.
• Professional/Technical Training: Yuken India Limited Hydraulics School - Hydraulics Engineering Training
course.
• Sports: Acquired third place for the 100m race and achieved third place for the 400m relay executed at Drona
2k17. Obtained second place in the event football conducted at Drona 2k18.
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• Secured first place as a team in state level science exhibition for developing a working prototype of Solar Air Cooler
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
• Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Electrification
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BE Production Engineering: PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore, India (July 2013 - April 2017)
BE Production Engineering: PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore, India (July 2013 - April 2017)
• Modules: Engineering Metallurgy, Engineering Mechanics, Machining Technology, Foundry Technology, Strength
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▪ C.R.I
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CAREER HISTORY
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NSK Bearings India Pvt. Ltd.: Chennai, India - Material Application Engineer (April 2018 - May 2020)
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Application
(April
2018 in
- May
NSK Bearings
was founded
in 1916
and produced
first- Material
ball bearings
made in Engineer
Japan. NSK's
journey
India2020)
began in Chennai
NSK
wastofounded
and produced
the first Bearing
ball bearings
made in Japan. NSK's journey in India began in Chennai
in 2006
cater to in
the1916
Automotive
and Industrial
business.
in 2006 to cater to the Automotive and Industrial Bearing business.
• Headed a team of three to manage the Materials laboratory operations. Undertook training for new members
• Headed
a team
of threeforto2manage
the Materials
Undertook
training for new
Key account
Manager
major steel
suppliers laboratory
catered to operations.
80% of Bearing
Steel requirements
andmembers
Improved the
• Key
account
Manager
for 2 majorrate
steel
catered
to 80%
of Bearing
incoming
inspection
acceptance
to suppliers
90% through
periodic
process
auditsSteel requirements and Improved the
inspection
acceptance
rate for
to 90%
through
periodic
auditscontributed to savings of 30 Million
• incoming
Developed
an alternate
steel source
the hub
bearing
steel process
requirements
• Developed
anmaterial
alternate
steel
INR in direct
cost
persource
year for the hub bearing steel requirements contributed to savings of 30 Million
INR in direct material cost per year
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• Liaised with Japanese Expatriates and represented materials engineering division among several stakeholders
for New product development and Process Change projects in India
• Managed a cross functional team to develop a traceability and mix up prevention system to handle multiple
suppliers from Steel Mill (tier 2) to final product
NSK Bearings India Pvt. Ltd.: Chennai, India - Graduate Engineer (May 2017 - April 2018)
• Underwent training on metallography, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Ultrasonic Testing and NSK internal R&D
Auditor training program. Created Standard Operating Procedures for all the key processes
• Liaised with Japanese Expatriates and global vendors to set up a state-of-the-art material testing laboratory in
India. Effectively managed the project budget and completed the laboratory on time
• Researched on the root cause analysis of Inclusions in bearing steel to enhance the cleanliness and fatigue life
ZF Wind Power Pvt. Ltd.: Coimbatore, India – Project Intern (December 2016 - April 2017)
ZF Wind Power is a globally established designer, manufacturer and supplier of advanced gearbox solutions, supplying
major manufacturers of gear-driven wind turbines with a gearbox output range up to 9.5MW and serving all key wind
power segments.
• Reduced Material Movement across the assembly division by 19% through the application of Layout Optimization
heuristics
• Analyzed and proposed a modified layout using heuristics SLP, ALDEP, CORELAP and CRAFT. Secured a
grade of 9/10
CRI Pumps Pvt. Ltd.: Coimbatore, India – Internship (July 2016 – October 2016)
C.R.I. has evolved itself as a key player in the world’s pump industry with an unbeatable presence in fluid management
systems.
•

Identified bottlenecks in pump assembly process and eliminated them through Kaizen. Streamlined the assembly
process using line balancing resulting in 10% Increase in Line Balance Efficiency and 11% Reduction in manual
Work Content

RANE TRW Steering Systems.: Chennai, India – Internship (May 2016 – June 2016)
RANE group was founded in 1929. RANE started steering system manufacturing in 1987 and currently have joint venture
with TRW Automotive. Have a strong market presence across all Indian OE vehicle manufacturers.
•
•

Improved the first-time throughput yield to 100% and reduced the in-process rejection rate in assembly process
through the application of Six Sigma methodology
Experience of various quality tools like 8D, FMEA, MSA, Control Charts.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Tamil (Native), English (Professional working proficiency), Japanese (basic)
• IT Skills: Experienced with PTC CREO, Catia, Hypermesh (optistruct), ANSYS Workbench, Minitab, MATLAB,
Simulink, C/C++, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint
• Community Service: Volunteered in Ashwin Maharaj Foundation to conduct music therapy for cancer patients
• Professional/Technical training: Lean Six Sigma Green Belt - JURAN Academy, ANSYS Workbench - UMS
Technologies, Electric Car - Introduction & Technology from TU Delft
• Individual Interests: Vehicle Modification (EV Retro-fitment) and Playing Guitar
• Sports: Football, Karting
• Societies: Cranfield Musicians Society ( Events head), Production Engineering Association (In charge of events),
Higher Education Society.
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Automotive Mechatronics
Our MSc course is focused on the next generation of automotive
mechatronics, robotics, electronics and control systems, and the
industry which drives them forward.
The automotive industry is experiencing one of the most dramatic changes – in terms of electrification
and automation – since the invention of the combustion engine. Throughout the academic year our
MSc students engage with practitioners from major automotive companies and Tier 1 suppliers.
A number of these practitioners are successful Cranfield alumni, working in the national and
international automotive sector. Their input into the MSc programme enriches the current student
experience.
We encourage the students to use every opportunity to develop their links with the automotive industry.
We all know that effective networking is an important consideration in developing successful careers.
Cranfield offers a unique environment in which to study automotive mechatronics especially now,
after the multi-million investment in our Intelligent Mobility Engineering Centre (IMEC) and the Multi
User Environment for Autonomous Vehicle Innovation (MUEAVI). As a specialist postgraduate
university with a diverse international community, our students engage with people from a wide
range of educational backgrounds and career experiences which enriches them, both personally and
academically. Independence of thought as well as team work is promoted throughout the MSc.
Please take time to read their CVs. We encourage you to make contact with our students directly
should you consider them for employment and thesis projects beyond the MSc, which this cohort
completes in September 2021.

Dr Efstathios Velenis,
Reader in Vehicle Dynamics and Control
T: +44 (0)1234 758595
E: e.velenis@cranfield.ac.uk

Automotive Mechatronics
Group design project 2020-21
In the next few years, it is expected that an increasing number of vehicles
will be equipped with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS),
effectively paving the road for fully Autonomous Vehicles (AVs).
While there are still many open questions on how AVs will perceive the world around them to make the best
decision to navigate through it, and how this can be done in the most efficient way (which in the case of an
electric vehicle can be crucial if we are to make sure the vehicle can complete the journey), there is also a
growing interest to better understand how short/long-term path planning and following decisions from the
AV will affect the vehicle occupants.
As a simple example, think how abrupt changes of direction from an AV can result in an unpleasant
experience for the passengers, especially in the case they are not observing the road and/or are occupied
with other activities like reading a book. Ultimately, the way an AV navigates through the world is
connected to not only short-term effects (like induction of motion sickness) but can also have a negative
impact on the general perception of the public towards AVs, hence reducing public acceptance of AVs.
Project Aim: Based on the above, the aim of the Group Design Project (GDP) is to explore the
interconnections between travel time and passenger comfort in an autonomous electric vehicle
application.
Project Objectives: Develop and test a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle (hereafter called the “S-AV”) for
travelling around a track in minimum time while monitoring ‘passenger’ comfort. For this, you will have to:
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•

Develop the necessary hardware/software framework for autonomously controlling the S-AV using the
Waveshare Jetracer platform equipped with the Jetson Nano development kit.

•

Instrument the S-AV with the necessary sensors for capturing its dynamic response.

•

Develop and test the autonomous perception and control algorithms to drive the S-AV around a track.

•

Develop and validate a simulation model (or “virtual twin”).

•

Monitor appropriate metrics for the ‘passenger’ comfort.

•

Explore the connections (if any) between ‘passenger’ comfort and energy efficiency.

•

Analyse effect of trying to minimise travel time around a track on above mentioned metrics.

•

Demonstrate the final concept on a defined path in simulation using the virtual twin and in the IMEC
building with the actual S-AV.

Team one
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Automotive Mechatronics

Rachel Corking

Maria Dina-Valadão

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Zhongkai Liu

Shashank Srinivas

Automotive Mechatronics MSc
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Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Amoghavarsha Kokkarne Panduranga
Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Rachel Corking
Rachel Corking

07714211814 rachel.corking@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
07714211814 rachel.corking@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
MSc Automotive
Mechatronics student at Cranfield University. Graduated with First Class (Hons) BEng
Motorsport Engineering from the University of Central Lancashire, with a sandwich year completed within the
MSc
Automotive
Mechatronics
student
at Cranfield
Graduated
with Associate
First ClassMember
(Hons) BEng
Seatbelt
& Safety
Systems Design
team
at NissanUniversity.
Technical Centre
Europe.
of the Institution
Motorsport
Engineering
from
the
University
of
Central
Lancashire,
with
a
sandwich
year
completed
within the
of Mechanical Engineers. Keen interest in motorsport, particularly Formula E and BTCC.
Seatbelt & Safety Systems Design team at Nissan Technical Centre Europe. Associate Member of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers. Keen interest in motorsport, particularly Formula E and BTCC.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Awarded Cranfield University Santander Scholarship
• Completed BEng Motorsport Engineering with Sandwich Year and achieved First Class Honours
• •Awarded
Cranfield
Santander Scholarship
Associate
MemberUniversity
IMechE (AMIMechE)
• •Completed
BEng
Motorsport
Engineering
Sandwich
Year and achieved
First Class Honours
L1 Award MIG Welding completed as anwith
evening
class alongside
bachelor studies
• Associate Member IMechE (AMIMechE)
• L1 Award MIG Welding completed as an evening class alongside bachelor studies
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, Bedfordshire (September 2020 - September 2021)
• Modules:
Embedded Vehicle
Control
Systems,Cranfield,
Mechatronics
Modelling (September
for Vehicle Systems,
Vehicle Control
MSc Automotive
Mechatronics:
Cranfield
University,
Bedfordshire
2020 - September
2021)
Applications, Vehicle Electrification & Hybridisation, Vehicle Dynamics
• •Modules:
Embedded
Vehicle
Control Systems,
Mechatronics
Modelling forVehicles
Vehicle Systems,
Vehicle
Control
Group Design
Project:
Investigating
Passenger
Comfort in Autonomous
using a Scale
Model
and
Applications,
Vehicle
Electrification & Hybridisation, Vehicle Dynamics
Simulation; Team
Leader
• •Group
Design
Project:
Investigating Passenger Comfort in Autonomous Vehicles using a Scale Model and
Individual
Project:
TBC
Leaderrecipient
•Simulation;
SantanderTeam
Scholarship
• •Individual
TBC Vehicle Society
Member ofProject:
Autonomous
• Santander Scholarship recipient
Member of Autonomous
Society
BEng• Motorsport
Engineering:Vehicle
University
of Central Lancashire, Preston, Lancashire (September 2016 - May

2020)
BEng Motorsport Engineering: University of Central Lancashire, Preston, Lancashire (September 2016 - May
2020) • First Class Honours
• Modules: Thermo-fluids, MATLAB, Advanced CAD (SolidWorks), Mechanics, Operations Management
• •First
Class Honours
Individual
Project: Torque Vectoring Simulation and Evaluation using Simulink
• •Modules:
MATLAB,
Advanced
CAD
(SolidWorks),
Mechanics,
Operations
Formula Thermo-fluids,
Student: Member
of UCLan
Formula
Student
team. Chassis
Sub-team
lead forManagement
2020.
• Individual
Project:
Torque
Vectoring
Simulation
and
Evaluation
using
Simulink
Responsibilities included: design of head restraint, regulation check, holding weekly team meetings to confirm
• Formula
Member of UCLan Formula Student team. Chassis Sub-team lead for 2020.
planningStudent:
and costing
Responsibilities included: design of head restraint, regulation check, holding weekly team meetings to confirm
and Welding:
costing Preston's College, Preston, Lancashire (January 2018 - May 2018)
Level 1planning
Award MIG
Studied
asWelding:
an adult evening
class
to learnPreston,
and improve
welding(January
skills
Level 1 •Award
MIG
Preston's
College,
Lancashire
2018 - May 2018)
• Studied as an adult evening class to learn and improve welding skills
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER
HISTORY
ASDA: Milton
Keynes, Buckinghamshire - Home Shopping Picker (June 2020 - August 2020)
Supermarket
ASDA: Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire - Home Shopping Picker (June 2020 - August 2020)
• Managed customer's online orders by picking and packing products accurately while maintaining the
Supermarket
required pick rate of over 100 items an hour
• •Managed
customer's
online orders
byassisting
picking and
packingon
products
accurately
while maintaining the
Observing
COVID regulations
while
customers
the shop
floor
required pick rate of over 100 items an hour
• Observing COVID regulations while assisting customers on the shop floor
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Nissan Motor Corporation: Cranfield, Bedfordshire - Industrial Placement Engineer (August 2018 - September
2019)
Automobile Manufacturer - Technical Centre, Europe
• Internship within Seatbelt & Safety Systems Design department
• Held online and in-person meetings with suppliers to work through various stages of development across four
different vehicles
• Completed some safety part assembly within Nissan assembly plant, Sunderland; tested and inspected
systems at supplier manufacturing plants
• Utilized CAD and MATLAB to ensure safety systems within new vehicles met regulation and five-star EuroNCAP requirements
• Managed timing plans with suppliers using Microsoft Project, meeting deadlines and completing projects on time
ARC Hospitality Recruitment: Manchester, Greater Manchester - Agency Waitress, Bartender & Cashier (June
2018 - August 2018)
Hospitality & Service Worker Agency
• Hospitality agency work at venues across Manchester, including Old Trafford Cricket Ground, Old Trafford
Stadium & Etihad Stadium
Westbourne Motorsport: UK - Volunteer Trainee Race Technician (February 2018 - June 2018)
Family-run Race Team
• Attended race meetings at different UK race circuits to gain track-side work experience
• Maintained and cleaned two Clio Cup & three HRDC cars, ensuring cars were in race condition
• Maintained pit-board during sessions so drivers could obtain accurate lap time and pit-in information
Stock Brook Country Club: Billericay, Essex - Waitress & Bartender (June 2014 - December 2017)
Banqueting Suite & Golf Club
• Supervised bar staff teams (3-6 people) during shifts to ensure the team worked well and complied with alcohol
licensing laws
• Dealt with customer requests quickly and accurately so customers could enjoy once-in-a-lifetime events
without unnecessary stress or issues
• Required to work to a high standard in a fast-paced environment across three function rooms and a golf
clubhouse for weddings, parties and other formal functions, frequently with over 200 guests
• Prepared function rooms for events, ensuring accuracy to plans and high standard of cleanliness of tableware
• Cash handling responsibility & stock-taking at the end of each shift
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Software: MATLAB & Simulink; Microsoft Office (Word, Powerpoint, Excel, Project); Python; CAD
(Solidworks, Autodesk Fusion & Inventor)
• Language: English (Native), German (GCSE level)
• MathWorks Certificates: MATLAB Fundamentals & Introduction to Symbolic Math with MATLAB
• Coursera Certificate: Programming for Everybody (Getting Started with Python); (University of Michigan)
• Future Learn Certificate: Automotive Cyber Security: An Introduction; (Coventry University and Institute
of Coding)
• Duke of Edinburgh Awards: Bronze, Silver & Gold. Learning new skills, volunteering, improving fitness,
completing expeditions and a residential week away. Develop various personal skills, including teamwork,
communication and resourcefulness
• RSPB: Member for over ten years. Elected member of Phoenix Forum (now Youth Council) (2013 -2015)
attended regular meetings to discuss youth projects within the RSPB, with an annual volunteering weekend to
complete conservation tasks at a reserve
• Photography: Wildlife, landscape & motorsport photographer. Photos regularly shared on Instagram by the
Parks Trust
• F1 in Schools (2012-2014): National Finals 2014 - Best Engineered Car & 3rd Place Overall. CAD &
CFD development, design portfolio work and presentations to judges
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Maria
MariaPaola
Paola Dina-Valadão
Dina-Valadão

+ 44 (0) 789 444 4767 Maria.Dina-valadao@cranfield.ac.uk
+ 44 (0) 789 444 4767 Maria.Dina-valadao@cranfield.ac.uk

Cranfield
University
Cranfield University
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
An enthusiastic
andand
highly
motivated
out challenges
challengesand
andopportunities
opportunities
in all
thing’s
An enthusiastic
highly
motivatedpostgraduate
postgraduatestudent
student seeking
seeking out
in all
thing’s
mechatronics.
With
mostly
a hands-on
aspiring to
tobroaden
broadenmy
myelectronics
electronics
and
computing
mechatronics.
With
mostly
a hands-onmechanical
mechanicalbackground,
background, aspiring
and
computing
knowledge
for for
better
adaptability
within
sectors.Capable
Capableofofworking
working
well
knowledge
better
adaptability
withinengineering’s
engineering’smultidisciplinary
multidisciplinary sectors.
well
as as
partpart
of aof a
team
excellent
communication,demonstrated
demonstratedpredominantly
predominantly while
team.
Taking
on on
a a
team
withwith
excellent
communication,
while in
inaamotorsport
motorsportrace
race
team.
Taking
subdivision
leadership
role,
after
yearwith
withthe
theteam.
team.Looking
Looking forward
forward to
and
professional
subdivision
leadership
role,
after
a ayear
toutilizing
utilizingaamore
moretechnical
technical
and
professional
range
of
skills
for
growth,
as
part
of
an
organization
and
personal
development.
range of skills for growth, as part of an organization and personal development.
ACHIEVEMENTS
KEYKEY
ACHIEVEMENTS

•
•

st
•Achieved
Achieved
Class
BEng
(Hons)ininAutomotive
Automotive Engineering
Engineering (Motorsport)
BEng
(Hons)
(Motorsport)
a 1ast 1Class
• Awarded £4,000 scholarship to Cranfield university in 2020/21 by Santander Master’s Scholarship
Awarded £4,000 scholarship to Cranfield university in 2020/21 by Santander Master’s Scholarship
Programme

Programme

•
•
•
•

• Awarded £3,700 scholarship from the Black Heart Foundation
£3,700
scholarship
from
the BlackMechanical
Heart Foundation
•Awarded
Attained
a Dassault
Systèmes
Solidworks
Design at level associate certificate issued April 2019
Attained
a
Dassault
Systèmes
Solidworks
Mechanical
Design
at level
associateand
certificate
issuedpeer
April 2019
• Reached 3rd place in the Main event and won prices for
best group
presentation
best solution
Reached
place inDesign
the Main
event and
won
prices forvehicle
best group
presentation
and best solution peer
review 3rd
for IMechE
Challenge
2017
Repeatable
as team
leader
review
for
IMechE
Design
Challenge
2017
Repeatable
vehicle
as
team
leader
• Completed an IMI Level 2 Diploma in Light Vehicle Maintenance and Repair Principles

Completed an IMI Level 2 Diploma in Light Vehicle Maintenance and Repair Principles

EDUCATION

EDUCATION
MSc in Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (Oct 2020 – Sept 2021)
MSc in Automotive
Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (Oct 2020 – Sept 2021)
• Modules: Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain and Performance,

Mechatronics
Modelling
for Vehicle
Systems, Advanced
Control and
Optimisation,
Vehicle
Modules:
Automotive
Control
and Simulation,
Vehicle Dynamics,
Vehicle
Powertrain
andControl
Performance,
Applications,
Embedded
Vehicle
Control
Systems,
Vehicle
Electrification
and
Hybridisation.
Mechatronics Modelling for Vehicle Systems, Advanced Control and Optimisation, Vehicle Control
•Applications,
Group Project:
Developing
a line
following
autonomous
electric
vehicle. Monitoring
passenger comfort and
Embedded
Vehicle
Control
Systems,
Vehicle
Electrification
and Hybridisation.
travel time. Utilising a simulation model on ROS as a virtual twin to validate the vehicle (Jetson nano Jet
• Group Project: Developing a line following autonomous electric vehicle. Monitoring passenger comfort and
racer). Analysed collected performance dynamics data for determining a desired performance that conforms
travel time. Utilising a simulation model on ROS as a virtual twin to validate the vehicle (Jetson nano Jet
to objective constraints for an undefined path.
racer). Analysed collected performance dynamics data for determining a desired performance that conforms
• Individual Thesis: Development of an autonomous control system for off road vehicle control for the
to objective constraints for an undefined path.
minimisation of energy use or maximisation of vehicle performance.
• Individual Thesis: Development of an autonomous control system for off road vehicle control for the
BEngminimisation
in Automotive
Engineering
London & Surrey, UK (Sept 2016- June
of energy
use or(Motorsport):
maximisationKingston
of vehicleUniversity,
performance.

•

2019)

BEng in Automotive Engineering (Motorsport): Kingston University, London & Surrey, UK (Sept 2016- June
2019) • Modules: Engineering Application and Practice, Thermofluid and Mechanical Principles, Analytical Methods,
•

•

•
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Computing, Electrical and Electronic Systems, Engineering Design, Materials and Manufacture 1&2,

Electronic
Systems, Control
and Computing,
Project
Engineering
Management,
EngineAnalytical
and Vehicle
Modules:
Engineering
Application
and Practice,
Thermofluid
andand
Mechanical
Principles,
Methods,
Principles,Electrical
Businessand
Management
Quality Engineering
Systems, Mechatronics,
Dynamics
and
Control, Race
Vehicles
Computing,
Electronicand
Systems,
Design, Materials
and
Manufacture
1&2,
Design and
Optimization.
Electronic
Systems,
Control and Computing, Project Engineering and Management, Engine and Vehicle
•Principles,
Individual
Project:
For vehicle toand
cloud
to vehicle
communication,
integrating
a Matlab
genetic
Business Management
Quality
Systems,
Mechatronics,
Dynamics
andcoded
Control,
Race Vehicles
algorithm
to
optimise
an
active
suspension
quarter
car
model
controller.
Adapting
an
LQR
controllers’
effort
Design and Optimization.
and performance
variables
to different
road communication,
profile samples tointegrating
simulate suitable
solutions.
Individual
Project: tuning
For vehicle
to cloud
to vehicle
a Matlab
coded genetic
•algorithm
Memberships
Projects:
KU
Motorsport
team
member
for
two
years.
Attended
races
at
the MSVT
Trackday
to optimise an active suspension quarter car model controller. Adapting an LQR
controllers’
effort
Championship. Carried out machining tasks, inspections and standard assembly. Replaced damaged and
and performance tuning variables to different road profile samples to simulate suitable solutions.
oversized parts. Delivered pitlane support. Assisted with modified part implementations and ignition timing.
Memberships Projects: KU Motorsport team member for two years. Attended races at the MSVT Trackday
Participated in an IMechE group presentation yearly overview and outlined future work. Oversaw a
Championship.
Carried out machining tasks, inspections and standard assembly. Replaced damaged and
suspension sub team for suspension optimisation. Identified damper data profiles, obtained both inhouse and
oversized
parts.
Deliverednecessary
pitlane support.
Assisted with modified part implementations and ignition timing.
on a track to determine
adjustments.
Participated in an IMechE group presentation yearly overview and outlined future work. Oversaw a
suspension sub team for suspension optimisation. Identified damper data profiles, obtained both inhouse and
on a track to determine necessary adjustments.

CAREER HISTORY
Tutor, Private tuition, London UK (2016-2019)
•

Tutoring Mathematics and Physics to four different aged children. Conveyed a different communication
approach for special education requirements. Formulated test papers for constructive feedback. Critiqued with
parents on children's progress. Taught revision tact ticks to enhance learning techniques to achieve higher
than the Children’s predicted grades.

Retail assistance, Delaware North, Wembley, Emirates and London Stadium, London UK (2015-2018)
•

Experienced in delivering efficient high-quality customer focus in a teamwork orientated environment.
Demonstrating great company Integrity and practicing strong health and safety awareness. Audited and
managed in kiosk stock. Calculated tile transaction with final cash count. Briefed new staff when working in
larger kiosks. Working well under pressure and adaptive to changing requirements.

Consultant, Social innovation programme, Kingston University, London UK (Nov 2017 – Dec 2017)
•

Managed a team of six for a community improvement project. Received practical training and support to
develop skills in research, consultation and critical thinking. Consulted directly with a client and conducted
interviews. Designated tasks, organised meetings and documented team progress. Collaborated on a group
report. Composed a group presentation highlighting critical research findings and key recommendations.

Cleaner (Termly cover), The Heights, Harrow, London UK (2015-2019)
•

Responsible for cleaning offices on two floors. Working in a team of two, alternating tasks and monitoring
stock variances on both floors. Finalising delivery orders and organising new stock.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
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Languages: English (Native), French (Basic).
IT Skills: Experienced with Microsoft Office. Knowledge of MATLAB/Simulink, Arduino and ROS. Familiar
with Python and C/C++.
Volunteering: Foodbank collecting with Norwood & Brixton Foodbank Ltd. And helping with IMechE events at
Kingston University.
Memberships: IMechE Affiliate Member.
Individual Interests: Currently a member of the Cranfield autonomous vehicle society. Fitness, sports, hair
and skin care.

Amoghavarsha Kokkarne Panduranga

+44 (0) 7553 595703 amoghavarsha.kokkarne-panduranga@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Amoghavarsha Kokkarne Panduranga

+44 (0) 7553 595703 amoghavarsha.kokkarne-panduranga@cranfield.ac.uk
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Cranfield University
A technically minded and enthusiastic individual, accomplished a bachelor's in mechanical engineering and currently
pursuing aSTATEMENT
master's in automotive mechatronics at Cranfield University. Enthusiastic about autonomous vehicles,
PERSONAL
supported by knowledge of the development of an algorithm to obtain the mode shapes of a beam experimentally.
A technically
mindedwithin
and enthusiastic
individual,
a bachelor's
in mechanical
Work experience
the automotive
industryaccomplished
included a research
and internship
project,engineering
undertakenand
fromcurrently
concept to
pursuing
a master's
automotive
mechatronics
at Cranfield
University. leader
Enthusiastic
aboutpeople
autonomous
vehicles,
completion
which in
enhanced
technical
skills. Team
driven, recognized
managing
in diverse
settings.
supported
bymethodical
knowledgeapproach
of the development
algorithm
to obtain
the mode
shapes
of a beam
experimentally.
Adopts a
with a rangeofofanmethods
to solve
complex
problems.
Continuing
to passionately
meet
Work
experience
within the
automotive
industry included
standards
to succeed
in the
global automotive
industry.a research and internship project, undertaken from concept to
completion which enhanced technical skills. Team driven, recognized leader managing people in diverse settings.
Adopts
methodical approach with a range of methods to solve complex problems. Continuing to passionately meet
KEY aACHIEVEMENTS
standards to succeed in the global automotive industry.
 Led as a technical trainer in NIE CNC training centre; responsible for delivering practical sessions between
February 2017 to May 2018
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Presented a technical paper titled "Bearing Fault Detection Using Cepstrum Analysis" and won First Place in
 LedDesign
as a technical
trainer
in NIE
CNC training centre;
for delivering
practical
sessions
between
Engineering
Stream
in CogNIEscience
2018, responsible
event executed
by The National
Institute
of Engineering
February
2017
to
May
2018
 Managed a team of 15 and created 100+ graphic content for college techno-cultural fest, making the event
 Presented
a technical
paperappreciation
titled "Bearing
remarkable
and received
forFault
work Detection
completedUsing Cepstrum Analysis" and won First Place in
Design Engineering Stream in CogNIEscience 2018, event executed by The National Institute of Engineering
 Managed a team of 15 and created 100+ graphic content for college techno-cultural fest, making the event
EDUCATION
remarkable and received appreciation for work completed
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 – September 2021)
EDUCATION
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Fuels and Lubrication, Automotive Control and
2021) Applications,
MSc Automotive
Mechatronics:
CranfieldRide
University,
Cranfield,
UK (OctoberModelling,
2020 – September
Simulation,
Vehicle Dynamics:
and Handling,
Mechatronics
Vehicle Control
Advanced Control & Optimisation, Embedded Vehicle Control Systems, Vehicle Electrification & Hybridisation
 Modules: Vehicle Design Powertrain and Performance, Engine Fuels and Lubrication, Automotive Control and
 Group Design Project: Development and testing of a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle for travelling around track in
Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics: Ride and Handling, Mechatronics Modelling, Vehicle Control Applications,
minimum time while monitoring passenger comfort. The main focus of this work is to develop a scaled
Advanced Control & Optimisation, Embedded Vehicle Control
Systems, Vehicle Electrification & Hybridisation
autonomous vehicle equipped with NVIDIA® Jetson NanoTM board as on-board computer, actuators, sensors and a
 Group Design Project: Development and testing of a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle for travelling around track in
ROS based software architecture
timeResearch
while monitoring
comfort. The main focus of this work is to develop a scaled
minimum
Individual
Project: passenger
TBC
autonomous vehicle equipped with NVIDIA® Jetson NanoTM board as on-board computer, actuators, sensors and a
ROS basedEngineering:
software architecture
BE Mechanical
The National Institute of Engineering, Mysuru, India (August 2014 - July 2018)
 Individual Research Project: TBC
 CGPA: 9.04/10
BE Mechanical
The National
Institute
of to
Engineering,
Mysuru,
India
2014 - July 2018)
 MajorEngineering:
Project: "Development
of an
algorithm
obtain the mode
shapes
of (August
a beam experimentally".
Aimed to
carry-out vibration analysis for cantilever beam using three methods: analytical, experimental, and numerical
 CGPA:
9.04/10
methods.
To find the natural frequencies and the first two-mode shapes of a cantilever beam and compare
 Major
Project:
"Development
among
the three
methods of an algorithm to obtain the mode shapes of a beam experimentally". Aimed to
carry-out
vibrationofanalysis
for cantilever
methods:
analytical, experimental,
numerical of
o Estimation
the natural
frequencybeam
of theusing
beamthree
by using
Euler-Bernoulli's
beam theory, and
representation
methods.
find in
theMATLAB
natural frequencies
and
first two-mode
shapesof
ofthe
a cantilever
beamresults
and compare
this To
theory
and identified
thethe
analytical
mode shapes
beam. These
are later
amongcompared
the three with
methods
the results of experimental results
o oEstimation
of the natural
frequency
of the
beam by APDL
using Euler-Bernoulli's
theory,
representation
of
In the numerical
approach,
ANSYS
Mechanical
is used to find thebeam
natural
frequencies
and mode
thisshapes.
theory in
MATLAB
identified
analyticalmethods
mode shapes
of the beam.
results method
are later
The
results and
obtained
in thethe
numerical
are validated
by the These
experimental
with
the results
ofexperimental
experimentalapproach
results by considering external parameters which act as
ocompared
The main
focus
is on the
o In the
numerical
approach,
ANSYS
Mechanical
APDL isfrequencies
used to findand
themode
natural
frequencies
and mode
extraneous
variables
in the
determination
of natural
shapes.
Developing
an
shapes.
The to
results
obtained
the numerical
are validated
by Built
the experimental
method
algorithm
obtain
natural in
frequencies
and methods
mode shapes
of a beam.
an experimental
setup of a
o Thecantilever
main focus
is on
theacquiring
experimental
approach
byfrequency
considering
external
parameters
whichdata
act as
beam
and
acceleration
and
signals.
Analyzed
frequency
using National
extraneous
variables
in thetodetermination
of natural
frequencies
and mode
Instruments
LABVIEW
evaluate natural
frequency.
Representation
of shapes.
a model Developing
in MATLAB an
to examine the
algorithm
to obtain
frequencies and mode shapes of a beam. Built an experimental setup of a
mode shapes
of natural
the beam
cantilever beam
and“Bearing
acquiring
acceleration
frequency
signals.
Analyzed
frequency
data
usingNIE
National
 Research
Project:
Fault
Detectionand
using
Cepstrum
Analysis”.
Project
performed
under
Centre
Instruments
to evaluate natural frequency. Representation of a model in MATLAB to examine the
for
ResearchLABVIEW
and Development
shapes
the beam setup which includes a mechanical system integrated with the signal processing
omode
Creating
anofexperimental
 Research
unit Project: “Bearing Fault Detection using Cepstrum Analysis”. Project performed under NIE Centre
for Research and Development
o Creating an experimental setup which includes a mechanical system integrated with the signal processing
unit
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Vibration signal is acquired from a bearing converted to a voltage signal using a piezoelectric sensor and
LABVIEW. Signal processed through MATLAB and cepstrum provides efficient representation of bearing
fault
Mini Project: “Design and Analysis of Cylindrical Fixture for Vertical Machining Centre”

o


CAREER HISTORY
TVS Motor Company: Bangalore, India - Territory Manager (July 2018 - March 2020)
TVS Motor Company is an Indian multinational company engaged in the manufacturing of motorcycles, scooters and
three- wheelers
 Analyzed product development and tackled technical issues related to motor vehicles by root cause analysis
for 3 segments of products
 Administered business development of the assigned territory and improvement of the service process. Was
responsible to achieve quarterly targets to enhance customer satisfaction index and dealership profitability
 Participated in accelerated field test of the pre-production vehicle which included engine testing
 Discussed product development with research and quality teams to improve product performance in 1 scooter
variant and to enhance the serviceability of motorcycles and scooters in general
 Tracking of service quality through criteria such as the performance of post-service vehicles model wise
included 3 commuter motorcycle, 4 scooters and 3 performance-based motorcycles
 Identified the Automotive Companies ground zero and helped to sharpen execution skills
NIE CNC CENTRE: Mysuru, India - CNC Technical Trainer (February 2017 - June 2018)
NIE CNC Centre is a training centre developed by The National Institute of Engineering, Department of Mechanical
Engineering; it consists of vertical milling centre and horizontal turning machine used for practical training purpose for
the students and technical staff members
 Conducted theory and practical sessions on "CNC programming & operations training program for over 150
students in 5 batches
 Pioneered in organizing 2-3 workshops to students and also to technical staff members regarding CNC
Machines and practical applications of the same
Steel Authority of India Limited: Bhadravathi, Karnataka, India - Intern (June 2017 - June 2017) Steel Authority of
India Ltd is the largest steel producer in India with the widest range of steel products
 Accomplished a project titled “Study on Steam Generation Rate and Exhauster Capacity Analysis at Billet
Caster”. Work included calculating steam generation rate of 2 billet casters
Indian Railways Southwestern division: Mysuru, Karnataka, India - Intern (June 2016 - June 2016)
Central Railway Workshop is a repair facility of Indian Railways situated at Mysore in Karnataka province of India.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES









Languages: Fluent English, Kannada, Konkani and Hindi
IT Skills: Experienced in MATLAB/Simulink, proficient user of CATIA V5, SolidWorks, Ansys, Microsoft Office,
ROS, C/C++ Programming and Python
Individual Interests: Singing, portrait and pencil sketching, Mountain Biking, Trekking, Poster Making
Volunteering:
o Convenor for Design team of techno-cultural fest techNIEks–2017. Conducted brainstorming sessions to
create new graphic designs
o Volunteered for Automotive Technology Fair 2016 held at NIE, Mysuru
o Volunteered for cogNIEscience 2017 a National Level Technical Paper Presentation Competition
Professional/Technical training:
o Basic course in Automobile Technology on Commercial Vehicles, NIE - Eicher Centre for Automobile
Technology, Mysuru
o Catia V5 training program held by Swami Design Solution Pvt Ltd.
o Programming and operation of CNC Machines at NIE CNC Centre, Mysuru
o Global Online Proficiency Improvement Programme on “Vehicle Dynamics and Control with MATLAB”
Memberships: Society of Automotive Engineers at NIE Mysuru, Indian Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air Conditioning Engineers Student Chapters at NIE Mysuru
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Zhongkai Liu
Zhongkai Liu

07562525627 zhongkai.liu@cranfield.ac.uk
University
07562525627Cranfield
zhongkai.liu@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A postgraduate automotive engineer with strong research experience in power systems engineering with internship
experience in one of the largest server suppliers in the world. Professional experience is focused in areas of automotive
A postgraduate automotive engineer with strong research experience in power systems engineering with internship
mechatronics, power transmission and engineering design, developing a hands-on engineering skillset to be applied to
experience in one of the largest server suppliers in the world. Professional experience is focused in areas of automotive
the Automotive sector. Creative, innovative, and capable of taking on a project from concept to completion. A native
mechatronics, power transmission and engineering design, developing a hands-on engineering skillset to be applied to
Mandarin and fluent English speaker who developed remarkable communication skills through previous academic and
the Automotive sector. Creative, innovative, and capable of taking on a project from concept to completion. A native
work experience.
Mandarin and fluent English speaker who developed remarkable communication skills through previous academic and
work experience.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Led a team working with Daimler's LAB1886, participated in designing and setting control system of a
mobility pod as a Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system device operating in airports. Improved passenger
 Led a team working with Daimler's LAB1886, participated in designing and setting control system of a
transit efficiency and saved transferring time up to 53%
mobility pod as a Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system device operating in airports. Improved passenger
 transit
Designed
a wind
turbine
model
with
inerter damper (TID) in MATLAB with tuning damper
efficiency
and
savedvibration
transferring
time
uptuned
to 53%
in iteration processes and finding best damper parameter combinations. Optimised model with a
 Designed a wind turbine vibration model with tuned inerter damper (TID) in MATLAB with tuning damper
vibrational amplitude reduction by 80%
in iteration processes and finding best damper parameter combinations. Optimised model with a
 vibrational
Awarded amplitude
£500 scholarship
to by
study
in the Mechanical Engineering Department by University of Bristol in 2017
reduction
80%
 Awarded £500 scholarship to study in the Mechanical Engineering Department by University of Bristol in 2017

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
MSc Automotive
Mechatronics:
Cranfield
UK (October
2020
- September
2021)
 Modules:
Automotive Control
andUniversity,
Simulation,Cranfield,
Vehicle Dynamics,
Vehicle
Powertrain
and Performance,
Mechatronics Modelling for Vehicle Systems, Vehicle Management Applications, Embedded Vehicle
 Modules: Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain and Performance,
Control Systems, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation.
Mechatronics Modelling for Vehicle Systems, Vehicle Management Applications, Embedded Vehicle
Control Systems, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation.
MSc Power Systems Engineering (Distinction Honour): University College London, London, UK (October 2019 September
2020) Engineering (Distinction Honour): University College London, London, UK (October 2019 MSc
Power Systems
September
2020)
 Modules:
New and Renewable Energy Systems, Power Transmission and Auxiliary Machinery Systems,
Vibrations, Acoustics, Electrical Machines and Power Electronic Drives, and Electrical Power Systems
 Modules: New and Renewable Energy Systems, Power Transmission and Auxiliary Machinery Systems,
and Electrical Propulsion.
Vibrations, Acoustics, Electrical Machines and Power Electronic Drives, and Electrical Power Systems
 and
Individual
Novel computational diesel oxidation catalyst model development with validations and
ElectricalThesis:
Propulsion.
light-off temperature investigations: The project aims to introduce a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) model
 Individual Thesis: Novel computational diesel oxidation catalyst model development with validations and
and validate it with experimental results.
light-off temperature investigations: The project aims to introduce a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) model
and validate it with experimental results.
BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering (2:1): University of Bristol, Bristol, UK (September 2016 - June 2019)

BEng (Hons)
Mechanical
Engineering
(2:1): University
of Bristol,
Bristol,
UK (September
2016
2019)
 Modules:
Thermodfluids,
Dynamics,
Finite Element
Analysis,
Mechatronics,
Materials
and- June
Product
Design.
 Modules: Thermodfluids, Dynamics, Finite Element Analysis, Mechatronics, Materials and Product Design.
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Inspur Electronic Information Industry Co., Ltd, Jinan, China - Equipment Engineer (June 2019 - August 2019)
Established
in 1998,
Inspur manufactures
andLtd,
markets
computer
terminal
products,
electronic
Inspur
Electronic
Information
Industry Co.,
Jinan,computer
China - servers,
Equipment
Engineer
(June
2019 - August
2019)
products,
and
telecommunication
equipment.
Established in 1998, Inspur manufactures and markets computer servers, computer terminal products, electronic

products,
telecommunication
equipment.
 and
Managed
a technical support
team of 8 in production line transformation improving factory automation level
and reducing labour costs by up to 60%
 Managed a technical support team of 8 in production line transformation improving factory automation level
 and
Provided
technical
line and assisted improvement of production line automation projects;
reducing
labour support
costs byfor
upproduction
to 60%
redesigned and installed 30 pallet racks to store material boxes
 Provided technical support for production line and assisted improvement of production line automation projects;
redesigned and installed 30 pallet racks to store material boxes
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 Undertook technical difficulty recordings in production lines and proposed automated improvement suggestions.
Pointed out 4 potential safety hazards and 2 improper tooling steps in production
 Implemented monitoring checks in production line twice a day; tested running status of 64 servers in total with
system diagnose. Reported abnormal operations to maintenance team with data collection and analysis
 Observed risky installations of server network card insertions. Applied SoildWorks, devised and manufactured
tooling fixture of network card. Eliminated component damages from installation errors; enhanced yield rate by
5%
Shanghai Rainbowfish Ocean Technology Co., Ltd: Shanghai, China – Laboratory Assistant (June 2017 - August
2017)
Rainbowfish Ocean Technology Co., Ltd is based in Shanghai, China and is leading the research in deep sea technology
and their industrialization and marketing developments.
 Collaborated with 2 groups to track order and deliver project ahead of schedule; formulated following
logistics information, urging suppliers to deliver goods and customs clearance process
 Launched 3 series of experiments of destructiveness of submersible large and small viewable windows
 Applied strain gauges for measuring window strain due to a thousand atmosphere pressure simulating 10000 m
under sea level by an experimental pressure tank
 Established a data bank to save testing results; observed 5.2% deviation in average between stress-strain
curves of desired window properties and testing samples
 Executed a total of 4 sets of comparative experiments. Experimental results met requirement of theoretical
data, and proved manufactured window can be applied in real submersibles
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Native Mandarin speaker with fluency in English
 IT Skills: IT user experienced with Autodesk Inventor, MATLAB, MS Office, Python, and knowledge of FEA and
CFD packages, Star CCM+, SoildWorks
 Individual Interests: Enjoy watching motoring videos and television series; building upon knowledge of
various computational modelling and simulating programs benefiting careers in automotive industry. Travelling
around the world; visited more than ten countries across Asia, Europe and North America
 Campus Activities: Power System Engineering Course Rep, University College London - London (September
2019 - September 2020): Established relationships between students and staff; collected feedback from
course colleagues and generated conversations with academic staffs and provided students with meeting
notes; obtained valuable communication and cooperative skills
 Memberships: Graduate member of Institute of Mechanical Engineers
 Professional/Technical training: Bristol PLUS Training Award: showing evidence of significant
professional skills gained through work experience and participation in activities outside of curriculum
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Shashank Srinivas
(+44)
7405535642 s.srinivas@cranfield.ac.uk
Shashank
Srinivas

Cranfield
University
(+44) 7405535642
s.srinivas@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT

PERSONAL
STATEMENT
An innovative
and steadfast individual with an interest in amplifying the skillset related to future oriented Automotive
technology. Professional experience of nearly two years as a Production and Mechanical Engineer. A team player
An innovative and steadfast individual with an interest in amplifying the skillset related to future oriented Automotive
adapted to work in a dynamic environment with an experience of working as a team lead and as a technical trainer.
technology. Professional experience of nearly two years as a Production and Mechanical Engineer. A team player
Technically proficient in automotive engineering and control systems. Possesses a calm and composed mind exhibiting
adapted to work in a dynamic environment with an experience of working as a team lead and as a technical trainer.
strong skills in Problem solving, teaching, decision making and communication. Fluent user of English, Hindi and
Technically proficient in automotive engineering and control systems. Possesses a calm and composed mind exhibiting
Kannada with a beginner level in German.
strong skills in Problem solving, teaching, decision making and communication. Fluent user of English, Hindi and
Kannada with a beginner level in German.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Utilised Kaizen (improvements) methodology successfully to increase the productivity of a machine by 2% and
overall production of the engine head by 0.8%.
 Utilised Kaizen (improvements) methodology successfully to increase the productivity of a machine by 2% and
 Recognised by the senior management for Reduction of dents and scratches created on the engine head job
overall production of the engine head by 0.8%.
during the production by utilising Quality control circles.
 Recognised by the senior management for Reduction of dents and scratches created on the engine head job
 Appreciated by the senior management for exhibiting 98% of Operational Availability in production without any
during the production by utilising Quality control circles.
breakdown and time loss for a steady period of one week.
 Appreciated by the senior management for exhibiting 98% of Operational Availability in production without any
breakdown and time loss for a steady period of one week.
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc in Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
MSc in
Mechatronics:
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
UK Vehicle
(October
2020 - Present)
 Automotive
Modules: Automotive
Controls
& Simulation,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Powertrain
&Performance, Mechatronics
Modelling for Vehicle Systems, Advanced Control &Optimisation, Vehicle Control Applications, Embedded
 Modules: Automotive Controls & Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain &Performance, Mechatronics
Vehicle Control Systems and Vehicle Electrification & Hybridisation.
Modelling for Vehicle Systems, Advanced Control &Optimisation, Vehicle Control Applications, Embedded
 Group Design Project: Development and testing of a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle (“S-AV”) for travelling around
Vehicle Control Systems and Vehicle Electrification & Hybridisation.
a track in minimum time while monitoring ‘passenger’ comfort.
 Group Design Project: Development and testing of a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle (“S-AV”) for travelling around
 Thesis: TBC
a track in minimum time while monitoring ‘passenger’ comfort.
 Thesis: TBC
B.E in Mechanical: The National Institute of Engineering, Mysore, India (August 2014 - July 2018)
B.E in Mechanical:
The National
Institute of Physics,
Engineering,
Mysore,
India Science
(August&2014
- July 2018)
Modules: Engineering
Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Material
Metallurgy,
Strength of Materials,
Kinematics & Dynamics of Machinery, Mechanical Vibrations, Fluid Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Heat transfer,
 Modules: Engineering Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Material Science & Metallurgy, Strength of Materials,
Turbomachinery, IC Engines, Automobile Engineering, FEM, CAD &CAM.
Kinematics & Dynamics of Machinery, Mechanical Vibrations, Fluid Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Heat transfer,
 Projects: Analysis of Forces acting on Blended wing body aircraft, Implementation of KERS Cycle on a Bicycle,
Turbomachinery, IC Engines, Automobile Engineering, FEM, CAD &CAM.
Fabrication & Development of SAE BAJA buggy.
 Projects: Analysis of Forces acting on Blended wing body aircraft, Implementation of KERS Cycle on a Bicycle,
 Internships: Long term Internship at Hindustan Aeronautics limited, short term Internship at Indian Railways and
Fabrication & Development of SAE BAJA buggy.
Ezenith Automobile development.
 Internships: Long term Internship at Hindustan Aeronautics limited, short term Internship at Indian Railways and
 Memberships: SAE-India, NIE-CNC, ISHRAE.
Ezenith Automobile development.
 Memberships: SAE-India, NIE-CNC, ISHRAE.
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Bodhi Labs Private limited: Bangalore, India- Mechanical Engineer (December 2019 - March 2020)
A start-up
based inBangalore,
Bangalore, Indiafounded
by an IT engineer
in (December
the year 2012.The
focuses on building
Bodhi
Labscompany
Private limited:
Mechanical
Engineer
2019 - company
March 2020)
and
developing
robots
for
Sports
purpose
which
costs
around
350£
per
robot
depending
on
the
features
A start-up company based in Bangalore, founded by an IT engineer in the year 2012.The company focusesincluded.
on building
and developing
robots
for Sports purpose
which costs
perpurpose
robot depending
on the
features
included.
 Focused
on developing
a Table Tennis
robotaround
for ball 350£
serving
to improvise
athletes’
shots
 Utilised3D modelling techniques to build the robot in order to make it more robust.
 Focused on developing a Table Tennis robot for ball serving purpose to improvise athletes’ shots
 Reduced the development time and cost of the Robot by utilising the Design thinking methodology
 Utilised3D modelling techniques to build the robot in order to make it more robust.
 Reduced the development time and cost of the Robot by utilising the Design thinking methodology
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Toyota Industries Engine India PVT LTD (India): Bangalore, India- Production Engineer (July 2018 - August 2019)
Toyota Industries Engine India is the core part of Toyota Industries Corporation, Japan. TIEI has been involved in the
manufacture of Engines and critical transmission parts for the Toyota Group, since the year 2004 with a capital of
0.69billion£. The engine manufacturing plant operates with a production capacity of 108000 units/ year.
 Directed a team in order to manufacture Toyota Innova and Fortuner Global diesel engines by utilising the
techniques of Toyota production system.
 Significantly employed Quality control tools to eliminate major production line related issues.
 As a key member of team, ensured the elimination of errors in thirty-seven Vertical and Horizontal Milling Centre
CNC machines to reduce the risk of breakdowns.
 Devised standardised work capacity sheet, standardised work chart, standardised production capacity sheet for
improvement of Production time and reduction of Machining& Manpower time.
NIE CNC Centre, Mysore: India- Technical Trainer (February 2017 - June 2018)
A Technical Centre built and developed within the University campus for learning about the machines and fabricating of
metals& plastics. Found in the year 2009, more than 2000 students have been trained with CNC machines operations
and programming.
 Trained students, Batch mates and Teachers in Operating and Programming of CNC Milling and Turning
machines.
 Directed theory and practical sessions on "CNC programming & operations" and "Basics of hydraulic and
Pneumatics system" training programme for over 150 students in 5 batches.
Team SAENIEKS, The National institute of Engineering: Mysore, India- Designer and Fabricator (March 2017 May 2018)
Team SAENIEKS is the BAJA (ATV) Student team from NIE, Mysore. Formed in 2014, it is the first of its kind from its city.
From very humble beginnings, the team has made a name for itself in India through regular participation, displaying
consistent improvement in each year
 Awarded first rank in the SAE BAJA 2018 competition for devising and fabricating the ATV.
 Secured 1st rank in the SAE BAJA 2018 virtual competition for presenting the overall cost and process details of
the project effectively.
 Restructured and fabricated the design of vehicle in order to reduce the development cost as well as weight.
 Designed and machined each steel components and tubes with perfection which lead to securing first position in
the Design Aspect of the ATV.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Fluent in English, Hindi and Kannada, beginner in German.
 IT Skills: Python, MS Office, MATLAB/Simulink, IPG carmaker, 3D CAD (Solid Edge, CATIA, Solid works, Fusion
360), Ansys Workbench, Ansys Fluent, Prussa 3D printing, Arduino, Lotus shark and Mastercam.
 Professional/Technical training: Basic Course in Automotive Technology on Commercial Vehicles,
Programming and operations of CNC machines, MATLAB -Simulink, MATLAB Onramp, Basics of Python and
CATIA V5.
 Volunteering: Worked as the Head event organiser for a National level tech fair “Automotive Technology Fair
2016 and “Robo-Rikishi 2017”, A National level Robot Wrestling Competition and Performed Keyboard at two
different competitions.
 Individual Interest: Watches Formula 1, Enjoys Trekking and all kind of sports, Enjoys Music and watches
cinema, Plays Keyboard, enjoys reading Books and Automotive related Magazines, enjoys exploring places.
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Automotive Mechatronics

Omkar Bokikere Nagaraj

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Anmay Shedge

Pritish Tayal

Automotive Mechatronics MSc
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Marc Martínez Jiménez

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Oluwadamilola Oke

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Wenxuan Wu

Automotive Mechatronics MSc

Omkar Bokikere Nagaraj
Omkar Bokikere Nagaraj

+44 07539080752 o.bokikere-nagaraj@cranfield.ac.uk
University
+44 07539080752 Cranfield
o.bokikere-nagaraj@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL
Mechanical STATEMENT
engineer pursuing graduate studies in field of Automotive Mechatronics with aim to become an expert in
field of autonomous systems and vehicle dynamics. Academic exposure towards automotive design and testing
Mechanical engineer pursuing graduate studies in field of Automotive Mechatronics with aim to become an expert in
complemented with internships with market leaders in fields of benchmarking, modelling and enhancing manu facturing
field of autonomous systems and vehicle dynamics. Academic exposure towards automotive design and testing
productivity. Participating and leading teams for student formula competition for 4 years and additional projects during
complemented with internships with market leaders in fields of benchmarking, modelling and enhancing manu facturing
undergraduate studies helped build a passion for performance optimisation and vehicle hybridisation. An ability to
productivity. Participating and leading teams for student formula competition for 4 years and additional projects during
provide unique and efficient solutions following strong basics and an open-minded attitude led to leadership roles in
undergraduate studies helped build a passion for performance optimisation and vehicle hybridisation. An ability to
challenging projects.
provide unique and efficient solutions following strong basics and an open-minded attitude led to leadership roles in
challenging projects.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Managed a student formula subsystem team to design and fabricate brakes. The design was recognised by
judges as most efficient and compact
 Managed a student formula subsystem team to design and fabricate brakes. The design was recognised by
judges
Completed
in-depth
Vehicle
dynamics testing for optimisation of suspension design. Established groundwork for
as most
efficient
and compact
unified battery system for various electric vehicles in Robert Bosch India
 Completed in-depth Vehicle dynamics testing for optimisation of suspension design. Established groundwork for
unified
Certified
in industrial
automation
(CNC,
CMM, inRobotics)
by completing
workshops and training was further
battery
system for
various electric
vehicles
Robert Bosch
India
enhanced through internships and projects
 Certified in industrial automation (CNC, CMM, Robotics) by completing workshops and training was further
enhanced
Certified through
online for
completion
'Self driving vehicle specialisation' by university of Toronto and 'Vehicle
internships
and of
projects
Hybridisation' by Chalmers university to reinforce knowledge in autonomous vehicles
 Certified online for completion of 'Self driving vehicle specialisation' by university of Toronto and 'Vehicle
Hybridisation' by Chalmers university to reinforce knowledge in autonomous vehicles
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - October 2021)
MSc: Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
UKsystems
(October
2020 -and
October
2021) Mechatronics modelling for Vehicle systems,
 Modules:
Automotive
Control
Design
Simulation,
Vehicle electrification and Hybridization, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle powertrain and performance.
 Modules: Automotive Control systems Design and Simulation, Mechatronics modelling for Vehicle systems,
Vehicle
Groupelectrification
Project: Design
development
of Autonomous
for Jet-racer
car
andand
Hybridization,
Vehicle
dynamics, control
Vehiclesystem
powertrain
and performance.
Individual
Research
yet to be confirmed
 Group
Project:
DesignProject:
and development
of Autonomous control system for Jet-racer car
Engaging Research
in CranSEDS
Euro Rocket
team in Electric Subsystem.
 Individual
Project:
yet to bebuilding
confirmed
 Engaging in CranSEDS Euro Rocket building team in Electric Subsystem.
BE: National Institute of Engineering, Mysuru, Karnataka (June 2016 - September 2020)

BE: National
InstituteControl
of Engineering,
Mysuru,
Karnataka
(June 2016
- September
2020)technology, FEM, Mechanical
 Modules:
Engineering,
Automotive
Engineering,
renewable
energy
Vibration, Aerodynamics, heat transfer, Thermodynamics, Dynamics of machinery and Fluid Mechanics.
 Modules: Control Engineering, Automotive Engineering, renewable energy technology, FEM, Mechanical
Vibration,
FormulaAerodynamics,
Student: Spearheaded
brakes
subsystem for Team
ForceofIkshvaku
andand
started
EV team in college
heat transfer,
Thermodynamics,
Dynamics
machinery
Fluidfirst
Mechanics.
for Formula Bharath.
 Formula Student: Spearheaded brakes subsystem for Team Force Ikshvaku and started first EV team in college
for
Independent
Research Project: Design and prototyping of Electric vehicles with swappable battery technology
Formula Bharath.
for super local vehicles, Penetration of electric vehicles in Indian market, fluid coupling device for high
 Independent Research Project: Design and prototyping of Electric vehicles with swappable battery technology
performance vehicles.
for super local vehicles, Penetration of electric vehicles in Indian market, fluid coupling device for high
performance vehicles.
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Force Ikshvaku: Mysuru, Karnataka - Subsystem Head (September 2016 - September 2019)
Formula
studentMysuru,
competitions
are student
engineering
judging
design and2019)
fabrication of a small -scale
Force Ikshvaku:
Karnataka
- Subsystem
Headcompetitions
(September 2016
- September
formula student
car. Team
'Force Ikshvaku'
participated
in Supracompetitions
2017, Formula
Bharath
2018,
Formula
Bharath
Formula
competitions
are student
engineering
judging
design
and
fabrication
of a2019.
small -scale

formula car.
Team 'Force
participated
in Supra 2017,
Bharath
Formula
Bharath
2019. and robust
Headed
BreaksIkshvaku'
Subsystem
Group, strengthened
andFormula
redefined
pedal2018,
assembly
to make
it compact
and further designed and developed steering and powertrain subsystem
 Headed Breaks Subsystem Group, strengthened and redefined pedal assembly to make it compact and robust
and
Established
lean in-house
manufacturing
CNC for various
components to improve flexibility and reduce
further designed
and developed
steeringusing
and powertrain
subsystem
lead time
 Established lean in-house manufacturing using CNC for various components to improve flexibility and reduce
lead
Created
time a new team to design first electric vehicle in college to participate in Formula student electric category
 Created a new team to design first electric vehicle in college to participate in Formula student electric category
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 Fabricated components with composites carbon fibres for weight reduction
 Developed and presented design business models for non-technical jury
 Identified and engaged sponsors to obtain sufficient funds for team to operate
Robert Bosch India: Bengaluru, Karnataka - Intern (June 2019 - August 2019)
Bosch is a German-based engineering company that provides engineering solutions across various sections especially in
the mobility industry. Robert Bosch India, Adugodi branch focuses on development of ECU, exhaust systems, alternative
fuels and many others. Also, this branch focuses on mass production of fuel injectors.
 Conducted a vehicle dynamics simulation on prototype to interpret and optimise vehicle ride and handling
performance
 Benchmarked and modelled various electric vehicles to support characterisation of unified electric powertrain
system
 Collaborated with other interns for interfacing a battery with CAN communication and also powertrain sizing for
electric vehicles
Toyota Kirloskar Motors: Bengaluru, Karnataka - Intern (June 2018 - August 2018)
Toyota is a Japanese based automotive company. In India the focus is on production and assembly of SUVs and other
city cars. These cars are sold in India as well as exported some southern regions of Asia.
 Introduced a 'Poka-Yoke system' for body side member spot welding in assembly line
 Eliminated defects caused due to CO2 welding by robots in underbody members by conducting a standardised
root cause analysis
 Strengthened skills and knowledge about the "Toyota Production System" by undertaking multiple Kaizen tasks
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Technical: MATLAB, LabView, CarSim, C/C++, Computer Aided design and simulation (Solid works, Catia,
Ansys)
 Languages: English (TOFEL-94), German (A1), Kannada (mother tongue), Hindi (Basic)
 Membership: member of Force Ikshvaku, Onyx
 Formula Student: Initiated and led student formula team for electric vehicle
 Volunteering: CSR activities with Toyota for an afforestation, 'Swach Bharath missions' to clean and restore city
and 'YOUTH CONCLAVE OF INDIA' with aim to support underprivileged children.
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Marc Martínez Jiménez

+34 607161232 Marc.Martinez-Jimenez@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Marc Martínez Jiménez

PERSONAL STATEMENT

+34 607161232 Marc.Martinez-Jimenez@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A highly motivated and enthusiastic engineer, now studying a double master’s degree in Automotive Mechatronics MSc at
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Cranfield University and Industrial Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia. Thanks to creative capabilities at
solving
engineering
problems
and a strong
dedication
to interesting
projects,
breakthroughs
were
A highly
motivated
and enthusiastic
engineer,
now studying
a double
master’sseveral
degree company
in Automotive
Mechatronics
MScdevised
at
and implemented
always
aiming
at
increasing
system's
efficiency.
Gained
training
in
different
kinds
of
coding
languages
Cranfield University and Industrial Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia. Thanks to creative capabilities
at
and software
through personal
interest
anddedication
academia.
Effective projects,
team player
always
eager
to take part
indevised
the team’s
solving engineering
problems and
a strong
to interesting
several
company
breakthroughs
were
synergy
tackle exigent
challenges.
for system's
the right efficiency.
opportunity
to puttraining
to test in
thedifferent
knowledge
expertise
developed
andtoimplemented
always
aiming atLooking
increasing
Gained
kindsand
of coding
languages
through
duringand
thesoftware
academic
life. personal interest and academia. Effective team player always eager to take part in the team’s
synergy to tackle exigent challenges. Looking for the right opportunity to put to test the knowledge and expertise developed
during the academic life.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
• Won
the Caritas Honorary Distinction for the best social content Bachelor's Thesis

• Earned
Distinction
Thermal for
Machines
• WonHonours
the Caritas
HonoraryinDistinction
the best social content Bachelor's Thesis
• Attained
Excellence
DistinctionininThermal
SystemMachines
Dynamics, Mechanics, Fluid Mechanics, Linear Algebra, Basic
• Earned
Honours Distinction
Thermodynamics,
Electrical
Technology,
Electronics,
Extended Electronics,
Industrial
• Attained Excellence
Distinction
in System
Dynamics, Mechanics,
Fluid Mechanics,
LinearScheduling,
Algebra, Basic
Machine
Technology, Electrical
Theory of
Structures,Electronics,
Chemical Extended
Technology
Thermodynamics,
Technology,
Electronics, Industrial Scheduling,
Machine Technology, Theory of Structures, Chemical Technology

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - October 2021)
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - October 2021)
•
Modules: Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain and Performance, Mechatronics Modelling for Vehicle
Modules: Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain and Performance, Mechatronics Modelling for Vehicle
•
Systems,
Advanced Control and Optimisation, Vehicle Control Applications, Embedded Vehicle Control
Systems, Advanced Control and Optimisation, Vehicle Control Applications, Embedded Vehicle Control
Systems,
Vehicle
Electrification
and
Systems,
Vehicle
Electrification
andHybridisation
Hybridisation
•
Group
Design
Project:
Development
racecar
carensuring
ensuringpassenger
passenger
comfort
•
Group
Design
Project:
Developmentofofaaline-following
line-following race
comfort
•
Individual
Research
Project:
TBC
Individual
Research
Project:
TBC
•
Master's
Degree:
Industrial
Engineering,
ETSEIB(UPC),
(UPC), Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain
2019
- October
2021)
Master's
Degree:
Industrial
Engineering,
ETSEIB
Spain(September
(September
2019
- October
2021)
• Achieved
Grade:
8.33/10
• Achieved
Grade:
8.33/10
•
Specialised
in
Automation
• Specialised in Automation
Bachelor's Degree: Industrial Engineering, ETSEIB (UPC), Barcelona, Spain (September 2015 - July 2019)

Bachelor's Degree: Industrial Engineering, ETSEIB (UPC), Barcelona, Spain (September 2015 - July 2019)
• Achieved Grade: 7.11/10

• Achieved
Grade:
• Ranked
student7.11/10
60/314 in the promotion
• Ranked student 60/314 in the promotion
CAREER HISTORY

CAREER HISTORY

ABLE Human Motion: Barcelona, Spain - Mechatronics Engineer (January 2019 - July 2019)
companyMotion:
developing
lightweight,Spain
easy to- Mechatronics
use and affordable
exoskeletons
for SCI
users.
ABLEA Human
Barcelona,
Engineer
(January
2019
- July 2019)

A company• developing
lightweight, easy
to use and
affordable
for SCI
users.
Created a state-of-the-art
exoskeleton
electric
brakingexoskeletons
system, improving
battery
life by a factor of ten
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• Built aa state-of-the-art
novel BLDC motor
testbench used
in the
exoskeleton's
development
Created
exoskeleton
electric
braking
system,motor
improving
batteryand
life analysis
by a factor of ten
• Wrote original Python code to mimic the exoskeleton behaviour based on Matlab analysis
Built a novel BLDC motor testbench used in the exoskeleton's motor development and analysis
• Deduced a new mathematical model for the exoskeleton's BLDC motors
Wrote
original Python code to mimic the exoskeleton behaviour based on Matlab analysis
• Analysed BLDC motor's behaviour to elaborate a functioning Matlab model
Deduced
new
mathematical
model
thetoexoskeleton's
BLDC
motors
• Took a
part
in exoskeleton
tests
as theforpilot
demonstrate the
braking
capabilities
Analysed
BLDC
behaviour
elaborate
a functioning
Matlab
• Learned
soft motor's
skills to transmit
the to
maximum
amount
of information
to amodel
team of 5-10 people
Took
part in initiative
exoskeleton
tests
as the pilot
to demonstrate
the
braking capabilities
• Showed
during
brainstorming
sessions
to enhance
exoskeleton's
performance
Learned
soft skills to
transmit thewith
maximum
of work
information
to a team of 5-10 people
• Communicated
multi-lingually
different amount
nationality
colleagues
• Mastered
the manufacturing
processes
to build the
mechanical
and electronic
devices involved
Showed
initiative
during brainstorming
sessions
to enhance
exoskeleton's
performance
Communicated multi-lingually with different nationality work colleagues
Mastered the manufacturing processes to build the mechanical and electronic devices involved

•
•
•
•

Became involved with one spinal cord injured patients to better understand user requirements
Experienced the start-up environment and the worker's investment in the company
Partook in teamwork seminars led by professional coaches
Brought both creative and fresh new ideas to the table during exoskeleton's development

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: Spanish (Native), Catalan (Native), English (Advanced)
• Coding and technical skills:
• Advanced knowledge in Python, C#, Matlab
• Designed complex 3D parts with SolidWorks
• Actuated BLDC motors via CANopen communication protocol
• Printed multiple 3D parts using Cura and Simplify3D software
• Published one Android game entirely developed in Unity Engine
• Drawn illustrations with Procreate and Adobe Photoshop
• Soft Skills:
• Learnt public communication skills through public presentation projects
• Developed leadership skills through group projects and coached training
• Interested in being a functional part of a dedicated work team
• Acquired techniques to handle 5-10 people team misbehaviour and poor efficiency
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Damilola Oke
Damilola Oke

07484 648 374 dami.oke36@cranfield.ac.uk
University
07484 648 374Cranfield
dami.oke36@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
An outstanding and diligent student with an educational and experimental background in programing electronics and
control
systemand
from
coursework
aswith
wellan
aseducational
good work ethics
from part time
work. Currently
undertaking
an MSc.and
in
An
outstanding
diligent
student
and experimental
background
in programing
electronics
Automotive
at Cranfield
and ethics
hold afrom
Bachelor
of Engineering
in electrical
and electronics.
control
systemMechatronics
from coursework
as well University
as good work
part time
work. Currently
undertaking
an MSc. in
PassionateMechatronics
and always ready
to learnUniversity
new things.
Automotive
at Cranfield
and hold a Bachelor of Engineering in electrical and electronics.
Passionate and always ready to learn new things.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Honors: Bachelor Engineering in Electrical & Electronic Engineering second Class Upper - 2020
Certificate
of recognition
in Physics
-2017& Electronic Engineering second Class Upper - 2020
  Honors:
Bachelor
Engineering
in Electrical

Certificate
of
recognition
in
Problem
solving and critical thinking -2017
 Certificate of recognition in Physics -2017
Designedofand
implemented
a low-cost
water
leak
detector
with-2017
a microcontroller using the Arduino IDE; 2020.
  Certificate
recognition
in Problem
solving
and
critical
thinking
Project leader
for group to a
design
a robot
car
used
to navigate
greenhouse and
relay
results;
2017
  Designed
and implemented
low-cost
water
leak
detector
with aamicrocontroller
using
the
Arduino
IDE; 2020.
 Project leader for group to design a robot car used to navigate a greenhouse and relay results; 2017
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
 Modules: Advance control and optimization, Embedded vehicle control systems, Vehicle dynamics and Vehicle
electrification
and hybridization.
 Modules:
Advance
control and optimization, Embedded vehicle control systems, Vehicle dynamics and Vehicle
 electrification
Group Design
Automotive Mechatronics Design Project – Develop and test a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle
andProject:
hybridization.
for
travelling
around
a
track-in
minimum
time whileDesign
monitoring
‘passenger’
 Group Design Project: Automotive
Mechatronics
Project
– Developcomfort.
and test a Scaled Autonomous Vehicle
– Topic TBC.
 forIndividual
Thesis:a Individual
Research
Project
travelling around
track-in minimum
time
while monitoring
‘passenger’ comfort.
 Individual Thesis: Individual Research Project – Topic TBC.
BEng: University of Northampton, Northampton, UK (January 2017 - July 2020)
BEng: University of Northampton, Northampton, UK (January 2017 - July 2020)
 Modules: Advanced Digital Electronics, Control systems, Advanced Electro-Mechanical Systems Design,
AdvancedAdvanced
Mathematics
forElectronics,
Engineers, Digital
Processing,
Lean
Manufacturing and
QualityDesign,
Applications,
 Modules:
Digital
ControlSignal
systems,
Advanced
Electro-Mechanical
Systems
Microprocessor
Systems.
Advanced
Mathematics
for Engineers, Digital Signal Processing, Lean Manufacturing and Quality Applications,
 Microprocessor
Individual engineering
Systems. project: To Build, Design and Implement a Low- Cost Water Leakage Detector
using a microcontroller.
 Individual
engineering project: To Build, Design and Implement a Low- Cost Water Leakage Detector
using a microcontroller.
Foundation: UNIVERSITY OF NORTHAMPTON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE, Northampton, UK (January 2016 December 2017)
Foundation:
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHAMPTON INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE, Northampton, UK (January 2016 December 2017)
 Modules: Physics, Mathematics for Engineers, Problem Solving, Creative and Analytical thinking
 Modules: Physics, Mathematics for Engineers, Problem Solving, Creative and Analytical thinking
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
EVERGREEN Healthcare SERVICES: Wellingborough, UK - Care Assistant (August 2018 - March 2020)
Care assistant
agency SERVICES: Wellingborough, UK - Care Assistant (August 2018 - March 2020)
EVERGREEN
Healthcare
Care assistant agency
 Reached a high standard of environmental neatness while caring for elderly residents in care homes.
 Reached a high standard of environmental neatness while caring for elderly residents in care homes.
 Improved writing skills by producing daily reports for each resident in care homes
 Improved writing skills by producing daily reports for each resident in care homes
 Enhanced people management skills, taking charge of resident’s personal care and mental wellbeing
 Enhanced people management skills, taking charge of resident’s personal care and mental wellbeing
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SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Teamwork: Project leader for a robot car designed to navigates around a greenhouse and relays results. The
detailed report on project can be found in” Sneak Peek into Arduino Based Robot Car Project” by Michael Opoku
Agyeman.
 Language: English and Yoruba.
 Technical: MATLAB, Simulink, Packages: MS Office and Photoshop.
 Programming Languages: C/C++ and Python.
 Communication skills: Producing essays, reports and presentation to follow strict guidelines.
 Hobbies & Interest: Nature and abstract photography; teaching mathematics to children; watching videos that
impact positivity.
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Anmay Shedge
Anmay Shedge

+44 7587040298 anmay.shedge@cranfield.ac.uk
University
+44 7587040298 Cranfield
anmay.shedge@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
An automotive engineer and enthusiast with nearly four years’ experience in automotive software development
(SDLC)
covering
various
areas with
from nearly
requirement
definition
to validation
while working
with development
two of the ‘big
Anlifecycle
automotive
engineer
and
enthusiast
four years’
experience
in automotive
software
3’ US automotive
manufacturers
on a from
consultancy
basis. definition
Participated
Baja SAEIndia
team at with
college
pursuing
lifecycle
(SDLC) covering
various areas
requirement
to in
validation
while working
twowhile
of the
‘big
bachelor’s
degree,
consequently
experience
designing,in analysing
and fabricating
automotive
products.
3’ US
automotive
manufacturers
on againing
consultancy
basis. of
Participated
Baja SAEIndia
team at college
while pursuing
Eager to degree,
build a career
in an environment
allowing the
opportunityanalysing
to contribute
to organisation
growth.products.
bachelor’s
consequently
gaining experience
of designing,
and fabricating
automotive
Eager to build a career in an environment allowing the opportunity to contribute to organisation growth.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Received client appreciation while working on Advanced Driver Assistance System project in Tata Consultancy Service.
The project
delivered while
in stringent
and
timeline
withAssistance
less experienced
with
to ADAS technology.
 Received
clientwas
appreciation
working
onshort
Advanced
Driver
System team
project
in respect
Tata Consultancy
Service.
 Received
client
appreciation
twiceand
while
validation
projectto for
improvement
The
project was
delivered
in stringent
shortworking
timeline on
withHardware-In-Loop
less experienced team
with respect
ADAS
technology. in
automation
scripts resulting
average
50 hours
time saving per validation
program.
 Received
clienttest
appreciation
twicein while
working
onofHardware-In-Loop
validation
project for improvement in
 Acknowledged
with ‘On
the spot
award’ and
award’
forper
project
work and
for initiating process improvement
automation
test scripts
resulting
in average
50 ‘Best
hoursteam
of time
saving
validation
program.
project.
 Acknowledged
with ‘On the spot award’ and ‘Best team award’ for project work and for initiating process improvement
 Represented college in Baja SAEIndia championship competition and won overall 2nd rank award.
project.
 Represented college in Baja SAEIndia championship competition and won overall 2nd rank award.
EDUCATION

EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - Present)
 Modules: Automotive controls and simulation, Vehicle dynamics, Vehicle powertrain performance,
Mechatronics
modellingcontrols
for vehicle
systems,
Advanced
controls
and optimization,
Vehicle control
applications,
 Modules:
Automotive
and
simulation,
Vehicle
dynamics,
Vehicle powertrain
performance,
Embedded
vehicle
control
systems,
Vehicle
electrification
and
hybridization.
Mechatronics modelling for vehicle systems, Advanced controls and optimization, Vehicle control applications,
 Group Design
TBC.
Embedded
vehicleProject:
control systems,
Vehicle electrification and hybridization.

Individual
Thesis
Project:
 Group Design Project: TBC. TBC.
 Individual Thesis Project: TBC.
B. Eng Bachelor of Engineering - Mechanical (First class distinction): Pune, India (July 2012 - June 2016)

B. Eng Bachelor of Engineering - Mechanical (First class distinction): Pune, India (July 2012 - June 2016)
 Modules: Mathematics, Numerical methods and optimizations, Engineering mechanics, Strength of materials,
Theory ofMathematics,
machines, Design
of machine
elements,
Machine design,
Thermodynamics,
thermodynamics,
 Modules:
Numerical
methods
and optimizations,
Engineering
mechanics, Applied
Strength
of materials,
Heat of
transfer,
Turbo
machines,
Refrigeration
air codesign,
nditioning,
Mechatronics,Applied
Metallurgy,
Manufacturing
Theory
machines,
Design
of machine
elements,and
Machine
Thermodynamics,
thermodynamics,
methods,
Industrial
engineering.
Heat
transfer,
Turbo machines,
Refrigeration and air co nditioning, Mechatronics, Metallurgy, Manufacturing
 Final Year
Project:
Design, Analysis and Fabrication of Suspension System for an All-terrain vehicle. The aim of the
methods,
Industrial
engineering.
project
to design
andAnalysis
optimizeand
theFabrication
suspensionof geometry
forSystem
an ATV
then fabricate
theThe
same
high
 Final
Yearwas
Project:
Design,
Suspension
forand
an All-terrain
vehicle.
aimwith
of the
accuracy.
project
was to design and optimize the suspension geometry for an ATV and then fabricate the same with high
accuracy.
CAREER HISTORY

CAREER HISTORY
Tata Consultancy Services: Pune, India - HIL Validation Engineer (July 2019 - August 2020)
TCSConsultancy
comes underServices:
Tata group
of companies
its one ofEngineer
the largest
IT 2019
services
company
in the world with market
Tata
Pune,
India - HILand
Validation
(July
- August
2020)
capitalisation
of Tata
$169group
billion.ofAllcompanies
projects completed
asof
offshore
team IT
member
from
India supporting
onsite
members
TCS
comes under
and its one
the largest
services
company
in the world
with
marketat US
location. of $169 billion. All projects completed as offshore team member from India supporting onsite members at US
capitalisation
Project completed for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and Ford motors ODC.
location.

Project completed for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and Ford motors ODC.
 Performed system level HIL validation of hybrid controller processor (HCP) and Engine control module (ECM) for hybrid
and traditional
 Performed
systemvehicles.
level HIL validation of hybrid controller processor (HCP) and Engine control module (ECM) for hybrid

Area
of
functionality
and traditional vehicles. validation covers various subsystems of HCP and ECM such as energy management, start-stop
function,
cabin andvalidation
battery thermal
reduced
implementation.
 Area
of functionality
covers management,
various subsystems
of performance
HCP and ECM
such as energy management, start-stop

Area
of
diagnostics
validation
covers
all
Diagnostic
trouble
codes
detection,
response and indications.
function, cabin and battery thermal management, reduced performance implementation.
 Area of diagnostics validation covers all Diagnostic trouble codes detection, response and indications.
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 Practiced failure reporting after completion of HIL validation through brief as well as detailed reports, signal behavior
recording files from testing tools, marking the software C codes by using powertrain Issue reporting system tool (PITS
(Chrysler specific)).
Tata Consultancy Services: Pune, India - DVP Developer (September 2018 - July 2019)
Project completed for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles ODC.
 Developed system level design validation plans (DVP) for vehicle validation of Battery electric vehicle for hybrid
controller processor (HCP) by referring 12 different component level specification requirement documents.
 Created DVPs are used for validation of requirements from cabin cooling and heating system, shifter management
system, Battery thermal conditioning, Battery management system, Impact detection and warning networking.
Tata Consultancy Services: Pune, India - ADAS Scenario Developer (September 2017 - September 2018)

Project completed for Fiat Chrysler Automotive ODC.

 Designed test scenarios for scenario based testing in dSPACE modeldesk and motiondesk for validation of ADAS level
3 Highway pilot feature for SIL (software-In-Loop) validation environment.
 Developed test scenarios for scenario based testing for HIL validation of front mounted camera using the requirements
of Lane marker detection, Lane biasing and centring, Traffic sign recognition and Environment luminosity detection.
Tata Consultancy Services: Pune, India - System Engineer (December 2016 - September 2017)

Project completed for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles ODC.

 Facilitated as an offshore support team member for system engineering tasks.
 Requirement gathering from DOORs (Dynamic Object Oriented Requirements System), requirement updating and
enhancement as per INCOSE (International Council on Systems Engineering) guidelines, DVP development and DFMEA
update and enhancement for system level features.
Team Predators: Pune, India - Team Member (February 2015 - March 2016)

An intercollegiate competition for undergraduate students, organised by Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and
sponsored by Mahindra, where the team has to design, engineer, build, test, promote and compete with an all -terrain
vehicle.
 Managed the Brakes department and took the responsibility of designing, validating and optimizing knuckle of ATV,
brake system and hubs.
 Manufactured knuckle, hubs and brake discs in unsprung mass of the vehicle, reduc ing the overall weight of the
vehicle by 80kg compared to the last year (new vehicle - 148kg), achieving overall 2nd rank in competition.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

 Software/tools: dSPACE – Controldesk, Modeldesk, Motiondesk, INCA, ATI vision, Provtech, IPG Carmaker, MATLAB
Simulink, ECUTest.
 Professional/Technical training: GT suite from Gamma Technologies, Green Belt – Six Sigma (TCS certified),
dSPACE automationdesk, SYNECT.
 Individual Interests: Practising sports (Tennis), lead or volunteered multiple trekking and hiking programs (low
altitude), participated in bike riding events.
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Pritish Tayal
Pritish Tayal

+44 7587 008931 Pritish.Tayal@cranfield.ac.uk
+44 7587 008931Cranfield
Pritish.Tayal@cranfield.ac.uk
University
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A critical thinker who has always been enthused by automobiles with particular focus in engine and transmission
A critical
thinkerForward
who hasthinking
always been
enthused
by automobiles
particular
focus sort
in engine
and transmission
department.
candidate
providing
innovative with
solutions
for every
of problem,
possessing a
department.
Forward
thinking
candidate
providing
innovative
solutions
for
every
sort
of
problem,
possessing
flexible approach enabled by extensive exposure in various industries. Exhibits strong problem
solving aand
flexible
approach
enabled
by
extensive
exposure
in
various
industries.
Exhibits
strong
problem
solving
effective communication abilities reinforced by work experience as a transmission engineer in a BAJA SAEand
team.
effective
communication
reinforced
by work
experience
as a transmission
in highest
a BAJA standards
SAE team.with
Possesses
the ability abilities
to manage
and lead
colleagues
effectively.
Persistent inengineer
delivering
Possesses
thesucceed
ability to
manage
and lead
colleagues
effectively. Persistent in delivering highest standards with
passion to
within
the global
automotive
arena.
passion to succeed within the global automotive arena.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Finished 1-year Advanced Diploma in Automotive Mechatronics (ADAM) by Mercedes Benz India Limited
(MBIL)1-year Advanced Diploma in Automotive Mechatronics (ADAM) by Mercedes Benz India Limited
 Finished
(MBIL)
 Participated in BAJA SAE competition in Tennessee, USA in 2016 and in California, USA in 2017 as a
 Participated
in BAJA
SAEincompetition
in Tennessee, USA in 2016 and in California, USA in 2017 as a
transmission
engineer
Team Jaabaz
transmission
in Team
 Six Sigmaengineer
Green Belt
holderJaabaz
after finishing certification training from World Class Manufacturing Solutions
 Six (WCMS),
Sigma Green
PuneBelt holder after finishing certification training from World Class Manufacturing Solutions
(WCMS),
Pune
 Granted
£4,300 student bursary from Cranfield University
 Granted
£4,300
student School
bursaryoffrom
CranfieldTransport
Universityand Manufacturing (SATM) Education Officer
 Elected
as Cranfield
Aerospace,
 Elected
as Cranfield
of Aerospace,
Transport
and Manufacturing
(SATM)
Educationacademic
Officer
 Awarded
'SpecialSchool
Achiever'
award at Vellore
Institute
of Technology
for exceptional
and co Awarded
'Special
Achiever' award at Vellore Institute of Technology for exceptional academic and cocurricular
activities
curricular activities
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 – October 2021)
MSc Automotive Mechatronics: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 – October 2021)

Modules: Automotive Mechatronics Induction, Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics,

Modules:
Mechatronics
Induction,
Automotive
Control
and Simulation,
Vehicle Dynamics,
Vehicle Automotive
Powertrain and
Performance,
Mechatronics
Modelling
for Vehicle
Systems, Advanced
Control and
Vehicle
Powertrain
and Performance,
Mechatronics
Modelling
for Vehicle
Systems,
Advanced
and
Optimisation,
Vehicle
Control Applications,
Embedded
Vehicle
Control
Systems,
VehicleControl
Electrification
Optimisation,
Vehicle Control Applications, Embedded Vehicle Control Systems, Vehicle Electrification
and Hybridisation
Hybridisation
 andGroup
Design Project: Topic TBC
  Group
DesignThesis:
Project:Topic
TopicTBC
TBC
Individual
  Individual
Thesis:
Topic TBC officer for School of Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing representing
Education
representative

Education
for School of Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing representing
studentsrepresentative
of 50 different officer
courses.
different courses.
 students
Head of
of 50
Communication,
Cranfield Autonomous Vehicle Society

Head of Communication, Cranfield Autonomous Vehicle Society
Advanced Diploma Automotive Mechatronics (ADAM): KIET Group of Institutions, UP, India
Advanced
Automotive
Mechatronics (ADAM): KIET Group of Institutions, UP, India
(AugustDiploma
2019 - September
2020)
(August
2019
- September
2020)
Course
developed
in collaboration
with Mercedes-Benz India Pvt. Ltd
Course developed in collaboration with Mercedes-Benz India Pvt. Ltd
B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering: Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore, India (July 2015 - April 2019)
B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering: Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore, India (July 2015 - April 2019)

Modules: Materials Engineering and Technology, Strength of Materials, Heat Transfer, Thermal

Modules:
Materials
Engineering
Technology,
of Transmission
Materials, Heat
Transfer,
Engineering
Systems,
Design ofand
Machine
Elements,Strength
Design of
Systems,
Fluid Thermal
Mechanics,
Engineering
Systems,
Design
of
Machine
Elements,
Design
of
Transmission
Systems,
Fluid
Mechanics,
Instrumentation and Control Engineering, Engineering Thermodynamics, Mechanics of Machines,
Engine
Instrumentation and Control Engineering, Engineering Thermodynamics, Mechanics of Machines, Engine

Group Thesis: Automatic fault classification of spherical roller bearing using ANN and DNN (Research

Group
Thesis:
fault classification of spherical roller bearing using ANN and DNN (Research
paper
under Automatic
review)
paper under review)
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CAREER HISTORY
T and T MOTORS: Delhi, India - Certified Maintenance Technician Trainee (March 2020)
T & T Motors is one of the oldest Mercedes-Benz dealerships across India, Mercedes Benz India Pvt. Ltd (MBIL)



Performed diagnostic tests using WIS (Workshop Information System) software to rectify electrical and
mechanical faults in the car
Performed trouble shooting using modern diagnostic tool called “Xentry” on several Mercedes cars

KIET COLLEGE: UP, India - Mentor (October 2019- January 2020)
Appointed as a mentor to teach mechanical modules of ADAM (Advanced Diploma in Automotive Mechatronics)
course to senior year students of KIET college, course developed in collaboration with Mercedes-Benz India Pvt.
Ltd


Trained students to strip down 2 engines and 5 transmissions along with delivering knowledge of the parts
involved

HONDA CARS INDIA LIMITED: Greater Noida, India - Intern (June 2017 - July 2017)
Honda Cars India Ltd. (HCIL) is a leading manufacturer of premium cars in India.



Gained hands on experience in assembly of different parts of car and acquired knowledge about 11
different zones present at the assembly line
Interned in the assembly frame department and assisted with a project on Total Productive Maintenance

VELLORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY: Vellore, India- Transmission Engineer (February 2016 - April
2017)
Team Jaabaz, is a team of undergraduate students which manufactures an All-Terrain Vehicle, indigenously
designed, every year and compete with teams internationally, in BAJA SAE competitions organized by the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) in the United States of America.



Designed and analyzed lighter engine mount, accelerator and brake pedal resulting in weight reduction of
the ATV
Hand crafted the spill pan and splash shield to pass the technical inspection before the event

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES








Software: Solid works, ANSYS, MATLAB, Simulink
Languages: Fluent English and Hindi, Beginner German
Sports: National Level Skater (3 times) and won 72 medals in total
Courses: Certification course on Electric Hybrid Vehicles offered by Imperial Society of Innovative
engineers (ISIE), India; Elite Certification from IIT Roorke for online course (NPTEL) on Supply Chain
Analytics; Developed a solar stove, fit for use in rural areas in collaboration with Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation Limited (ONGC), India; Micro and Nanofabrication course completed online from Edx;
Extracurricular: Course representative for MSc Automotive Mechatronics; Learnt intraday stock trading
from Livelong Wealth; Interned at MYPICBOOK in the marketing team
Membership: Society of Automotive Engineering
FLAWABLE Jewelry: Delhi,India - Co-Founder (October 2017 - Present)
Created Marketing Strategy responsible for generating 68% of the total sales for a drop shipping company
which sells jewellery to 7 different countries
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Wenxuan Wu

Wenxuan Wu

07421016587 Wenxuan.Wu@cranfield.ac.uk
07421016587Cranfield
Wenxuan.Wu@cranfield.ac.uk
University

Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Strong working ability and passion for analysing product requirements, achieving engineering objectives. Creative,
innovative,
and
able and
to undertake
project
from concept
completion. Enthusiasm
for collaboration
and ability
to
Strong
working
ability
passion afor
analysing
product to
requirements,
achieving engineering
objectives.
Creative,
work effectively with colleagues to solve problems. Willing to learn new knowledge and accept suggestions.
innovative, and able to undertake a project from concept to completion. Enthusiasm for collaboration and ability to
Optimistic, can quickly adapt to the environment under pressure. Effective communicator, fluent in English and
work effectively with colleagues to solve problems. Willing to learn new knowledge and accept suggestions.
Chinese Native Level. Proven strengths include strong work ethics, problem-solving skills, and the ability to work with
Optimistic, can quickly adapt to the environment under pressure. Effective communicator, fluent in English and
stakeholders to deliver results. Solid Python, C and C++ code writing ability in different compilation environments.
Chinese
Native Level. Proven strengths include strong work ethics, problem-solving skills, and the ability to work with
The ability to use several engineering software, such as Matlab, was strengthened in MSc in automotive
stakeholders
to deliver
results.
Solid Python,
C and C++
code writing
ability in
different
environments.
mechatronics.
International
background
with experience
working
in multicultural
and
diverse compilation
environments.

The ability to use several engineering software, such as Matlab, was strengthened in MSc in automotive
mechatronics.
International background with experience working in multicultural and diverse environments.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Recognised for proactive work. Obtained "Annual Performance 1st Award" in Student Career Development
Association in 2018.

Organised for
recruitment
presentations
for four
companies
to build relationships
with
more than
fortyDevelopment
students
• • Recognised
proactive
work. Obtained
"Annual
Performance
1st Award" in
Student
Career
and
employers.
Association in 2018.
Wrote therecruitment
MATLAB script
for colleagues
to generate
motortoefficiency
maps from with
Excelmore
files to
increase
• • Organised
presentations
for four
companies
build relationships
than
forty students
working
efficiency
while
working
in
SNC
Powertrain.
and employers.
•
Organised
and led script
three members
to develop
a glove to
sense
heat andmaps
cold infrom
a VRExcel
environment.
• Wrote
the MATLAB
for colleagues
to generate
motor
efficiency
files to increase
Designed and tested a thermoelectric cooling circuit. Built the Bluetooth communication between PC and
working efficiency while working in SNC Powertrain.
Arduino.
• Organised and led three members to develop a glove to sense heat and cold in a VR environment.
• Developed a ROS tracking car with OpenCV image recognition. Wrote several scripts to buide, simulate
Designed and tested a thermoelectric cooling circuit. Built the Bluetooth communication between PC and
and control a “virtual twin” in Gazebo. Designed the automatic driving strategy of the car and “virtual twin”.
Arduino.
• Developed a ROS tracking car with OpenCV image recognition. Wrote several scripts to buide, simulate
EDUCATION
and control a “virtual twin” in Gazebo. Designed the automatic driving strategy of the car and “virtual twin”.
MSc Automotive Mechatronics:

EDUCATION

Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)

Modules: Automotive Control and Simulation, Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain and Performance,
Mechatronics
Modelling for Cranfield
Vehicle Systems,
Advanced
ControlUK
and(October
Optimisation,
Control 2021)
MSc Automotive
Mechatronics:
University,
Cranfield,
2020Vehicle
- September
Applications, Embedded Vehicle Control Systems, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation.
Group Design
Project:
Jetson
Automation
Racing.
• • Modules:
Automotive
Control
and
Simulation,
Vehicle Dynamics, Vehicle Powertrain and Performance,
• Mechatronics
Individual Thesis:
Robust
Battery
State
Estimators
underControl
Perturbations.
Modelling for Vehicle Systems, Advanced
and Optimisation, Vehicle Control
•

Applications, Embedded Vehicle Control Systems, Vehicle Electrification and Hybridisation.

BEng
(Hons)Design
Electrical
Engineering
(2:1): University
of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK (September 2018 - June
• Group
Project:
Jetson Automation
Racing.
2020)

Individual Thesis: Robust Battery State Estimators under Perturbations.

•

•

Modules: Applied Design and Industrial Awareness, Drives, Engineering Management and Entrepreneurial

•

Group Project: Designed a glove to sense heat and cold in a VR environment.

BEng (Hons) Electrical Engineering (2:1): University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK (September 2018 - June
Skills, Application Development with C++, Digital Control and Optimisation, Signal Processing and Digital
2020)
Filtering, Antennas, Electromagnetic Compatibility.
• • Modules:
Applied
Design
andContact
Industrial
Awareness,
Drives,
Entrepreneurial
Individual
Thesis:
Electrical
Resistance
Between
BusEngineering
Bars and Its Management
Measurement and
and Prediction.
Skills, Application Development with C++, Digital Control and Optimisation, Signal Processing and Digital
Antennas,
Electromagnetic
Compatibility.
BEngFiltering,
(Hons) Electrical
Engineering
(2:1): Xi'an
Jiaotong-Liverpool University, Suzhou, China
• Group 2016
Project:
Designed
(September
- June
2018) a glove to sense heat and cold in a VR environment.
• Individual Thesis: Electrical Contact Resistance Between Bus Bars and Its Measurement and Prediction.

Modules: Electrical Circuits and Power Systems, Signals and Systems, Field Theory, Communication
Systems,
Electromagnetics,
and Microprocessor
Systems, CMOS
Integrated
BEng (Hons)
Electrical
EngineeringDigital
(2:1):Electronics
Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool
University,
Suzhou,
China Circuits,
Electronic
Circuits
and
Systems,
Instrumentation
and
Control.
(September 2016 - June 2018)
•
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•

Modules: Electrical Circuits and Power Systems, Signals and Systems, Field Theory, Communication

CAREER HISTORY
Wanxiang Auto: Shanghai, China - Internship Engineer (August 2018 - September 2018)
A company that develops and sells buses. By the end of 2018, the company has provided more than 13,000 diesel,
hybrid, and electric buses for Shanghai, accounting for more than 40% of the total number of buses in Shanghai.
•
•

Tested noise and vibration of vehicles during driving, cooperated to complete road test, learned how to
upload codes to controllers and debug controllers installed in electric buses.
Accepted new work and challenges, improved adaptability.

SNC Powertrain: Suzhou, China - Internship Engineer (January 2018 - August 2018)
A company that develops and sells electric vehicle powertrains with high power density, high torque density and
high reliability.
•

•
•

Carried out calibration of powertrain parameter, accomplishing 600h durability test of 235KW motor with
colleagues and calibrated three motors with smaller power in different series. For more accurate and
convenient data collection, developed a program in MATLAB to record data automatically.
Completed experiment reports and plot motor efficiency maps with MATLAB by self-study. Meanwhile,
wrote a program for colleagues to plot motor efficiency map with MATLAB more conveniently.
Cooperated with teams and strengthened abilities of problem analysis and solution. Communicated with
colleagues and supervisor, enhanced skills of expression.

Krispy Kreme: Myrtle Beach, USA - Intern (June 2017 - September 2017)
A famous American doughnut company.
•

Communicated and cooperated with colleagues from different countries with different cultural backgrounds,
improved ability to adapt to a new environment.

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
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Languages: Native Chinese and fluent English.
IT Skills: Experienced Microsoft Office, Simulink (MATLAB), C and C++ (Visual Studio), Python (VScode),
ROS, basic knowledge of PSPICE, AutoCAD.
Individual Interests: Analyses stocks prices of new energy vehicles companies. Digital and auto
enthusiast. Enjoys workout.
Volunteering: Volunteer of Suzhou Marathon 2017 and Smart China Expo 2019. Vice Minister of EE
department of Student Career Development Association in Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University.
Memberships: Member of Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET).

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc
The automotive sector is changing rapidly. Car manufacturers and
technology companies are developing new autonomous technologies
that will redefine the future of transport. With the rapid adoption of
smart vehicle functions, industry requires a unique set of skills from
its engineers and software developers.
This course is designed to equip graduates for technical and leadership roles in connected and automated
vehicle engineering and the wider intelligent mobility sector. Graduates aim to develop technical and
transferable skills in autonomous navigation, sensing and perception, systems integration, human factors,
and ethical/legal frameworks.

Dr Daniel Auger,
Reader in Electrification, Automation and Control
T +44 (0) 1234 758062
E: d.j.auger@cranfield.ac.uk

Dr Marco Cecotti,
Lecturer in Driving Automation
T: +44 (0) 1234 758512
E: M.Cecotti@cranfield.ac.uk
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Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc
Group design project 2020-21
Perception system for driverless buses
Over the past decade, the automotive industry and several governments around the world invested vast
amounts of resources into the development of driverless vehicles, and while their performances have
significantly improved over the years, those vehicles are largely out of reach of the general public, and only
operational in confined areas.
This is partly due to the challenges associated to the automatic perception of the environment, which
cannot be underestimated by automotive professionals working in the field of connected and autonomous
vehicles. For this reason, we would like to inspire our students to experience those challenges first-hand,
by proposing a project on the design and the validation of a perception system, applied to autonomous
buses traveling across the Cranfield Campus.
The perception system will be based on some reference hardware, with different configuration option, and
it will need to be able to:
•
•
•

locate the bus across the operational area
detect any vehicles and pedestrians on the road
detect the presence of people hailing the bus from the bus stops

The experimentation of novel idea will also be encouraged.
To follow some of the best practices
associated to the product development
lifecycle, the student will be divided into
a design group, and a verification and
validation group, while the module leader will
act as the systems architect. The two groups
will be given an initial list of requirements
that is expected to evolve during the project,
based on discussion between the groups,
and the systems architect, who should
approve any changes.
The two groups will need to work together to
make the best use of the resources provided,
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Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering

Soukeina Abdoullahi

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Mancan Li

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc
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Lorenzo Carena

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Aman Singh

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Yongmin Kim

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Soukeina Abdoullahi

+447709208916 s.abdoullahi@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Soukeina Abdoullahi

PERSONAL STATEMENT

+447709208916 s.abdoullahi@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

A postgraduate
engineering student pursuing a double degree with ESIGELEC (France) in Embedded Systems and
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Cranfield University in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle. Previously worked at Sherpa Engineering on a life-cycle
assessment
combined
with a
model-based
developing
skills
in simulation
and and
systems
A postgraduate
engineering
student
pursuing adevelopment
double degreeproject,
with ESIGELEC
(France)
in Embedded
Systems
Cranfield University
in Connected
and
Vehicle. Previously
worked
at Sherpa
Engineering
on up
a life-cycle
engineering.
In a company,
aspires to
beAutonomous
a versatile engineer
capable of
integrating
into a
team, taking
technological
assessment
model-based
project,
developing
skills inSociety
simulation
and systems
challenges
and combined
listening towith
the acustomer.
Vicedevelopment
President and
co-founder
of a student
at Cranfield
University
engineering.
In a company,
aspires
to beitahas
versatile
capablethree
of integrating
a team,
takingindustrial
up technological
focused
on autonomous
vehicles.
Since
beenengineer
active, hosted
webinarsinto
with
important
players, with
challenges
listeningeach
to theevent.
customer. Vice President and co-founder of a student Society at Cranfield University
40 to
70 peopleand
attending
focused on autonomous vehicles. Since it has been active, hosted three webinars with important industrial players, with
40 to 70 people attending each event.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

• Founded with other colleagues, a student Society on autonomous vehicles at Cranfield, with the aim of fostering
debate
and with
becoming
a tripartiteacontact
point between
university,
students,
and industry.
Nominated
first vice
• Founded
other colleagues,
student Society
on autonomous
vehicles
at Cranfield,
with the aim
of fostering
president
Societya tripartite contact point between university, students, and industry. Nominated first vice
debate of
andthe
becoming
of the
Societyhosted as a Society three webinars with important industrial players in the first month,
• As president
of February,
already
• As40
ofto
February,
already
hostedeach
as a event.
SocietyFour
threemore
webinars
withplanned
importantfor
industrial
players
in the first month,
with
70 people
attending
events
March and
April
with 40 to
70 people
attending
each event. School
Four more
events planned
March
and Aprilwith an overall average of
• Academic
year
2019/2020
of Engineering
- Ranked
4th out for
of 312
students
• Academic year 2019/2020 of Engineering School - Ranked 4th out of 312 students with an overall average of
16.51/20
16.51/20
• Won 1st prize on a Startup Weekend organised by Youth Business Cameroon (Y. B. C.)
• Won 1st prize on a Startup Weekend organised by Youth Business Cameroon (Y. B. C.)

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MScMSc
Connected
Engineering(Automotive):
(Automotive):
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
Connectedand
andAutonomous
Autonomous Vehicle
Vehicle Engineering
Cranfield
University,
Cranfield,
UK UK
(October
2020
- September2021)
2021)
(October
2020
- September
• Modules:
Vehiclefundamentals
fundamentals and
and dynamics,
vehicle
control
systems,
sensors
perception
and and
• Modules:
Vehicle
dynamics,embedded
embedded
vehicle
control
systems,
sensors
perception
visualization,path
pathplanning,
planning, autonomy
autonomy and
systems
engineering,
human
factor,factor,
humanvisualization,
and decision
decisionmaking,
making,
systems
engineering,
human
humancomputer
interactionand
and ADAS,
ADAS, ethics,
ethics, safety
traffic
flow,
transport
systems
optimisation,
computer
interaction
safetyand
andregulation,
regulation,
traffic
flow,
transport
systems
optimisation,
networked systems and cybersecurity
networked
systems and cybersecurity
• Group Project: To be assigned
• Group Project: To be assigned
• Individual Thesis: To be assigned. Conducted through an individual research project or internship
• Individual Thesis: To be assigned. Conducted through an individual research project or internship
Engineer's degree Embedded Systems, Autonomous Vehicles: ESIGELEC, Rouen, France (September 2018 -

Engineer's
degree
September
2021) Embedded Systems, Autonomous Vehicles: ESIGELEC, Rouen, France (September 2018 September 2021)
• Modules: Automatic control engineering and signal processing, modulation, digital conversion, I. T. networks

and operating
systems,
microprocessor
management,
instrumentation
and systems
• Modules:
Automatic
control
engineeringarchitecture,
and signalfinancial
processing,
modulation,
digital conversion,
I. T. networks
• Academic
Mini weatherarchitecture,
station involving
instrumentation,
acquisition
and processing
of
and
operating project
systems,n°1:
microprocessor
financial
management,
instrumentation
and systems
meteorological
data n°1:
and aMini
LabVIEW
user interface
• Academic
project
weather
station involving instrumentation, acquisition and processing of
• Academic project
n°2:aAssembly
a robot
equipped with ultrasonic sensors, line and brightness followers
meteorological
data and
LabVIEWofuser
interface
combined with on-board C programming on MSP430 microcontroller in order to avoid obstacles and follow a
• Academic
project n°2: Assembly of a robot equipped with ultrasonic sensors, line and brightness followers
white line (unknown trajectory)
combined with on-board C programming on MSP430 microcontroller in order to avoid obstacles and follow a
white line (unknown trajectory)

Higher School Preparatory Classes: PrépaVogt, Yaoundé, Cameroon (September 2016 - June 2018)

Higher School
Preparatory
Yaoundé,
Cameroon
2016 -sciences
June 2018)
Algebra,Classes:
analysis, PrépaVogt,
electrotechnics,
mechanics,
computer (September
science,engineering
• Modules:
• Modules: Algebra, analysis, electrotechnics, mechanics, computer science,engineering sciences
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CAREER HISTORY
Sherpa Engineering: Nanterre, France - Intern in Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) (June 2020 - August 2020)
Sherpa Engineering is a company specialized in modelling, simulation and control design. Their projects are part of the
system engineering process and specially the phases of design, realization and validation.
• Led Life Cycle Assessment" and "eco-design" data collection
• Performed data collection of various components and mission of a farm and its Mechatronic and Energy
components
• Established links between these data and the Model Based System Engineering and System Engineering
approaches using the norm ISO 14040
• Built demonstration models of these links and agricultural exploitation using the norm ISO 14040
• Learned new simulation tools, including PhiSim, a modelling and simulation environment for analysis at
physical layer including mechanical, hydraulic and electrical domains and GaBi, a LCA modelling and reporting
software
Complétude: Rouen, France - Private Teacher (September 2018 - June 2020)
Complétude is a tutoring organization implanted throughout the Ile-de-France region and in 20 major towns in
the provinces.
• Achieved private tuition in mathematics, physics, chemistry, English
Ferrero: Yaoundé, Cameroon - Intern in Production and Maintenance Department (July 2017 - August 2017)
Ferrero is an Italian manufacturer of branded chocolate and confectionery products, and the second biggest chocolate
producer and confectionery company in the world.
• Carried out maintenance of the mechanical parts of the production line (dismantling, cleaning and assembly)
• Supervised the updating the inventory working with CMMS software
• Operated gathering of documents for the ISO 9001 audit file
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: English (C2), French (mother tongue), Spanish (B2)
• Software: MATLAB, Simulink, PSpice, ECLIPSE, CodeBlocks, Code Composer Studio, Arduino,
NILabVIEW, SQL, PCAN-View
• Coding languages: C, JAVA, PYTHON
• Microsoft office 365
• Volunteering: ASCOVIME, an organisation providing free medical care to rural and needy populations in
Cameroon through mobile clinic campaigns
• Societies/Clubs: ESIG'AFRIK, ESIG'AÉRO, Cranfield Autonomous Vehicle Society
• Interests: Society documentaries, sociology, travel
• Certifications: TOEIC with 990/990 (2020), First Aid Training Attestation from Cameroon Association of
Emergency Physicians (AMU-CAM)
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Lorenzo
Lorenzo Carena
Carena

+39 3384 321015 lorenzo.carena@cranfield.ac.uk
+39 3384 321015 lorenzo.carena@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A postgraduate presently pursuing a master’s degree in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering.
A postgraduate
presently
pursuing “Race
a master’s
in Connected
and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering.
Starting
thesis project
with Porsche:
driverdegree
at the limit
of vehicle dynamics”
in May 2021.
Starting thesis project with Porsche: “Race driver at the limit of vehicle dynamics” in May 2021.
Previously worked at Toyota Motor Europe on multi-body simulation for my BSc thesis, within a model-based
Previously worked
Toyota Motor
Europe
on multi-body
simulation
for my
BSc thesis,with
within
a model-based
development
project,atdeveloping
skills
in simulation
and modelling.
Enjoys
collaborating
professionals
and
development
project,
developing
skills
in
simulation
and
modelling.
Enjoys
collaborating
with
professionals
and
peers in diversified teams. Keen to absorb new knowledge, possesses a demonstrated capability to tackle
peers
in
diversified
teams.
Keen
to
absorb
new
knowledge,
possesses
a
demonstrated
capability
to
tackle
complex problems within challenging constraints.
complex problems within challenging constraints.
President and co-founder of a student Society at Cranfield University focused on autonomous vehicles. In the
President
and
co-founder
a studentwith
Society
at Cranfield
University
vehicles. each
In the
first
months,
hosted
sevenofwebinars
important
industrial
players,focused
with 40ontoautonomous
70 people attending
first months, hosted seven webinars with important industrial players, with 40 to 70 people attending each
event.
event.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• MSc thesis project with Porsche: “Race driver at the limit of vehicle dynamics”. (May-September 2021).
• Chosen
MSc thesis
project
with Porsche:
“Race
driver at
the limit of vehicle dynamics”. (May-September 2021).
through
a highly
competitive
selection
process.
Chosen
through
a
highly
competitive
selection
process.
• Appointed Course Representative for the MSc in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering for
• academic
Appointedyear
Course
Representative for the MSc in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering for
2020/2021
academic
year
2020/2021
• Founded with other colleagues a student Society on autonomous vehicles at Cranfield, with the aim
• ofFounded
other
colleagues
Society
autonomous
vehicles atstudents,
Cranfield,and
with
the aim
fosteringwith
debate
and
becomingaastudent
tripartite
contactonpoint
between university,
industry.
of fosteringfirst
debate
and becoming
a tripartite contact point between university, students, and industry.
Nominated
president
of the Society
Nominated first
president
of the Society
• Successfully
hosted
as a Society
five webinars with important industrial players in the first month, with
• 30
Successfully
hosted
as a each
Society
five webinars
with important
industrial
players
in the first month, with
to 70 people
attending
event.
Future events
and hackathons
already
planned
30 to 70 peoplefor
attending
eachprogram
event. Future
events
hackathons
planned
• Recommended
a graduate
in Toyota
by and
company
mentoralready
in midterm
intern evaluation,
• despite
Recommended
graduate program
in Toyota
mentor in studies
midterminstead
intern evaluation,
being onlyforana undergraduate
student.
Chosebytocompany
continue academic
despite for
being
only an undergraduate
Chose
to continue
academic
studies
• Praised
enthusiasm,
commitment, student.
and positive
attitude
in reference
letter
from instead
Senior Manager
• during
Praised
for enthusiasm,
internship
at Toyotacommitment, and positive attitude in reference letter from Senior Manager
during internship
Toyota
• Awarded
with threeatconsecutive
gold medals in 100 metres at the provincial athletics championships
• Awarded with three consecutive gold medals in 100 metres at the provincial athletics championships
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering (Automotive): Cranfield University, Cranfield,
MSc
Connected
Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering (Automotive): Cranfield University, Cranfield,
UK
(October
2020and
- September
2021)
UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
• Individual Thesis: Project with Porsche: “Race driver at the limit of vehicle dynamics”. Role will be
• the
Individual
Thesis:
withofPorsche:
“Racethat
driver
the limit
of vehicle
dynamics”. Role
will be
development
andProject
validation
a functionality
willatallow
the vehicle
to autonomously
navigate
the
development
and
validation
of
a
functionality
that
will
allow
the
vehicle
to
autonomously
navigate
Porsche’s Nardò proving circuit at high speed
Porsche’s
Nardò
proving circuit
speed system for an autonomous bus.
• Group
Project:
Development
of at
thehigh
perception
• Group Project: Development of the perception system for an autonomous bus.
• Modules: Vehicle fundamentals and dynamics, embedded vehicle control systems, sensors
• perception
Modules: and
Vehicle
fundamentals
and dynamics,
embedded
vehicle
control
systems,
sensors
visualization,
path planning,
autonomy
and decision
making,
systems
engineering,
systems engineering,
perception
andhuman-computer
visualization, path
planning,and
autonomy
decision
human
factor,
interaction
ADAS, and
ethics,
safetymaking,
and regulation,
traffic flow,
human factor,
human-computer
interaction
and ADAS,
ethics, safety and regulation, traffic flow,
transport
systems
optimisation, networked
systems
and cybersecurity
transport systems optimisation, networked systems and cybersecurity
• Course Representative for the MSc for academic year 2020/2021
• Course Representative for the MSc for academic year 2020/2021
BSc Mechanical Engineering, with specialization in ground vehicles: Politecnico di Milano, Milan,
BSc(October
Mechanical
Engineering,
Italy
2015
- July 2020)with specialization in ground vehicles: Politecnico di Milano, Milan,
Italy (October 2015 - July 2020)
• Individual Thesis: Written with an internship in Toyota Motor Europe in collaboration with KU Leuven
• University:
Individual“Validation
Thesis: Written
withmodel
an internship
in Toyota Motor
Europe toe
in collaboration
withbehaviour”
KU Leuven
of a new
for the simulation
of anisotropic
correct bushing
University: “Validation of a new model for the simulation of anisotropic toe correct bushing behaviour”
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• Modules: Vehicle dynamics, mechanical and thermal measurements, theory of ground vehicles,
design of mechanical systems, rational mechanics, and internal combustion engines
CAREER HISTORY
Toyota Motor Europe: Brussels, Belgium - Intern in Vehicle Performance Engineering - Model Based
Development (October 2019 - April 2020)
Project undertaken with Model Based Development team, in research synergy with KU Leuven University:
• Led autonomously the first development and validation of simple and effective lumped parameter
models to simulate anisotropic behaviour in a new toe-correcting suspension bushing. The project was
a key early stage for new component's design
• Conducted research from Toyota's side, in parallel with a PhD student at KU Leuven, for the first three
months of the project. The research subject was non-linear elastomer properties, key for the second
part of the internship
• Leveraged personal engineering background to navigate through four completely new areas, such as
multi-body simulation, FE model quality, non-linear characteristics of rubber with application to Finite
Elements dynamic analysis
• Learned proactively new simulation tools, including CATIA V5, Ansa, Abaqus and Simpack for multibody simulation. Developed knowledge from no previous experience and quickly became able to
proceed autonomously, proposing new solutions
• Brought added value, being able to troubleshoot problematic convergence in dynamic analyses.
Logically searched for root causes of three main problems, until issues were solved, and a new way
of proceeding was established
• Detected and corrected one crucial meshing issue in FE model without previous study background in
Finite Elements, issue being responsible for lack of convergence and unexpected results in analyses,
and subsequent schedule delay
• Communicated frequently with the Japanese headquarters and external suppliers and stakeholders
for six months. Built effective working relationships and friendships with colleagues from different
cultures and positions in a dynamic environment
British Council Italy: Milan and northern Italy - Invigilator (March 2018 - September 2019)
Italian headquarters of the renowned British cultural organisation for international educational opportunities
• Coordinated, with a team of peers the examination sessions for IELTS and Cambridge English
certificates in Milan and across northern Italy
• Prepared exam venues, supervised delivery of confidential exam material, worked in a team to identify
and assist hundreds of candidates during tests time
• Teamed directly with local schoolteachers before and during the four parts of examination
• Committed proudly to promote British Council's sound reputation for quality and impartiality in
assessment, being the invigilators a first and only interface with schools and public
• Resolved a potentially blocking issue one day by proposing to switch order of tests
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Languages: English (C2), Spanish (fluent), Italian (mother tongue), French in progress
Simulation: Simpack, Carmaker, Matlab, Simulink, ROS
CAD design: CATIA V5, Solidworks, Solid Edge, Autodesk Inventor
FE analysis: Abaqus, Beta ANSA for 3D meshing of parts
Volunteering: Mensa del Fratello, providing indoor hot meals to the homeless and the poorest in the
community
• Volunteering: Centro Pavese di Accoglienza alla Vita, an organisation providing financial and
psychological assistance to young pregnant women in need
• Interests: Favourite hobby is precision drawing of cars and mechanical systems
• Certifications: TOEFL iBT with 103/120 (2020); Cambridge English Proficiency (CPE) with grade B
(2014); Italian Red Cross BLS + Defibrillator certification

•
•
•
•
•
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Yongmin Kim
Yongmin Kim

+447988132166 yongmin.kim@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
University
+447988132166
yongmin.kim@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT

PERSONAL STATEMENT

A postgraduate student currently completing a master's degree in connected and autonomous vehicle engineering.
A postgraduate
student
currently for
completing
a master's
in connected
and
vehicle developing
engineering. EV
Majored
in automotive
engineering
bachelor's
degreedegree
and later
worked as
a autonomous
research engineer
Majored
in
automotive
engineering
for
bachelor's
degree
and
later
worked
as
a
research
engineer
developing
Traction motor at LG Electronics. Always excited to work cooperatively with several people in industry andEV
university.
motor at LG Electronics. Always excited to work cooperatively with several people in industry and university.
HighlyTraction
interested
in Computer Vision application for Autonomous driving systems.
Highly interested in Computer Vision application for Autonomous driving systems.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Achieved
FirstFirst
Class
with
honours
Engineering,Coventry
Coventry
University
• Achieved
Class
with
honoursininBEng
BEngAutomotive
Automotive Engineering,
University
• Certified
in 'Computer
Vision
andDeep
DeepLearning
Learning using
using OpenCV'
AI Online
package
• Certified
in 'Computer
Vision
and
OpenCV'and
and'Deep-learning/
'Deep-learning/
AI Online
package
Course
in FASTCAMPUS
3 and'C++
'C++Programming
Programming Language'
accomplished
in INFLEARN
3
Course
in FASTCAMPUS
3 and
Language'Course
Course
accomplished
in INFLEARN
3
•
Managed
student
conference
called
‘1st
H.I.M
Conference’
in
London
February
2015
and
‘2nd
H.I.M
• Managed student conference called ‘1st H.I.M Conference’ in London February 2015 and ‘2nd H.I.M
Conference
in UCL
London
December2016
2016 hosted
hosted by
Conference
in UCL
London
December
by UYW
UYWProject
Project
• Founded Autonomous Vehicle Society in Cranfield university with other colleagues and organised several
• Founded Autonomous Vehicle Society in Cranfield university with other colleagues and organised several
webinars regarding autonomous vehicle technology with autonomous field experts from industry
webinars regarding autonomous vehicle technology with autonomous field experts from industry
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MScConnected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 -

MScConnected
and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020 Present)
Present)
• Relevant modules: Embedded Vehicle Control System, Networked Systems and Cybersecurity, Sensors

Perception
and Visualisation,
Planning,
Autonomy,
Decision Systems
Making, Transport
Systems
• Relevant
modules:
EmbeddedPath
Vehicle
Control
System,and
Networked
and Cybersecurity,
Sensors
Optimisation,
Human
Factors,
Human-Computer
interaction
and
ADAS
Systems.
Ethics
and
Safety
Perception and Visualisation, Path Planning, Autonomy, and Decision Making, Transport Systems
Optimisation, Human Factors, Human-Computer interaction and ADAS Systems. Ethics and Safety

BEng Automotive Engineering: Coventry University, Coventry, UK (September 2015 - September 2018)

• Classification:
First Class
BEng Automotive
Engineering:
Coventry University, Coventry, UK (September 2015 - September 2018)
• 2nd year: UK Work experience, Engineering Management, Vehicle Systems, Design and sustainability,

• Classification:
First Class
Analytical Modelling,
Solid Mechanics and Dynamics, Thermofluid Mechanics, Engineering Mathematics
• 2nd
year:year:
UK Work
experience,
Management,
Systems,
Design
and sustainability,
• Final
Vehicle
safety and Engineering
Structures, Vehicle
Dynamics,Vehicle
Finite Element
Analysis,
Intelligent
Transport
Systems,
IndividualSolid
Project
(AEB Simulation),
Group Project
(Sparrowhawk
Project),
AutomotiveMathematics
Product
Analytical
Modelling,
Mechanics
and Dynamics,
Thermofluid
Mechanics,
Engineering
Automotive
and Vehicle
Aerodynamics,
Professional
Development,
and
Project Planning
• FinalInnovation,
year: Vehicle
safetyEngines
and Structures,
Vehicle
Dynamics,
Finite Element
Analysis,
Intelligent
Transport
• Individual
research
topic:
AEBSimulation),
Simulation design
IPG (Sparrowhawk
Carmaker
Systems,
Individual
Project
(AEB
Groupusing
Project
Project), Automotive Product
Innovation, Automotive Engines and Vehicle Aerodynamics, Professional Development, and Project Planning
• Individual research topic: AEB Simulation design using IPG Carmaker

CAREER HISTORY

LG Electronics: Incheon - Research Engineer (December 2018 - April 2020)

CAREER
HISTORY
VS EV
Motor Advanced Research Team, Green R&D Center

• Researched
of high-voltage
(800(December
V) EV traction
motor.
LG Electronics:
Incheonstability
- Research
Engineer
2018
- April 2020)
•
Organized
3
different
prototype
modelling
and
production:
PMSM
Traction motor stand-alone. IPGM
VS EV Motor Advanced Research Team, Green R&D Center
integration.

• Managedstability
3 Traction
(PMSM)(800
dynamo
& flowing
current
test tasks (motor control)
• Researched
of motor
high-voltage
V) EV
traction
motor.
•
Analysed
5
products
RFQ
documents
and
created
technical
documents
provided
to Global
automotive
OEMs
• Organized 3 different prototype modelling and production: PMSM Traction
motor
stand-alone.
IPGM
and
organised
several
technical
conferences
with
client.
integration.
• Trained two 3D Modelling softwares (NX UG, CATIA) and FEM analysis software (Nx Nastran, Hyperworks)
• Managed
3 Traction motor (PMSM) dynamo & flowing current test tasks (motor control)
for Traction Motor design.
• Analysed
5
products RFQ documents and created technical documents provided to Global automotive OEMs
• Carried 5 EV traction motor benchmarking projects and created EV Motor technical trend report and analysed
and organised
several
technical
conferences
with client.
electric vehicle
powertrain
technical
patents released
by research institutes and industry and supported 2
• Trained
twopublication.
3D Modelling softwares (NX UG, CATIA) and FEM analysis software (Nx Nastran, Hyperworks)
patents
for Traction Motor design.
• Carried 5 EV traction motor benchmarking projects and created EV Motor technical trend report and analysed
electric vehicle powertrain technical patents released by research institutes and industry and supported 2
patents publication.
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• Resolved design and manufacturing issues through continuous communication with component suppliers and
finished long-term (12 month) project on time through efficient time management.
• Developed knowledge of electric vehicle powertrain (Inverter, Battery, Motor) through 3 months technique
learning session and developed teamwork through training activities hosted by VS department, LG Electronics
• Established product cost and margin calculation in cooperation with purchasing team and conducted cost
reduction task (2 months) through design modification and material analysis.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
• Languages: English (Fluent), Korean (Native)
• Microsoft Office: MS Word, Powerpoint, Publisher, Excel
• Technical:
• Certified 6Sigma greenbelt at LG Electronic
• MATLAB
• CATIA
• Siemens NX UG, NX Nastran
• IPG Carmaker
• C / C++ / PYTHON
• Computer Vision (OpenCV, YOLOv3)
• Volunteering: TRMA Orphanage in Nagaland, India for a year
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MancanLi
Li
Mancan
+44 7529968482 mancan.li@cranfield.ac.uk

+44 7529968482 mancan.li@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
An imaginative and studious automotive engineering postgraduate with great interests in the
An
imaginativevehicles,
and studious
automotive
engineering
postgraduate
with great
interests in the
autonomous
computer
vision and
some other
AI technologies.
Double-degree
autonomous
vehicles,
computer
vision
and
some
other
AI
technologies.
Double-degree
postgraduate student. Possesses a solid and well-rounded engineering background having
postgraduate
student.
Possesses
a solid and
engineering
background
having
completed various
projects.
Experienced
withwell-rounded
deep learning
model training,
with a deep
completed
various
projects. Experienced
training,
withAanative
deep Chinese
understanding
of automotive
engineeringwith
anddeep
goodlearning
skills ofmodel
machine
learning.
understanding
of
automotive
engineering
and
good
skills
of
machine
learning.
A
native
Chinese
and fluent English speaker with effective communication skills.
and fluent English speaker with effective communication skills.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS









Outstanding Freshman Award of JSU
Outstanding Freshman Award of JSU
First-class Scholarship of JSU
First-class Scholarship of JSU
“Merit Student” of JSU
“Merit Student” of JSU
Studying for double master’s degree
Studying for double master’s degree

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering (Automotive): Cranfield University,
MSc Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering (Automotive): Cranfield University,
Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
Cranfield, UK (October 2020 - September 2021)
Modules: Sensors, Perception and Visualization, Ethics, Safety and Regulation, Embedded
Modules: Sensors, Perception and Visualization, Ethics, Safety and Regulation, Embedded
Vehicle Control Systems, Human Factors, Human-Computer interaction and ADAS System,
Vehicle Control Systems, Human Factors, Human-Computer interaction and ADAS System,
Systems Engineering, Technology Strategy and Business Models, Transport Systems
Systems Engineering, Technology Strategy and Business Models, Transport Systems
Optimization
Optimization
Group project: Objection Detection
Group project: Objection Detection
Individual Thesis: Perception and localization
Individual Thesis: Perception and localization
MSc Vehicle Engineering (Double degree in partnership with Cranfield University): Jiangsu
MSc Vehicle Engineering (Double degree in partnership with Cranfield University): Jiangsu
University, Zhenjiang, China (September 2019 - September 2021)
University, Zhenjiang, China (September 2019 - September 2021)
Modules: Vehicle Dynamics, Motor Drive and Control, Computational Dynamics,
Modules: Vehicle Dynamics, Motor Drive and Control, Computational Dynamics,
Automotive Experiment and Equipment, Academic Writing, Numerical Analysis, Mathematical
Automotive Experiment and Equipment, Academic Writing, Numerical Analysis, Mathematical
Statistics, Automotive Energy, Saving and Purification.
Statistics, Automotive Energy, Saving and Purification.
Individual Thesis: To be decided (study ongoing).
Individual Thesis: To be decided (study ongoing).
AutomotiveEngineering:
Engineering:Jiangsu
JiangsuUniversity
University(JSU),
(JSU),Jiangsu,
Jiangsu,China
China(September
(September2014
2014- -June
June
Automotive
2018)
2018)
Modules:Calculus,
Calculus,Engineering
Engineeringgraphics,
graphics,Physics,
Physics,Mechanical
MechanicalCAD
CADfoundation
foundation(CATIA),
(CATIA),
Modules:
Automotive
construction,
Mechanical
principles,
Mechanical
design,
Automotive construction, Mechanical principles, Mechanical design,
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Theoretical mechanics, Material mechanics, Engine theory, Automotive theory, Automotive
electronic technology.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Languages: Fluent English, Mandarin
IT Skills: Experienced with CATIA V5, Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint, Pytorch and
Simulink (MATLAB), AutoCAD, Python, Anaconda
Individual Interests: Travelling and music.
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Aman Singh
Aman
Singh field.ac.uk
+44 75399 96925 aman.singh@cran

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT

+44 75399 96925
aman.singh@cran
Cran
field University field.ac.uk
Cranfield University

Pursuing a dream to excel in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle design, production, and business excellence
Pursuing
a dream
excel in Connected
and Autonomous
Vehicle
production,
business
excellence
program.
With atofoundation
in Automotive
engineering and
withdesign,
signi ficant
projectsand
related
to optimizing
vehicle
program.
With aand
foundation
in Automotive
engineering
andprocess
with signi
ficant projects
related
to optimizing
vehicle
performance
safety ratings,
knowledge
of business
modelling
and project
optimization
along
with
performance
and of
safety
ratings,and
knowledge
of business
modelling
projectthrough
optimization
along
technical skills
Connected
Autonomous
Vehicleprocess
engineering
beingand
garnered
the Cran
fieldwith
technical
skills learning.
of Connected
and
Autonomous
Vehiclepro
engineering
being
garnered
through the
Cran field could be
experiential
Aligns
abilities
with business
fitability and
customer
satisfaction
measurements
experiential
Aligns abilities
with business
pro fitability
customer satisfaction measurements could be
controlledlearning.
through systematic
measurement
of attributes
in and
the product.
controlled through systematic measurement of attributes in the product.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Interned as a Service Engineer on project with Automotive Mercantile of Volvo and JLR Automotive in services
 Interned
as a division
Service Engineer on project with Automotive Mercantile of Volvo and JLR Automotive in services
and safety
and
safety
division and education division of simulated vehicle driving scenarios along with Vehicle Safety and
 Led
the training
 LedDesign
the training
andand
education
of simulated
vehicle
driving
scenarios
with Vehicle
Safety in
and
on active
passivedivision
safety systems
leading
to certi
ficates
awardedalong
in seminars
and forums
India
Design
on active
and passive
safety
to certifimanagement
cates awarded
seminars and
forums in India
 Published
2 research
papers
in systems
seminarsleading
on program
oninautomotive
engineering
along with
 Published
2 research
papers
in seminars
on program
on management
automotive engineering
along
with
programming
courses
in C++,
Control Systems
alongmanagement
with program
with statistical
prediction
programming
in for
C++,
Control
Systems programs
along with
program
management
with statistical prediction
models and courses
simulation
business
excellence
helped
win Trendz
Global Scholarship
models
and simulation
business
programs
win Trendz
Global
 Volunteered
and led for
15 people
in excellence
Food Distribution
forhelped
Flood Relief
Program
and Scholarship
Public Health towards Disaster
 Volunteered
and&led
15 people
in Food
DistributionIndia
for Flood Relief Program and Public Health towards Disaster
management
Recovery
efforts
in Hyderabad,
management & Recovery efforts in Hyderabad, India
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020
Connected
and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (September 2020
MSc
- October
2021)
- October 2021)
Professional Degree: Open University, Hyderabad, India (Summer 2020)
Professional Degree: Open University, Hyderabad, India (Summer 2020)
 Nutrition and Sports Fitness and lean body
 Nutrition
andhealthy
Sports Fitness
and lean
body
 Mentored
living through
customized
nutrition plans
 Mentored healthy living through customized nutrition plans
BTech: SRM Institute of Science & Technology, Chennai, India (June 2016 - June 2020)
BTech: SRM Institute of Science & Technology, Chennai, India (June 2016 - June 2020)
 Major in Automotive Engineering  Major
in Automotive
Engineering
 Achieved
a Cumulative
GPA of over
8.6 in the Full Time Engineering Graduate Program
 Achieved a Cumulative GPA of over 8.6 in the Full Time Engineering Graduate Program
Professional Course: Statistical Management, Hyderabad, INDIA (Winter 2019)
Professional Course: Statistical Management, Hyderabad, INDIA (Winter 2019)
 Balanced Scorecard Prediction Modelling & Simulation through Minitab & Crystal Ball
 Balanced Scorecard Prediction Modelling & Simulation through Minitab & Crystal Ball
Professional Course: Carnegie Mellon University/ISACA, Pittsburgh, USA (Autumn 2019)
Professional Course: Carnegie Mellon University/ISACA, Pittsburgh, USA (Autumn 2019)
 Member of the Introduction to Capability Maturity Model Workshop on Process Management Professional
 Member of the Introduction to Capability Maturity Model Workshop on Process Management Professional
Course: Affiliated with CMMI Institute, Washington DC, USA (Fall 2018)
Course: Affiliated with CMMI Institute, Washington DC, USA (Fall 2018)
 Learner Centric Teaching - Figurative & Remote Learning Abilities
 Learner Centric Teaching - Figurative & Remote Learning Abilities
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Trendz Process Consulting Pvt Ltd: Hyderabad, India - Management Consultant (Summer 2020)
Trendz
Process
Consulting&Pvt
Ltd: Hyderabad,
India
- Management
Consultant
A Business
Management
Consulting
Firm enabling
Sustainable
Business
Solutions.(Summer 2020)

A Business Management & Consulting Firm enabling Sustainable Business Solutions.
 Led a team of business strategy consultants for process analysis and roadmap and facilitated over 3 MNC for
 Ledprocess
a teampriorities
of business
strategyhandlers
consultants
process
analysis
and roadmap and facilitated over 3 MNC for
and change
for efor
ffective
change
management
process priorities and change handlers for effective change management
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• Led Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) assessment team for over 6 companies to check the probability and
impact of a potential risks and provide a Vulnerability assessment reports
• Led a team of Metrics and Balanced Scorecard consultants for 2 High Maturity Companies in India for Simulative
and Probabilistic Models enabling cost saving and business stakeholder benefits
SRM Institute of Science & Technology: Chennai, India - Technical Graduate Member (January 2020 - April
2020)

An Engineering College with Major in Automotive Engineering

 Research & Simulation based projects on Collapsible Steering Column with a Helical Ribbon Like Concertina
mesh type structure leading to a an increase in efficiency of 22% and a significant cost reduction of 5%
 Counselled and Led a team of 3 members for the Design and Strategy of a Research Application project on
Passive Safety Systems in India.
 Directed the team for safety and efficiency targeted improvement by 7% with a presumptive cost saving of
4.7%. Stakeholders were presented on the fuzzy control, fluid dynamics, electronics & pneumatic working of
the system
Drivingo, Kunja Techno Pvt Limited: Chennai, India - Management Intern (Autumn 2019) A startup enabling

driving related simulation for the early driving enthusiasts.

 Compiled Design & Business Strategy for a rollout of training modules for reducing traffic accidents and
encourage smart driving methods with a safety factor saving of over 50% value points
 Mentored and Led the "Train the Trainer Module of Workshop" to facilitate institutionalized learning and
improve marketing and sales of the company with a rise of 31% in the business revenue targets
 Mentored and sustained the division for Quality and Process Compliance team to ensure the Statutory
Requirements of the business dimension.
Volvo Cars: Hyderabad, India - Trainee Graduate (Winter 2017)

An establishment for full range of Volvo Vehicles & Services

 Steered a team of 5 Apprentice Service Engineers regarding the analysis and estimation for the study of
catastrophic accident vehicles including service advisory on cost optimization and customer satisfaction,
safety and collision control of commercial vehicles and for Paints Division enabling faster tur naround of
vehicles for about 3 critical paint and intricate jobs each week across 2 months
 Analysed about 15 critical Accidents each month and submitted the report to the Volvo Engineering
Department and lead service engineer for about 4 vehicles each day across 2 months
Internship at Client of Trendz Process Consulting: Mumbai, India - Management Consultant (Summer 2020) A
Large Finance and Document Management Company in India

 Led a team of consultants in the statistical module for data collection and mining, corroboration and charting
 Steered the team of 4 consultants for Process Performance Models for Simulation and Prediction Modelling
Volunteer Support- Social Cause: Hyderabad, India - Leading a Team of Volunteers (Autumn 2020) Social

Cause

 Spearheaded a team of 15 Volunteers support towards Disaster management & Recovery e fforts in the city.
 Pioneered the Food Distribution for Flood Relief Program and Public Health with a team of 20 volunteers.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Automotive: Blogger, Vlogger, and seminar presenter on Automotive Projects relating Driverless Vehicles
Certi fi cation courses: ANSYS, Solidworks, AUTOCAD, Labview (Simulink), CarMaker Software
Statistical Tools: Minitab, Crystal Ball and related tools of IOT, Big Data & PMBoK modules
Course / Project: Disaster Management as an Open Elective Subject
Languages & Cultural Interests: Exposure to global cultures and understanding of foreign languages like
Japanese (Basic), Chinese (Basic) & native language of Hindi (Proficient-Native), Tamil, Punjabi and a photography
enthusiast
 Extracurricular: Pro Bono consultant for beginners and intermediates for Fitness through weight training, cardio &
high intensity interval training and callisthenics for strength, endurance and hypertrophy.
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Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering

Adib Afdhal Bin Nazari

Yingjia Liu

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Thuvaragan Sathiyaphalan

Wenjie Zhao

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc
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Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Jorge Palacios Cuervo

Connected and Autonomous
Vehicle Engineering MSc

Adib Afdhal Bin Nazari
Adib Afdhal Bin Nazari

+44 7719 711343 a.bin-nazari@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
+44 7719 711343 a.bin-nazari@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT

A Network Engineer with more than 4 years of experience at PETRONAS DIGITAL, an IT subsidiary of PETRONAS, a
Global
Fortune
500 company.
A conscientious,
hard-working
and result
oriented
a Bachelor
in
A Network
Engineer
with more than
4 years of experience
at PETRONAS
DIGITAL,
an ITindividual.
subsidiary Holds
of PETRONAS,
a
Networking
Systems
is currently
undertakinghard-working
MSc in Connected
VehicleHolds
at Cranfield
University.
Global Fortune
500and
company.
A conscientious,
and resultAutonomous
oriented individual.
a Bachelor
in
Previously
enlisted
(volunteer)
Malaysian
Army Reserve
and actively
participated
in amateur
Muay
Thai & MMA
Networking
Systems
and is incurrently
undertaking
MSc inForce,
Connected
Autonomous
Vehicle
at Cranfield
University.
Previously
enlisted
(volunteer)
in Malaysian
Army
Force,
and leadership
actively participated
in amateur
Muay and
Thai a&good
MMA team
fights
from 2011
to 2016.
Possesses
high level
of Reserve
discipline,
proven
skills, strong
work ethic
fightsSeeking
from 2011
to 2016.
Possesses
high levelcareer
of discipline,
proven
leadership
skills, strong
work ethic and
a goodby
team
player.
new
challenges
by shifting
direction
towards
the world
of Autonomous
Vehicle,
utilizing
player.
Seeking
new
challenges
by
shifting
career
direction
towards
the
world
of
Autonomous
Vehicle,
by
utilizing
overlapping and transferring skills from previous experience, and from current postgraduate endeavour.
overlapping and transferring skills from previous experience, and from current postgraduate endeavour.

KEYKEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
• Certified
with
CCNA
Associate)(2016)
(2016)
• Certified
with
CCNA(Cisco
(CiscoCertified
Certified Network
Network Associate)
• Completed
CCNP
(Cisco
Professional)training
training
(2018)
• Completed
CCNP
(CiscoCertified
Certified Network
Network Professional)
(2018)
• Coordinated
a Proof
technologysolution
solution- Global
- Global
Server
Load
Balancer
(GSLB)
between
• Coordinated
a ProofofofConcept
Conceptto
to test
test new technology
Server
Load
Balancer
(GSLB)
between
2 “on
premise”
datacentres
centresand
and11 Cloud
Cloud data
2 “on
premise”
data
data centre
centre(Azure)
(Azure)(2018)
(2018)
• Led
a project
deploynew
newtechnology
technology solution
solution --44F5
solutions
intointo
PETRONET,
2 for2each
• Led
a project
to to
deploy
F5GLSB
GLSB(Big-IP)
(Big-IP)
solutions
PETRONET,
for each
major
data
centre
(2018)
major
data
centre
(2018)
• Promoted
from
gradeE1
E1totoE2
E2 in
in 2018
2018 for
• Promoted
from
jobjobgrade
for good
goodperformance
performance
•
Actively
compete
in
amateur
MMA
&
Muay
Thai
– 2016)
• Actively compete in amateur MMA & Muay Thai fights
fights(2-3-0)
(2-3-0)(2011
(2011
– 2016)
•
Volunteered
in
Malaysian
Army
Reserve
Force
and
completed
1-month
basic
training
(active:
20112011
- 2015)
• Volunteered in Malaysian Army Reserve Force and completed 1-month
basic
training
(active:
- 2015)
• Elected Secretary for Cranfield Autonomous Vehicle Society (2020)
• Elected Secretary for Cranfield Autonomous Vehicle Society (2020)
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc: Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering, Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 -

MSc:
Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering, Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 Present)
Present)
• Modules: Fundamentals Vehicle Engineering, Path Planning, Sensors, Perception & Visualisation, Embedded

VehicleFundamentals
Control Systems,
Transport
System Optimisation,
Networked
System
& Cybersecurity
• Modules:
Vehicle
Engineering,
Path Planning,
Sensors,
Perception
& Visualisation, Embedded
•
Access
to
Intelligent
Mobility
Engineering
Centre
(IMEC)
and
Multi-user
Environment
for Autonomous Vehicle
Vehicle Control Systems, Transport System Optimisation, Networked System & Cybersecurity
Innovation
(MUEAVI)
• Access
to Intelligent
Mobility Engineering Centre (IMEC) and Multi-user Environment for Autonomous Vehicle
Innovation (MUEAVI)
• Group Project: Sensors Perception System

• Group
Project:
Sensors
Perception
• Thesis:
Simulation
Cues
for RemoteSystem
Driving
• Thesis:
Simulation
Cues University
for RemoteofDriving
Degree:
Networking
Systems,
Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (January 2012 - December
2014)

Degree: Networking Systems, University of Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (January 2012 - December
• Minor in Programming, includes Object Oriented Programming & Network Programming
2014)
• Minor in Cybersecurity and Network Security

• Modules:
Engineering includes
Mathematics,
Microprocessor,
Database Management
System, Network Management &
• Minor
in Programming,
Object
Oriented Programming
& Network Programming
Cyberlaw
• Minor
in Cybersecurity and Network Security
• Modules: Engineering Mathematics, Microprocessor, Database Management System, Network Management &
Diploma:
University of Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (January 2009 - December 2011)
Cyberlaw
• Major in Computer Networking

Diploma:• University
of Kuala
Lumpur,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (January 2009 - December 2011)
Minor in Linux
& Database
Administration
• Modules: Basic Electronics, Network Cabling, Web Programming

• Major in Computer Networking
• Minor in Linux & Database Administration
• Modules: Basic Electronics, Network Cabling, Web Programming
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CAREER HISTORY
PETRONAS DIGITAL SDN BHD: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
An IT company which is a wholly owned subsidiary of PETRONAS, a Malaysian-based oil and gas company.
Network Engineer (June 2016 - September 2020)
• Resolved day to day network reported incidents, with 100% SLA compliance
• Oversaw a total of 80 sites Fail Over Test for TM operated IPVPN Links nation-wide for 2017, 2018 and 2019
• Spearheaded a POC to test Global Server Load Balancer (GSLB) between 2 “on premise” data centres and 1
Cloud data centre (Azure)
• Trained and certified with CCNA (Cisco Certified Network Associate)
• Completed CCNP (Cisco Certified Network Professional) training
• Demonstrated good technical comprehension by passing CCNP Troubleshooting module with 948/1000,
pending 2 modules
• Led and managed deployment of 4 F5 GLSB (Big-IP) solutions into PETRONET, 2 for each major data centre
• Collaborated with project team in Technology Refresh project for Aruba Wireless Solution in 2020, Technology
Refresh project for 11 F5 LTM nationwide in 2019
Executive (May 2015 - June 2016)
• Managed, monitored and oversaw a total of 180 contracts between PETRONAS Digital and its vendors
• Facilitated contract renewal, termination, and extension process with zero non-compliance
• Supervised a small team in vendor management - includes yearly vendor performance evaluation for 80 vendors
(divided between team members)
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Language: Malay (Native), English (Native)
Computer Networking: Solarwinds, Netscout, CISCO, Aruba
Programming: C++, Python, MATLAB
Committee: Secretary of Cranfield University Autonomous Vehicle Society (est 2021)
Interests: Football: represent company in KSRP Petronas Football League 2018
Sepak Takraw: Petronas Sports Day 2016 - Gold Medal Winner
MMA: Muayfit Mayhem MMA (May 2011)
MMA: Malaysian Fighting Championship (October 2011)
Muay Thai: Muay Thai Putrajaya Fight Challenge (June 2013)
Muay Thai: Kickboxing Warrior Championship (January 2016)
Malaysian Reserve Army 515th Regiment Alpha Company 3rd Platoon (2011 – 2015)

Yingjia
Yingjia Liu
Liu

+44
0793
+44
07935421
5421192
192yingjia.liu@cranfield.ac.uk
yingjia.liu@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield
CranfieldUniversity
University

PERSONAL
STATEMENT
PERSONAL
STATEMENT
Studying
Connected
and
AutonomousVehicle
VehicleEngineering
Engineering (Automotive)
(Automotive) at
with
a a
Studying
MScMSc
Connected
and
Autonomous
atCranfield
CranfieldUniversity
University
with
background
a BEng
in Automotive
EngineeringatatCoventry
Coventry University
University and
in in
China
within
background
of aofBEng
in Automotive
Engineering
and 22internship
internshipexperiences
experiences
China
within
the Automotive
industry
in both
supervisedand
andtechnical
technicalarea.
area. Bilingual
Bilingual in
(fluent).
the Automotive
industry
in both
supervised
in Mandarin
Mandarin(native)
(native)and
andEnglish
English
(fluent).

Familiar
using
various
modelling,
simulation,and
andprogramming
programming software.
software.
Familiar
withwith
using
various
modelling,
simulation,
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•

•

Worker allocation improvement plan proposed during the internship at Faurecia, Chengdu, adopted by the

Worker allocation improvement plan proposed during the internship at Faurecia, Chengdu, adopted by the
production line.

production line.
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

MSc in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering (Automotive): Cranfield University, UK (Sep 2020 –

MScPresent)
in Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering (Automotive): Cranfield University, UK (Sep 2020 –
Present)
•

•

Modules: Embedded Vehicle Control Systems, Ethics, Safety and Regulation, Fundamentals of Road Vehicle

Engineering,
Human
Factors,
Human-Computer
Interaction
and
ADAS
System, Fundamentals
Networked Systems
and Vehicle
Cyber
Modules:
Embedded
Vehicle
Control
Systems, Ethics,
Safety
and
Regulation,
of Road
Security, Path
Planning,
Autonomy
and DecisionInteraction
Making, Sensors,
Perception
and
Visualisation,
Systems
Engineering,
Human
Factors,
Human-Computer
and ADAS
System,
Networked
Systems
and Cyber
Engineering,
Technology
Strategyand
andDecision
BusinessMaking,
Models, Sensors,
Transport Perception
Systems Optimisation.
Security,
Path Planning,
Autonomy
and Visualisation, Systems

•Engineering,
IndividualTechnology
Thesis: Fusion
of V2X
Perception
Data
Strategy
and
Business
Models, Transport Systems Optimisation.

•

Individual Thesis: Fusion of V2X Perception Data

BEng in Automotive Engineering: Coventry University, UK (Sep 2017 – Jun 2020)

BEng in Automotive Engineering: Coventry University, UK (Sep 2017 – Jun 2020)
•

•

Modules: Vehicle System, Design and Sustainability, Solid Mechanics and Dynamics, Thermodynamics and
Fluid Mechanics, Engineering Management, Analytical Modeling, Electrical Science, Manufacturing Technology

Modules: Vehicle System, Design and Sustainability, Solid Mechanics and Dynamics, Thermodynamics and
and Materials, Engineering Mathematics, etc.

Fluid Mechanics, Engineering Management, Analytical Modeling, Electrical Science, Manufacturing Technology

•

•

Individual Thesis: Performance study of Lithium-ion battery using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

andTo
Materials,
Engineering Mathematics, etc.
analyse the impedance of resistant, capacitor and inductor.

Individual
Thesis:
Performance
study
of Lithium-ion
batterybatteries.
using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
To propose
measures
of reducing
impedance
of lithium-ion

To analyse
the impedance
of resistant,
capacitor
and inductor.
To compare
different lithium-ion
batteries
cell impedance
using EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy)
To propose
measures of reducing impedance of lithium-ion batteries.
equipment.

To compare different lithium-ion batteries cell impedance using EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy)
equipment.
CAREER
HISTORY
Volkswagen:
Chengdu, China – Management Department Internship (June 2015)
CAREER
HISTORY
• Was
assigned China
to the supervisors’
officeDepartment Internship (June 2015)
Volkswagen:
Chengdu,
– Management

•
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•

Collected and organised the documents

•

Learnt about car production from a management perspective

Was assigned to the supervisors’ office

•

Collected and organised the documents

•

Learnt about car production from a management perspective

Faurecia: Chengdu, China – Production Line, Workshop Internship (July 2015)
A French global automotive supplier headquartered in Nanterre, in the western suburbs of Paris. In 2018 it was the 9th
largest international automotive parts manufacturer in the world and #1 for vehicle interiors and emission control
technology.
•

Collected data from every single apparatus everyday

•

Checked the finished products by sampling inspection

•

Inspected the artificial welding area

Worker allocation improvement plan proposed during the internship at Faurecia, Chengdu, adopted by the production
line.
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Languages: Native Mandarin speaker with fluency in English.
IT Skills: Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook, Matlab, C++, Python, Hyperworks, CATIA, Abaqus, etc.
Volunteering: Attended the First-aid training hosted by RCSC (Red Cross Society China) and got first-aider certificate.
Individual Interests: Music, learnt basic music theory for over 10 years, got official certificate of Erhu (A Chinese
traditional instrument) in China, leant Bass for over 2 years, self-learning guitar and piano, published original songs on
the Chinese website.
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Jorge Palacios Cuervo
Jorge Palacios Cuervo

07984551249 jorge.palacios-cuervo@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
07984551249 jorge.palacios-cuervo@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A focused, passionate and eager to innovate postgraduate with interests in autonomous driving applications ranging
from pathpassionate
planning and
perception
and computer
vision. Hard
working anddriving
resultsapplications
oriented individual
A focused,
andfollowing
eager to to
innovate
postgraduate
with interests
in autonomous
ranging
exhibiting
strong
analytical
thinking
and
problem
solving
aptitudes.
Native
in
Spanish,
fluent
in
English
and intermediatefrom path planning and following to perception and computer vision. Hard working and results oriented
individual
advanced
in German.
Persistent
in delivering
passion
to succeed
automotive
technology
exhibiting
strong
analytical
thinking and
problem highest
solving standards
aptitudes. with
Native
in Spanish,
fluent within
in English
and intermediateareas. in German. Persistent in delivering highest standards with passion to succeed within automotive technology
advanced
areas.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 Summa Cum Laude bachelors graduate (2019)
 National
Evaluation
Centre for
Higher Education
(CENEVAL) award for excellent performance on the national
 Summa
Cum
Laude bachelors
graduate
(2019)
mechatronics
engineering
exit
exam
(2019)
 National Evaluation Centre for Higher Education (CENEVAL) award for excellent performance on the national
 Obtained CSWA
and CSWP
Solidworks
mechatronics
engineering
exit exam
(2019)Certifications
 Designed,
programmed
and
installed aCertifications
currently operational plastic injection moulding piece retrieval,
 Obtained
CSWA
and CSWP
Solidworks
processing
and assembly
production
line for a operational
tier 1 automotive
 Designed,
programmed
and installed
a currently
plasticsupplier
injection moulding piece retrieval,
processing and assembly production line for a tier 1 automotive supplier
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 –
October
2021)and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (October 2020 –
MSc
Connected
October 2021)
 Modules: Fundamentals of Road Vehicle Engineering, Path Planning, Autonomy and Decision Making,
Sensors,Fundamentals
Perception and
Engineering,
Embedded
Vehicle
Control
Systems,
Transport
 Modules:
of Visualization,
Road Vehicle Systems
Engineering,
Path Planning,
Autonomy
and
Decision
Making,
SystemPerception
Optimization,
Factors,
Human-Computer
Interaction
and
Advanced
Driver
Assistance
Sensors,
andHuman
Visualization,
Systems
Engineering,
Embedded
Vehicle
Control
Systems,
Transport
Systems
(ADAS), Networked
Systems
and Cybersecurity,
Ethics, Safety
and Regulation,
and Technology
System
Optimization,
Human Factors,
Human-Computer
Interaction
and Advanced
Driver Assistance
Strategy
and Business
Models
Systems
(ADAS),
Networked
Systems and Cybersecurity, Ethics, Safety and Regulation, and Technology
Strategy and Business Models
BSc (First Class Honours): Tecnológico de Monterrey, Puebla, Mexico (August 2015 - December 2019)
BSc (First Class Honours): Tecnológico de Monterrey, Puebla, Mexico (August 2015 - December 2019)
 Modules: Design and Development of Electronic Systems, Design, Synthesis and Integration for Process and
Product Design
Automation
and Control, Design,
Innovation
and Design,
Development
of Robots
and Mechatronic
Devices,
 Modules:
and Development
of Electronic
Systems,
Synthesis
and Integration
for Process
and
Design
and Development
of Mechanical
Systems. and Development of Robots and Mechatronic Devices,
Product
Automation
and Control,
Design, Innovation
 Automotive
EngineeringofConcentration
Design
and Development
Mechanical Systems.
 GPA: 4.0Engineering Concentration
 Automotive
 GPA: 4.0
CAREER HISTORY
CAREER HISTORY
Vector Automation de México: Puebla, Mexico - Project Engineer (August 2019 - June 2020)
Vector
Automationde
is an
industrial
automation
company
focused
on computer
vision,
robotics and process
Vector
Automation
México:
Puebla,
Mexicoproject
- Project
Engineer
(August
2019 - June
2020)
automation
appliances
for the pharmaceutical
and automotive
industries.
Vector
Automation
is an industrial
automation project
company focused
on computer vision, robotics and process
automation appliances for the pharmaceutical and automotive industries.
 Carried out the mechanical design for two gauge cluster plastic housing and lens automatic assembly stations
 Programmed
two industrial
robotic
arms
andcluster
an injection
mouldingand
machine
responsible
for the
injection
 Carried
out the mechanical
design
for two
gauge
plastic housing
lens automatic
assembly
stations
mould piecetwo
extraction,
storage
lens-housing
assembly
 Programmed
industrial
roboticand
arms
and an injection
moulding machine responsible for the injection
 Formed
part
of a teamstorage
responsible
for the installation,
coordination and verification of the multi-machine
mould
piece
extraction,
and lens-housing
assembly
gaugepart
cluster
and lens production
line, taking
care of theand
pneumatics,
electrical
connections and
 Formed
of a housing
team responsible
for the installation,
coordination
verification
of the multi-machine
programming
logic
gauge cluster housing and lens production line, taking care of the pneumatics, electrical connections and
 Instructed an
machine operation and robotics programming course to 10+ factory workers.
programming
logic
 Instructed an machine operation and robotics programming course to 10+ factory workers.
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Volkswagen de México: Puebla, Mexico - Automation Engineer (January 2019 - May 2019)
Collaboration project between Volkswagen de México and Tecnológico de Monterrey for the development of an
autonomous lift truck for transporting manufactured goods inside the factory.
 Designed a telemetry system used to measure and display the current state of the vehicle and its
surroundings carrying out continuous full-duplex communication between the deployed vehicle and a
command base within a 10 kilometre distance
 Collaborated with a multi-disciplinary team of 5 and created a ring topology communication protocol for the
onboard module to module communication, data forwarding and data filtering tasks
 Implemented a pure pursuit path following algorithm capable of following a pre-defined GPS trajectory
SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Languages: Strong written and spoken communication skills in Spanish (native) and English (advanced),
limited professional communication skills in German (intermediate-advanced).
 IT Skills: C++, Python, MATLAB/Simulink, MPLabX, Proteus, LTSpice, LabVIEW, SolidWorks, ApexGrizzly,
Studio5000, RobotStudio
 Individual Interests: Software projects development, car enthusiast, enjoy fitness, animals and the outdoors
 Volunteering: Offered basic electronics and robotics training to 50+ middle and highschool students along
with 5 other mechatronics engineering students, organized a fundraising campaign for a deaf community
support association.
 Professional/Technical training: ABB robot programming course, IOT course, CWSA and CWSP
certifications

89 / 130
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Thuvaragan Sathiyaphalan
Thuvaragan
Sathiyaphalan
07469706665 T.sathiyaphalan@cranfield.ac.uk
07469706665 T.sathiyaphalan@cranfield.ac.uk
Cranfield University
Cranfield University

PERSONAL STATEMENT
PERSONAL STATEMENT
A childhood passion in innovation with new technology started from the days of opening anything in the
Ahousehold
childhood to
passion
in innovation
withwork
newand
technology
days
of opening
in the
discover
how gadgets
building started
dreamsfrom
with the
Lego
blocks.
Skill in anything
Engineering
established
household
to discover
gadgets
work and
building the
dreams
Lego blocks.
Skill
in Engineering
established
during GCSEs
and A how
Level’s,
developed
throughout
yearswith
to become
a highly
skilled
Mechanical
Engineer
during
GCSEs and
A Level’s,
developed
throughout
become a expertise
highly skilled
Mechanical
and Connected
and
Autonomous
Vehicle
Engineer the
withyears
highlytonoticeable
at present
time. Engineer
A pupil who
and
Connected
and Autonomous
Engineer
with highly
noticeable
expertise atand
present
time.
A pupil who
strives
to understand
theoretical Vehicle
knowledge
associated
with practical
involvements
willing
to integrate
wide
strives
theoretical
associated
involvements and willing to integrate wide
range to
of understand
practical skills
acquiredknowledge
from projects
into realwith
life practical
applications.
range of practical skills acquired from projects into real life applications.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
 2017 - Attended the Young Enterprise, working as a Manger and as a designer. Spent 4 months working on a
 2017
theGained
Youngleadership
Enterprise,skills
working
a Mangergroup
and as
a designer.
months
working
on ato
TAXI- Attended
application.
fromas
organising
meetings
and Spent
giving 4out
deadlines
leading
TAXI
application.
Gained leadership
skills Developed
from organising
group meetings
giving designs
out deadlines
leading to
completion
of application
as a manager.
Photoshop
skills usedand
to create
as a designer
of application
as-aSpent
manager.
Developed
skills used
to create
designs
as a designer
completion
2014 - Duke
of Edinburgh
3 days
camping Photoshop
in a countryside.
Gained
ability to
work along
with a team to
 2014
- Duke
ofdestination
Edinburgh to
- Spent
3 days
campingteam
in a work
countryside.
get from
one
another,
developing
skills Gained ability to work along with a team to
get from one destination to another, developing team work skills
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
MSc Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (January 2020 MSc
Connected
and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering: Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK (January 2020 December
2021)
December 2021)
 Modules: Embedded Vehicle Control Systems; Fundamentals of Road Vehicle Engineering; Human
 Modules:
Embedded Vehicleinteractions
Control Systems;
Fundamentals
of Road Vehicle
Engineering;
Factors, Human-Computer
and ADAS
Systems; Networked
Systems
and CyberHuman
Security; Path
Factors,
Human-Computer
interactions
and ADAS
Systems;
Networked
Systems and
Cyber Security;
Path
Planning,
Autonomy and Decision
Making;
Sensor,
Perception
and Visualisation;
Technology
Strategy
and
Planning,
and Decision
Making;
Sensor, Perception and Visualisation; Technology Strategy and
BusinessAutonomy
Models; Transport
Systems
Optimisation
Models; Transport
Systems and
Optimisation
Business
Group projects:
Ethics, Diversity
Regulations; System Engineering
 Group projects: Ethics, Diversity and Regulations; System Engineering
BEng Mechanical Engineering (Achieved 1st class): Aston University, Birmingham, UK (January 2017
BEng
Mechanical
- December
2020)Engineering (Achieved 1st class): Aston University, Birmingham, UK (January 2017
- December 2020)
 First year (achieved 2:1)
 First
year
(achieved
(2:1)
Achieved
in 2:1)
modules: Engineering maths 1, Engineering science, Electronic Engineering Foundation
 (2:1)
Achieved
in modules:
Engineering
maths 1, Engineering science, Electronic Engineering Foundation
Engineering
Science
Laboratory
- Lister Engine
 Engineering
Science
Laboratory
- Lister Engine Prototype and Development
Group projects:
Design
and Experimentation,
 Group
projects:
Design and
Second
year (Achieved
2:1) Experimentation, Prototype and Development
 Second
year
(AchievedMaths
2:1) 2, Thermodynamics and Fluids, Quality Engineering, Engineering materials, Solid
Modules:
Engineering
 Modules:
Engineering
2, Thermodynamics and Fluids, Quality Engineering, Engineering materials, Solid
Mechanics,
DynamicsMaths
and Control
Dynamics
and and
Control
Mechanics,
Group project:
Design
Engineering for users, Engineering for Industry
 Group
Design 1st
andclass)
Engineering for users, Engineering for Industry
Third project:
Year (Achieved
 Third
Year Advanced
(AchievedThermodynamics
1st class)
Modules:
and Fluids, Heat transfer and Turbomachinery, Energy efficiency, Design
 Modules:
Advanced
Thermodynamics
Heat
transfer
and Turbomachinery,
Energy
efficiency,
Design
Failure Analysis,
Advanced
Dynamicsand
andFluids,
Control,
Solid
mechanics
and Finite Element
Analysis,
Engineering
Failure
Dynamics and Control, Solid mechanics and Finite Element Analysis, Engineering
DesignAnalysis,
and the Advanced
Environment
the Environment
Design
Groupand
project:
Advanced Systems Design
 Group
Advanced
Systems
Design Technologies
Final project:
Year Project:
Modern
Manufacturing
 Final Year Project: Modern Manufacturing Technologies
BEng Mechanical Engineering Projects
BEng Mechanical Engineering Projects
 First Year:
 First
Year:
Coordinated
and worked in group to design, build and race a F14 Go kart
 Coordinated
worked in
group skill
to design,
build Truss
and race
a F14 Go
kart
Incorporatedand
engineering
science
to calculate
calculations
and
drawing technical drawings of beams
 Incorporated
engineering
science
skill to calculate Truss calculations and drawing technical drawings of beams
from understanding
of beam
types
understanding
of beam types
from
Acquired
an understanding
of procedures in automotive industries
 Acquired
understanding of procedures in automotive industries
Second an
Year:
 Second
Year:
Designed
and built a retractable packable wind turbine to reach optimum speed against wind
 Designed
and built
a retractable
packable
turbine to
reach optimum speed against wind
Incorporated
engineering
science
skill to wind
do structural
calculation
 Incorporated
science
skill tousers
do structural
calculation
Designed a engineering
medical device
for asthma
detecting
area with high dust particle
 Designed a medical device for asthma users detecting area with high dust particle
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Incorporated Solidworks and Arduino skills to create a device
Final year:
Designed a pneumatic actuator utilizing Solidworks and constructing engineering Drawing
Manufactured, built and processed an actuator
Planned and produced an Industrial mechanical and electrical Manufacturing system to produce a
packaging
 Produced a controlled system
 Final Year Project: To Reverse Engineer a mechanical Pulley
 To measure using metrology equipment, construct using Solidwork and manufacturing using CNC Milling and
Lathe machinery






CAREER HISTORY
2018 Ashburton Supermarket, 8 weeks: Ashburton, London UK - Customer Assistant
 Attended part time job addressing a role of replenishing stocks, assist customers and handing cash and card

transactions

 Developed customer service skills and ability to handing cash correctly
 Learnt ability to work and move around quickly to replenish stock during high quantity of customers

2016 May - Jayam Auto-mobile garage, 2 week: London, UK - Mechanic Assistant
 Work experience at a mechanics Garage assisting colleagues to diagnose mechanical and electrical

automotive systems

 Cleaned and changed brake pads and tyres
 Learnt procedures required before spray painting cars such as sanding down surface

2014 May - Electronic Store, 2 weeks: London, UK - Electrician assistant
 Completed work experience at an electronic store diagnosing phone and computer problems and also sells

devices and accessories

 Gained customer service skills
 Diagnosed problems with electronic devices, mobile phones and computers
 Managed as an Accountant at the Counter

SKILLS, INTERESTS & EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 Technical Skills: Highly Experienced in 2D Design, Google Sketchup, Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
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Solidworks, SolidCAM, Arduino, Ansys, Matlab
Practical Skills: Good use of Laser cutter machine
Design: Good use of Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator . Proficient drawing skills
Additional information: Full, clean driving licence and own transport
Interests: Drawing car concept designs and creating designs on Google ketchups
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Wenjie Zhao
Wenjie Zhao

MK430AL, UK
MK430AL, UK
M: (+86)15807180900 | E: wenjiez2020@163.com L: linkedin.com/in/shuning-wang-26bab3194
M: (+86)15807180900 | E: wenjiez2020@163.com L: linkedin.com/in/shuning-wang-26bab3194

EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
& QUALIFICATIONS
Cranfield
University
Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering

Sept. 2020 – Jan.
Cranfield University
Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering
Sept. 2020 – Jan.
2021
2021
Modules
include: Path Planning, Autonomy and Decision Making, Sensors, Perception and Visualisation, Systems
Modules include: Path Planning, Autonomy and Decision Making, Sensors, Perception and Visualisation, Systems
Engineering
Engineering
Wuhan University of Technology, Automotive Support Engineering
Sept. 2015 – Jun.
Wuhan University of Technology, Automotive Support Engineering
Sept. 2015 – Jun.
2019
2019
Scholarships
/ Awards: Outstanding Graduates of WHUT (2018)
Scholarships / Awards: Outstanding Graduates of WHUT (2018)

WORK & LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
st auto brand),
WORK & LEADERSHIP
EXPERIENCE
GAC-TOYOTA(1
Guangzhou, China

Apr. 2018 – Jul.
GAC-TOYOTA(1st auto brand), Guangzhou, China
Apr. 2018 – Jul.
2018
2018
The 3rd GAC-TOYOTA Campus Challenge Competition
rd
GAC-TOYOTA
Challenge
Competition
The 3Cooperated
with 4 Campus
teammates
to analyze
500+ user feedbacks from app stores about the user experience of

Cooperated
with
teammatespoints
to analyze
500+ user feedbacks from app stores about the user experience of
GAC-TOYOTA
app
and4 discussed
to be improved
appcustomer
and discussed
pointsfeedback,
to be improved
GAC-TOYOTA
Based on the
experience
designed new activities including family theme community

Based
on the the
customer
experience
feedback,
activities,
reaching
finals(top
6 out of 114
teams)designed new activities including family theme community
activities,
reaching culture
the finals(top
Intern,
Corporate
team 6 out of 114 teams)
Corporate
cultureofteam
Intern,
Wrote
the manuscript
the company's development commendation meeting, proofread the internal journal
 Challenge
Wrote the manuscript of the company's development commendation meeting, proofread the internal journal
Challenge
 Brainstormed
and designed the plot for the H5 project of New Employee Growth, gathering 2500+ hits
Brainstormed
theChina,
plot for
the H5MG
project
of New
Employee
Growth, gathering 2500+ Jul.
hits 2017 – Aug.
SAIC Motor
Passengerand
Co.,designed
Shanghai,
Intern,
Brand
Marketing
Department
SAIC Motor Passenger Co., Shanghai, China, Intern, MG Brand Marketing Department
Jul. 2017 – Aug.
2017
2017
 Combined 20+ reports with 10+ interview, presented a report on the post-90s in China including the exploration of
 sub-cultural
Combined 20+
reports
10+lovers
interview,
presented a report
on the social
post-90s
in China
the to
exploration
of
groups
like with
ACGN
and characteristics
of different
platforms
asincluding
a reference
advertising
sub-cultural with
groups
like ACGN
and characteristics
of different60+
social
as a reference
to advertising
 Cooperated
3 other
internslovers
to identify
problems by researching
MGplatforms
online stores
on AutoHome
from 10
 main
Cooperated
3 other
interns
to identify
problems
by researching
60+ MGtoonline
stores
AutoHome
from 10
cities inwith
China
and then
develop
standards
for registered
auto dealers
enhance
theon
user
experience
main cities in China
and then
develop
standards
for registered
dealers
to enhance
the user
experience
 Communicated
with 10+
dealers
in Shanghai,
provided
training auto
for them
to use
the AutoHome
management
 system,
Communicated
dealersand
in Shanghai,
provided
training
for them
to use inquiry
the AutoHome
management
followedwith
their10+
progress
gave feedback
to the
manager,
enhancing
rate by 30%
in the first
system,
their progress and gave feedback to the manager, enhancing inquiry rate by 30% in the first
month
offollowed
execution
month of execution

EXTRA-CURRICULAR EXPERIENCE

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
EXPERIENCE
Design
of simulation test standard
for autonomous driving formula car
Feb. 2020 –
Design of simulation test standard for autonomous driving formula car
Feb. 2020 –
Mar.2020
Mar.2020

Based on ASAM standard, evaluate different planning strategies of racing scenes for formula auto driving teams
 ensure
Based
on ASAM
standard,
different
planning
strategies
of minimum
racing scenes
for formula auto driving teams
to
collision
avoidance
withevaluate
minimum
deviation
from the
track and
deceleration.
collisionperformance
avoidance with
deviation
from the
track
and minimum
deceleration.
to ensure
The vehicle
andminimum
different motion
models
(load
transfer,
aerodynamics,
etc.) in the simulation test
 qualitatively
The vehicleevaluated
performance and different motion models (load transfer, aerodynamics, etc.) in the simulation test
are
are University
qualitatively
Wuhan
of evaluated
Technology, Debate Team
Dec. 2016 –
Wuhan University of Technology, Debate Team
Dec. 2016 –
Feb.2019
Feb.2019

Participated in more than 30 school level debates, won the fourth place in the school level debate competition

Participated
in more
school
level
debates,
won
fourth
place inthinking,
the school
level debate
competition
and
won
the second
place than
in the30new
year's
cup.
Exercise
thethe
ability
of logical
information
collection,
and won the
second
place inrapid
the new
year's cup. Exercise the ability of logical thinking, information collection,
verification
and
on-the-spot
response
verificationMotors,
and on-the-spot
response
, Innovative Communication Campus Garage
Aug. 2018 – Dec.
SAIC-General
Shanghai,rapid
China
Aug. 2018 – Dec.
SAIC-General Motors, Shanghai, China, Innovative Communication Campus Garage
2018
2018

Researched smart mobility and tech trends like 5G with 4 teammates to design future transport experience,

Researched
smart
mobility
and tech
trends
like 5G female
with 4 teammates
designbeauty
future in
transport
including
the mobility
makeup
function
aimed
at modern
who want totoremain
a busy experience,
lifestyle
including
the
mobility
makeup
function
aimed
at
modern
female
who
want
to
remain
beauty
in
a third
busyaward(42
lifestyle out of

Designed the PPT for presentation about the future of transportation in China, winning the

Designed the PPT for presentation about the future of transportation in China, winning the third award(42 out of
1572)
1572)
Wuhan
University of Technology, Vice-minister of Publicity Department, Grade Committee
Sept. 2016-Jul.
Wuhan University of Technology, Vice-minister of Publicity Department, Grade Committee
Sept. 2016-Jul.
2018
2018
 Led 5 team members to establish 2 information-sharing platforms on major social media platforms in China for the
 grade
Led 5 and
teamdesign
members
to weekly
establish
2 information-sharing
platforms
on major
media
platforms in China for the
topics
according
to students’ needs,
attracting
andsocial
over 400
followers
grade and design topics weekly according to students’ needs, attracting and over 400 followers
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Gave advice on news writing for 14 publicity commissaries and helped them to improve writing abilities, improving
passing rate by 50% on average and publishing 40+ edited reports on the school website
Collected insights from the campus and designed door plates for the students’ dormitory of the grade by
Photoshop, applied by the school

SKILLS & INTERESTS



Languages: English (fluent /IELTS 7.0)
IT: MS Office(good in PPT), Photoshop, SQL, Python(basic)
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Ways of
working with us
Businesses looking for innovative, cost-effective solutions to their
organisational needs can benefit from working with Cranfield University.
We are passionate about ensuring our research is relevant to the
real world and actively seek to develop long lasting relationships with
commercial organisations.
We use a flexible, consultative approach to work with
organisations of all sizes across the private, public and
charitable sectors. Below are just a number of ways in
which your business can benefit from our knowledge
and expertise:
Collaborative research and development
Cranfield has vast amounts of experience in
developing collaborative projects and partnerships
with businesses. External sources of funding are often
available to help maximise the value of the research.
Consultancy
Our knowledge and skills cover a multitude of sectors.
Projects can range from use of laboratory facilities to
long-term change projects.
Sponsoring student projects
Sponsoring projects allows businesses to tailor the
students' research to their needs. This method allows
you to benefit from Cranfield's expert Academic
input, whilst simultaneously serving as an extended
'interview period' for the student.

A number of options exist for organisations to
develop strategic partnerships with us
•
•
•
•

licensing and joint intellectual property development
technology advances
knowledge transfer
research

Collaborative funding schemes
Part-funded schemes are available for organisations
looking to engage in research.
Projects
MSc group project
MSc thesis project
MSc by Research project
PhD project
EngD project

Duration
2-4 months
4-5 months
1 year
3 years
4 years

Find out more at
E: business@cranfield.ac.uk
T: +44 (0)1234 754042

www.cranfield.ac.uk

